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WHAT RADIO BROADCASTING NEEDS.

I have viewed the last five years Of radio broadcast-ing very much in the light of a big experiment and have endeavoredto gainfrom it sufficient information upon which to base its futurepossibilities and to obtain an idea of the lines along which thisdevelopment would proceed. 1 did this for a rather personal reasonin that my future activities in radio are to a great extent depend-ent upon the direction of growth. I have, therefore, been givingthis matter considerable attention and have formed a few opinionswhich I will give below. I believe this is what you wanted when yourequested me to write down for you the practical possibilities ofradio and the probable direction of development. I am dividing thisinto two headings:

(a) Technical
(b) Program

TECHNICAL

The average person's conception of radio today is nota true one. Mention radio and he mentally pictures a receiving set,loud speaker and a few other pieces of apparatus, with perhaps thenames of a few artists or programs. In reality I feel that radio isa distinct line of development, a branch of Alternating current itself,a distinct field and one Which will fill a long felt vent on the partof the human race to overcome the barriers of distance and space. Thisradio has already done to a small extent in that it enables programsto be transmitted to distant points.

Radio is a service only a part of which is now beingrendered. Just as wires are not telephone service, just so is presentday radio not *Radio Service.* We have much to accomplieih and manyfeatures to add before it becomes a necessary service. However, wehave before us radio vision - radio control of clocks and other devices,etc.

So mach for my dream as to the future possibilities ofradio. At present we are concerned with a very congested atmosphere,there being 534 stations licensed, with something like 526 additionalapplications pending. Obviously, such a condition cannot continue toexist, as there are but 86 wavelengths available at the present time.Unless these stations are reduced in number through elimination andthe only businesslike method by Which this number can be brought to areasonable figure is through economic pressure. This latter will mean
stiff comDetition, which will be somewhat expensive but will undoubtedlybenefit in the end, and which will dhow the average station owner whohas no ultimate reason outside of advertising for broadcasting that itdoes not pay him to be in that business. I feel that some day in the
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near future this condition will arise and there will be a wholesale
deletion of licenses. In order to be prepared to bring about this
competition, or condition, those Who have an ultimate reason for being
In this field and who intend to remain therein must prepare by entrench-
ing themselves firmly. That means a combination of stations into a
powerful group controlling its sources and avenues of program. The
Westinghouse Company and its associates are in an excellent position
for this purpose in that they are owners of the most powerful and best
known stations and are all associated, so that it is but a step to form
a real combination in the broadcast field.

At the present stage of development it is obviously
impractical for a few stations to cover the entire country. inter-
connectian seems the logical answer and we have two means of doing
this:

4) The proven one, whichis by wires, and1 The experimental one, or short wares.

The individual stations Should have safficient power to thoroughly
cover a reasonable radius about their station and Should pay particular
attention to quality of transmission. The stations Should be 40 located
that they will not overlap very muCh and care Should be taken that the
signal strength from the nearest station is sufficient in all parts of
the territory to override the average static and interference.

Any coibination which intends to engage in interconnec-
tion at the present time Should depend to a great extent upon wire line
interconnection. In the near future there is a possibility of forming
a combination of short wave and wire line In with the
distant future possibily permitting interstation connection by radio
alone.

As we have to deal with the present, we must consider
the present wire situation. The A.T. & Co4as the most efficienk_sy
at present. Its trunk lines connecting the principal cities are
already prepared for radio program transmission, or can be prepared. 

stem

In addition, that company has its repeater stations with trained
attendants, 'hi& will permit the installation of proper repeating
and correcting devices for maintaining high quality. In addition
they have a sufficiently large plant to permit spare wires and routes
in case of emergency. The only other servioesavailable at present
are Western Union wires, which are either already transposed or can
be prepared, along definite routes connect Ing the principal -cities.
In view of the patent situation the estern Union cannot operate
repeaters but can merely rent the lines. In other words, the
Telephone Company can furnish complete service from point of pickup
to the station terminals, while the Western Union Company will only
furnist the wires suitably prepared, but all pickup equipment, line
amolifiers, correction devices, etc. must be furnished and manned by
the broadcasting interests.
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The rates for wire line interconnection in the case ofthe estern Union are definitely fixed by the Interstate CommerceCommission, as the rental charge for wires is filed with that commiseiDnIn the case of the Telephone Company, broadcasting not yet beingrecognized as a definite public service, is not listed on the tarifffiles of the commission and the rates at present are whatever theTelephone Company feels like charging.

In summarixing the technical phase of this discussion,I wish to state that the future looks bright for radio, having somany fields and avenues along Which t develop. I feel tbatrradiobroadcasting will become a more stable proposition when the number ofstations is reduced and that it will be along economical lines ratherthan through legislation that this will be brought about. I feel thatthe field is waiting for the radio group to set the pace and bringabout this competitive condition. I have pointed out the wire situa-tion and the necessity for wire connection and at the present time andprobable future conditions of short wave interconnection. I have alsoshown that the most reliable service can be furnished by the TelephoneCompany and that the matter of cost will have to be deterained by*bargaining.* The picture, therefore, of the future system is a net-work of stations throughout the country, each individually capable ofcovering its territory with excellent transmission, sufficient signalto override interference, and with a program that cannot be matdhedby individual or small groups.

PROGRAM 

At the present tine broadcasting reminds me very mudhof ordinary vaudeville performances. The microphone is switched on,the announoement Is made, giving the name of the singer, the selectionand the author, and the artist does his part. This then is repeatedvery much as the acts appearing on a etmge In a vaudeville house.This could really be termed *vaudeville broadcasting,* or, as we usedto say *variety shows.* This has not been satisfactory in that it isa monotonous repetition of selections. The Telephone any, Inotice, has realized the necessity of breaking away from this type ofprogram and is offering What we might term *Hours.* MLA did tbissimultaneously with the Telephone Company. We now occasionallyobtain a program whidh has a continuous story, or thread* to keepthe listeners' interest until the conclusion. This is an improvementbut is yet far from being what we feel radio broadcasting should be.

vhen the average person visits a show he expects tobe entertained and to leave with a datisfied feeling. For this pur-pose the stage director endeavors to draw the at and mind ofthe audience and wake them feel, or live, with the actors through theshow. TTe has at his commnd and does use many devices, such asscenery, music and accessories to produce certain effects. He appealsto the brain and heart of the audience through two senses, the eye andthe ear, and, in some few instances, the Eense of smell, by perfumes,incense, etc. The motion picture director had a more difficult taskin that he had but one sense, that is the eye, through Which be



could appeal to the mind of his audience. You will note that the
early motion pictures were *one-reelers" and in many wags similarto the radio performances of today. Then came the two-reelers,which might be classed as paralleled by our radio *Hours.* Do youremember when between each reel some slides were Shown? The pausesnow between our selections are in the same class and are becoming
as offensive to the ear as those slides were to our eyes in the early
days of motion pictures.

Therefore, in order to look for a possible solution
to the question *What will be the program of the future?* let us
take a page out of the history of themotion pictures. In attending
a performance at the Capitol Theatre, New York, you first of all are
ushered to a comfortable seat. The dhow starts generally with an
overture played by an excellent orchestra, generally followed by
additional music featuring perhaps a ballet and usually a rendition
by some talented artist. Without any pauses the program Shifts from
one piece to the next, and, while the orchestra is still playing the
screen is brought into sight, and the machine having already been
adjusted, the picture starts without any flickering and we see,
perhaps, a news reel, at the conclusion of which, without the
slightest hestitation or sudden change,it may fade into a comedy
or perhaps the screen disappear and a stage saene may be brought
before us. Without the slightest break the next act takes place
with perhaps finally the feature picture being brought on and run
through to its end without a single break, slifting from one reel
to another so that the eye cannot notice it. At the conclusion of
such a performance, if all parts of the program are of average worth,
one feels satisfied and pleased. All of this has been carefully
worked out by stage directors who have vision and who visualize
what they want to do and how they want to do it.

Now, let us parallel this with radio. First, we
need one person who has the artistic sense and necessary experience
to know what can be done and how to do it. In other words, we need
a stage director, or *Producer.* There must be but one man in
authority in a case like this and he must be given a sufficiently
free hand in order to be able to put over his thoughts and ideals.
9uch a man would createa show, appealing to the eak. in his case,
just as the movie director appeals to theeye. He would run the
continuous thread of thought and createplays with the climax at
the proper point in order to hold the attention of the listener.
We all have experienced the reluctance to break away from a movie
in the middle of its performance. The artistic development of
presentation for aural reception will have to be worked out very
much along the same lines that the presentations for visual
reception were worked out. I feel that men can be developed who
will be able to take an orchestra, with some additional talent, and
work it into a play with an appeal which will satisfy the listener.

You will remember that WGY started rather intensively
to have plays written suitable for radio presentation. This was a
step in the right direction but they stopped Short of their objective.
feel, however, that they had the right conception but not sufficiently

far advanced to realize that spoken plays alone do not satisfy. -

s •



It will, of course, be rather an expensive propo-
sition for individual atations to have such a high class director-
ship and productions, but that is all the more reason why we shouldencourage this, as through a combination of stations we could finance
such productions, thus setting the pace, which, as I explained above,will, in my opinion, economically solve the broadcasting problem.
It is through some big effort, some breaking away from what we are
accustomed to know that we will regain the leadership in broadcastingand set the pace, which will be too fast for the individual station
owner who is interested only in advertising.

I have spoken to theatre people and many program
directors, etc., in an effort to gain their ideas and thoughts and
I believe that the usual calibre of broadcast program personnel is
too low to conceive of anything better than what they are now doimg.
This is another reason why we should act on this opportunity of
doing this more elaborate and finer thing and why I feel that we
should get together with our associates and form an organization
capable of handling such a proposition.

I believe that when such an organisation does exist
It will obtain the support and cooperation of MUSIC publisheras
dramatic leagues, etc., for the reason that the director of a Chain
of stations covering the country will be more likely to keep from
offending the ears of the listeners by repetitions of 'By the eaters
of Minnetonka," or some other composition that le being played to
death. That is one of the big objections that the =sic people now
have, in fact the only real complaint that they can make. In my
opinion, an organization handling eadh a proposition must look or
the one man who will undoubtedly become world famous if successful -
one who can mould his program to such a point that be can command
the attention of the majority of his listeners.

With this, of course, I °onsider that the advertising
value of the stations will rise and the rates must, of course, be
such that they will support sudh an organization. But, because of
this high standard, there is no doubt that this will create additional
returns for the purchasers of time, so as to make it worth While
paying these additional rates. For, after all, it must be remembered
that the amount of available tine is limited to a few bourn a week.

In summing up I feel that all efforts should be
directed toward forming an organization capable of hamdling such a
proposition as outlined above. The selling of time is a logical
way of financing such a plan but in order to coordinate the work,
in order to be able to follow definite policies, the matter of
program Should be entirely under the control of the Broadcasting
Company. I believe that only rational broadcasting of the best
grade will be the final result during certain hoursewith local pro-
grams at other times to satisfy any desire the public may have for
such local affairs.



Air/Concert
"'Picked -Up"

Victr61.4 music, aplay.ed into
the air, ove; a wireless tele-
pihOtes was ."picked up" by
listeners on the wireless re-

• ceiving station which was
recently installed here for

• patrons interested In wireless
experiments. The concert was
heard Thursday night -about

• 10 o'clock, and continued 20
-Minutes. Two orchestra num-
bers, a soprano solo--which •
rang particularly high and
clear tthr.ough. the air—ind a
juvenile "talking piece" con-
stituted the program.

The music was from a Vic-
trola palled up close to the
transmitter of a wireless tele-
phone in the home of Frank

- Conrad, Penn and Peebles
.9 avenues;- Wilkinsburg. Mr.

Conrad is a wireless enthusi-
iust antl."puts on" the wireless
concert1,41odically for the
entertainment of the many

-people in this diStrict who
wireleis-sets.

Amateur Wireleu S e t s,
made by the maker or, the
Set which is in operation in
our start-, are on sale here
$10.00 up.
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The Fiel4 of
Ae Radio
Broadcasting

Today a new public service has aris-

en and is exerting a potent influence

in our every-day affairs, which is re-

markable in two ways;—first. for

Fat it has already accomplished, and second, for the

gly unlimited possibilities of the future. This

made possible by the radio telephone or radiophone.

"probably a fact that no facility or service has ever,
s*-r.-•

ved such instant response fri1Is the public or has

so fast in popularity as radio broadcasting. In

plest terms "radio broadcasting" consists of

ng out by radiophone, from a powerful transmit-

station, speeches, news, music, church services, re-

of sporting events—in short, anything with a uni-

I appeal. This information can be received by

yone having a receiving set anywhere within a suit-

radius of the transmitting station, as anyone is

'tted to operate a receiving set. The . apparatus

d for receiving ranges from the simplest crystal .

ctor set for short distance reception to the highly

itive vacuum tube sets, capable of great amplifica-

n, for long distance reception.

- The mysterious fascination of broadcasting is un-•

btedly one of the greatest attractions in its first ap-

to the imagination. It is, however, destined to be-

e something more than a fascinating novelty for,

the possibilities of radio unfold we see before us

wonderful and permanent public service comparable

other modern facilities and conveniences in its

ity to make life better and easier. Radio annihilates

nce, reducing it to nothing. The element of time

rcely enters into the speed of the transmission and

be entirely disregarded in practice since it is possi-

[- for a radio wave to encircle the globe in a small

ction of a second. •

. It is interesting to trace the progress of radio

dcasting from its inception. In November, 1920,

Westinghouse Electric S.:. Mfg. Company, which is

.ng an active part in the development of radio corn-

ication, broadcasted the election returns from

K1, its experimental station at East Pittsburgh, Pa.

returns were received by many amateur radio en-

iasts and the demand for further broadcasting was

ediate and pronounced. A regular service from.. _
to 9:30 P.M. was at once instituted, and has since

continued without interruption. This was the fir.q

ar public service of this kind inaugurated. Pm-

consisting of music, news, announcements. etc.,

made up in advance and are published in practically

the newspapers within a radius of 200 miles of the

station. Frequently the service is received by radio :Is-

teners as far distant as Texas, Kansas, the Dakotas,

Canada, Florida and on board ships many hundreu

miles out on the Atlantic Ocean. Now and then reports

come in from such distances as points in the northern

part of South America, Cuba, and the State of Wash-

ington, and quite recently, even with the static which

is prevalent at this season of the year, strains of a con-

cert from KDKA were heard in Iquique, Chile, which
is about 1400 miles below the equator and 42oo miles

from East Pittsburgh.

After nine months of operation a second broadcast-

ing station was opened under the same auspices ar

Newark, N. J., followed shortly by one in Springfield,

Mass., and later by one in Chicago, Illinois. The last

named made the broadcasting of grand opera by the

Chicago Grand Opera Company a special feature, with

great success. This extension of service was a direct

response to the call for such service by the public at

hirge. The number of those listening is difficult to es-

timate, but it certainly reaches many thousands. Pro-

bably at the present time nearly one million people are

listening daily to the broadcasting from these four sta-

tions, and this number is .being added to each day.

That this service has a real appeal is evidenced by the

thousands of letters received by the Westinghouse Com-

pany and by the participants in the programs, and by

the further fact that at least three out of four persans

are interested in the subject.
As radio broadcasting is developed today it has

one feature not possessed by any other service in rN-

iz-tence as, except for the comparatively small cost of

the initial installation, it is without favor and ‘vitliiiut

price. Everyone can occupy a "free reserved seat" at

any and every radio broadcasting performance. This

is an important fact not generally recognized. Several

companies are nox maintaining broadcasting station.;.

The only financial support they receive for this coqlv

service is the posiible profit from the sale of receiving

apparatus of their manufacture: but there are hundrels
of (ther manufacturers and dealers who are manufac-

turing and selling receiving apparatus also who do not

support this service in any way whatever and who. !.e-

cauze of the service rendered by others, reap large belie-

without exertion or expense on their part.

Radio broadcasting has added the human touch

with the public. and should obliterate the feeling that

1,srge organizations are heartless. It has been of im-

measurable benefit to invalids, many of whom attribute

their rapid recovery to this added interest to take their



S itheir misfortune. The broadciking of
church services is invaluable to people in inaccessible
districts who are not able to take part in other forms
of religious services. It is proving to be one of :the
greatest publicity and beneficent features ever utilized,
and is doing more to enlarge the church's sphere of in-
fluence than any medium heretofore used. The chil-
dren also look forward to their bedtime story the same
as father looks for-ward now to his baseball scores.

Where will it end? What are its limitations?
Who dares predict? Scientists and inventors are work-
ing on relays which will permit one station to pass its
message on to another, and we may easily expect to
hear in an outlying farm in Maine some great artist
singing into a radiophone many thousand miles away.
A receiving set in every home, in every hotel room, in
every hospital room, in very school room—why not?
It is not so much a question of possibility—it is rather
a question of "how soon".

In broadcasting, radio has found its greatest use-
fulness and its most important field of application. It
is destined to become a basic public service. The road

a rough one, however, as many of those who have
been intimately connected with its development are real-
izing. . H. P. DAVIS

The
Quantitative
Study of

Fundamental
Principles*

It has been my experience that the
vast majority of graduates from our
technical schools have no real grasp
of fundamental principles. Thee
principles may have been taught to

them, but have gone over their heads, or they have not
realized that these • were fundamental. The chief reason
for this lack of realization, I think, lies in the fact that
the students are not trained in the use of such princi-
ples. Po-sNy many of them would not have the grasp
even if they were trained in the use of fundamentals,
hut the general indications that I have found are that
they ha \ e never been drilled in the use of the funda-
mental principles.

When I first studied mechanical engineering, the
professor at the head of the department, S. NV. Robin-
son, had a -.remendutts reputation, as a in;n1 who knew
practically everything. _Naturally. I at first held thc
same or.irn, However, as I got to know him better, to
Inv I found that there were a vast number (..)i
subject, ald,..ut which he apparently knew little, but nev-
erthele--, on such subjeci•he could reach cunclusions
quickly ::nd reliably. In endea‘oring to hind the source
of thi- and also how he got at tlings, I pre-

  on suitable occasions a number of sN-
cial roi which I had done con-iderable woj:
and h:ol dilliculty. 1 found that in
nearly a ::ses. I first preentel ,uch a prof -
cin, he practically no more about the subject than
r that almost invariably. after a little study.

ambit- front a 1,:ttt-r pithlishc(1 in the
rya/ S•pt. lor. p. 734.

he could solve' the diffictilt-y and'expla-in
In analyzing how he did it, I came to the realizat.
that he simply relied upon a few fundamental princ: •
and that he brought these to bear directly on the
tion of the problems I put up to him. In !
cases I also had gone over these same fundamental 1-.):
ciples, but failed to realize to what extent they co:: .
serve as toots for handling difficult work. Gradual:,
in watching Professor Robinson's work, I came to
derstand that his real strength did not come from
broad general fund of information, but rather fr.
the fact that he had an apparently limited amount .
information of a sort from which he could con:
almost anything he wanted. This gave me an en:- ,
new idea of the meaning of education. With hir
was a case of having a few general-purpose tools, \\
he could use in all manner of ways to construct a
sired result; whereas, compared with him, many
called educated men had a vast collection of tools
tically none of which they knew how to use.

A very large percentage of engineers d..) not rt.
that mathematics is simply a tool to be used in ge:
results. The study of mathematics with them is -
ply mathematics and not the means to an end. I:
as if one would show the students some very fine ••
struments or tools and explain to them the construe
of such tools, their fine workmanship, etc., but \\
never teach them how to use the tools. It is tin:
cf mathematics that is important. Moreover, f
vast percentage of engineering work in general.
not the difficult mathematics that is required. _Mgt:
geometry and trigonometry can probably take car,:
oo percent of the high grade engineering work.
unfortunately, only a very few engineers can 1 ,
handle algebra, and trigonometry in particular
fault here apparently lies with their fundamental
inc. The knowledge of mathematics is cumul
In other words. each part is built up on the Three,.
7a:-t. If the foundation is worthless, then the
per tructure is of little value, no matter how !•
care has been taken in it. Algebra and trigon(,[
-hould he studied until the engineer has a handy v
inz knowledge of them and can use them in all
r.i In other words, these should beciil

firm of technical language. With such •
he can tackle more advanced mathematic-

studies requiring mathematics, with ..:••
c...r.ler.ce and with a grasp of principles as he

•.,.-hich continually prepares him fo: still
work. Put if the foundation is bad, II

f'.1-7 7•t7 goes the worse he gets.
this foundation, in many t. •

• worth:ess rine. In fact, if you \yea; •
the students in any freshman class, I th;! •

tint an extremely small percentage sit.
:-,;:%e ever used algebra. geometry or trigonometr:
sde of class work rit. the hook lessons. Arnr,i• _
litvtilre.is of selected college men. \yho come
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The FielA of
Radio •
dcasting

Today a new public service has aris-

en and is exerting a potent influence

in our every-day affairs, which is re-

markable in two ways;—first, for

i it has already accomplished, and second, for the

gly unlimited possibilities of the future. This

qmade possible by the radio telephone or radiophone.
v
probably a fact that no facility or service has evers...;,...
ved such instant response fd-i the public or has

.7..-.
via so fast in popularity as radio broadcasting. In

implest terms "radio broadcasting" consists of

ding out by radiophone, from a powerful transmit-

g station, speeches, news, music, church services, re-

ts of sporting events—in short, anything with a uni-

sal appeal. This information can be received by

yone having a receiving set anywhere within a suit-

radius of the transmitting station, as anyone 
is

tted to operate a receiving set. The . apparatus

for receiving ranges from the simplest crystal

ector set for short distance reception to the highly

sitive vacuum tube sets. capable of great amplifica-

n, for long distance reception.

The mysterious fascination of broadcasting is un-

btedly one of the greatest attractions in its first ap-

1 to the imagination. It is, however, destined to be-

e something more than a fascinating novelty for
,

the possibilities of radio unfold we see before us

wonderful and permanent public service compara
ble

other modern facilities and conveniences in its

ility to make life better and easier. Radio annihilates

tance, reducing it to nothing. The element of time

rrcely enters into the speed of the transmission and

n be entirely disregarded in practice since it is 
possi-

for a radio wave to encircle the globe in a small

ction of a second. .

It is interesting to trace the progre,- of ra.(lio

dcasting from its inception. In November, 1920,

.Westinghouse Electric 8z. Mfg. Comp
any, which is

t. ng an active part in the development of rad
io corn-

ication, broadcasted the election returns from

tKA, its experimental station at East Pittsbur
gh, Pa.

returns were received by many ama
teur radio en-

lasts and the demand for further broadc
asting was

ediate and pronounced. A regular service from
.. _

:30 to 9:30 P.M. was at once instituted, 
and ha i since

continued without interruption. This was the fi-.t

ar public service of this kind inaugurate
d. Pro-

s consisting of music, news, annou
ncements. etc.,

made up in advance and are published in 
practically

the newspapers within a radius of 200 mile
s of the

station. Frequently the service is received by radio :is-

teners as far distant as Texas, Kansas, the Dakotas,

Canada, Florida and on board ships many hundreu

miles out on the Atlantic Ocean. Now and then reports

come in from such distances as points in the northern

part of South America, Cuba, and the State of Wash-

ington, and quite recently, even with the static which

is prevalent at this season of the year, strains of a con-

cert from KDKA were heard in Iquique, Chile, wh.ch

is about 1400 miles below the equator and 4200 miles

from East Pittsburgh.

After nine months of operation a second broadcast-

ing station was opened under the same auspices ar

Newark, N. J., followed shortly by one in Springfield,

Mass., and later by one in Chicago, Illinois. The laat

named made the broadcasting of grand opera by the

Chicago Grand Opera Company a special feature, with

great success. This extension of service was a direct

response to the call for such service by the public at

large. The number of those listening is difficult to es-

timate, but it certainly reaches many thousands. Pro-

bably at the present time nearly one million people are

listening daily to the broadcasting from these four sta-

tions, and this number is .being added to each day.

That this. service has a real appeal is evidenced by the

thousands of letters received by the Westinghouse Com-

pany and by the participants in the programs, and by

the further fact that at least three out of four pers-ots

are interested in the subject.

As radio broadcasting is developed today it has

one feature not possessed by any other service in rN-

i:tence as, except for the comparatively small cost of

the initial installation, it is without favor and without

price. Everyone can occupy a "free reserved seat" at

any and every radio broadcasting performance. This

is an important fact not generally recognized. Several

companies are nox maintaining broadcasting station.

The only financial support they receive for this costly

service is the posiible profit from the sale of receiving.

apparatus of their manufacture: but there are hundreds

of r.ther manufacturers and dealers who are manufac-

turing and selling receiving apparatus also who do not

support this service in any way whatever and who, !.e-

cnuze of the service rendered by others, reap large belie-

fi:; without exertion or expense on their part.

Radio broadcasting has added the human totit•li

with the public, and should obliterate the feeling that

large organizations are heartless. It has been of im-

measurable benefit to invalids, many of whom at
tribute

their rapid recovery to this added interest to tak
e their

'



s their misfortune. The. broadcasting of
church services is invaluable to people in inaccessible
districts who are not able to take part in other forms
of religious services. It is proving to be one of the
greatest publicity and beneficent features ever utilized,
and is doing more to enlarge the church's sphere of in—
fluence than any medium heretofore used. The chil-
dren also look forward to their bedtime story the same
as father looks forward now to his baseball scores.

Where will it end? What are its limitations?
Who dares predict? Scientists and inventors are work-
ing on relays which will permit one station to pass its
message on to another, and we may easily expect to
hear in an outlying farm in Maine some great artist
singing into a radiophone many thousand miles away.
A receiving set in every home, in every hotel room, in
every hospital room, in very school room—why not?
It is not so much a question of possibility—it is rather
a question of "how soon".

In broadcasting, radio has found its greatest use-
fulness and its most important field of application. It
is destined to become a basic public service. The road
is a rough one, however, as many of those who have
been intimately connected with its development are real-
izing. . H. P. Davis

The
Quantitative
Study of

Fundamental
Principles*

It has been my experience that the
vast majority of graduates from our
technical schools have no real grasp
of fundamental principles. These
principles may have been taught to

them, but have gone over their heads, or they have not
realized that these were fundamental. The chief reason
for this lack of realization, I think, lies in the fact that
the students are not trained in the use of such princi-
ples. many of them would not have the grasp
even if they were trained in the Use of fundamentals,
but the'general indications that I have found are that
they hay e never been drilled in the 1.1-e of the funda-
mental principles.

When I first studied mechanical engineering, the
professor at the head of the department, S. W. Robin-
son, had a :remenduus reputation. as a man who knew
practically everything. Naturally. I at first held the
same opinion. However, as I got to know him better, to
my surprise I found that there were a vast number oi
subject, a'o.a..tt which he a.pparently knew little, but nev-
ertheie--. on such suhjects.he taiuld reach conclusions
quickly ;Ind reliably. In endeaY oring to find the source
of thi. :ay, and also how he got at things, I pre-
-;enteil in 'an on suitable occasions a number of spe-
cial itl.e: rn which I had done con-iflerable WO:*k
and hail (7:1:,Linte:•til some difficulty. I found that
nearly ae,. when I first pre,ented -Itch a pro',
.em, he practically no more about the subject than
! iii I. but ;hat almost invariably, after a little study.

• • thr authiir fr,.nu a icttcr pnlilisheil in the
i • 1: Scpt 11)21. p raa

.4.:...-;40,46,1410440.114.&9K41.9r
.•. • •

he could solve. the difficulty and•explain it to me -cleai-!
In analyzing how he did it, I came to the realizaa,,.
that he simply relied upon a few fundamental princ:—
and that he brought these to bear directly on the ,
tion of the problems I put up to him. In :
cases I also had gone over these same fundamental p:
ciples, but failed to realize to what extent they coa .
serve as toots for handling difficult work. Gradual:
in watching Professor Robinson's work, I came to a,
derstand that his real strength did not come from
broad general fund of information, but rather fr, -
the fact that he had an apparently limited amouir. .
information of a sort from which he could cons:: •
aimost anything he wanted. This gave me an entH,::.
new idea of the meaning of education. With hint
was a case of having a few general-purpose tools, wiii..
he could use in all manner of ways to construct a
sired result; whereas, compared with him, many.
called educated men had a vast collection of tools •
tically none of which they knew how to use.

A very large percentage of engineers ala not rt
that mathematics is simply a tool to be used in gea
results. The study of mathematics with them is -
ply mathematics and not the means to an end. It
as if one would show the students some very fine ••
struments or tools and explain to them the construca
of such tools, their fine workmanship, etc., but yk. •

never teach them how to use the tools. It is the
c•f mathematics that is important. Moreover, i
vast percentage of engineering work in general. :•
not the difficult mathematics that is required. _Mac
geometry and trigonometry can probably take care
oc.i percent of the high grade engineering work.
unfortunately, only a very few engineers can r,
handle algebra, and trigonometry in particular.
fault here apparently lies with their fundamental
ing. The knowledge of mathematics is cumu..
In other words. each part is built up on the precc
;-,art. If the foundation is worthless, then the
per ,tructure is of little value, nr. matter how a
care has been taken in it. Algebra and trigonor
-hould be studied until the engineer has a handy \
ilar knowledge of them and can use them in all

In other words, these should bee',
na.-t a. f,-a-m of technical language. With such a •
ria:ion he can tackle more advanced mathematic-.
7..:aann:ed studies reouiring mathematics. with
c.-aa!eace and with a grasp of principles as he _
a".ang. which continually prepares him fo,- stil! •

work. Put if the foundation is bad. tia
fa:a.l•t7 goe, the worse he gets.

aaFortunate!y this foundation, in many c.
• a. worthlesi one. In fact. if You yviatiH

the student z in any freshman class, I thir'•
Find that an extremely small percentage of

ilzi\e ever used algebra, geometry or trigonometiT
of class NVOrk Cr the hook lessons. An:6n-

l'undreds of selected college men, who come
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Elarl'NESTIMGEOUSE AN
NOUNCED ELMIIIGIS 

ELECTIGN

Our Comnany succe
eded in raa2dng manor

 new friends by the

efficient nanner 
adopted for anaounci

ng the results of th
e national election.

Perhas some of us 
have not noticed the

 radio aerial cn tap

of the K-Building, 
but a glance in tha

t direction will show
 the antenna of our

wireless station.

The returns were r
eceived by telephone 

from a Pittsbur&

paper, and and were then sent
 out by wireless telep

hone. So rapid was the s
ervice ob-

tained by this metho
d that the receiving

 operators were able t
o get the returns e

x-

ceedi,ley fast. In 
sclae cases they were 

heard even before they
 were received by

special telegraph 
wires. During the intervals be

tween returns phonog
raph =sic ms

played and those am
ateurs having laud sou

nAing horns or two-stat
e amplifiers were

able to throw the m
usic: over large rooms. 

Also two banjo artists
 were present and

rendered very good 
banjo selections.

Not only in Pittsburgh
 wero the returns heard, 

but in many towns

in Ohio, Fenmeylvami
a and West Virginia the ma

sc;ages were heard with 
equal clearness.

Letters are still bei
ng received from operators f

rom many miles around tha
nking us for

giving the returns so
 promptly.

In Vandergrift, Pa., slid
e bulletins were shown in t

her. -.reet for

the benefit of hund
reds of people there, the news

 being ehama frora'ten minu
tes to a

half hour before they
 were received by means of

 an auxiliary telegraph wire be
tween

Vandergrift and Pittsbu
rgh. In addition, the wireless set

 was con:meted by means of a

cable with the local
 telephone exchange, and the wi

re chief sent the news direct
ly to

subscribers who had a
rranz,ed beforehand or the service, and also gave th

e results to

any one makinz inqu
iries.

Frcm tNa
Westinghouse

_Paricecal
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At Latrobe the mes,Atges were utilised in a similar manner,

thus enabling large crowds to get the messages early.

At Irwin a large be-11 TeiLs filled to its capacity to hear the

results of the election, motion pictures being shown thrcuehout the entire eveninc.

Not only in the immediate vicinity of Pittsburgh rere the returns

as sent from the Westinghouse Plant heard, but throu„hout Ohio and Rest Virginia they

were hsard with equal dearness.

Also in Pittsburgh the radio method of sending returns Iiias

utilized in two ways. Persons having simple sets did not need to leave their :lames to

receive the returns, and by means of sets installed in a number of clubs throughout the

city, large asseablages were able to have social functions at the sane time as receiving

the returns. At the Edgewood Club in ?articuler a loud sounding horn was in use, and

people could hoar all over the large ballroom the voice of the speaker at East Pit-;s-

burgh as tra:Ismitted through the radio apparatus.

At the same time the wireless telephone was giving this news to

radio operators hundreds of men and women were receiving up-to-minute election returns

in the auditorium of the cafeteria. As early as 3:30 in the evening snnouncements were

made from several states as to how the election was going. The plan used to inform the

peoele was very unique and thorough. As the returns were received they were thrown on

the screen from the motion picture booth.

It was possible to receive the very latest returns through the

cooperation of the wireless telephone service.

Men returns were not being announced, a splendid entertainment

program was in progress, consisting of music by Gill's Orchestra, motion pictures at

intervals, vocal solo by lass Ada France, vocal duet by Misses Ada and Agnes France and

vocal sclos by ass Laura Atkin, Miss Anna Chilcote, George E. KelloL;g, and Fred ward.

Miss Julia -?artletti, eienist for the Community Chorus, accompanied the en;ars. The

master of ceremonies for the oeasion we.s k. S. Duncan.



TREQUUCT comoL BY PITZ0 C7T8TAL

By

C. W. Horn,
Supt. Radio Operations

'Westinghouse Electric & Ufg. Company

AIM ..110
---

That an extreme pleasure it would be to the radio

listener if he, while looking through the evening paper came

across an item in the radio column indicating that such a
nd

suCh a station would broadcast a particular feature 
in which

be was interested -- if he 'Gould note the station's ca
ll

letters and frequency and then turn to his receiver and set

it at the frequency *mired and really hear that sta
tion

without interference. This is all possible now that we have

found a way of utilizing the Piezo crystal for controlling 
the

frecuency of a radio transmitter. I feel it to be only a

question of time when we will be able to tune to any station

within our range and know that it will be on the frequency

as3igned and also be sure that stations which should be on

other frequencies are not off their assignment and inter
fering.

This means that all broadcasting atations will ha
ve to have

their transmitters controlled by SOMe such device as t
he Piezo

crystal.

This has been accomplisted as far as the Westinghouse

Station KDKA has been concerned and will be in the case of the

other Vestinghouse stations such as XII, WE/ and KM as soon
 as
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the equipment can be delivered which is now under construction.

At KDKA there is in a small holder a piece of quartz ground to

the exact dimensions necessary in order that it will oscillate

at a frequency of 970 kcs., WhiCh is the wavelength assigned

IDKA. This piece of quartz is mounted in a specially designed

holder and connected into a circuit containing a 5 watt

oscillating carswit. The crystal has the property of keeping

that circuit oscillating at that one frequency and no other.

The small energy in this circuit is then amplified by means of

power amplifying tubes until the energy is that desired for

transmitting the program. The crystal, therefore, is actually

the,pi*Wo&ple of the entire transmitter,whidh serves merely

to amplify the product or oscillations of the crystal.

lloie does the crystal Perform its function? The

crystal has a natural period of vibration. It is, however,

inert until influenced by some external forme. In order to do

this the crystal is mounted between two plartes whit* act some..

what in the manner of condensor plates. These two plates are

connected into an oscillatory circuit, using a vacuum tube in

the usual manner. The tube then is caused to oscillate at

approximately the frequency of the crystal. As soon as the

crystal becomes active or is influenced by the oscillations of

the circuit it steps into its own frequency and pulls the

circuit into that frequency. Therefore, to get the crystal

started, the circuit is caused to oscillate by other means
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very close to the crystal frequency. As soon as the erystal

e
becomes active it becomes master of the cirsats and keeps it

at its own frequency.

It is only a question of time When all stations will

be using some sudh spates and the problem of crowding stations

closely together will have been volved. it is due to the fact

that the Department of Commerce as-signed wavelengths 10 tee.

apart as much as anything else that stimulated this development.

It is the cid story of *Necessity is the mother of invontios.0

I believe that the future radio station willsupon

completion of the Installation work of its transmitter equipments

apply for its license to the Department of Commeree and incidem.

tally forward its controlling crystal for measurement. The

license will probably not be issued unless the crystal is

exactly the frequency at 'hi& the station is to operate. This

will do away with guess work and will reduce frequency measure.

merits to an exact sclenee rather than the approximate one it now

is. At the present time there are very few wavetaters:which do

more than give approximate readings. with this fine control of

frequency whidh we shall see within the next few years I believe

that we shall have wavemeterss remarkably accurate as compared

with the present day equipment.



EDISONtS ESTIMATE OF RADIO 1921-22

(from Mr.Miller,Mgr., Newark Works, AIT il 1929)

The Westinghouse Newark Worim started one of

the earliest broadcasting stations, and, being in need

of programs for entertainment, Tommy Cowan was sent to

Mr.Thotnas A. Edison to ask the use of an Edison phono-

graph and records. Tie was received with a burst of pro-

fane denunciation of radio and radio broadcasting, which,

the"Wizard" said, "was no damn goof:A sand•would never

amount to anything - he knew all abiAie re.h6 from :his

own experience". After a good deal more boiling over,

Cowan finally persuaded Edison to lend him the records,

though with a poor grace.

'Roc
12;itt. i6E g —f-

--F6e

. '---Pe..-sse‘ctegf "7,47.
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Broadcasters.Defy
StiilieThrOt

4;'Ther ChleagNiBioalcaiters'_Assb-.
,ciation today ...presented
*id .;dtteriairied front ..t.c;.:the de-
mands of the musicians' Union tot;i
more ay in lieu of general.. strike
among radto station musicians.I-

_ After a three,-hour, .conference a
the Merchandise ;d'art, the broad,i

t cagq.eis vannounC0 at radio
tions will ,co.niihuiIkeir
icith p)i.Onogiiiih'',4ectird.4171f

,7.t.eieir-7-tve-
Th!Y.,.;o.a.tiget:ed th*:-Aefii 21.nd s of

Jam;e‘s ,c,..ipetsillc4.:president of Chi-
cago' of. Musicians, with.,
denfindi:that'Petrillo deal with the"
Aitiiiation"..i.k' unit and that unioni

'able and 
rules "arbittaiy--

phfalr, be,Tviesd.
'Aclvtd,-of..;die''broadcaiters' .ic-i

tions, Mr. Petii.114):brande4 them as
"silly" He ainth.inMd',_.;Viat he
,Would --4-4have;nOtlirii to67vii.the.
Mr.. Fleming'-

-also-40,111.472igements Md
bn made 461.:hril,dcaat through
*dlo tatlo. 110'61114_ major or-,

esitras by „.kertiolte. -0,antrol, in the
iventthe st e'Was necessary.
!Thus Chicagoan:0;i "wild, would not
'Pe deprived of: their. music.

-

1RADIO MUSICAL
STRIKE AVERTED;
CONTRACT SIGNED

Compromise Plan Accept-

ed by Both Sides.

The threatened strike of radio

musicians in all studios affiliated with.

the Chicago Broadcasters' association,

called for- midnight last night, was

averted late yesterday and a new con-

tract was signed to run to Feb. 1,

1933. James C. Petrillo, president of

the Chicago Federation of Musicians,

and, William S. Hedges, ohairman of

the broadcasters' executive committee,
announced the settlement of all dis-
puted questions. Both said they were
pleased with the terms of the new
contract_
The major provisions ,A the new

contract are that the minizrium studio
band will ,be increased frOm -10 Mem-
bers to 16 members, that the musicians,
will work six days a week instead of
seven, but will continue to .work 35
hours a week, and. that no ch_ange
will be made in the wage scale, the
minimum wage remaining at $90 a
week. The contract was the first
written agreement ever signed by the
union and broadcasters' represent-
atives.

Ratified by the Union.

The negotiations leading up to _the
settlement -of the strike covered a pe-
riod from 10 O'clock resterday ;Darn-
ing to 5 o'clock last evening. /Before
conferring with the union executive
board the broadcasters' representative
held a •series of meetings Wednesday
night and Thursday morning at which
a compromise program was reached.
The program was ratified last night
by the union.
The joint statement issued by Hed-

ges and Petrillo follows:
"The strike in the broadcasting

stations is off. The settlement between
the Chicago Broadcasters' association
and the Chicago Federation of Musi-
cians was made upon the basis of six
days per week with the same number
of hours per week being consumed in
six day i as were formerly used in
seven days. No change Is made in the
wages. The minimum number of men
in class A stations will be increased
from ten to fifteen. Everybody.-As
happy that a strike has been averted."

Original Demands Modified.

The original demands made by the
union included the increase in or-
chestras to 15 members, a six day,
thirty hour week with no reduction
in pay, and uniqn control of monitor.
boards. Early in the negotiations'
Petrillo ceded control of the monitors

via—,

nil the.- c9urthouse•
,ay at lir ./"whotee t;ial.ia
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RADIO "STATIONS
READY TO FIGHT

liSIC STRIKE
1.7'3

Broadcasters Promise .to
Continue Programs De-

" spite Move of Union.

Members of the Chicago Broadcast'-
ers' Association at a meeting today
planned to make ,final preparations
to combat the strike of all, radio mu-
sicians,. which has has been ordered . to
take Place ,at Midnight New Tears
eve by 'James_ C. Petrillo, president of

/fir's, the Chicago :Federation' 'of Musicians.
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Joseph Weber', President. of ,•the.
Natio41 lederation
was expeCtect to arrive fr.Oin ,pr!* York
today 'Officials of the
Chicago lOckl:.../1311ace Weber • , has

.by previously,
however. Onlir'..the islinuriest of possi-
bilitiiii,exiSied.'thi.-t' the.7strike could
be averted tli,rotigli his intervention.
"..'.74efiroadcastlig stations will- con-
tinue to iiniction;":dic1arr' 'Attorney
Joseph 'eciunsel. for !the ,
broadcasters,'?and wlll give service
to the publIk" .
"We Will' Present a 'unified front

and fight-it out; The strike has been
forced. on us and we will not .permit
it to impair 4.tt servIce

demand for a formal' contract
with the . union, heretofore
ftirae,. was tO - be among the' counter=
dentands'.O; 'the Broadcasters' Asscil.
elation, another of which is the 'es-
tablishmen-t. of an arbitration hoard.
The inion .has demanded that the'
stations pays. the musicians for 'Seven
days, while they work only six,'::

GIRL IS SERIOUSLY HURT,.
BROTHER KILLED; BY Ail—.
Miss Itvelyn Friedlande-"

..efidaral. avenue, 18-yr"
‘11...stUdent.
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A .%.*- CI &LEA,' 14 L. IL.y 
Music Strik
Radio Stations
James C. Petrillo, president of the

Chicago Federation, of Musicians, or-
dered a strike of ratio bandsmen 3;ea-
terday. The Order, „if carried -out,
Would compel '450 Musicians to walk
out at midnight New Year's
affects all except one station, WCFL,
which is.owned and operated by the.
Chicago Federation of Labor. Petrillo'
stated that Edward Nockels, labor,
leader and head of WCFL. had ac-
ceded to the musicians' demand.. 'tor
a 30 hour week with 15 hours' pay:
The order may 'also a"rfect featured

bands, which broadcast from hotel
cafés, cabarets and night clubs. Pe-
trillo said -he had summoned leaders
of these . bands to his office 'and In-
structed. them to cease playing atrixtid-
nigbt Dec. 31 Unless the microphorie's
were ,shut off.

Indicates Strike May Spread.
Petrillo also made threats that the

ban might - be extended to include;tht
Chicago studios of the CBS an.dpBC.
chains and that the strike nay spread
throughout the country.. .Regarding
theae Phases of the threatened strike
Petrillo said he had -been .1n.„ confer-
ence with-Joseph Weber, president pi.
the National Federation of Musicianti'
in New York. '!•

." If the chains accept our dernands
in Chicago the musicians stay-oil
the job," .Petrillo said. ." If they, try
to. feed' proirams to the local station,.
either from the stud!os 'here 'or else,
where. the strike will spread. A,

;,Stations  Reject Deinansle.. '•*A",1":
" Respbnaibility for a strike; if PTI4

is called,. rests solely .with Mr, Pe;
trillo," said Joseph B. Fleming,
torney for the Broadcasters' .assOcIii-
lion,' last .night. "The . musician-s:
union demands, among other things,
reduction from 35 to 36 hours a week
with .no reduction in Pay.. They. also
demand union regulation of the *int-.
tor control board. This. operation be-
longs to the stations. The demands
are unacceptable to the broadcasters.
" We have endeavored-to conclude.

an . agreement for 1932 under, which
niusicians .would receive the astnie
scale of --wages 'with the same rule.2
and regulations as in .19,31. We felt
that in these times of business • de;
pression the fairness of such 'a' pro-.
•Posal would appeal to members of this'
union.
‘".In calling a strike at thii.time,of
450 men who KeCeive an income In
excess of $660,000 a year- Mr. Petrillo
is assuming a very grave responsibil-
ity. we would suggest that he give
the matter a sober second thought
before he carries his threat into ex.e:-
cution."

cl •
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RADIO IV,
WOULD STRIKE
OF MUSICIANS
QUIET .ETHER?

lt Would Be Odd If It
Did, but There Are Other

Programs.
42,

, BY CHARLES J. GILCH REST. -
(Radio Editor, The Deily News.)

Wouldn't it be funny (if the musi-
cians did go on strike at midnight
tomorrow and the air suddenly be-
came quiet? After all these years of
radio broadcasting the good old ether
would be lonesome without cus-
tomary load of harmony: The
fact that Jim Petrillo 'might call
musicians' strike does not meanthe
stations would have to sign off.
But if you'll tally the number of hours,
of broadcast for any one station and
the number of those hours devoted to
music you'll see just how heavy the
proportion of music is to anything
else on the air. . . Mr. Petrillo
Might be able to keep all orchestras
in Chicago off the air and might also
be able to keep the networks from re-
laying us dahces from. other,' cities.
. . . But we still, would have the
transcription libraries. . In the
meantime all local stations and the
networks are going right ahead with
plans for plenty of music well into.New Year's dawning.

?..?*

wear., atimuaistrazzon,_ i is to..tnear.giterest,..to it
'prove -the wholi.banking -system, and to inspi
confidence in bank depositors. Further, it is tht
duty as enlightened citizens to co-operate wi•
the legislature in accomplising that iznporta:
purpose. -I-4( 7... 9 ELa'-.4.t!.

A POOR TIME TO STRIKE.
Any labor leader who orders a strike in suc

times as the present not only assumes a grave rt
sponsibility, but violates the first principles t
sound economic policy. Even more reckless is tk
union official who calls a strike because his d;
mand for a direct or indirect increase in wages
refused by the employers of workers he is suppose
to represent.

The average American wage worker is moraLl
certain to be moderate and sensible in 'a disput
over pay or conditions of employment. But to
often union officials, through arrogance or ba
temper, take positions which their followers wolf;
not support if they had freedom of choice..
. The position of members of the radio orchestra
and bands in Chicago, whom James C. Petrillc
president of the local federation of musicians, ba
ordered to walk out at midnight on New Year
eve, is distinctly a case in point. The strike wa
called because the radio stations would not comp;
with a demand for reduction of the musician:
hours from thirty-five to thirty a week—without;
corresponding reduction in wages—and would no
grant the demand for union regulation of th
monitor control board. Neither of those demand
was justifiable, and to strike as a means of en
forcing them would be an act of sheer folly. Th
general public is:mid resent the strike, as woul.
the great majority of sober-minded union workert

To carry out the strike threat would mean will
ful and inexcusable jeopardizing of the welfar
of 450 men who, collectively, earn $650,000 a yew

Before executing his ill-timed and unwarrante.
threat, Mr. Petrillo should take steps to ascertaii
the wishes of the men he professes to serve. I
he did, he would rescind the strike order.
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. \THROUGH THE COURTESY OF THE -

Chica* o iirederation
of Musicians

The people of Chicago will continue to hear their favorite bands,by tun-

ing in after midnight Thursday on Station WCFL, the Voice of Labor.

These BANDS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

N1 Frank Westphal and His Orchestra Rex Mau pin and His Orchestra

Joe Gallicchio and His Orchestra Mark Fisher and His Orchestra

Gaston DuMoulin and His Orchestra Ted DuMoulin and His Orchestra
Avis McDonald and His Orchestra

The foregoing are Studio Bands which will now be transferred to one

station—

WC I
 1L-

• ,11 • • • • •

The following are bands Which are now appearing in the various
hotels, cafes, etc., in the Chicago district. They will appear in person
on WCFL Station.

The exact time of each Band's

Don Pedro's Orchestra
Maurie Sherman's Orchestra
Paul Specht's Orchestra
Louis Panico's Orchestra
Verne Buck's Orchestra
Ted Cook's Orchestra
Irving Aaronson's Orchestra
Bernie Cummins' Orchestra
Corrie Lynch's Orchestra
Ben Bernie's Orchestra
Paul Whiteman's Orchestra
Herbie Kay's Orchestra

appearance will be given later.

Art Kassel's Orchestra
Henri Gendron's Orchestra
Ted Weems' Orchestra
Irving Sewitt's Orchestra
Jimmie Garrigan's Orchestra
Clyde McCoy's Orchestra
Joe Rudolph's Orchestra
Herb Buteau's Orchestra
Tweet Hogan's Orchestra
Ralph Ginsburg's Orchestra
Jack Russell's Orchestra
Wayne King's Orchestra

(On his return to Chicago)
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INTRODUCTION

The Radio Corporation of America today is one of

the largest and most broadly based enterprises

devoted entirely to electronics. In achieving this
position, it has pioneered in the development of an

art and industry which has compressed within a
brief span of years a degree of business growth and
technical progress that seldom is achieved in less

than a century.

The history of RCA, related in the articles that
follow, is pre-eminently an account of dynamic
industrial growth. Among the forces responsible for

this achievement have been the leadership and vision

of David Sarnoff, Chairman of the Board and Chief

Executive Officer of RCA, and the outstanding

array of research, engineering, production, and

marketing talents which have thrived in the tech-

nical and business environment which he and his
colleagues have done so much to foster and maintain
through the years.

A succession of milestones in the advance of elec-
tronics has resulted from this combination of leader-

ship and talent. Among them are the establishment
of network broadcasting, the successful combination

of the radio and the phonograph, the practical
development of television in black-and-white and

color, and fundamental concepts providing a founda-

tion for today's electronic information-handling

technology. The common denominator throughout

this series of achievements has been a dynamic pro-

gram of scientific research whose energetic support

by RCA's management through the decades repre-

sents yet another example of industrial pioneering.

The first of these articles was written more than 25

years ago. It was prepared and delivered as one

lecture of a series in an indoctrination course for
RCA employees. So rapid has been the evolution of

both RCA and the electronics industry that many of

the events described read like ancient history. Even
the trade names familiar to a large public in the
1920's have vanished almost beyond recollection

today. Very few will recall, for example, the Graph-

anola, a popular phonograph produced by the

Columbia Talking Machine Company around 1922.

When this article was written in 1938, television was

still a daring experiment, the ultra-high frequencies

were in their infancy, and the vast area of solid-state

electronics was yet to be opened for exploitation.

Yet even then, the dynamic characters of both RCA

and the industry were clearly visible, revealing great

growth potential in any direction that might be

chosen.

The author, John Chester Warner, was himself an

intimate part of the scene which he describes. He

was Vice President of the Radiotron Division, RCA

Manufacturing Company—and in the same year in
which the article was written he met a tragic and
untimely death in an automobile accident at the age
of 42. Through the 1920's, Warner had been associ-
ated closely with receiving tube research at the
General Electric Company in Schenectady. In 1932,
following the separation of RCA from the General
Electric and Westinghouse companies, he was ap.
pointed Manager of research and development at the
RCA Radiotron Company in Harrison, N.J. He was
named Vice President of Radiotron in 1934, a year
before the organization became the Radiotron
Division of the new RCA Manufacturing Company.

The author of the subsequent articles is uniquely
qualified to chronicle the further development of

RCA. Elmer William Engstrom, now President of
the Radio Corporation of America, has advanced
through progressively more important executive
assignments during his 33 years with the company .
and has directed most of RCA's principal research
and engineering programs through the past three
decades. A native of Minnesota, Dr. Engstrom was
associated with the Radio Engineering Department
of the General Electric Company through the 1920's.
In 1930, when the radio engineering and manufactur-
ing activities of G.E. were transferred to RCA, he
continued as Division Engineer in charge of Photo-
phone sound motion picture apparatus, development
and design for the RCA Manufacturing Company
at Camden, N.J.

During the 1930's, Dr. Engstrom directed the
research and development program which trans-
formed television from a series of experiments into a
practical service, and was largely responsible for the
pioneering application to this task of the concept
that is now known as systems engineering. In 1942,
he became Director of General Research and subse-
quently Director of Research at the newly organized
RCA Laboratories in Princeton, N.J., where he led
an outstanding program of RCA wartime research
extending across the spectrum of military electronics.
Elevated to a Vice Presidency in 1945, he entered
upon a series ot increasingly responsible executive
assignments extending to all of the technical activi-
ties of the corporation. In October, 1955, he was
appointed Senior Executive Vice President of RCA,
and he was elected President of the corporation on
December 1, 1961.

Dr. Engstrom is recognized today as one of the
nation's outstanding business and technical execu-
tives, combining, in the words of Chairman David
Sarnoff, "an unusual blend of business, administra-
tive, and scientific abilities." His account of RCA's
career since 1938, in the pages that follow, thus
presents a story of growth and progress for which
he, too, bears a large share of responsibility.

THE EDITORS

Aft

1



RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
PART I—THE YEARS TO 1938

J. C. Warnor

IT WOULD BE misleading for me to
imply that anything approaching a

complete history of the Radio Corpo-
ration of America could be covered in
the brief time which we can spend to-
gether. While the company is only a
little over 18 years old several volumes
would be required to do a really
thorough job. However, I shall try to
review some of the high points in the
history of the company, and to cite the
progressive changes in organization

and their relation to the progress of

the company in radio and allied fields.

It has often been said that "the

story of the Radio Corporation of

America outlines the larger story of

the radio era," i.e. the era of radio

broadcasting. Peculiarly enough the

company was not organized with

radio broadcasting in mind, although

it is significant that the man whose

name is so closely associated with the
history of RCA and who has for many
years bcen its active head, had clearly

visualizeki the possibilities of radio

broadcasung service and even "elec-

tric tuning" long before broadcasting

made its first appearance. I refer, of

course, to Mr. David Sarnoff.

2

* By J. C. WARNER
Vice President (1934-1938), Radiotron Division,

RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc.

'A rt sae tont en in 1938

RAC/10.--A NEW

COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE

At the close of the war the only com-
pany in a position to handle com-
mercial transatlantic radio communi-
cations was the Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Company of America, al-
though the stations which it had oper-
ated before the war were in the hands
of the Government who had taken
over all such stations for wartime pur-
poses. This company was an offshoot
of the British Marconi Co. and was
largely owned by English interests.
At this time the best known means

of long distance transmission was the
Alexanderson high frequency alterna-
tor, the patents on which were owned
by the General Electric Company.
Negotiations between General Electric
and the American Marconi Company,
which had started several years pre-
vious, but had been interrupted by the
war were resumed in 1919 for the
purpose of transferring patent rights
as well as alternators to the Marconi
Company which was anxious to ex-
pand its transatlantic services.

Certain high officials of the Govern-
ment learned of these negotiations
and were unwilling to see a growing
communications service under foreign
control, particularly since the trans-
atlantic cables were in the hands of
foreign, though friendly, nations. Con-
sequently they suggested to the
General Electric Company that negoti-
ations be suspended until after dis-
cussion with the Navy Department.
This was in April 1919 and it is inter-
esting to note that the letter to the
General Electric Company was written
by Mr. Franklin D. Roosevelt, then
Acting Secretary of the Navy.

FORMATION Of RCA

As a result of conferences with the
Navy a plan was developed for form-
ing a new American company to take

over the assets of the American Mar-
coni Company. So, on October 17,
1919, the Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica was incorporated, and on Novem-
ber 20, 1919 the entire business of the
Marconi Company was taken over.
GE held a substantial interest in the

new company, and immediate ar-
rangements were made between RCA
and GE to cross-license each other to
use the radio patents of the GE Com-
pany and the patents RCA had just
acquired from Marconi. Work was
started at once on new high power
alternator stations in California, Mas-
sachusetts and Hawaii.

But another patent deadlock soon
appeared particularly with respect to
vacuum tubes. The possibilities of
long distance shortwave communica-
tions were unknown at this time. In
fact, wavelengths under 200 meters
were relegated to the supposedly un-
important use of amateurs. But, tube
transmitters were needed for medium
power services and, of course, tube re-
ceivers were essential.

Strong patents on vacuum tubes
were held by both GE and the West-
ern Electric Company, but neither
could make effective use of its own
patents without infringement of the
other's. Again the Navy lent a hand
and persuaded the GE Company and
AT&T Company to come to an under-
standing "For the good of the public."
This was in January 1920.

TRANSOCEANIC SERVICE BEGINS

In February 1920, the stations which
had been taken over from the Marconi
Company by the Government during
the war were turned back to the new
RCA, and a foreign communications
service were inaugurated. One of the
principal stations was in New Bruns-
wick, N. J., and the long-wave antenna
there has no doubt been seen by a
great many of you. During that year,
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Two scenes of early communications and broadcasting activities.

foreign service was established with

England, Germany, France, Norway,

Japan and Hawaii.
In July 1920 an agreement was

reached between RCA, GE, and AT&T

which permitted RCA to proceed with

the use of all radio patents of these
companies.

BEGINNING OF BROADCASTING

During the first year of the RCA at-

tention was directed almost exclu-

sively on communications, but in 1921

the first rumblings of what soon was

to become a broadcasting boom began

to be heard. A number of experiment-

ers had been playing with the idea of

transmitting phonograph music over

somewhat crude telephone transmit-

ters.

WESTINGHOUSE JOINS RADIO GROUP

Westinghouse had done a certain

amount of radio experimentation in

its laboratories, and shortly after the

formation of RCA began to consider

going into the radio field. A subsidi-

ary company was set up known as The

International Radio Telegraph Com-

pany which had acquired a large

group of Fessenden patents from the
old National Electric Signaling Com-
pany. Consideration was given to
going into the communications busi-
ness, but difficulties were encountered
in that the important European sta-
tions were all tied in with the stations
of the Marconi Co. now held by RCA.
To strengthen their position West-

inghouse acquired a group of Arm-
strong and Pupin patents, among
which was the Armstrong "feed-back"
patent later to become quite famous.
Finally, in 1921, a cross-license agree-
ment was made between RCA, GE and
Westinghouse, and Westinghouse now
became a member of the radio group.

BROADCASTING BEGINS

Meanwhile, strenuous efforts were
being made to get broadcasting
started. The pioneer licensed station
of the United States, and of the world,
was KDKA, of the Westinghouse
Company, in Pittsburgh, licensed by
the Department of Commerce on Oc-
tober 27, 1920. This station broadcast
election returns in November of that
year. RCA first entered this field on
July 2, 1921, when a one-day broad-

cast was made from a temporary sta-
tion at Hoboken, N. J., on the occa-
sion of the Dempsey-Carpentier fight.
Soon after, RCA opened station WDY
at Roselle Park, N. J., which continued
for sonic months, when it was shut
down on account of interference with
station WJZ of the Westinghouse
Company in nearby Newark. RCA
then went in as halfpartner with West-
inghouse in the management of WJZ.
Broadcasting was really on its way.

WIRELESS SPECIALTY COMPANY

Another corporate element entered
the picture in 1921, the Wireless Spe-
cialty Apparatus Company. This was
a Massachusetts concern largely oc-
cupied in making apparatus for the
Tropical Radio Company, which in
turn was a subsidiary of the United
Fruit Company, and which operated
coast and ship service for the large
United Fruit fleet. GE bought into
Wireless Specialty, and again made
license arrangements which cleared up
a few more of the patent obstacles to
RCA's progress.



A FORMATIVE PERIOD

These first two years cover what might

be called the formative period of RCA.

It was a period during which all of the

important American companies which

could play a part in the development

of the radio field of that time were

brought into a workable relationship.

It was a fortunate coincidence that

the end of this two year period came

just at the threshold of the develop-

ment of the new broadcasting indus-

try. In fact it is a fair statement that

without the removal of the many pre-

vious obstacles, broadcasting itself

would never have developed on a

national scale in such a short time.

RCA ENTERS MERCHANDISING FIELD

Just prior to the start of broadcasting

RCA had given thought to furnishing

apparatus to radio amateurs both for

reception and transmission. As broad-

casting appeared, the line of amateur

apparatus was expanded as quickly as

possible to include home broadcast re-

ceiving equipment, and RCA now en-

lered the merchandising field with GE

and Westinghouse as manufacturers

son with the present. For that reason
I shall digress for a few moments to
describe some of the things which

where offered for sale. The catalogue
was entitled "Radio Enters the

Home," and since in this period every

man had to be his own serviceman

all the accessories imaginable were in-
cluded as well as many parts for the

experimenter to make his own set.

The cheapest receiver listed was a
steel box containing a single-circuit
tuner and crystal. This sold for $25.50
with headphones, antenna equipment
and "full instructions." More elabor-
ate crystal sets were available at
$32.50 and $47.50. The cheapest tube
set was the one-tube "Aeriola Senior"

made by Westinghouse—it used a
WD-11 tube in a regenerative circuit
and sold for $75.90 with batteries and

antenna, and for $65.00 without the
accessories. This was a very popular

set in its day and it is quite likely that
a few of them are still in use.
GE supplied a set made in steel

boxes. The two units comprised a tun-
ing system in one box and a three-tube

-

were four ballast tubes to avoid use
of a filament rheostat. No emphasis
was placed on the number of tubes
since the practice of stressing this had
not yet appeared. This set sold for
$401 with all accessories.
The only load-speaker shown was

similar to a brass automobile horn
with a telephone receiver on the end—
which sold for $30.00. It is interest-
ing to note that a phonograph attach-
ment was available at $18.00 which
consisted of a telephone receiver ele-
ment to be attached to the tone arm
of the phonograph so as to get the
equivalent of a loadspeaker. There
were two models—one for Victrolas
and the other for Graphanolas.

FIRST RADIO TURES

At this time RCA sold four types of
receiving tubes. Two were made by
Westinghouse and two by GE. The
Westinghouse tubes were designed
and manufactured in East Pittsburgh
and the GE tubes were designed in
their Research Laboratory at Schenec-

7Lady and manufactured in two of the
GE lamp factories, one at Nela Park,

I' • ,s • 7:!:1141;41(14411'.11"4.
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First RCA laboratory (1919/ Wag • • •

' tacatad at Riverhoad, lone 
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Broadcast stations in the formativErc

yfari were crudt by pr!fsni

(Wireless Specialty also furnished a

small amount of apparatus for a

time). As later developed, this ar-

rangement had many disadvantages

but remember that at the time it was

probably the only way in which the

RCA could get started. It was, so to

speak, a condition of RCA's birth.

In 1922, RCA got out a catalogue of

radio equipment which well illustrates

the conditions of that day in compari-

detector-amplifier in the other box,
and sold complete for $250.00. West-
inghouse supplied a somewhat similar
receiver in a wooden box at $261.75.

This also comprised two elements, one

of which was a single circuit tuner,

the other a detector-amplifier.

The most elaborate set was the

"Aeriola Grand" made by Westing-

house. This had four tubes, a regener-

ative detector and, in addition, there

„
Early recording sessions were waxed

withoutelectronic processing methods
0,- • . •

Cleveland, and the other in the Edison
Lamp Works at Harrison, the same
plant which is now the Radiotron
Works of our own company.
Tubes were also sold by E. T. Cun-

ningham, Inc., first on the West Coast,

and later throughout the country. Mr.

Cunningham for some years had been

making tubes for amateurs on the

West Coast, and seeing the possibili-

ties of merchandising tubes on a large
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scale he entered into an arrangement

with RCA in 1920 which gave him the

right to sell tubes under his own name.

They were the same as RCA tubes but

had different type numbers.

RCA PROGRESSES IN AU. FIELDS

The years 1923, 1924 and 1925

brought numerous advances in the

RCA fields. To mention only a few—

in 1923 two broadcasting stations

were opened by RCA in New York and

one in Washington. In 1925 the first

WJZ transmitter was installed at

Bound Brook, N. J. Short-waves came

into use for long distance communica-

tions, first to supplement the high

power long-wave transmitters, and

later to take over practically all of the

long distance service. Trans-oceanic

communications were extended to ad-

ditional European and South Amer-

ican countries. The first superhetero-

dyne receiver was brought out in

1924. In 1925 a receiver was sold with

accessories permitting it to be oper-

ated from alternating current. In the

same year the electrodynamic loud

speaker was brought out. Apparatus

was developed for recording and re-

producing records electrically. Im-

provements were made in tubes greatly

reducing the power consumption.

In 1925, RCA furnished certain

components to the Victor Talking Ma-

chine Company which were built into

a radio-phonograph combination em-

ploying a single speaker. This is sig-

nificant as the first step in very

important later developments.

RCA ONLY A SELLING AGENCY

Remember, that during this period

and for several years after, in the

merchandising field RCA itself was

only a selling agency. The manufac-

turing was done entirely by the elec-

tric companies. Receivers were made

at Schenectady by GE and at East

Pittsburgh by Westinghouse. Receiv-

ing tubes were engineered at East Pitts-

burgh and Schenectady, and were

made in GE lamp factories at Cleve-

5
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land, Harrison, and later at Newark—
also in Westinghouse factories, at
East Pittsburgh, Bloomfield, N. I., and
later at Indianapolis (in what is now
our Indianapolis Plant).

It must already be evident that the
problems of coordination began to be
tremendous. RCA first utilized the
electrical laboratory of the City Col-
lege of New York, which was in charge
of Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, to test
new models of apparatus. This was

quickly outgrown and the Technical

and Test Department of RCA was es-

tablished in its own building at the

edge of Van Cortlandt Park in New

York. Here samples of apparatus were

submitted independently by GE and
Westinghouse, tested and reported
hick to the manufacturing companies,
with approval or suggested changes.

It soon became necessary for RCA
to have the same apparatus regardless
of which company made it. In the case
of tubes it was particularly essential
to have uniform designs from all

factories so they could be interchange-

able in any receiver. Of course, this

was long before the time tubes were

shipped in sets.

EFFORTS ON COORDINATION

In an attempt to accomplish this neces-

sary coordination, "design" or "stand-

ardization" committees were set up

separately for receivers and tubes,

comprising representatives of GE and

Westinghouse. The tube committee

which started in 1924 perhaps best

serves to illustrate the unwieldiness of

such an arrangement, which I will

describe in some detail.
This committee was known as the

Radiotron Standardization Commit-

tee. It was made up of representatives

from East Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Schenectady, Bloomfield, and Har-

rison—two and sometimes three from

each. It met once a month around the

circle and attempted to arrive at

agreements on tube designs, ratings,
characteristics, and even some produc-

tion problems. It had no direct rep-

resentation from the receiver divisions
so the coordination with them was
supposedly handled by the East Pitts-
burgh and Schenectady tube repre-
sentatives, and the ideas and needs of
the receiver engineers carried to the
tube meetings. The main committee
carried with it a train of sub-commit-
tees and coordination groups intended
to handle specific technical items.
Needless to say this kind of an ar-
rangement was in many ways unsatis-
factory, yet it is difficult to visualize
any better method under the then
existing company relationships.
The "Design" committee on re-

ceivers operated in much the same
way as the tube committee, but with
some advantage in having only two
groups involved. It finally became
necessary to set up an additional re-
cbiver coordination committee which
included RCA representation. One of
their first subjects of discussion in
1927 was the "Radiola 16," and
another model which became the
"Radiola 17," which was the first real
a-c receiver using a-c tubes.
The loss of time inherent in the

inter-company committee method of
coordination was a major handicap to
progress in engineering, manufactur-
ing, and sales, but it remained until
new major changes in organization
came to pass, as we shall see later.

FORMATION OF

NATIONAL SROADCASTING COMPANY

Going back to 1924, the AT&T was
actively developing the use of wire
lines for furnishing programs to
broadcast stations and they set up
WEAF as the source of these pro-
grams. In 1926 RCA and its associates
took steps to integrate a complete
broadcasting service and formed the
National Broadcasting Company. This
was a recognition by RCA officials
that this new service had the possibili-
ties of an important industry and that
a specialized organization was neces-
sary to develop programs, to install
new stations and to maintain a satis-
factory continuous service to their
own as well as other stations.
The new company acquired station

WEAF from the AT&T, and also took
over the stations owned by RCA and
thereby created the real beginning of
the network broadcasting industry.

RCA LICENSES OTHER RADIO COMPANIES

In 1927, a major step was taken in a
new direction, the licensing of other
manufacturers under RCA patents. It
was inevitable that the demand for
broadcast receivers would lead other
companies into the business, and a
large number had by this time become
established. The granting of licenses
to these companies strengthened their
position, but at the same time gave
RCA a rightful return for its huge in-
vestment in patents obtained through
the research and engineering of the
radio group and also by purchases
from other inventors.
At first the superheterodyne patents

were not included in the licenses. Also
it was not until two years later that
tube licenses were granted, although a
number of lamp and other manufac-
turers were actively makingubes.

RADIOMARINE COMPANY FORMED

Late in 1927, the ship-to-shore tele-
graph business of the RCA, which had
been growing steadily, was segregated
into a new subsidiary company—the
Radiomarine Corporation of America.

RCA PHOTOPHONE ORGANIZED

In 1928 a new offshoot of the radio
business appeared. For several years
work had been going on in the GE
laboratories to perfect a system of re-
cording sound on film. This was now
ready for conunercial exploitation in
the motion picture industry and RCA
Photophone Company was organized
to handle this business.

RCA PURCHASES VICTOR COMPANY

1929 was a year of far-reaching
'changes in the organization of the
RCA group which constituted the first
major step towards integration of the
company into a self-contained, self-
controlled radio business.

I have, mentioned already some of
the handicaps inherent in the arrange-
ments whereby RCA did the selling
while the other companies manufac-
tured. This method was wholly inade-
quate to meet the quick moves of
the independent competitor. Further-
more, the electric companies naturally
wanted to make a profit and so did
RCA. This seriously handicapped the
coordination of sales and production
which is so essential to the success of
an entire operation. RCA needed its
own manufacturing facilities.



The "Radiates II", an early radio marketed by ICA at the start of the '20's
. The

word "Nadi°lo" was coined by Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith in a note to General

Sornoff supporting his concept of a "Radio Music box" for home entertainment.

The Victor Talking Machine Com-
pany at Camden had been seriously
affected by the growth of radio and
had not been particularly successful
in its attempts to enter the radio field.
In order to obtain manufacturing fa-
cilities RCA purchased the Victor
Company including the manufactur-
ing plant, what was left of the phono-
graph business, and the Victor dog
trademark. Arrangements were also
made whereby RCA took over tube
manufacturing from GE and Westing-
house. RCA acquired the entire Edi-

son Lamp Works property of the GE

at Harrison, and also the Westing-
house factory at Indianapolis, and at

the end of the year the RCA Victor
Company and the RCA Radiotron

Company were organized.

RCA COMMUNICATIONS FORMED

In this same year the RCA Communi-

cations Company was formed to take
over all of the business in trans-
oceanic communications.

CONSOLIDATED RESEARCH, ENGINEERING,

MANUFACTURING AND SALES

In 1930 RCA completed the consolida-

tion in the RCA Victor and Radiotron

companies of all facilities of research,

engineering, manufacturing, and sales

of RCA products which now for the
first time included phonographs and
records. Somewhat later, in 1932, the
Photophone business also was taken
over by the RCA Victor Company.

Licenses were now being granted to
tube manufacturers and the super-
heterodyne patents were included in
the set licenses. Agreements had also
been made with a number of foreign
radio manufacturers giving RCA
rights under their patents and in some
cases access to their laboratories.

CUNNINGHAM COMPANY SOUGHT.

In 1931 the E. T. Cunningham Com-
pany was taken over by RCA and con-
solidated with the RCA Radiotron
Company, giving RCA rights to the
use of the Cunningham brand and
bringing Mr. Cunningham into the
RCA organization.

ELECTRIC COMPANIES WITHDRAW

The second and final step toward an
independent RCA took place in 1932.
In 1930 the Government had brought
suit against RCA attacking certain ex-
clusive features of the inter-company
agreements, and as the result of a con-
sent decree all the stock interest of GE
and Westinghouse in RCA was dis-
posed of by those companies. AT&T.

The "Radiolo 26", an early superheterodyne 
portable receiver. The lid contained

a rotatable loop antenna which was also 
dial-tuned for maximum sensitivity.

had disposed of its stock interest in
RCA some years before. Modified
cross-license patent agreements were
entered into with the approval of the
Attorney General and the sanction of
the Court. RCA now became a com-
pletely self-contained organization
with wholly owned subsidiary com-
panies operating a broadcasting busi-
ness, a communications business, a
marine radio business, a radio school,
and a manufacturing and merchandis-
ing business.

DE FOREST COMPANY PURCHASED

In 1934 the tube business was aug-
mented by the purchase of certain
patents from the defunct De Forest
Radio Company. This brought about
the beginning of transmitting tube
manufacturing by RCA Radiotron.

RCA VICTOR AND

RCA RADIOTRON MERGE

In 1935, the manufacturing and mer-
chandising business was further con-
solidated by the merger of the RCA
Radiotron and RCA Victor Com-
panies which now became the RCA
Mfg. Co.

IMPORTANCE OF DIVERSIFICATION

Before concluding I want to empha-
size one phase of the history of RCA
which so far I have mentioned only
indirectly, yet which stands out with
clearness and significance in the whole
course of the 18 years of RCA's life.
I refer to product diversification. A
study of the history of RCA is well
worth while if it does no more than
demonstrate the value of diversifica-
tion, and its paramount importance to
us in looking toward the future.
The corporate history is a sort of

family tree in which certain elements
contributed at the start, but which
were later separated from the new
growth. I shall use another horticul-
tural analogy to illustrate product
diversification.

Certain varieties of trees are re-
sponsive to wide differences of train-
ing. Two plants may sprout from the
ground exactly alike, side by side. One
of them may be trained to grow per-
fectly straight with a central trunk
and beautiful symmetry. The other
may be trained into a large bush-like
growth with many branches.
Two companies may also start in



John B. Coleman inspecting a transmitter in

Camden, ca. 1936. Mr. Coleman is presently

Manager of IIMEWS project.

the same way from small beginnings.

One may be concerned with a single

product or a narrow field while the

other grows many branches, large and

small. We may have a great admira-

tion for the tall straight tree, but if a

storm comes along and breaks off the

top it may be years before it recovers

its original form. The same storm has

little effect on the other tree. It may

pass over without harm or even if a

few branches are broken they may be

trimmed off without showing.

The one-product company may do

admirably in times of prosperity and

we may envy its simple operation. But

if it meets with changing conditions

or times of depression the "one prod-

uct" may no longer be in demand and

the company has nowhere to turn.

Suppose that back in 1921 RCA had

said "No, we aren't interested in radio

entertainment, we are in the commer-

cial communications business." Again

Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom working on a radio re-

ceiver in a Camden research laboratory in 1934

suppose RCA had looked at talking

pictures and said "No, we aren't in-

terested, we are in the radio business."

Again, after acquiring the Victor

Company suppose RCA Victor had

said "We will let the phonograph busi-

ness die. It doesn't amount to much

and we want to sell radio receivers."

There are several obvious answers to

these suppositions, but the uppermost

in our minds probably is that if these

things had happened most of us

wouldn't have our jobs.

PUBLIC SERVICE IS PARAMOUNT

The strength of a company is in a

large measure proportional to its serv-

ice to the public. The RCA has grown

as it has extended its fields of public

service. It will continue to grow just

so long as it utilizes its variety of re-

sources to give the public new or better

services, or new or better products.

It should never be forgotten that a

The -Radiola 17"—the first

o-c radio. The receiver con-

tained six tubes plus recti-

fier and operated on a tuned

radio-frequency principle

Clarence A. Gunther is shown making receiver

tests in a Camden laboratory, ca. 1935. Mr.

Gunther is now Chief Defense Engineer, DEP

by-product often becomes a main

product. Again, the limitations of a

product or service today may turn

into advantages of tomorrow. The

often alleged lack of secrecy in radio

communication was once talked of as

a handicap, but broadcasting, :as its

name implies, made good use of this

so called handicap.

RESEARCH INSURES PROGRESS

Research has played a major part in

the evolution of the RCA and must

continue to do so. I use the term not

alone in a technical sense but broadly

—research in sales methods, in adver-

tising, in relations with the public, in

better understanding and organiza-

tion of our personnel, as well as in

engineering and manufacturing of our

products.
Research provides the new food

which the tree needs when the old is

exhausted or no longer suitable. The

tree must grow or it will die and a

company must go ahead or back. It

never stands still. RCA has made good

use of its resources to expand its fields

of activity. But it is a safe prediction

that if we live up to our opportunities

we will some day look back at 1938

and see that we have now only started

to scratch the surface. Facsimile is

barely started. Television is still ahead

of us. Commercial Sound applications

are getting under way. A multitude of

ultra-high frequency applications are

certain. And outside the radio or en-

tertainment fields the field of elec-

tronic devices is in its early infancy.

I hope that this brief story of the

RCA has served to show something of

how far we have come but more im-

portant, how much farther we can go

in the future.
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...school children who rush to the radio every Wedne'Sday night to tune in on the

Gang Buster program do not know that Westinghouse's baggy-trousered, self-effacing

Frank Conrad is the man who is generally credited with making radio broadcasting

a commercial possibility in the U. S.

The ubiquitous Mr. Conrad

Invention is seldom a single man's show, but in Westinghouse is one,man who

has to his credit some 200 patents: He is Frank Conrad, who can never quite

remember the year in which he invented anything. This gray, physically unimpressive

person never finished the seventh grade. Yet he has been known to predict the

performance of a proposed electrical device even before he has worked out the under-

lying problem mathematically. He picked up his physics and mathematics for himself;

capable of anything that is susceptible of scientific information, he ds at the

moment amusing himself by studying the more abtruse aspects of horticulture.

The round, clocklike watt-hour meter that ticks off the kilowatts in most houses
-

today was one of Conrad's earliest developments, patented when he was twenty-stic.

This displaced the old square meter which worked poorly and was expensive to make.

At 31, Conrad worked out the idea of the pantograph trolley, which is used on

electric railroads. The pantograph, which consists of a jointed, self-adjusting

steel framework supporting a current-collecting crossbar set at right angles to

the so-called catenary overhead wire, is superior to the old fashioned trolley pole

in two ways: it won't jump the wire under high speeds and it can collect far more

current than the trolley-pole wheel. Moreover, it allows the overhead vire to sway

from side to side. Conrad invented the pantograph long before there were electric

trains; he did it to please George Westinghouse, who wanted a substitute for the

old trolley-pole used on street-cars. Once it was invented it could not be sold,

so it hung around uselessly in Westinghouse's attic. But when the railroads began



electrifying in areas where the traffic peaks were congested, the pantograph

was hauled out, dusted off, and put into a business that seemed to be specially

made for it.

The most recent Conrad invention is an automobile dashboard electric clock.

(The patent stands in his own name because Westinghouse did not wish to make

this particular type of clock.) But Conrad's most extraordinary feat goes back

to a 5 bet he made that his 0.0 watch--his "biscuit"--would keep better time than a

friend's expensive importation. That was more than 20 years ago. Just for a gag

he secretly substituted 465 worth of new jewel-movement machinery for the old works.

But even this costly Machiavellianism didn't satisfy him. To get the most accurate

time reports he set up a wireless in the laboratory over his garage to receive the

Arlington time signals from Washington. This started his mind to working on radio,

which amused him. He talked across space with sick radio amateurs in hospitals,

and played phonograph music to cheer them up. When he ran out of records he invited

the boys and girls of his neighborhood to come to his garage and supply vocal pro-

grams. A Pittsburgh store started to sell receiving sets to pick up these programs,

and this gave Conrad an idea. At that time the best minds in radio were trying to

devise a secret, personal method of wireless conversation to compete with the

telephone. Avid amateurs, however, were busy picking up all wave lengths. Working

on the theory that secrecy was impossible, Conrad proposed that Westinghouse manu-

facture radio receiving sets and also provide a regular amusement program to go

along with them. Westinghouse's Vice President in charge of engineering, H.P.

Davis, was impressed with the notion, and the result was KDKA--the first licensed

commercial broadcasting station, which put Westinghouse on radio's ground floor.

Later on, Conrad proved to skeptical scientists, including marconi, that short-

wave transmission, which was generally considered useless, could be made the basis

of long-distance radio broadcasting. In the early twenties Westinghouse pooled its

radio patents, including some of Conrads with G.E. and R.C.A. But when the govern-

ment brought suit, both Westinghouse and G.E. withdrew from the 
arrangement with
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R.C.A., ultimately disposing of their R.C.A. stock, principally by paying it

out in the form of dividends to their stockholders.



Mr. H. W. Cope,
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DATE October 16, 1935

SUBJECT WESTINGHOUSE 
ACVIEVEMENTS 

As one of the West
inghouse achievements,

 the following note
s

on our early br
oadcasting may be o

f service to you in 
compiling your list

of achievements.

The status of radio 
before the World War w

as that of a medium

of communication 
restricted all most 

exclusively to ship serv
ice with a

few high power Land 
stations for long dist

ance communication. All this

communication was carri
ed out by means of tel

egraph code, telephone 
apparatus

not being available 
in spite of the fact 

that as early as 1907 Profe
ssor

Fessenden had demon
strated the possibilitie

s of radio-telephone commun
ication.

However the lack of 
satisfactory equipment pre

vented any commercial ut
ilization

of Professor Fe
ssanden's developments. 

The urgent need for communi
cation dur-

ing the World War 
greatly stimulated the de

velopment of radio devices
, the

principal item of whi
ch was the vacuum tube.

 This vacuum tube made possi
ble

a conmercial form o
f radio-telephone equipm

ent. During the Max, the Westin
g-

house Company under
took to develop and produc

e certain radio devices for 
the

Army and Navy and th
e close of the activity le

ft the Company with a consi
der-

able amount of manuf
acturing facilities for whi

ch they attempted to develop

some commercial outl
et. As a possibility in this dire

ction, an attempt was

made to produce appa
ratus suited to point-to-poi

nt communication - that is

between a given trans
mitter and receiver, and the 

first step in this directio
n

was to equip several
 of our awn Works with transm

itting and receiving appara
tus

which would permit inter
change of company business.

The writer who was very much i
nterested in this work had, p

revious

to this, constructed
 at his home a transmitting se

t which was operated under

a license from the De
partment of Commerce, permitti

ng him to carry on experimental

work. To operate a t
ransmitting station it has alway

s been necessary to obtain

a government license a
nd such license specifies the- part

icularpurpose for

which the transmitter 
is to be used. The possible purposes were divid

ed up into

several headings, na
mely amateur stations which were st

ations to be used for

non-commerciAl purpose
s and which were restricted in w

ave length and power.

Experimental stations w
hich were assumed to be used in t

he development of

radio art. Commercial stations which were
 to be used for transmitting of

commercial messages. 
At that time there was no proviiion

 for licensing of

stEiians to be used for br
oadcasting, that is transmitting 

messages which

were to be picked up by 
many listeners. In applying for a license for a

particular class of serv
ice it is, of course, necessary for

 the applicant to

show that he can efficientl
y perform the service corresponding

 to the class of

license he is applying for. In the case of an experimental station
, it was

necessary to demonstrate to the
 Department of Commerce that the appli

cant was

possessed of the necessary facilities
 to carry an development work, and in the

case of my awn license, it was indicated tha
t this work was to be carried out

in the interests of the Westinghouse Company and t
hat their resources were
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available. A license of this type permitted the writer to operate his station
as a broadcast station, that is to transmit material which would be of interest
to many listeners as it was in the nature of a development of this kind of
ser-rice. As you :mow, there was a ban placed on the operation of any radio
equipment during the iax- period. This ban, as far as receiviw. was concerned,
was lifted in November 1919. The general ban on transmitters was not lifted
until scme time later, although in view of the fact that the writer possessed
a permit to operate during the TTar period, he was able to transmit as soon as
the receiving ban was lifted and to meet the requests of many outside listeners
a regular schedule was established for transmitting every Saturday night, and
later on this was extended to include a -:lednesday night program as well. This
schedule was carried out with a certain amount of regularity durin7 the whole
of 1920, and the ;eneral interest which it aroused was instrumental in aonvinc-
inr: our executives, particularly Lir. H. P. Davis that there was a big field in
broadcasting, althou-h the possibilities of this field were very much depreciated
by both the General Electric Company and Radio Corporation whose interests were
largely in the development of a cammercial point-to-point messase service.

-Then the Company decided to seriously enter the broadcasting field
it was apparent that a good time to malm a start would be at the time of some
event which was of national interest and as the Presidential election occurred
that year this was selected as a very suitable beginninr date. Accordingly
provisions were made for broadcasting the results of the election of :ovember
1920. At the time of this first broadcast from the 3rimpany's plant there of
course was no provision in the licensing requirements of the Department of
Coerce to license regular broadcasting stations; accordingly, it was necessary
to carry these first broadcasts on under an experimental permit. This experimental
permit was extended for several months, at the end of which time a formal broad-
casting license was issued, and up until the time when broadcasting as a radio
activity was included in the Depart-ent of Commerce licensing condition there,
of course, were no formal broadcast stations, and it is the writer's recollection
that did not receive the first broadcasting license, but that it was
assiTned to aae of the other Company stations. However, as a date of beginning
a broadcasting service, the writer's station KIC can establish :Tovenber 1919,
as such a date. This was carried on experimentally during the most of 1920 by

8:K and during the end of 1920 and part of 1921 by X.D.K.A. in an experimental way
until a formal broadcasting license was issued,

assume you will not make any camparisons with other stations but

for your own information the following is as near as the writer can remember

the history of the station now operated by the Detroit News.

This tation is the outgrowth of an amateur station operated in

Detroit by two amateur operators and first licensed as an amateur station in

August 1920. Like tl'a 7riter is station 3XX it was operated with more or less

regularity during the balance of 1920 and for some period of 1921. A formal

broadcast license under the call j::T.J. was finally issued to the Detroit :Jews

same time in 1921, but at a later period than that of several of the .:esting-

house stations. The Detroit News' claim of priority is base( in a comparison

of tl'e late for the issuing of the mateur license in Detroit to that of
first broadcast in. :ovember 1920. However, this date should acta17vconnare
with the ,:rr;ter's first re7A1ar --.'roadcast ;n :ember 101S.
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It is, of course, a matter of record at the Radio Department in
jashington as to just when the various licenses were issued, and in your final
write-up of the -lestinghouse achievements it would probably be well to add
these dates which, although the writer has not available at this tine, can be
readily obtained.

Another achievement of the .Jestingheuse organization was the
demonstration of the possibilities of the so called short radio naves as a
medium for long distance transmission. In the early days of radio, the laws
governing the pr tion of radio waves were determined larp2ely from ex-
periments made cn the then existing long wave government stations, and over
the ran..(1:e of nave lengths investigated it was found that transmission con-
ditioning improved steadily with an increase in wave length, and it was
assailed that this lam would hold good even over ranges of wave lengths not
then investigated. Quite elaborate mathematical formulae nere developed
which allowed Dairly accurate determinations of power required for given
distance of transmission for the wave lengths then contemplated. 'hese
formulae indicated that for nave lengths below 200 or 300 meters the trans-
mission would be comparatively unsatisfactory and for this reason there was
assigned to the use of amateur stations wave lengths of 200 meters and under.
That is, all amateur stat=a)ns were restricted to use a wave length of not
over 200 meters. Durag the eerly part of 1921 some experimental work carried
out by the nriter indicated to him that the previous acceptedlaus did not
hold true on wave lengths below 100 meters and he accordingly setup some
transmitting equipment here at Pittsburgh and to permit of tests being carried
on at a distance he furnished equipnert to some experimenters located in other
cities, notably 2oston. Tests carried on with the Boston station indicated
a very areat improvement in transmission when the wave lenc:ths were reduced
to that of the order of 60 meters or under. Accordingly a transmitter was
setuo here at ..e.st ?ittsburgh which was operated at 60 meters and which was
supplied the same program as that supplied to the regular transmitter of

The operation of this transmitter resulted in the accuaulation of
data g7er,..2 nida area and which demonstrated the uses of the short wave
lenu-ths 6051 medtam of long distance transmission, and the result of those-
tests finally influenced the Radio Corporation to practically abandon their
Ions wave stations and install short wave stations which, at the aresent time,
carry practically all of their lon distance message service. In addition to
this, the Telephone Company have nut in short nave transmitters which permit
telephone communication with practically the whole world.

An interesting incident in this connection is the fact that the
Telephone Company about 192._ in endeavoring tp Stage a ienonstration of long
d'stance telephony built up a transmitter consisting of several hundred of
tho receiving tubes then available and demonstrated the reception of telephone
signals in Lurge. The wave lenath selected was that of the Uaval ation
at :xlington, namely 2500 meters. In the lig;ot of our experimentation n,-;th the
short naves it would have been possible for the Telephone Oormany to have
carried out this deaonstration on one of the short nave lengths with -Pour
or five of the receivina tabes as a transmitter, rather than the several
hundred, and the Telephone r.:ccapany actually referred to this experiment as

r-"o was aot a feasible method of lon- distance telenhone transmission.



Mr. U. W. Cope

Aic

—4— October 16, 1935

I of course assume that in your writeup, the conditions leading
up to same of these achievements would not be included but this is given for
your information in order that you may make up a more effective story.

F. Cor.,,re
Asst. I'Mf Engineer
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The History of Broadcasting
in the United States

ay H. P. DAVIS, Vice-President

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.

An address delivered before the Graduate School of Business
Administration, Harvard University, April 21, 1928.

The advances made by civilization have been very largely
in proportion to the development of communication. Starting
with mouth to mouth and eye to eye contact, progressively through
the ages there has been a gradual evolution of mass communica-
tion, until, in our present day, it is exemplified and developed in
many ways.

Mass Communication

It is hard even for one who has seen in his lifetime the awaken-
ing of this mighty colossus—asleep since the beginning of time—to
realize the amazing achievements and developments of the twen-
tieth century in mass communication. To you, of the present
generation, the perspective is less clear, therefore not so inti-
mate, and is looked upon more in a matter of fact way. Yet no
longer than 61 years ago a prominent Boston newspaper published
the following article:

"A man about 46 years of age, giving the name of Joshua Coppersmith, has

been arrested in New York for attempting to extort funds from ignorant and super-
stitious people by exhibiting a device which he says will convey the human voice

any distance over metallic wires so that it will be heard by the listener at the other
end. He calls the instrument a 'telephone' which is obviously intended to imitate

the word 'telegraph' and win the confidence of those who know of the success of

the latter instrument without understanding the principles on which it is based.

"Well-informed people know that it is impossible to transmit the human

voice over wires as may be done with dots and dashes and signals of the Morse

Code, and that, were it possible to do so, the thing would be of no practical value.

The authorities who apprehended this criminal are to be congratulated and it is

hoped that his punishment will be prompt and fitting, that it may serve as an ex-

ample to other conscienceless schemers who enrich themselves at the expense of

their fellow creatures."
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The youngest but the most promising addition to these facili-

ties for mass communication is radio broadcasting.

Experiments Prior to World War

Attempts had been made, and some successful results had
been accomplished, prior to the World War, in adapting telephonic
principles to radio communications. Reginald Fessenden, prob-
ably the first to attempt this, transmitted a program Christmas
Eve 1906. Later, Mr. Lee DeForrest did the same in the develop-
ment of his apparatus. No real service, however, was attempted
or introduced of a character similar to that now known as radio
broadcasting. The war bringing an end to independent develop-
ment work, attention was concentrated on such applications of
radio as would be helpful in military operations, and the various
Governments engaged in the conflict enlisted the aid of all the large
electrical companies that had facilities available.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,
having extensive research, engineering and manufacturing facilities
of a nature suitable for this branch of electric science, was requested
by the British Government, shortly after the outbreak of the war,
to undertake certain special work in radio. Considerable study on
the part of Westinghouse engineers was devoted to this, but no
special progress was made of a permanent character, as our own
Government began an attempt to develop such facilities, foreseeing
the possibility of needing them later.

This activity took form in several fields. One, however, was
the development of radio transmitting and receiving apparatus,
both telegraphic and telephonic. In order to carry out this work
it was necessary to have transmitting and receiving stations, and
by special license from our Government, the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company was permitted to build and operate
such facilities for experimental purposes.

Two stations were designed, equipped and operated during
the war. One was located near its plant at East Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, and the other at the home of Dr. Frank Conrad in
the Pittsburgh residential district, a distance of four or five miles
separating the two stations. The calls of these stations were-
2WIVE it.nd 2WE.

Your speaker was in charge of the Westinghouse Company's
WM activities. Dr. Conrad was then serving as one of his assis-
tants and among other things was especially assigned to radio
work. Dr. Conrad's work was very closely coordinated with that
of the United States Signal Corps.
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Dr. Conrad became very much engrossed in this work, and

in characteristic manner began to do research, developing new

ideas and making important advances in the art. As it result. a

considerable amount of money was invested in this equipment and

a large staff of experts organized.

With the end of the war, the Company found itself with this

investment and organization on its hands, and the re-establish-

ment of patent restrictions, most of which were adversely held,

placed the Company in a position of considerable difficulty in con-

tinuing this work. The progress that had been made during the

war period, however, encouraged it to continue. Seeking a

way to establish itself in the industry, negotiations were un-

dertaken, and finally successfully concluded, whereby a control-

ling interest was purchased in the International Radio Telegraph

Company which owned many important fundamental radio patents.

The International Radio Telegraph Company owned and

operated several ship-to-shore radio stations, and was a pioneer in

this field. The operation and development of this service imme-

diately became a part of Westinghouse activities.

Seek to Develop Radio Service

A large sum of money having been expended for the control

of the International Radio Telegraph Company emphasized in our

minds the necessity for developing our new acquisition into a service

which would broaden, popularize and commercialize radio to a

greater extent than existed at that time, in order to earn some

return on this investment as well as to keep the radio organization

together.

In seeking a revenue-returning service, the thought occurred

to broadcast a news service regularly from our ship-to-shore sta-

tions to the ships. This thought was followed up but nothing was

accomplished because of the negative reaction obtained from those

organizations whom we desired to furnish this news material ser-

vice. However, the thought of accomplishing something which

would realize the service referred to, still persisted in our minds.

During this period Dr. Conrad had continued his experi-

ments with the station at his home and had greatly improved his

radio telephone transmitter. Following the date on which Govern-

ment restrictions were removed from radio stations, Dr. Conrad

quite regularly had operated this radio telephone transmitter to

send out interesting programs of one kind or another, and to such

an extent that people with receiving sets became sufficiently inte
r-

ested to listen to his station.
5



The program material available to him was largely phono-
graph records, although there were some talks, baseball and foot-
ball scores. The station, whose call letters had been changed,
was then designated as 8XX and was known as one of the best
amateur stations in the country.

Effect of Newspaper Ad
We were watching this activity very closely. In the early

part of the following year the thought came which led to the initia-
tion of a regular broadcast service, An advertisement of a local
department store in a Pittsburgh newspaper, calling attention to
a stock of radio receivers which could be used to receive the pro-
grams sent out by Dr. Conrad, caused the thought to come to me
that the efforts that were then being made to develop radio tele-
phony as a confidential means nf communication were wrong, and
that instead its field was really one of wide publicity; in fact the
only means of instantaneous collective communication ever
devised. Right in our grasp, therefore, we had that service which
we had been thinking about and endeavoring to formulate.

Here was an idea of limitless opportunity if it could be "put
across". A little study of this thought developed great possi-
bilities. It was felt that here was comething that would make a
new public service of a kind certain to create epochal changes in
the then accepted everyday affairs, quite as vital as had the intro-
duction of the telephone and telegraph, or the application of
electricity to lighting and to power.

We became convinced that we had in our hands, in this idea,
the instrument that would prove to be the greatest and most
direct mass communicational and mass educational means that
had ever appeared. The natural fascination of its mystery,
coupled with its ability to annihilate distance, would attract, in-
terest and open many avenues to bring ease and happiness into
human lives. It was obviously a form of service of universal appli-
cation, that could be rendered without favor and without price.

Decided to Start Station
Resulting from this idea was the decision to install a broadcast-

ing station at East Pittsburgh and to initiate this service. This
decision was made early in 1920, although it was not until fall that
the equipment was ready for operation. In the interim, we
held many interesting and now really historical conferences to
plan our undertaking.

Dr. Frank Conrad, Assistant Chief Engineer; Mr. J. C. Mc-
Quiston, General Advertising Manager; Mr. S. M. Kintner,
Manager of Research Department; Mr. 0. S. Schairer,

••

Manager Patent Department; Mr. 14. W. Chubb, Manager
Engineering Department, and Mr. M. C. Rypinski, Sales Del
ment—all of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing (
pany—participated in these conferences, and it was their e:
ience, advice, constant faith and loyal efforts in the underte
and the development that followed that carried the proje(
8L1CCess.

Cooperation of Press

One of the earliest decisions was the necessity of buildin
and obtaining necessary public interest in our efforts througl
cooperation of the daily press. It happened that we were
fortunately situated to accomplish this. Mr. A. E. Braun
directing head of the Pittsburgh Post, a morning paper, an
Pittsburgh Sun, an evening paper, was an officer in the Int4
tional Radio Telegraph Company, and the cooperation of I
papers and his hearty support were immediately forthcoi
This, with Mr. McQuiston's acquaintanceship and contacts
other press channels, and his work with Mr. Braun, added mu
building up the public interest which led to the final great su
of the venture.

Main Objectives

The main objectives which we laid down as basic have gi
our radio broadcasting ever since, and were-

1. To work, hand in hand, with the press, recognizing
only by published programs could the public fully apprecii
broadcasting service.

2. To provide a type of program that would be or int
and benefit to the greatest number, touching the lives of you'll
old, men and women, in various stages and conditions of life

3. To avoid monotony by introducing variety in u
speeches, etc.

4. To have distinctive features so timed as to assure
coming on at regular periods every evening; in other words,
railroad does by its time-table.

5. To be continuous. That is, operate every day o
year. KDKA has operated without a break in schedule
the opening of the station.

In our discussion the subject of the first program was a iii
of very careful deliberation. We wanted to do something nit
—we wanted to make it spectacular; we wanted it to attrac
tention.
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First Program Spectacular

It happened that 1920 was the presidential election year, and
the happy thought occurred to us to open our station on the night
of the election returns and to broadcast this news. Through the
cooperation of Mr. Braun our plans matured with the decision to
open on November 2, 1920—which we did—and the result was the
historical broadcast by KDKA of the Harding election. The elec-
tion returns were gathered in the office of the Pittsburgh Post, in
Pittsburgh, and from there telephoned to East Pittsburgh where
they were relayed by another operator and broadcast by this new
service.

A broadcasting station is a rather useless enterprise unless
there is someone to listen to it. Here was an innovation, and even
though advertised, few then, other than possibly some of the
amateurs who had receiving sets, could listen to us. To meet this
situation we had a number of simple receiving outfits manufactured.
These we distributed among friends and to several of the officers
of the Company. Thus was the first broadcast audience drafted.

Broadcasting Begins

As a matter of historical record and sequence in the origin and
progress of radio broadcasting as a public service, the following
chronicle of 'events is important:

After a period of testing and experimental operation, the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company on November
2, 1920, at East Pittsburgh, Pa., put into operation the first broad-
casting station in the world, now known as KDKA, and trans-
mitted as its first program the returns of the Harding presidential
election. Following this, a daily program from 8:30 to 9:30 P. M.
was immediately instituted. The daily schedule of the station
has been continued without interruption up to the present time.

After nine months of continuous operation of Station KDKA,
the Westinghouse Company opened WBZ at Springfield, Mass., in
September, 1921; followed on October 12, 1921 by WJZ at Newark,
N. J., and on November 11, 1921, by KYW at Chicago, Illinois.

It was not until the summer of the next year that any other
stations of prominence were placed into operation, and very few
then, as it was a considerable time later that the great rush for
wavelengths took place and the confusion introduced that now
exists in the broadcasting wavebands.

Our first broadcasting was from a rough box affair upon the
roof of one of the taller buildings at the plant, which still stands
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there although no longer in use, and the dev
elopment of the broad-

casting studio is an interesting story.

Broadcast Westinghouse Band

In the first few months of operation of KDK
A, program ma-

terial was drawn largely from phonograph recor
ds. It was recog-

nized almost immediately by us, however, that
 no great interest

or progress in broadcasting service would be 
possible if material

differing from this type of entertainment were not 
available. The

Westinghouse employes have always had a number of 
musical

organizations, among them a very good band. We decided to

broadcast this. Later, we organized the KDKA Little Symphony

Orchestra.
Our phonograph was operated in the room in 

which the trans-

mitter was located, and the announcer and 
others who had taken

part in the program up to this time also had 
been using this room.

With larger aggregations of talent, however, it
 was necessary to

seek bigger quarters, so one of the audit
oriums at East Pittsburgh

was put into use. We immediately had diffi
culty in obtaining

fidelity in the broadcast, due, apparently, to 
room resonance.

To correct this, we thought of placing the ba
nd in the open air and

to transmit from out-of-doors. When this was done the result was

a marked improvement. As a result of this, we saw at once that

if we wished to accomplish good sound r
eproduction, specially

designed rooms would be required to broadcast from—bu
t how, was

not clearly apparent and in addition the expense 
incident to it was

a serious problem.

As the warmer weather was approaching, we decid
ed to

broadcast our artists from this open air studio which, as 
• before

stated, was on the roof of one of the taller building
s at the plant.

For protection we erected a tent. This proved good, and every-

thing went along satisfactorily during the summer 
and early fall,

until one night a high wind blew the tent away
—arid so our first

studio passed out and into history.

Move Studio Indoors

Necessity has always been the mother of invention, and 
hiaviii

managed to keep our service going for nearly a yea
r we could no'

think of discontinuing it because we had no s
tudio—but we saw

that we would have to go indoors. We, therefore, decided to tr)

the tent inside. Part of the top floor of this high building wa:

cleared and the tent "pitched" on this floor. We were pleaae4

to find that it worked as effectively as it had out-of-doo
rs. Thu

was the first indoor broadcasting studio developed.
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The subject of a specially constructed studio, however, was
again revived and designs prepared for it. Taking the lesson
of the tent to heart, we draped the whole interior of the new studio
with the cheapest material we had available—burlap. We had
now all the elements of the present studio.

The principles that were originated by our experience have
governed the design of the present-day studios, but the lowly
burlap has changed its name to the more dignified name of monk's
cloth. Other materials, however, have been developed in this
intervening period, and the walls, ceilings and floors of studios are
now built of materials which are non-resonant in character so that
the use of monk's cloth is required less than formerly.

One cannot but be impressed with what radio has accom-
plished in a few short years when one compares this first tent studio
with the wonderful studios and equipment of the National Broad-
casting Company.

The Amateurs Rebel
KDKA had in the beginning a power of only 100 watts, but

this was, of course, more powerful than the transmitting sets used
by amateurs in those days. The amateurs, until our advent, had
the field to themselves and had enjoyed the entire freedom of the air.

Our broadcasting transmitter coining into the picture was
obviously not received with open arms by them as the continuous
operation of the transmitter interfered to a large extent with their
work. At that time most amateurs were using spark sets, and
our broadcasting in turn was seriously marred by interference from
that source. It came to a point of more or less open warfare,
with the amateur operators, if anything, having the best of it.

It must be said, however, to the credit of the amateurs, that
later when it was evident to them that the public was seriously
interested in our efforts, their organization formulated rules of
ethics, which, when observed, quite materially corrected this
condition.

You can appreciate from this that the first year of our opera-
tions was beset with many difficulties and discouragements, and
many discussions were had as to whether the game was worth the
candle. But we persisted.

Westinghouse Executives Lend Support
1 am happy to pay tribute to the late General Guy E. Tripp,

Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Westinghouse Electric
& Manufacturing Company, and to Mr. E. M. Herr, President,
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for their broad-minded support and patience. They had confi-

dence in us and backed the undertaking in a personal way, as well

as with contributions from the Company's funds to develop this

new service. Finally, these efforts were rewarded by an aroused

interest on the part of the public—an interest that grew almost to

fever pitch in a stampede late in the year 1921, overwhelming an

industry wholly unprepared for it.

Public Interest Awakened

Radio broadcasting became a conversational topic as univer-

sal as the weather, and the spell of it became world wide. It is

probably a fact that when the response came, no facility or service

ever received such a reaction from the public or grew so fast in

popularity, when the public was awakened to what it really was.

When this happened, almost over night a scientific novelty and

hazardous experiment was transformed into a wide-spread and

popular public service.
Thus was radio telephone broadcasting born—a new public

service; a service for the benefit or entertainment of any one who

might possess even the simplest receiving equipment. The secret

of the success of the enterprise lay in the fact that there were

then no interfering stations, and because of this only very simple

receiving sets were required to "listen in". This was fortunate,

as there was nothing else and the available sets were cheap. Being

telephonic, the communications could be understood by every

one. They required no translation and were substantially

unlimited as to the character of the subject matter that might be

transmitted and 'received. In addition, there was the marvel and

fascination of listening to messages received out of space with very

simple and inexpensive apparatus.

Newspapers Assisted Growth

We attribute much of this public response to the press work

we had been doing. From the start we had sent our announce-

ments and copies of programs to a list of representative news-

papers. At first these schedules were typewritten and went to a

limited list, but later they were printed, a larger list used, and

an organized program of information NMI carried out in a magazine.

which we started, called "Radio Broadcasting News" and sen I

to about 2000 newspapers. It was not long before KDKA',.

programs were printed in newspapers all over the United Sta.te

and in every province of Canada.
In addition to this, a factor which probably contribute(

much to the success of broadcasting at this time was that broad

casting was done regularly, at well advertised times of the day 01
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night, and the programs consisted of matter that was of general
interest—worth listening to.

Briefly, we endeavored to render a real public service, with
regularity, presenting well planned, high grade, interesting and
timely advertised programs. It was our conception that it could
be made a valuable service different from anything then in exis-
tence and adapted to accomplish something entirely new, which was
the distinguishing characteristic of our undertaking. This, and
our sense of duty to the listening public, assisted in firmly estab-
lishing this effort as a definite and all-embracing service.

Church Service Begins
The first real pick-up service ever attempted was that of the

services of the Calvary Episcopal Church of Pittsburgh. Here,
again, is an interesting story.

We had been sending out originally, as previously indicated,
music and entertainment from phonograph records, and as we had
determined to broadcast every day we naturally included Sunday.
Our week-day form of program material did not seem quite suitable
for Sunday evening purposes. Accordingly, we had a discussion
about the matter and the happy suggestion was made—"Why not
try to broadcast a church service". But how?

After consideration of the difficulties involved, especially in
picking it up, a plan was worked out which we felt would make
the technical part possible. As music was the principal make-up
of our program, our thought naturally gravitated to the Episcopal
service. It so happened that one of our engineers was a member
of the choir of the Calvary Episcopal Church in the East Liberty
section of Pittsburgh. He was called in, the matter explained to
him, and he promised to see what could be done.

We were to learn later that fortune was with us in this thought
to the extent that the Rector of that Church—Dr. E. J. van Etten,
who is a broad-minded, far-sighted and progressive individual —
inunediately was interested in our proposal and a connection was
formed then that has continued to the present day.

On January 2, 1921, the daring experiment was made of
broadcasting the services of Calvary Episcopal Church. This was
successful, and was so well received that it became a regular
lea lure.

Dr. van Etten, First Radio Minister
Dr. van Etten was the first minister whose church services

were broadcast. His was the first voice to be heard in a broad-
casting of divine services, and he has undoubtedly, through his
enthusiasm in this work, done more to bring happiness and religious
comfort to the masses of people than any other living man.
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The broadcasting of church service alone, which was initiated
by KDKA, was in itself sufficient to make radio broadcasting per-
manent and invaluable. The innovation was at once unique and
compelling in its appeal to people of all ages, classes and denomina-
tions, and it has proved to be one of the greatest, most popular
and beneficent features ever presented. Even today it is doing
more to enlarge the church's sphere of influence than any medium
heretofore employed.

It is my belief that the happy thought that led to thy in-
clusion of a church in our broadcasting, arid our success in selecting
the church that we did, the idea of cooperating with the press and
the public interest that we gained through it, coupled with our
feeling of responsibility and with our unbounded confidence in
the future of the service which we had initiated and were develop-
ing, and the soundness of the principles we had laid down for our
guidance, formed the solid foundation upon which this whole
broadcasting industry has been built.

Recognizing the need of expert advice in the development
of programs, we sought the cooperation of Mr. Harvey Gaul, the
musical director of Calvary Episcopal Church, to assist us in
determining the best selection of artists and music. Mr. Gaul was
thus the first radio impresario and during the period lie was with
us he made some valuable contributions to radio musical lore and
broadcasting technique.

Early Forecasting
There is a common saying that "hind sight is better that,

foresight", and in the light of today's accomplishments it is easy
to ascribe many virtues to ourselves and to our undertaking.

But what do the records show? In an article which I wrote
in February, 1921, only three months after regular broadcasting
had been established, the following truly prophetic statements
were made:

'Ile adaptability of the radiophone to broadcasting reports, news, enter-
tainments, concerts, lectures, etc., creates a field particularly its own.

"It is quite possible that especially constructed transmitting rooms will be
provided for such purposes, so that voices and music will be broadcast through
unbounded areas and listened to by invisible and widely distributed audiences ol
vast numbers. The same opportunities would thus exist for the country dweller
as for the city resident, and inmates of hospitals and sanitariums, and sick people
and invalids in the home, would have opportunities for pleasures and liVe1,111

HOW denied them.
"The importance of reaching such tremendous numbers of people, with prac-

tically no effort, offers great possibilities for advertising and the distribution of news
and important facts, and in reality introduces a 'universal speaking service'. It is
not unreasonable to predict that the time will come when almost every 11111Tle will
include in its furnishings some sort, of loudspeaking radio receiving instrument,
which can be put into operation at will, permitting the householder to be in nior
or less constant touch with the outside world through these broadcasting n.gerieiea.

"The field of radio application is practically unlimited in the important
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affairs of the world, and this development will mark one of the great steps in the
:" • progress and evolution of mankind."

Again, in another article which I prepared in January, 19,
the following appears:

"And where will it end? What are the limitations? Who dares to predict?
Relays will permit one station to pass its message on to another, and we may easily
expect to hear in an outlying farm in Maine some great artist singing into a micro-
phone many thousand miles away. A receiving set in every home; in every hotel
room; in every school room; in every hospital room. Why not? It is not so much
a question of possibility—it is rather a question of 'how moon'."

A dream then has become a reality now.

Pioneer Records

As part of the pioneer records of KDKA we have the honor
to record that Honorable Herbert Hoover's first radio broadcast
address was transmitted by KDKA. The address was presented
during a dinner held at the Duquesne Club, Pittsburgh, Pa., Jan-
uary 15, 1921, to raise funds for European relief work. Mr.
Hoover's pioneer address was followed by addresses of others of
prominence. Our records reveal that on February 18, 1921, KDKA
transmitted the address of Miss Alice M. Robertson, then Con-
gresswoman-elect from Oklahoma, the first woman elected to
Congress, and Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, Jr. Their addresses
were delivered before the Pittsburgh Press Club.

One month later, on March 19,. 1921, three members of the
President's Cabinet addressed the audience of KDKA. These
were Honorable Andrew W. Mellon, Secretary of the Treasury;
Honorable James J. Davis, Secretary of Labor, and Honorable John
W. Weeks, Secretary of War. At another time Honorable
William Jennings Bryan made his first radio address over KDKA.

In the history of KDKA's broadcasting there have been a
host of world-famous people who have addressed the station's radio
audience. The pioneer speakers were of such high calibre that
they surely set up a precedent for those who followed.

Famous Radio Events

'Men, in the following months, KDKA rapidly developed and
presented a series of "firsts" in broadcasting history. Among
these "firsts" were the re-transmission of Arlington Time Signals
at 10:00 o'clock nightly. The time signal service introduced a

few days after the start of .KDKA became at once, and has so
remai MN!, one of the most popular and appreciated of radio features.

After the time signals, KDKA introduced the first sports
events by broadcast, the occasion being a boxing contest between
Johnny Ray and Johnny Dundee, held in Motor Square Garden,
Pittsburgh, April 11, 1921. Both boxers, I might add, have long
since retired.
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Next, on May 9, 1921, KDKA broadcast from the stage of the
Davis Theatre in Pittsburgh, the first theatrical program in history.
On August 4, 5, 6, 1921, KDKA first broadcast tennis matches, the
occasion being the Davis Cup matches held at the Allegheny
Country Club, Sewickley, Pa., about 25 miles distant from the
transmitting station. On August 5, 1921, KDKA transmitted the
first play-by-play account of a baseball game held in the National
League Park at Pittsburgh.

These pioneer athletic events were the forerunners of the
tremendously interesting sports broadcasts with which the Amer-
ican public has been so well entertained in later years.

One of the first broadcasts made from WJZ was the World
Series baseball games, with one of the New York teams as a con-
tender.

KYVV's first program was an auspicious one, it being the
transmission of Grand Opera direct from the stage by artists
of the Chicago Civic Opera Company. This program was the
pioneer of the many delightful operatic programs which we have
enjoyed in the past and which, I am happy to say, are still a tre-
mendously interesting feature of chain hook-ups.

Story of Farm Service

In the efforts to develop a diversified program, the agricul-
tural population, of vast importance to any agency attempting
to interest all of the people of the United States, was not over-
looked. To the contrary, it is another striking instance of KDKA's
pioneering that the station was the first to conduct a regular farm
service, which included not only livestock, hay and grain reports,
but also weather forecasts. On May 19, 1921, KDKA was author-
ized to broadcast government market reports and immediately
began this service. Since that beginning, market reports which,
from time to time, have been expanded in scope, have been a
nightly feature of Westinghouse broadcasting stations.

Station KFKX, now located in Chicago, is one of the very
few stations whose programs are almost exclusively devoted to
farm subjects.

Entire City Available for Programs

To reach the wide field of program material, an extensive
system of pick-ups was worked out in Pittsburgh covering sonic
thirty points of contact with events of public interest. included
in this arrangement are schools, churches, theatres, hotels, athletic
fields, and halls, with special studios at one University and two
hotels.
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KYW, Chicago, and WBZ, 
Springfield, have similar but 

less

,pctensive systems of pick
-up. In the case of WBZ ther

e is the

'fstriking feature of a line 
connection with Boston, 100 

miles long,

;giving an additional pick-up system in 
that city and including also

several studios.

This was all pioneering, 
and in the development of 

programs

for our service was the 
endeavor constantly made to 

develop new

and unusual features, as i
t is these that attract 

special attention,

maintain public interest a
nd win the greatest applau

se. It can

be stated as a fact that
 there is hardly an ele

ment in program

service today that was n
ot covered in these early 

undertakings.

In other words, the 
Westinghouse Electric & Ma

nufacturing Com-

, . pany not. only 
created broadcasting but h

as been one of the most

' active forces in 
developing it.

Announcers' School

We soon found that 
training announcers in dicti

on and pro-

nunciation was necessary
, since for every mis

pronounced word

we were certain to re
ceive many letters of 

criticism. This con-

dition prompted us to 
start an announcers' sc

hool, under the

• capable direction of Mr. T.
 IL Bailey Whipple, our 

Literary Critic,

who held daily rehea
rsals of the various 

announcements to be

made.
Most opportunely for u

s, we were able to secure
 the services

• of Miss Marjorie Stewar
t who, although blind, 

wrote daily con-

structive criticisms of al
l programs, pointing out 

where improve-

• ments might be effected.
 She thus became the first

 radio critic

and due to her exce
ptionally keen perception

, false notes in our

broadcasting, exceedingly 
difficult for the program 

manager to

detect before delivery o
f the actual program, 

were eradicated.

Feel Public's Pulse by 
Letters

We continually felt t
he pulse of the public t

hrough the

thousands of letters sent 
to us, to determine 

their wishes in pro-

gram arrangement. 
Some of these early le

tters were very inter-

esting and instructive, 
and because of them w

e were from the very

first led to maintain a 
high standard, not only

 in musical offerings

hilt also in the lectures, 
addresses and other forms 

of program. it is

believed that because th
e most important 

broadcasting stations

have maintained their 
quality of program the ra

dio listeners in the

mass appreciate the quali
ty offering more than 

one of ordinary

grade. Broadcasting, without que
stion, has had an 

uplifting

effect upon the taste of th
e public in music—a fact

 well appre-

ciat e(1 by the musical fr
aternity.
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Develop Modulation Meter

It was very soon discovered that the characteristien of time

microphone were quite different from those of the 111111141.11 ear.
The microphone responds to certain frequencies more readily thaii
to others. Consequently, a grouping in a studio that would be

satisfactory to the ear direct might not be at all pleasing when
heard over the radio.

A little experience showed that it was necessary to deterinim

accurate standards that can be applied in advance to assure tha

music as reproduced in the receiver, is properly balanced--that is.

proper blending of high and low tones and also proper relation ol

volume of accompaniment and leading melodies.

Musical tones vary in pitch from the lowest tone on the piano

which produces 27 vibrations per second, to the highest tone of

more than 4000 vibrations per second. These fundamental tone

are superimposed by higher harmonics which determine the naturE
of the tone produced thus making it possible to distinguish be.
tween the violin, flute, clarinet, trumpet, etc., or the most compli
cated sound, which is the human voice.

To provide a means of control, a modulation meter calibrate,

from 1-100 was devised. This instrument is now standard equip

went in every transmitter. It is used to study the effect of diffei
ent kinds of music or frequencies upon the current in the inodulai
ing tubes—an important factor that determines the quality ()

broadcasting. Over-modulation causes distortion, and uncle,

modulation gives too weak a signal, difficult to reproduce clearl.
on the receiving sets.

For a given volume of sound a high pitched tone produce

a higher reading on the modulation meter than a lower tone—tha

is, the higher tones more easily produce distortion of music. Thi.

fact makes it evident that the arrangement of instruments in in

orchestra, for example, when broadcasting, must be different fron

that of the usual set-up in an auditorium. It was found that thl

lower pitched instruments must be placed nearer the inicrophon,

than those of higher pitch. On the basis of data compiled on

large number of observations and careful checking of the music a

actually produced in the studio, and the results obtained on ;

receiving set, a series of charts was worked out by Mr. A. G. l'opek,

one of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company'

engineers, showing the proper location of soloists and piano, als.

the proper grouping of instruments of various combinations a

quartets, orchestra, band, etc.
17
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Chart Studio Acoustics
Of course, these charts were related to the acoustics of thestudio and also to the type of microphone used. For this reason,as the art progressed, it was necessary to make changes in theplacing of artists before the microphone.
Greater distance from the microphone is now possible onaccount of the improvements that have been made in the micro-phones, and the amplifiers used. The old-time carbon micro-phone had a strong frying undertone, or "ground tone", the volumeof which was a considerable percentage of the volume of music tobe broadcast. Up-to-date apparatus has reduced this groundtone to a very small percentage of the sound to be broadcast, andconsequently greater amplification is used which results in greaterpossible distance between performer and microphone.
This increase in distance has simplified the problem of theproper placing of orchestra, for example. The musicians are notcrowded about the microphone. The increase in distance has de-creased the percentage of error due to slight departures from theproper placing of performers. In fact, the music in an auditoriumcan be picked up successfully with the regular seating of theorchestra by locating one or more microphones at the proper points.
The results accomplished by this kind of work, together withthe work done on microphones and improvements in design oftransmitters, have brought about much improvement in trans-mitting programs of the higher quality with greater fidelity, and ifthe radio audience use receiving equipment, particularly ampli-fiers and loud speakers, which will successfully reproduce all thefrequencies that are transmitted, nearly perfect reception is pos-sible.

Short Wave Work
Meanwhile, KDKA VIM reaching out and pioneering in abranch of development of the radio art which now bids fair to bethe most important in the science of communication. I refer tothe work that the Westinghouse Company's engineers have donein short wave transmission, and from which much is expected byradio engineers.
Early in 1922 we were convinced that there were wonderful

possibilities which were being overlooked in the then unused andrather despised short wave bands, considerably lower than thosethen in use for broadcasting and for communication. An exper-Intent:LI station known WI KDPM was installed at the WestinghouseCompany's plant at Cleveland, Ohio, and serious work was under-taken between KD KA at East Pittsburgh and this station in an
18

investigation of the subject of short wave transiiiimsion and re-
broadcasting. Since that time, research and development work

in this branch of the art have been carried on continuously and
vigorously.

In the fall of 1923 the Westinghouse Company located a

re-broadcasting station at Hastings, Nebraska, it becoming the
well-known KFKX. At this point short wave transmissions front
KDKA were nightly received and re-broadcast on the station's
assigned wavelength.

Great Britain Relays KDKA

On New Year's Eve, 1923, through previous arrangement,
KDKA transmitted a short wave program to Great Britain. This

program was re-broadcast to British listeners through a station
operated by the Metropolitan Vickers Company at Manchester,
England, and was the first internationally broadcast program, as

well as the first to be rebroadcast.

This work in short wave transmission led us to continue
striving for distance. On December 12, 1924, KDKA's short wave
program was received and re-transmitted in Johannesburg, South
Africa, by a newspaper there—The Johannesburg Star—and a few
weeks later, January 25, 1925, we transmitted a program to
Australia. This transmission marked the ultimate in distance
transmission since it was half-way around the world. Two days
later, our short wave programs were received and re-broadcast in
Melbourne, Australia, completing the record of our achievement.
In every event so listed, the event marked the first time in history
that such an achievement had been accomplished. The records
show that KDKA's short wave transmission have been heard in
every part of the world.

Far North Broadcasts

One important phase of the Westinghouse Company's broad-
casting activities has been its so-called Far North Broadcasts,
initiated through the foresight of Mr. George A. Wendt of the
Canadian Westinghouse Company, Limited.

These programs now consist of a most fascinating list of letters,
news reports and information from employes, relatives and friends
of that band of adventurous folk whose lives are spent in small
habitations, for the most part, above the Arctic Circle. The
activities that resulted in the Far North Broadcasts began in the
summer of 1923 when a number of receivers was distributed by
the Canadian Westinghouse Company, to the Far North posts
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or the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. Because of these receiv-

ing sets we were enabled to transmit mes
sages to them, at first

by KDKA, then later by the other West
inghouse stations. As

season after season of transmitting has been 
conducted, more and

more of the companies operating posts in the 
North of Canada,

have supplied receiving sets to their representatives with
 the

result that nearly all such places now have 
radio receiving in-

stallations.
Among the companies which have so equippe

d their posts

are the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, the 
Hudson's Bay Com-

pany, the Revillon Freres, the Oblate Fathers,
 and others. To this.

host of listeners, the Westinghouse stations
 each winter send a

series of messages, most of which are of uniq
ue importance to those

living out of reach of all civilization save 
that which comes to

them from the ether. We have sent me
ssages that have saved

lives, rearranged winter plans, have caused 
heartache, and happy

reunion—all over that great area starting from 
Greenland in the

east, thence over the coast of Labrador and
 all the way across

Northern Canada. These Far North Boradcasts are among the

most important things that broadcasting h
as ever accomplished.

The radio messages sent into the Far North
 were often the

only communication those people had with the 
world for six months;

it required often many months for the acknowledgments to

reach us.
Pioneer in Synchronizing

Again, in later years, another pioneering ste
p was taken.

I refer to synchronizing. We were opera
ting Station WBZ at

Springfield, and another station—WBZA—
at Boston. WBZA

was necessary because the Springfield 
Station WBZ could not be

heard in certain sections of the Boston 
territory. WBZA, a small

relay station, was installed in Boston to 
overcome this difficulty.

At first it was operated on a different 
wavelength from WBZ, but

IL was realized that if these two stations 
could be synchronized and

the program transmitted on a common 
wavelength from both

stations, a much better distribution o
f the broadcast would be

possible, and to the listener, of course, it
 would be as one station.

After some months of experimental 
work and development

(his was accomplished, and now for a 
considerable time these two

stations have been run in synchronism 
with much more general

satisfaction to the program listener.

Frequency Modulation

Another pioneering step occurred—this time 
at East Pitts-

burgh where KDKA had been operating for 
some time with a
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different type of modulation called "frequency modulation", by
means of which we are able to eliminate three-quarters of the
number of transmitting tubes that are required in the ordinary
manner of transmitting. Further, the wave band is greatly

sharpened and eliminates side band interference. Much is ex-
pected from this innovation later.

Radio Industry of Huge Size

The business of the radio industry in 1920 did not amount
to more than $2,000,000 for the year. In 1927, this had grown to
an annual business approximating $500,000,000—all due to broad-
casting.

Broadcasting, therefore, means everything to the industry

since there would be nothing without it.. Broadcasting itself would
be nothing without the listeners, of which it is now estimated there
are 40,000,000. The problem of the broadcasters, therefore, is
to constantly strive to hold and increase the interest of the listen-
ing public. Nothing could be more useless than a broadcasting
station without listeners, or a receiving set without, a broadcasting
station.

In the year prior to the appointment of the Federal Radio
Commission, the entire industry was threatened with destruction
due to the chaotic condition existing in broadcasting. Happily
the Commission was appointed intime, and through its efforts very
great improvements have been instituted.

Broadcasting, however, is still an infant. Much remains to
be done in the way of research and development. This is quite
evident from the facts herein recited of the step by step
pioneering and epochal steps taken at KDKA.

Work of this nature requires the highest kind of engineering
and research skill. It requires expensive and extensive facilities
and the expenditures of large sums of money. There are, there-

fore, only a few organizations in the world that are in a position to

undertake work of this kind.

Start of National Broadcasting Company

Mr. Owen D. Young, Chairman of the Board of Directors of

the Radio Corporation of America. through whose foresight 30141

wonderful organizing ability is due much of the present (level

opment in the radio field, realizing this condition, proposed a plat,

of cooperation between the Radio Corporation of America, General

Electric Company and the Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur

ing Company whereby this important field of broadcasting could Ix
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organized and developed. This resulted in the formation of the
National Broadcasting Company—an organization to devote its
whole effort to the building up and developing of the broadcasting
service through improved methods and programs, and to furnish a
service throughout the country to properly located and selected
stations in a manner similar to the service furnished to newspapers
by the various Press associations.

Nothing could be more fortunate for radio's future than
this. The participation of these important electrical organizations
in the work of the National Broadcasting Company guarantees to
it. adequate financial strength and permits an organization and
equipment to be provided that will be capable of coordinating
and presenting program material of the highest order, backed by
the vast technical resources of these large companies.

Certainly this guarantees to the listening public that broad-
casting is now on a firm and lasting basis, and that it will become
increasingly better as time goes on.

A National Service
As the name implies, the National Broadcasting Company is

a national service. It is not limited to east or west, north or
south. It covers the entire nation through several networks and
groups and individual stations. Its programs, therefore, have the
widest possible appeal to all classes, localities and interests. This
organization has, in fact, been charged with the stewardship of
national entertainment and enlightenment—the greatest task ever
assigned to any commercial enterprise.

Mr. Young further indicated the high purpose he had in mind
in the organization of the National Broadcasting Company and
guaranteed its good faith to the public by inviting eighteen recog-
nized leaders in public life in this country to serve as an advisory
council. This was done so that the National Broadcasting Com-
pany might have the guidance of men and women prominent in al
phases of public life, and it is believed that from their advice will
conic the highest utilitarian development of this wonderful service.

Improvement and expansion in program offerings and in
program technique, under the able leadership of Mr. Merlin Hall
Aylemworth, and his staff, have been very marked since the forma-
tion of the National Broadcasting Company.

No history of broadcasting can be complete without reference
to Mr. David Sarnoff, Vice President and General Manager of the
Itadio Corporation of America, an early pioneer, whose fine judg-
ment, clear vision and high executive ability have made him the
guiding genius of the entire radio industry. Many times in our
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early days have we gone to hint with our problems, and have Mv!
failed to be encouraged by his unbounded confidence and with'
slam, and sound advice.

Who Is to Pay?

From the very beginning the question of "who is to pay" li
been constantly raised, and one plan after another has been pr
posed, and abandoned.

I can say that we have never felt concerned about th
point, firm in our belief from the beginning that this servil
was so necessary in our daily lives that ways would develop
make it self-supporting.

Its advertising value has always been recognized, and it w:
evident from the beginning that sooner or later that this wou
be realized and would be the answer to the question.

It is a distinctive and encompassing medium. It. is the grea
est and most intimate contact that has ever appeared, and
wholly personal in its appeal. It has now become the key
millions of homes, and the individual or firm that can bring tl
subject of its activities in an adroit and satisfying way to tl
listening millions is employing a means for great commerical pot*
bilities in the disposal of its product, and can justify the expent
ture of large sums of money in its development.

Other Forms of Amusement Safe

It is apparent, therefore, that insofar as this advertisii
appeal can be effectively developed, we need not worry about tl
source from which the money to pay will come. In the industri
development of this age, as one innovation succeeds another, the
always arises the specter of obsolescence, but its baneful influen,
extends only to those industries or organizations that have becon
sterile and impotent. If they have the energy and ability
accept the new and to reconstruct the old, the combination mew
new life and development in general.

No danger is threatened to other sources of amusement al
entertainment in the development of radio except to those di,
are decadent enough to deserve death, but radio certainly will 1
a stimulant for what is novel and new and better, and will educa
people in that direction and stimulate their interest and desi
for the better things of life. Insofar as amusement and ente
tainment cater to those desires and instincts, they have nothir
to fear and everything to gain from radio.
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What of the Future?

But what of the future? Great innovations come infre-

quently, but often unexpectedly. No one ten years ago would

have envisaged the actualities of today, yet we, who are closest to

it, may presume to predict that in spite of the great developments

to date the ground has scarcely been scratched, and that even

more wonderful advances and possibilities are near at hand. Radio

vision, whereby we shall see as well as hear by radio, is an accom-

plished fact; talking movies in the home, nearly here. No more

visionary than some of the actualities of today were a dozen years

ago, is the possibility of the transmission of power by radio.

We who are now active may have to leave much of these

future developments to others; still we can feel content, ourselves,

to have been a pioneer whose dreams and struggles have borne

the cherished fruits of successful accomplishment—usually a suffi-

cient reward, but in this instance many times amplified when we

contemplate the greatness of the service and industry that has

developed from the modest beginning I have recited to you today.

You have all heard of the famous statue of Memnon—out

upon the shifting sands it sits, a calm on its face, its voice for-

ever hushed. But of old it spoke, and once each day, as each new

sun arose, there came forth from its lips a sound. And worship-

pers came long pilgrimages and knelt in the sand to catch that

sound, which was in their ears as a voice from Heaven.

So the voice of Radio comes to its devotees almost as a voice

from another world. In fact, radio broadcasting has brought to

humanity a new and heavenly vision, if not a new world.

Reprint 328
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TilE NEW YORK 

BROAD TORS C ELEBRATE
RADIO'S SECOND DECADE W1NS

Fast Pace of Development Is Expected—Many Surprises ArePromised—Television for the .Home Is
-

.-_MR.• ALFRED N. GOLD-
SMITH, vice president
and general engineer of

the Radio Corporation of Airier-
'Ca, s a pioneer _in -wireless.

....Fps vision :to see ahead_ in.
,Aadio, his ability, to _point in the
-light direction for researc.h to
..41low on the quest of television
*pod other-developments,••saalres
his opinion of what will-happerr
in the seconddee:de of broad-."
casting of interest, to the indus-
t;ry, to research.ant.to the lis-

:Avner who wanders what radio
wiU have to offer.in 1940.
z- --Dr. Goldsmith - conservatively
Vaults- across ten *Years"' to

Sisualfzethe inticipated achieve-...
"tnents of radie'icience. "•

tl.;1..*. ALFRED N. OLDSMITH.R , •
iDIO broadcasting. in 1920—
an infant_ Radio. broadcasti
ing in 1930—a world-wife and

,4.,.. mature institution, _Electrical
stertainmen.t in 1940,—will .be what?
.?The radio pioneers blazed a splen-44 trail during the first halt . dozen
,0,8 of the development of br-pad-•
alting. prom an absolutely -un-
-PlYwn method of .reaching the
•eeple, In a brief span of years they
stabliehed engineering and artistic
tegedents of basic importance which,
hive enabled the building up of
tan communication by radio tele-
bony into a great industry. During
so last few years they and Atheir
Sceessors have .refined thetechnique
tivb widened the scope a, broadcast-
1,11 until, today, it stands as a
ighlY developed and universally ac-
tpted form of major. entertainment
APPlied to the people of- the world.
- • A Doubtful Theory.. ..
r_t LI but natural to ask whether
fe, ama.zing rate .of progreSs during
ieldit ten years can be Maintained,
i'd whethar 1940 Will see radio 'as
IT. improved compared to the
af..ent day conditions as is the
,o_adcasting of today when eon:I-
I:red to that of 1921.To the public,
'-i.iFh is already well satisfied in
L. main with the excellent per-
rrnance of 'the better.'rnodern. re-
lvers and transmitting sts.tions, it
i4,,ld, Offhand appear as ii progress
i:13,2 now oc would be slower than
' "1--,-:'-':-'.%-..__-•."...t.v:e.. . 1' ,I......_4:4L- l':' 'Z.... --
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I
themanlves as they jnurney ,over the
earth carrying with them lintable
'portable pick-up' equipment fbr tele-._ .
phOne and televilion broadcast/L.
The trailliznitting iitati9ns them-

selves are coil.pacted.,in greAt,syrt-
Chronized networks "which 'extend
over the greater ,pRition of the
earth's surface., ,All 'et-a.f.ibils trans-
Mitfing a given prograin Can, .s;
relatively smalc.'nutriber nf wave

slingths, thus Increasing the titiaber
of possible siitnUltaniohi broadcasts.
The stht1on of 1940 are'chiefly' Of
either the mediui. pOWiir of 500 "kilo-
watts or of the low power of 50
watts, and some stations ,of power
running info Ole thOtisaride of 'kilo-
watts have been 'erected to feed pro-
gram Material, to the population of.
stretches of territory which justify
really high-power 'broadcasting."
,Needless to say, .the networks of
each nation of the World are capable
of instantaneous connection .to. the
networks of any Othir cointry. A,
sinfultanebui broadcast of an event
In both Australia' and In the United
States: or in both South A.merics:ahd
Eui.ope,: or in bath . 3apaii. snit 'the
'Argentine, 'involves no partiCular
technfcal difficulties- siCePted
-as it normal' part of Our. ''gexi'cral
tordidcasting Of 1940.. Irthei siegions
'near the North and South Poles have
not been completely explbred,bY that,
time and are still the object-of inves-
tigation by enterprisidu polar expe-
ditions, such expeditions ,of
.tbUrse, be in as immediate touch
with the ponulation . of the nations
of the world as if they were located
In- a great metropolis. ' Indeed, it is
likely that' they will be in defier
touch because of the special interest
which their activities arouse and the
particular 'care which will be taken
to 'Maintain perfect cOntact with
them. Television:' will carry•the air-
plane pictures of the polar ice cap

to the'tinny. valleys of California.;

An: 144,. of' .3441dill• ,

'Closely allied to radio and com-

pletely coordinated with it in 1940 is

the *sound Motion picture field.

VIThene'ver an excellent sound motion

pictiii.e film is produced, it is avail-

able for broadcasting, and if an. cape-

Cally entertaining- radio 'event or an

important historical happening' is

broadcast,' it is similarly made' the

sUbject of a sound motion' Vicfute

film. •• " . -

A ;IR.Flitir of gifilentarY electri• ..• .

•
T.7.1,65$1.blej:T.

cases' even in a, .known,as tpe "selectr.faal.' eltertz.er"." Es-
seritially:.the eledtriela 'entertainer re-
quires outlet portions,
namely, a screen for showing- a pic-•
tore and /pild!4pililaer for produc-
ing a -sintirid.' ft aOr of the -screen is
arranged. either the television.,'Pro-4
iect,or :or the"-,sound' motion 'picture
pro'fec'tol:-, or both, • The' education;i1
and entertainment poSsibilities
such a device are iirialtleas-. • . '
' A New SIrvant for.11fan. • ''.
;In 1940 we have the electrical en-
tertainer at the disposal of the pub-
lic. Its significance in the stimula-
tion of musical taste, as an incen-
tive to the creation. of music at home,
as an entertainment' device and as
a means of 'education has, it is be-
lieved, opened a new era. The elec-
trical entertainer has already become
a part of the life of the world. If
we now look forward to 1950, some
of its capabilities xvill have been fur-
ther explored arid 'mankind Will have
begun. to derive' a larger • measure
of the inestimable benefits which the
applications- of .electricity can bring
to .it. And_,so, _threugh the decades,
the force' which tirit frightened man
when it- flashed.in the lightning .and
roared in, ths thunderbolt .willOt-
z'dy ,besome ,his 'servant hut even.

-his ally' in --improving his mind,
.broadening his .cultural taste, and
,brightening his hours of leisure.
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The Modern KDKA, a 400,0Q0-Watt Transmitter Which Will Be

Dedicated Today, Is a More Sturdy and Powerful Broadcaster Than

That Used at the First Station, Shown in the Picture at the Left.

•

A

BROADCASTING EVOLVED
FROM 111:1E CHAOS OF WAI

Davis Describes Events That Led to First Program—
He Looks Ahead to.-TeleviSion—Future Is tiiapPeci. , .

By E. P. DAVIS,
Vice President, Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company.

years. is not long, as time1
. 'goes.. li is an exceedingly

• brief period in which to'. de-
velop an industry. Yet within

that 'brief span the world has seen,
the beginning, the development, and,
almost the maturity of radio broad-
casting, an industry which has had

I the 'most amazing history of any in
the world.. Broadcasting is not real-
ly an industry. Instead, I like to

, tall it a public- service, one of the
greatest, it not .actually the greatest;

! of our modern. 'civilization. The' in-
dustry of radio is built around the
service of, broadcasting. ,...‘' - '-• .

It was as a public service that
broadcasting wag beg-un' and it is as
a public service that it will continue
Its' magnificent - record of . s.Chieve-
merit. 'Like other Manufacturers at
the close ofthe World War, we bad
lin invistroent in -radio developirent
:iri'v-ihich vie' had been active during
-the 'period of the.' conflict. 'In" equip-
'1nel:it; 141.1ine:*lidln engineering-di-.
.Veloinneiit: this Investment 'had been
heavy and so something had to be
done about the situation. ' J

Birth of An Idea. . . •,
At that period , it was. the con-.

. .serisus of opinion that radio telepho-
ny, if it were ever developed, would
be as a means of priyate communica-
tion. Therefore, developments, had
been directed along this line; ship-to-
&no& and point-toopoint corarnunica-
_lion. 1

 LISTENING-IN -

ISTFNERS of the world heard

j a 'remarkable broadcast , during

past"week.'
th; ea-cornered international pro-

ram featured addresses by pisit-
ent Hoover, Prime ,Minister Ram-
ay MacDonald of Great Britain and
irenile_is-lamaguchi of Japan. The
Ci&5iO11LS the depositing of the

of the L63don Naval_

'parison note the transatlantic radio

toned of Ramsay MaeDonald, Whose
rounded sentences and even tones
overlap atmospherics. Furthermore,
those who talk across 'the Ocean
should take their time."
Nevertheless, Shaw's apeech "Was

clear enough for stenographers' to
take down the words after tb,eir
flight across the Atlantic, andit v •ts

One of our transmitting stations
with which we were actively engaged
in developing radio telephony was
located in the home of 1 Dr. Frank
Conrad, assistant chref. engineer- of
the Westinghouse Company and then
my principal assistant. Dttring the
course of his work with -this trans-
mitter he had built up an audience,
mostly of amateurs in -the  vicinity.
In this manner the radio telephone
work of Dr. Conrad: began to be well

-known within the circle of radio
thusia.sts. I bad no idea of the ex-

. tent of this interest until one Sun-
day morning I read an advdtisement

in a Pittsburgh newspaper that some

radio parts were for sale in a. down-

town department store. It was ex-

-viese uniti,a radio

years. ,Our first etaticn ICDICA'1.4
'rated:its pee .4,t... Today we liq
formally opening X new lcDKA.„l
etted".-nitiir Saxonburg,. 7*.., • *hi
'maybe Operated up to 400,ocio rat... ... , .
That iS progress. :--,`, . . .. 
In. the .ten Nearic, just past the ,,..i

fluence of broadcasting has Cover
the world. •-Kings, , and Prem
have spoken On world-wide netw:or
Short wave has developed possib
ties for world-Wide, prog-....rcia ..1, I, "

dreamed of' in the - beginning,',.it
broadcasting. MilLions assemble.,"&
bear 'political leaders and capteiM
of :industry. ::Business depends .'U.pioit
its. radio • audience. for • much -1: Of '-tti
commercial 'effort. i :: :. I.,, ei lie

' • ' 'In the Nazi 'becade:-.1".4*- 4
. ikfith'. all the 'ppailbI]itfe.' devlpe..
today, there. ,is -still :the 4tutUte.,j4c ii
were ...*Ossible :to l'O'e,Ce.st ,thOul
Lure of hroedca4ting2;teri .yearX .
then It., is just as improbable -b
.leaders of j.tp.clay can . foresee ..'"Iittli
any 'degree of ..aAurate .yisiop ...Ai)"
-t4e.. 12,ft# pyr.46e. will bring ,.-, .•%.,-6i

with the electrical industrit that thei

I- arn .satisfied from 'ray , 5,initac

radio <development is this bigges"f
thing that 'has 'ever inPeared in,,lii,
Today.tlits amazing business whiolif
has ;been cringed by 'rbroadcasilii`
gives. employment ...tO.'hundreds e.:.
thousands of peotde'lind the 1511Si
ness done ii figured iiiinadrede 7
millions. In "thi'ten ', Years :of .iti !ii
isfence • :the , .-busineii done : • z,
amounted 'of 13;500,000,000. No 'oth
Industry developed in the :Unite
States elter even approximated th.'
astounaiig figures. 7., ....

This is so because it representi..pn_
Of the most remail,cable,. One of .,t.h,á
most fa.sinatiag, one . of the iniiiit

- 0 esi*enabus .i.nnovaticiiiii . ihit 'Initn•
ever devised:And raclia's .1-Ours, r...
eclipse its brillislat present becaus
with the certainty .of the 'opoftilaiiolzi
of the entire *arid for itcati.dience '
with every ‘Orth-;:vhiia :81,41-iiity,-.:42
human r

il
elations and endes:vor, - ii..i-,

bouts- Ltd ,uise .1t, ihil *Sat. isOnie:af. .
best 'fealties and best 'bill- n'S. in
Wpio.ild..dev_otini their 'et4r.e time 1.0
raodnioe3:a .tiporpdgervi:sl;.p. ::::::,,inot..;:114,....rig...;!:,..;.:b

; s:.lir;:iz.r._...4.74.1;.thentl.Qaar: .6:etc.:le iia,....:dttn,

.. • k )3e. , I,i, ever :.i?i, .1'.1!etkIin.;_zof..:aszl,b1.,:.7.e..
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„tuv•C I! U1L5 is?," al enter.-„ainznen.fdeViefie nave•Tcrefely 
.

douhtftil, b.ncr the weil;krksoie,n to e ublic$3,
*tilts and engineers have, everi, 1940: Iroi fa7c4imai1ii"1rabd-
Aon. to believe that •not • only „Clec- casting for
-tercel entertainment in general, but 'Ala's _ found' j.4 place ln therAdio-
e.iso rad in brpadcasting in partictifir, e •girne of *itbat 41.Y.....Thei i!•?,rOadcest-
**ilrimprOVe in performance, conve lug of ir•lefnews reports quoiltions,
silence , and scope, and a4 4:naLikd4,, Weather ., iiPprts, variatil ;types_ of

Apace: the'Years. go on, 117eWaVOlz! nation; educations4, inaeris1. ,0:4•‘.*-•

1144{.es alld methods, as yet 0114r....62.ings, cartoons and phitib.ifr.e15115 :Was
.the minds of the inventors, pr ;a' an engineering possibility _beck' in
;118211t in the:- leboratory, appear to
7.4.ecion the radio ' art forward to new 

.1930 and now appeals to large por-

tion pi the public whiCh „ix provided

Al:ccnmplisliments and triumphs. . • ,with the neceesary *pad-
7 

3 e, •

t A Glimpse at 1940- Pasting receivers.

...Ind so,. vaulting over fen years, .* Another interesting 
field leading ,to

let/es imagine ourselves in 1940; gratification Of the musical creative

tOking about at the field;of elec- 
instinct-lnvolyes the electrical musi-

,t?ical •entertainnient, wkat 3 we car" instrument.- In 1940. homes and

find? The role of a prophet is Et 'public places are 
provided, if desired,

with electrical musical instruments.

These may be played in a manner

corresponding to the natural aptitude

of the. plaYer, either from. a .piano
keyboard or from a string over a

fret. board, or in any other desired

and convenient fashion. -,•T,hey pro-

duce si.• tone quality-eonteollable at

will; with any volume of sound that

may be desired, and with any pitch

of sound from •the - lowest to the

best a difficult one, and it may
Itlebtefore be hoped that the follow-
cliir picture will not be too 'rigidly
,held against .its delineator, and per-
,ticularly not in its details. In such
a disctussiOn as this, in author'always
,feils under a severe handicap and
teiVeriences some embarrassment
!4then he remembers the existence of
zatv imperishable rag-paper edition of
Atlas New Yortx *Trams, which van
perhapri bw-later used against" hinf: , higheste notes. -Amazing fnew. and

l',..-',i enter- the radio irOidokustingr, 
charming effeste.:„Ke ,poss,ble. , We 'tS;fght W. ' MorroW.• Republican

e'etudin of 1940. The inicrOpfiones are find a 
splendid .increaae in musical dinaidats for' the Mika' State" Sen-

renoivhere In evidence for the methods .-a'allitind ha. the 
putablr , of ,amateur ate trdra New ''JerieY; 'Will bring his

411,410411 .pirformirs as a rpsuit .of campaign to aj,clbee it 9:15 
P.."1,f.,

`ThE Original KDKA.• Note the Microphone With a Telephone Mo, •

';''pieee Protruding From. a Boi Which the Speaker Is Holding..:

- • -
ItApiia." MIX 'ELECTION RETURNS

WITH MUSIC :ON TUESDAY MGM, .'

OV_EP-NOR FRANKLIN .:D.
'ROOSEVELT, Charles H. Tuttis,
Dwight: We Morrow. and others

prominent -in'-tbe political Epotlight

'will press radio-into' service to, carry

a last-minute appeal to the 'voters

,late on the. eve of election. day. The

,Governor and Mr. Tuttle, bringing

their campaigns trva close, will cross

verbal swords in their final' plea to

voters only seven. hours, before the

opening of the polls..

Mr. RooseOelt Will summarize the

campaign Issues • in an address to be

broadcast' at 10 o'clock over WOR.

Mr. Tuttle Will' face the microphone

a half hour later, • his talk being

broadcast. oven. NSTABC's network. His

address will be devoted to' asumma-

tion lstltbe -issues. s .

ssed.sO successfully ..in 1$O' for sound
•7744,pti.on picture production, with re-
tiooll and concealed raicinphorie, will
'Ravi found their place inbi-Oadcast-
in& Devices oddly 'like cameras will
point it the 'actors, picking up their
imager- for television transmission,

-,per.haps in color. Motion •picturelta-
AEIeras are, in evidence,. The. studio,
1161:th Ate special .,,backgrounds and,
Arnisbings, will . look. much more
.4ilces the stage of a theatre, or a•mo-
t149‘ pictuse studio than like the...or-
1*P.1

these Instruments. Some highly modr

ern music is already being written

specially for them.

• The Electrical Enbertainer,

Overr WOR. Senitot 'Joseph T..Rob-

inion,"'Deinoerat,' of ••.Arkansas Swill

itidiver in aadreis Oirei-WABC't net-

WorkE at' 6:1. P. °SE‘131:1, "Wb' We

, Are ti-oing to 'Win.'" ,

Entering the, hoMet. of ' 2940 'one ' On elgtion• night the entire nation
• ..

might judge froth the preceding de- will reCiive. reports of the -*Progre
ss

icription that ill the electricill e lifer- df the election'throUghotzt the 'United

taming . devices to. which reference Stites ..throUgh. the 'facilities of t
he

has been made would' prevent the tiro hatiOnal network's aria by'ibcal

owner .of .the 49me from entering the tranarniiters•'fi ittiiious sections - of

living : room 'tiS4uSS' of the congest t...fie .cniiiitrY. 141-iree pries associations

tion of pieces of, furniture.' tet'inich till! "'CoOp.tirate 'with' the " iietwork
4Y .roorn which' it' resembled:ln 
4834 Television pick-up men and ca- A&

 not the .case_. Instead. of a mil* .ioadcaitersi Ineaditliin to thenews

ilsaere men, sound recordists. arid , con- "-tudi of
 cabinet! .eaCh .. containing ; 11.• bulletins; •Vavi'd 'Laiv?etice and Wil-

v. room experts as* busily at 'work.,'single 
instrument; 'the. ilectrical, in- liiIiii Hard', politic/Li commentators,

in
',Actors troop out of their dr.es,iiiir 

tertaining equipment *is, assau4biecf l
A I 

;Ali . fntai thatiet  returns for NBQ

...warns in the costunie suited -to their, 
relatively few cabinets ,and ln SoMe liiitetiera,' whild 'Irredetiele W.' Wile

Performance. Their words end their . „ - : !.' •:. ,,,-; -, •4. A •• ,-. ,-.• -.- •• , , • •, (1, •
appearance are carried instants- . - Ten Oiztstandint .Events' This Week
7.12:cona1y by wire tine. or radio-connee- • - - - '4 .' - ''. ..t.:• ' '. ' • ' • ' -.! '- • '
-4111ri---to a. multitude of -outlet- 'ists:'.
;tions. In the control'room, provitioh`:•••
„is made in the cies Of the more-44:71

rola. r. 35; zaik4ii. ••• • ' '•

i
'.'.TODAY.,, . ,. . ,

i.'Portant broadcasti to record both)the 3:00—Philkirmo* • ymphony. 'Orchestra at,perropolitan Opera

Picture and the sound of the per-; .... Honst, .prIcif Kileiber, ConduCtiir;.josep Lilmvinne, Pianist—

;,,:forrnsinba, either 'on photogragge 7 - 
w Afts' s Network. , .., . ,. ....

,Irti or on Some equivalent ipaisittarial. •.,.. 4:./5:--Ce!niert 01,achastra; Renia*.tio Gigli,, fieficir-71VEA.F.'s Net,

. The cameras are taking iiigtires dit'l; .". ' wizi,..1', 4' ."'''''S'It''' . .

... 0.16 television .perfortnance whia,E1i: i .1P 
„..-41..;!„77!:st NI, . :„..,,, MIDI/DAY . ,

v Veevrdir ot any,oarticuifirli.attSolisii. . , •••• i' • ,- • , : .. -. • ,••• ' TUZSDAY
icari purcsite sound inoticualoi"Octuri''-':

'.4r historically.impdr- te.-iat-,13.roldbast ,L'4430-it ..00LE'lection Returns Interspersed With Regular ,Progranis

!I e'bildren anttAkeir. Perenta will have.. ''.• *11.,..isylopipp`hyr. OreheitTa, Howard • Barlow, Canductar_lvAaeia:

bet:4 brOadeast.. thn.s,'•.:01:jubli 'C' %. . 9:00-7-Minneinplii SAS:phony Orchestra A'ke.Pri„i',4ing. gsiien; thin...

which has. bevi; 'Pr pieitced. •', SEItoeil..- •,-).•,,..-',..-5--'' ,,..:.1VABC, 'IVOR,. WEAF, WJZ, WNYC, WGBS.

. • .....pantor;WAH-Ca Network.,"

• •• I . .. - •,. 

,

.: tile ad vantage oeSeeing. sarid• hearing ,••'..,•., , . N-ti • ...-. .,,,, .
, , ' IrgDIVESDAY. 

•

.: oil* eYents wh.0ha7.‘" been 'iii:.,- '.'.... c...: . ,

bro4dcaif. :, ...• • ', .. .. r 3i' '.• . ' . ..il... ."—WARC's Network.

• ... . - ... ..

cort4;c1..for them at tlie.iaine tirrir as lq.;,*-Detrolt Symphony 6Tcheit.r.4,,O4pip Gibrilowitsch, Conductor

they Were- •.,.,  ..1
, ' ' '• ' ' ', 4.: 'V ? „.• 1' T..' N... • ' . , • :. . ' , , :,. ..r. . 4 a • •

- - Outside the stu'aiiii-tbe erligier ,_ .;... ir ,,..t.• , r. i . , • , .• ••
television- pick up is Oa ,Auf'sit 10 i60•Z-Condert .Orclestra;:. Dennis,-Ifing„.$ongs--W4CAF's, Network.

' . . .3 • ' • 
• ,..

any potnt of inter'st. Airplane! lit , = ,., : . .. • , ,, ...4 , FRIDAY.- ••• . . ,

balloons flying over a battlefield (if *-• •8;00-;-Otchestral • Concert ; Jessica Drarenette; Soprano;

war iS not outlawed) or even .'foot- ' • Quiiilef-LWEAF's Network.'' :.-. J'A , . • •

•-•..k&LLLL.uL.d.f-..t Ki a ile.sxyla.14 

Cavaliers

'

Will. perform a similar Service :,vc

the Columbia System. 
The first returns in New Tor

State will be given 'at approximk.tel

cl". M., follOvieti at intervalsi, b

bulletins from States throughout:a)

nation. In the case of practic5ll a

the broadcasters the regular yr(

grams will be interrupted at intetva.

to furnish the latest information''

turns Will be heatd over WA.13(

WBAF and WJZ, beginning at, al

proximately 7 o'clock.

.,WOR will broadcast an ,account, c

the National-, State 'and munieipi

elections. beginning at 8:30 P. Bic., bi

'Will: concentrate on the Ne or

and New Jersey returns. In order 1

facilitate. breaking in .on • the: yr:

grams at,. b rief, in te rvals ;, dance Sinill
has been scheduled by WOrtv
Statiou IWNYC will' cirri thele

tion -news direct froth the Munlcip
Building, beginning. at. 6:46 o'clocl

Returns, will he heard over WGE
from a to ..10;30 and at interya.
thereafter, ,,, ,- . • • ....., — • . ,
--so,. Brawn 40 Speak In Ohio.

Clarence J. Brown, Secretary
State of Ohio, has instructed electi<
offiOals' in,eighty-eight countite
Install radii) seta in their ' headqiir
tare so that 4.hey may receive final i
strUctiont in. Vote counting. fro

WLW 'at' 845 MM., Nov. 4:. NJ
Brown,;•Who is in charge' of the ele
tlon machinery, talking from his,(
fine at•the State ,House in yolunibt
Ohio, ,at that time, Will explitleil
vote-.counting process to th() ra4
audience and'Willreview hie', st i,
eruptions to his election officials.
The radio receivers during tie rf

of the' election ill' hi bioicie ti v.
keep' the )udges 'of the .4electOna
'Conitant cOttact With the o ice
the' t eiretery; of State in' c Se a
emergeney should" arise.
Election returns will be siiht c

'from the office of Secretary nt Sti
'throughout election night. At '"I•
P. M., WLW will bring in the fi.
tabulated _returns, WSAI Wi'41, can
the ;announ Ccements from lumt
at .8)45 P. M.,' and at 9: 4- P.
All of these periods will be fifte
?minutes in length. Begin log
10;30, P. .14., and continuing on t
half hour. WLW will interrur t its
;War programa with ten-mi ute
sumes Of the results of yotini .. Fri
1:3q A. MI.:. .11pv. 5., UnirtThffTesl1
all are in, 17%,rLW will carry i spec
Ohc,ti9n _nIght. frelic :With aconti/
Otte procession,-Of varied . rajdfo a
presented by its. best .staff tale
Local election returns will tiie bra(
cast during the evening bytati
'WS.A.t, '

il

• • • • C•o 



.eleretofore, international .

asts _have been dimited among t
he

7nited States,' England, Germany

nd Holland. Now the engineers

ave succeeded in hrineing the • Fi
r

:ast into the world-wide radio ci
rcle.

It was a long jump across 
• the

'acific for the ethereal impulses,

evertheless the short waves 
again

roved their ability to span lo
ng dis-

mces. They reached Calif ditititt,

;here the words were plucked 
from

pace and fed into the 
regular na-

ion-wide networks. At the same

ime the words from Japa
n - were

drected over wire lines to 
the short-

cave transmitters at Pi
ttsburgh and

;chenectedy, from where they 
were

igain flashed into the air fo
r receP-

ion in Europe,— '

When Mr. Hoover 'and Mr.
 Mac-

Donald spoke, their words 
were re-

eyed to. the Orient by KEL at

3ollnas, Cal. Premier Hamaguchi

leard them, as did an 
estimated, au-

hence of 3,500,000 broadcast 
listen-

irs who were in tune with J
OAK at

rokyo, or one of six other Japa
nese

broadcasters.

A listener in London r
eported "the

tranknission was perfect. Every

word of President Hoover's 
speech

came through, &emit 'ben -So

did the voice in Tokyo., i
6,650 nines

away." ,

Radio. atimospherie conditions 
along

the California coast and over. the

Pacific have long been 
recognized as

interior 10' the air condi
tions over

the Atlantic.' Thera is leis s
tstio on

the other side of. the Rockie
s.. Now

that voices have crossed, and re-

crossed the Pacipe„. .music 'firma

Japan is likely to follow. The
 new

and friendly highway. radio

through the sky has been 
opened

between' the Far East,istid Am
erica.

• . Sensfi,:iye.R.Olo Earl. 
.

'Uncle Sam's new radio rese
rvation

at.drand Island; 14:eb., inile ip 
that

it • can eavesdrop ,ork. radio 
;stations

throughout the world le likely 
to•play

an Important. role in international

broadcasting. Ito came' into premi-

nonce during the pest week 'when

Premier Hatnag-uchi's 'speech - in

Japan Was intercepted is the 
short

waves fleshed across the Western

prairies. The impulses were ampli-

fied and forWarded by tel
ephone, line

to the Columbia System'
! :riet3;o01k.

This station. which officially
 opens

Nov: '90, in the raid-West, 
has' re-

ceivers, so sensitive, that broadcasts

from England cam be 
picked up in

the afternoon.. 
.

Ten acres Win be sfen
ced in, parked

and landscaped. It 
Will be eapanded

to take in 300 
acres, Which will be

covered with a network of aerial

Wires pointing toward all parts. of

the world. .61.W,Edwa
rds, who five

. years' ago conceived
 this idea of a

- central 'monitor station., As in
 charge

C )ot the statton. H
e is *Anne'rvAsor-ot

l . Development' and. 
the

2- Department of

n vision.

A. redio listener who t
uned in on

as. clear; possibly beceuie It. was' in

German, which made .it difelcult for

American listeners ten undeVand,

Cold Weather Helps... .
• The cooler weather is helping. the

,radio business. A :week ago yester-•

day afternoon carpenters and Aeco-..

rators -were rushing.to finish a nee'e

stere in Flushing. Those who

watched them doubted that order

could be restored by 6 o'clock. But

they worked fast and the doors were

opened as scheduled. ,Thirty-two sets

were sold 'Within the next hours.five

WHITE DOES NOT EXPECT'

NEW RADIO LEGISLATION

0 radio legislation is likely to

be paned by the next Contra*

• which 'convenes in December,

according to Representative Wallace

White Jr. of Lewiston, Me., chairthan

of the House Committee on Merchant

Marine and. Fisheries.- The session,

he believes, will be too short for its

consideration.

sllepresentative White may be in the

Senate, instead of the Ilonse, at the

next session, as he is the Republican

candidate., in thA. _approaching

The Couzene bill for the creation of

a Federal Communications Cori:teats-

Zion,. to replace- the Federal Radio

Commission, is too controversial, Mr.

White said on a recent visit to Wash-

ington, to be passed upon within the

three-months'.session.

•

OI vftCiO

communication its field was one -ex- pn.essibie„ . 2 •
was wrong; .nstead of private i and whinb: 'Ws now look upon as in

a.ctly oppoeite. In other words, here

was eomething to which. all the world

could listen.

' With that idea In' mind we estab-

-lished a, new station with the funda-
mental thOught that a broadcasting

station, once established, had a re-

sponsibility to its public and that re-

sponsibility was a daily prearrapged

schedule of programs arranged for

the benefit of the public.

Our first program, indeed, was the

announcing of the election returns

that carried Warren G. Harding into

the Presidential chair. That first

broadcast, Nov. 2, 1920, was the start

of KDKA and the beginning of

broadcasting. No matter what claims

are made now, KDKA was the first

broadcasting station established to

serve the public on'a regular basis.

New Transmitter on the Air.

Once KDKA was established, we

had a, difficult time for several

months convincing the public that

here was something new. The news-

papers . again served an important

fneetiore in developing broadcasting,

.for a local newspaper began publish-
ing•our programs and it was' not long

until broadcasting, in so far is pub..

lie interest was concerned, was a

success. Then the deluge. _„Stations

aPAng up .by the hundreds and the

industry of radio begun

Broadcasting has gone far in ten

,

t
l

,

I have seien..s0 'much Of the deve
opment Of this new product
electrical reseach that I am bacon
ing more and more a believer in tl

impossible. n There are few conm
tens' that 'do not demand sonata:
revision with the increasing disco.
cries in physics and mathematic
most of which result in almost meg
cal changes in our daily enviro:
ment.

Undoubtedly we wili have telex
son. 'Then sight will have been ad
ed to sound with 'all the vast Tote
bilities that this field develops. •
seems to me that rourh of our pre
ent methods of communication a:
entertainment will have been chant,

by. then to conform to the benefi
that may lie in broadcasting.

r can visualize a world linked 1
broadcasting Methods, where, eijou
tries. may speak to one surthe
where the ambitions of dynasties' ex

dictatori must bow to the welts
of their people; where understanctii

will have taken '..he place of dipl

nestle eecreey and twisted fact. .1

this is at our :command, if we a

unselfish enough to use the :D051

bilities of broadcasting to theiriF.
est. ' ," •

Much lies before ill. The possibi

ties of this treat Science hulk xi
yet been probed. The future is u

tapped. It is our duty and the du

of Abose who will fallow us to mal

certain that broadcasting May folic

the course that 'was laid down for

In the beginning. It is a public st
vine, and on that basis its future e
vekipment and expansion depends.'

>ON

WOMEN'S COLLEGES TOIBE411
A SERIES OF •BROADCAS1I

ON Wednesday afternoon • at

o'clock WJZ will begin a

_series of broadcasts by facull

representatives, of leading .Esite

etel4r, lr.jtase.6,M6nnte Hdlyoll

" inlitr*'14a* and .Barnari
of Barnsi

College Will inaugurate the seri!

with a talk on American . dialed
while Dean Marjorie Nicholson

Smith College will be the speaker

the. following -Wednesday. She

discuss the administrative aide of

woman's

The third-ePeakir in.tha Reviles Ili

be Alzada Coinatocie, professor

Economics . atMount Holyoke, wr

on 14".•'3,9, wiU,diseuss lor9rni
m a'

•Moriey;.0n:2'1ov. $ Charles Ir. F..;

wick, Peofessor, et'-retitical Beier

at :Bryir Mawr, willos alkion inter-.;

tional re1atog.
The., Dec;. speaker .Harit

Proress,or 'Priactical• )

tionOmy at.Radcliffe and director,

t.)ae .lia.rvard...0beerve.-tory.

talk about the stare 

,'"Women. and Music" .will be

title '.Z each etc. 1.0*• F



err mr-A-re • •Lc Pal 114-1e yeara:go ern. /ST •!••
es. and inethdds,

e "mithIsa, 9; the .inventore, or at
!at in the. laboratory, appear., to
rekon the radio art forwardth new
:complishinents and triumphs. . •

t A Glimpse at 1,40- -
And so, vaulting over fen years,
t /us imagine ourselves in 1940.
king about at the fialCof elec-

'cal .entertainment; What- fid .we
ad'? The role of a prophet is tt
st a difficult one, and it may
atefore be' hoped that the follow-
t.' picture will not be too 'rigidly
id against its delineator, and par-
:ularly not in its detail!. In such
dIscussiOn as this, an authOralways
ele - under a severe handlcip • and
Periences some embarrassment
ien he remembers the existence of
71mperishable rag-paper edition of
fS Nsw YORK Trans, which •can
rhapi be 'later used against' him.

A•1 enter the radio Iirbsidclatinge
019 of 1940. The inicrcipliones are
'there In evidence for the methode
ed so successfully in 1930 for sound
'don picture -production; with re-
te COricealed mierciPhOde, will

-rye found their place in be.deast.-
g• Devices oddly like cameras will
it at the 'actors, picking up their
atges, for television transmission,
thaps in color. Motion. picturia-
vas are. in evidence. The. studio',
th Its special.,:backgrounds and
ollishings, will look .much more

the stage of 3. theatre 0? a mo-
irk picture studio than lthe.-.theihr
4y. -roora _which it resembledln
NI Television pick-up men and ea-
vei men, sound recordists.alid cop-
room experts are busily at work.

4ers troop out of their dressing
osns in the. costume suited to their,

rformance. Their words and their
pearance are carried instants-
=sly by wlrir, line or radio -cotthoc-

"s..1flultitI of..70ntlet--, 44.11;
ins. In the control room, •pi9vfefa.
made in the case Of the moiii-110 •
rtant broadcasts to record•both).the
:!ture arid the. sOund of he par;"
rinarace,, either • photographi.e.'

or ,on-eome equivalent
IC Cameras are takilig
fe.,teley.iffiori 'performaLnie /13/0414,

•brOideset_ Thus,',;tila
• purchnee sound mat 'iCtureia
zords of any ,parti • !attractfil(.

11th been • pifie,110-ci.4', SAO%
ildre20.1244,hein parents will ,hai.re •

ads**,
itorina iente'Whiis)f4UNAce

..,tirn scir
ey, were:- broacicittt.: 
)utside the -itudiat. the .: telstaM02,-
evision pick-ttp ..is itard-nut

Y paint of .interpat. Airplanes. .44-
11OOni flying -o4ter a battleflelct
tr is not putlaWed) or oven., 
11 field field (if this game ji nee super-
id by something. sttIlrfiore. eXcit•-•

V transmit the picture and sound

Short wave radio to a grou)Id eta--
in and thence into the.nation.al. and

:ernational broadcasting networks.

•avelogues are sent by the travelers

14.PFI-P3,
trigs. cartoons :Ain't! 4phOt5graiilill was
an engineering possfbAftir back 'In
1930 and now. appeals to1..rge 'por-

tion nf the public ,whiCKin •provided

with the necessary. tairc.141111 1/1-4,41+
casting receivers. .

Another interesting field leading ,to

gratification: of the musical creative

Instinct -involve a the electrical musi-

cal' instrument,' In 1940 homes and

public pl,aces are provided, if desired,

with electrical musical instruments.

These may be played in a manner

corresponding to the natural aptitude

of the player, either from a piano

_keyboard or from a string -over ,a

fret. board, or in any other ciesiTed

and convenient fashion. -..They ;pro-

duce a tone quality. controllable .at

with •any volume of sound that

may be desired, and with any pitch

of sound • from •the • lowest to the

highest!. notes. •Amazing ,new and

charming effects' are possible. We

find a splendid .increaae in ,musical

taste41.nd in the numb?" of ,amateur.
inuslcal performers at a result • of

these instruments..,Some highly mod-

ern music is already being written. . .
speciallY for them.

• The Electrical Entertainer..

/entering 'the home of '1940 one
might Judge fioin 'the' preceding de-
scription that all the electrical ent'er-
taining devices to which reference.,„ . . _ „ .
hes been made would prevent the

owner of the home from entering the

hying ...romp, becituee'of the conges-

. ti9p. of pieces ̀of furniture. klre.t' eUch'

.ks. not the case. Instead Of a Multi-

)tuda of cabinits eitCh Containing • a
; •
single instrument; the electrical en-,- • •
tertainlrig equipment is assirdblect in

relatively few cabinets and SOIne

,..... . - .
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PVERNOR FRANKLIN AD.
'ROOSEVELT. Charles H. Tutt_le,
Dwight; .Morrow, and others

'prominent in the political spotlight
will press radioAntoservice to carry
a last-minute appeal to the 'voters
late on tlae. eve of. election s cle.y. The
.Governor .and Mr. Tuttle, . bringing
their campaigns to a close, will cross
verbal swords in *their final plea to
voters only seven, hours before the
opening of the polls.

Mr. Roosevelt Will summarize the
campaign ismies• in an address to be
broadcast at 10 o'clock over WOR.
Mr. Tuttle Will face the microphone

a half hour later, • his talk being

broadcast over. WABC's network. His

address will be devoted to sr sumina-

tion 'the 'issues.

Dight W.-•' Morrow, Republican

eaididatie for' the United- States Sen-

ate 'from Newlertey, bring his

campaign to. a. clbes at 915 P.. M.,

Wier WOR. 'Senator Joseph T. Rob-

inion," Deinocrat; of -Arkansas 'Will

deliver an address over WAtiC's net-

work at' '8:15 'P. M. on '"Whir We

Are 'Going to Win"
' On eldCtio'n' night the entire nation

will riciive 'rePOrtis of 'the Preens

:Of the election'throtighobt the United

Stites 'tbratigh• the 'facilities -of the

tWo iiatiOrtil network's arid by l'Ocal

transinitters • fri vilious lections. of

the cohntrY. Three pratia aisciCiations

will .'•coOPerate 'with tie 'network

roadcaSter'a n a ditiOn to the 'news

bulletins, La-sin:ince and Wil-

Ili*. HaM,„.piilltical commentators,

111.tfifii•et •tha .retUrne for IsTlEic

IltCners,' .rrederldk. W. Wile

--. • . •

Ten Oisistandint Events This: week.
i.'- ..'('No/. • • .-,•

( Is P. !de, Esti ildd11sos.). P:

•TODAY. •

ja)(1.:-PhiairMOOSZSyMph0/2.y Orchestra t.7gle4opolitai, Opera
Ho:Use, ;del:Welber, Condixidr; jOis4ph..414,0inne, pianist-
14,1413c's Netwrk. • ,

.0i,e4eSitra; .Beniarnizzo Gsg,Jj •terieV—WE.4..Ifift Nit
. • woikl-t. IleA.t.-• • • : •,7

1 if0. ' • : A r.• • .1 . 74, ,
elk ,.‘ amp.. .

Syitphony'.0iciesire N.FrePri e4P
aczctoP'WA,8C's Network

-.
'4••••4 •• •

• • -.••, • ••A ••, • ' : • - • • • •
• -• ••is • 

o•i• 
• • • "'• • TUESDAY :• ",-;•••••••.''

.zbet:;- ection,. Returns Interspersed (With Regular ,Programs
.W ABC, '.9,91c•WEAF, WIZ, WNYC, WGBS.--

OJyrnkhorzy 

„

Orcleitra, Howard... Befl.ow„., Cooductor—WARC's
Nitur‘Ork. •

.1q:fle7--Defrioit**ihon.y.
• • .• •••., ABCs, Netwe

,10..:;01T-Z41:Onsert•:`.0rOteiOnil Dennis; •••ki-i•rir,.*onisrIii 1,E A s Network

i • •'• ,;' • FRIDAY •-• c••••• - '• •

-Concertc• Jessica Diaronette; Soprano”; Cavaliers
•Quartet-4.WEAF's Network. ,•:11,-.1.1A.

1:15—Football:. (WOR • at 1:,10); 1 i45—
Harvard-Michigan,,, _WIZ; .t i45'—Pennsylvaiiia-Notre Dami--;•

WEAF. • 
. 

- 9:10—Symphony Orchestra, Walter Damroscli, •Conductor—WEAF's
Network.

,

XPIt?ESPAY, ▪ • .,

• chest-4i ,4.04$;41.,diOrfloivilsch, Conductor

••,• •••'• 1,••• • 01.
, 
• , • -4,-

- T R SD4Y, 

will perform a similar service iv's:
the Columbia System.
'The .first , returns in New Toric

State will be given 'at apprnxim&tely

7 .P.• M., followed at inter-y-81S., bY

bulletins from States throughout the
nation. In the •case of practically all
the broadcasters' the regular pro-

grams will be interrupted at intervals

to furnish the latest information7Re-

turns will 1e heard over WaBC,

WEA.F. and WJZ, beginning at ap-

proximately 7 o'clock. • -

,WQR will broadcast an account of

the National., State • and municiPal

elections beginning at 8:30 P. M., 
but

Will concentrate on the New 'York

and New Jersey returns. In order to

facilitate breaking in on tha•.pro-

grams at, brief intervals 
dance:music

has been scheduled by ifVOR,

Station- WNYC will carry- the elec-

tion 'news direct 'from the Mun
icipal

Building, beginning at 6:45 o'clock.

Returns, will be heard over WOBS

from El. to .3.0.;30 and at. intervals

thereafter, • . • • , .
•• 

• Brown to Speak in Ohio,

Clarence J. Brown, Secretary of

State of Ohio, has instructed election

offiCials - in. 'eighty-eight countieb. to

install radio sets in their ' headquar-

ters, so that they may receive final in-

structions in vote counting'. from

WLW''at 6:45 '15..,E; M., Nov. 4.'. Mr.
Brown,;*who is in, •Charle of the elec-

tion machinery, talking from'- his ,pf-

pide ac ;t42. SatejiouiFe pp. 9011urilbu4,
(*to, at. that time, will exp ..iiAhe

yoie,counting • process. to tht ,,radio

audience 'and will"ritie* his,,,...1.4.in-

struaions to his •election officlais.
The radio receivers during tie rest

Of thi elect* Right .brosicfea ts will

keep the )udge5'Or'the.4elec oni in
t'cOmItant Col:quii. sklh the -olKice of
the ' §eCietari of State in 'c e any
emergency' should' arise.
Election returns, will be stit but

'from the office of Secretary ed Stan

'throughout, election night. At 7:4r

P'. M., WLW will bring in tb\e first

tabulated .Teturne, WSAI 
w41c 

carry

the ,aumotincementa from1!Olumbui
at .8:45 P. M., and at 9: '• P. M
'All of theta Periods will be fifteer
niinutes ,in length.. Begin Ing.. at
,1•0;3(4) P. M., and continuing ,on thi
half liqur:.WLW, wilt interru t Its re
*tiler programe 'With ten-sni ute re
811111.1SS of the results' of votin .. Fron
130A. li.,a' .Npv: 5; .;.un 1 eviti ft::
all are in, yvLtc,t..viiii carry 4 specie

'election night troll; With a continu
ous proc ssiopp, Of varied T din act:

presented 'by iti,best'ately talent
Lecal .etection returns Wih bie broad
ci4te. .d*.aring• fats 'fir/ening .by Statiot
WSA.I; ' • • 1'

'S
John J..'Ntaskob,• chairma@ of th,

Democratic .National•,Committee, an,

.William. Randolph 'Hearst twill dis

cuss "A :Temperance Plan i to Sup
port Prohibition" .when. trhey s.r•

heard over WJZ's's networ$ at 8;1

o'clock tonight, . i ,,,,,,,



6 a croir
mite ..for the ethereal -lenpillSes',•

.-ertiseless the short :waves again'
ived their ability to spin .long die-

ins. They reached California, I

cre the • words were plucked from

Ce and fed into the .regular na-

l-wide networks.. At •the 'same

e the words from' Japan - were

cted over wire lines to the short-

,e transmitters at Pittsburgh and

enectady, from where they were

in flashed into the air for recep-

, in Europe,.
.hen Mr. - Hoover and Mr. Mac-

iald spoke, their words were- re-

:d to the Orient by KEL at

inas, Cal. Premier Hamaguchi

rd them, as did an estimated au-

ice of 3,500,000 broadcast listen-

who were in tune with JOAK at

:yo, or one of six other Japanese

adcasters.
listener in London reported "the

asmieeion was perfect. Every

of President Hoover's speech

le through .as clear sae a bell. -So

the voice in Tokyo,' i0,060 Miles

adio atmospheric conditions along

California coaet: end ever. the

ific have long been, recognized as

erior 't.6 the air cOrklitiona-over

Atlantic.' There. is lest.; 'static on

other side of the Rockies. . Now

t voicee have crossed and re-

ssed the Ps:cific, from

an is likely to follow. The. new

. friendly highway .;of radii)

ough the sky has been opened

ween the Far East atfd America.•

Sensf4ve•Fiata10 Ear,.

ncle. Sam's' new fadin reservation

Grand Island, Neb., built ip that

can eaveedrop on. radio stations

oughout the world ie likely ton:play

.important . r8le in international

adcasting. cams into' tpro-mi-

ice during :the peat week 'When
tmler • Ha.rnaguchi's. • 'speech • in

min was intercepted as the short

veil fleshed across the Western

Aries. The impulses were arepli-

I and forWarded,by telephone'.1ine

the Columbia System's netWork.

his, station which officially opens

v 80, In the mid-West, bar re-

Vera so sensitive that broadcaats

m England can .be picked up in

afternoon.,
'en acres will be fenced in, parked

I landscaped. It. will be expanded

take in 300 acres, wi1l7rilI be

7ered with e, network of aerial

7es pointiing toward all parts. cot

• world. .8. W.plwards, 'who five

xis ago conceived. this idei.Of

itral 'monitor stetten;As in. charge

the 'station.. He is .S.upervisor-of

veloprnent. aria Production '9f. the

pertinent of. Commerce Radio Di-

;ion. •

i, radio listener who tuned in on

'orge Bernard Shaw's radio debut

America: via a rebroadcast from

inclon said,: "It is • apparent that

law does not possess a transoceanic

dio •voice and therefore his VIM-

sms were lost in staccato inflec-

ons and bursts of atatIct In coni-

0 titintuesx. wee".H.:!ati.ei
'Itasr, .afternoop..caine.nters, and
•ritorensiere rushing to finish a suer*
store in' Flushing. • ThOse who
watched them doubted that order

could be restored by 8 o'clock. But

they worked fast and the doors were

opened as scheduled. Thirty-two lets

'were sold within the next five hours.

WHITE DOES NOT EXPECT'

NEW RADIO. LEGISLATION

0 radio legislation is likely to
be pasead by the next Congress,

which convenes in December,

according to Representative Wallace

White Jr. of Lewiston, Me.; chairman

of the House Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries. The session,

he believes, will be too short for its

consideration.

Representative White may be in the
Senate, instead of the 'House, at the
next session, as he Is the Republican
candidate in the approaching elec-

tion.
The Couzens bill for the creation of

a Federal Communications COniunis-

'sion, to replace the Federal Radio
Commission, is too controversial; Mr.
White said on a recent visit to Wash,
ington, to be passed upon. within.the
three-months' session.

 ANNUM
•

'With. tns-t-efd, eie-'3.ri:hsii.nd '191; • efital;-:I

1111:11t1 iL ,lsew station' with the t und.s..
mental- thciught that a broadcasting.
station,' - - established, 'had re-
sponsibility to its public and that re-
sponsibility was a daily prearranged
schedule of progrines arranged for
the benefit of the public.

Our first program, indeed, was the
announcing of the election returns
thae carried Warren G. Harding into
the Presidential chair. That first
broadcast, Nov. 2, 1920, was the start
of KDKA and the beginning of
broadcasting. No matter what claims
are made now, KDKA was the first
broadcasting station established to
serve the public on' a regular basis.

New Transmitter on the Air.

Once KDKA was established, we
had a difficult time for several
months convincing the , public that
here was something new. The news-
papers . again served an important
function in developing broadcasting,
for a local newspaper began publish-
ng' our programs and it was not long
until broadcasting, in so ter is pub-
lic, interest was concerned, was a
success. Then the deluge. ,Stations
'spAuig up by the hundreds and the
Industry of radio began. .
Broadcasting has gone far. in ten

Short Wave Antenna System at Saxonburg,' Pa,, Which Is Associated

• With )(AKA for World-Wide Broadcasts,

'lugiiiiirEatiore a helieve.riri-i,

There are few:_oencip-;

thine- that 'do act 'demand constant

revision with the increasing discov-

eries in physics and mathematics,

most of which result in almost magi-
cal changes in our daily environ-
meet.

Undoubtedly we will have televi-
eon. Then sight will have been add-
ed to sound with all the vast 'possi-
bilities that this field develops. ''It
seems to me that much of our pres-
ent methods of communication and
entertainment will'havebeen changed
by. then to conform to the benefits
that may lie in broadcasting.
I Can visualize a world linked, lily

broadcasting methods, where. coun-
tries may speak to one another;
where the ambitions of dynasties' and
dictators must bow to the welfare
of their people; where understanding
will have taken :he place of diplo-
matic secrecy and twisted fact. All
this is at our •corcinsand, if we are
uniielfislx enough to use the pod-.
hilities of broadcasting to their l'1
est.

Much' lies before ua. The possils.1 4,
ties of this 'great Science havc--nOt
yet been probed. The future it un-
tapped. It is our duty and the duty
of those who will follow us to make
certain that broadcasting may follow
the course that was laid down for it
in the beginning. It is. a public Ser-
vice, and on.that basis its, future de-
vel9pment and' expansion dependa'•

• 
WOMEN'S COLLEGES TO/ BEGIN

A SERIES OF' -BROADCASTS

ON. Wednesday afternoonat-PIC
o'Clock WJZ will ,begin a 121
Aeries of broadcasts by facul

representatives. a leading .E.altet
*tel.:tioSjirjoi;..oktii,*Pilife4.410;,,410,114digg',4110101.0ikt

:ri*i,,N.'rerrekkhk laIX*cf'74;ntix,
;C011efe ineugurattel',91e. „eerie

;with a. talk on
While. Dean Marjorie ttrIchOlson

Smith College be the4eaker
following Wednesdattl Shit ',wi

discuss the administrativaiiide !?s

woman'e hollegs, ,

• The 'third-speakir in.,the gerj,es will

be Alzada Cotoittoolt, rrof.essor oi

Fkonoplice:atjlifount:Floiyoke, 'who'

on Nati.. X.9..AFILI34i1p,tes ?omen -and
naopey„ (.)14:1%Toik Oserles

Yrolesiinr. of-ko4t.„1.oal

at :Brie awr, tw14•Ua. On int:areas

tiOnel

-•,Wheifleck -.41. eliearer Is Harlow
"$.4,14e7.: PrO'tealS,or of, 'Practical: As-

•Sienomy atRadclirte and-director of
tkie„„Harierd .01aservitaiby. He will

.talle;abOu't the steers, • .
!NOM:131,, and Idiasic" he the

title 'of the speech at Dec.40'by Pro-

testor Marta Milinowski, head of the
piano department at Vassar. The

final speaker will be Elinor Gamble.

Professor of Psychology at Wellesley.

She will talk on psychology and

common sense.





2 WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC NEWS

Westinghouse Station at I lastings, Nebraska, Opens
New Era in Radio Broadcasting

First of Its Kind
ASTINGS, NEBRASKA, is the place selected
by our Company for the location of its first
radio repeating station to serve as the con-

necting link of the pioneer station—KDKA---with the
people living on the Pacific Coast and also the citizens
of the western states.

The installation of the Hastings station KFKX,
as its license reads, means that broadcasts from station
KDKA, will be picked up as easily and with the same
apparatus in the furthest western states, as KDKA's
broadcasts are now received by people living a few
hundred miles from East Pittsburgh.

The repeating station marks a great forward step
in radio, almost as great a stride in radio progress as
\vas made when our Company first started radio broad-.
casting with the establishment of its world's pioneer
broadcasting station KDKA, in November, 1920.

Always a pioneer in radio, our Company, because of
its engineering genius, has now removed the limitations
of distance in the broadcasting of programs. The
transmitting station at KDKA is as fine and as modern
as radio engineers can make it. It is possible to re-
ceive KDKA all over the country, but, natinally, the
greater the distance away from the station, the more
sensitive must be the apparatus. To pick up KDKA
in California, for instance, requires very sensitive, high-
priced api);iratus. Recent developments perfected by
our engineers have made it possible to rebroadcast or
repeat KDKA's concerts from Hastings, NVIlleh will
serve as a booster station to points on the Pacific Coast.
Thus the same simple apparatus which can he used on
the Pacific Coast to pick up local broadcasts can also
pick up the repeated program from KDKA.

The station at Hastings is one of the marvels of
the radio engineering world.

KFKN. can receive broadcasts sent from KDKA
on 3200 kilocycle frequency (94 meters) and transmit
direct to its territory on 1050 kilocycles frequency (286
meters) which is its assigned broadcasting wave-length.
It can transmit also its 01\11 broadcasts from a local
studio on 1050 kilocycles, for the benefit of the people
living in its territory, or WCSLWard to the Pacific Ocean.

KFKX can also receive broadcasts from K D KA on,
say 3200 kilocycle frequency (94 meters) and repeat the
same broadcasts to other transmitting stations located
on the Pacific Coast or elsewhere on 2800 kilocycle
frequency (107 meters). Both these frequencies are
much higher than are used in radio broadeas-,ing and

-ill not interfere either with ra(lio broadcast traffic or
amateur traffic. Thus it seems quite possible to re-
peat the programs of a single station so that they can
be bean! all Over the country.

in the World
For this repeating, two special transmitters an-required, with special receivers to receive the high fre-quencies.
A feature of the high frequency broadcasters is Oa-short antenna used. The antenna at Hastings and

East Pittsburgh arc not over 33 feet long. Thismuch smaller than the antenna required for ordinar,
broadcasting. Thc re are only 35 feet between flat. t 11•and counterpoise. The antenna and counterpoi!;cconsist of two sinall cages.

One of the difficulties attendant upon high fre.
quency broadcasting is that every precaution Illt!q
taken to prevent any outside inffuences, such as vibra-
tion, that would Hiange the frequency. The vibrationof the ground or the swinging of the antenna m•ould
serve to throw the set off its frequency. 'lo guard
against the pos:zibility of swinging, both the Ea. t
Pittsburgh and llastings high frequency station.
antennae, including the flat top and counterpoise, arc
stretched between cross arms rigidly attached to ti.-
tower instead of the more common swinging sprcader.

The down lead from the antenna to the counter-
poise consists of ciII )per tubing rig-idly mounted on 1,41,.:
high voltage pot•e,..laM insulators on the poles. The.
various induct an •ey, in the set. arc wound on rigid 1, ow:
Copper tubing is u ;ell to make all the connections.

The high falinency set at East Pittsburgh i.
located on the t,.i) of the K building which is nth ;S.4ir.t.".
high and natural' \- would ordinarily be subjected t-
vibrat ions. Ti;s •--3.1 is therefore suspended on a
system of spitia:;. .., that vibrations of the huildiint
cannot effect , ion of the set.

:\t Hastings `:etbraska, the set is located in at.
isokite, buildin aid is not. subjecte.d to any vibratiitt-.
so the precatni.,t, suspending this set on spring' h.
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THE ROMANCE of radio broadcast-
ing—from its beginning in the Wilk-
insburg garage where the late Dr.
Frank Conrad played phonograph
records in front of a converted-
telephone transmitter—is told in
five-star fashion in the new motion
picture, "On the Air," produced by
Paramount Studios for Westing-
house Radio Stations, Inc.
The film will be shown through-

out the Company, under a schedule
arranged by the Westinghouse Mo-
tion Picture Bureau at Pittsburgh.
With a cast of more than 100

persons, and featuring Bob White,
KDKA Program Director, in the
narrator's role, the 30-minute movie
records the swift rise of the radio
industry from the days of wireless
telephony to a billion-dollar enter-
prise reaching into virtually every
home in the nation.
For good measure, "On the Air"

goes behind the scenes in a modern
broadcasting studio to tell how a
radio show is whipped together, re-
hearsed and put on the air; how
sound effects are created for broad-
casting; how voices and music get
from the broadcasting studio to the
radio receiver in your home (see
next page); how the nation's 900
stations can be on the air at the
same time without interfering with
one another, and how broadcasts
from various stations are artfully
beamed to cover only clearly de-
fined areas.

-r4

Highlights of the historical por-
tion of the film (see montage on
opposite page) show Dr. Conrad
working in his garage laboratory
(which was faithfully recreated,
even down to the soap boxes that
formed the base for some of his
equipment) . . .
The clerk in a Pittsburgh depart-

ment store listening in and getting
an idea that if more people knew
about the Wilkinsburg scientist's
putting music on the air it would
boost the store's sales of crystal-set
receivers .
H. P. Davis, then Vice President

at Westinghouse, catching from the
resulting store advertisement a vi-
sion that radio was an instrument
of public rather than private com-
munication, and convincing the
Company heads that his hunch was
worth a trial . . .
The resultant birth of Station

KDKA, and radio's overnight

NEW RADIO PROGRAM

In addition to the Westinghouse Sunday
afternoon program (2:30, Red Net-
work), the Company will inaugurate on
March 13 a brand new radio program.

The new show, basically a musical pro-
gram, will be on the air from 10:15 to
10:30 every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday evening, over the 159 stations
of the Blue Network.

Make a date now with your easy chair
and radio for the premiere March 13.

growth from a hobby to a national
institution.
"On the Air" has a number of

pleasantly nostalgic scenes showing
the first tube-type receivers which
replaced the home-made crystal
sets, and there's even one sequence
showing how a set of earphones was
placed in mother's mixing bowl to
amplify for a roomful of guests the
sounds that came from the air.
The wonders of modern radio

broadcasting are shown in a behind-
the-scenes trip through Station
KDKA's Allison Park transmitting
station, the KYW news room as an
important news flash goes on the
air, and through other studios where
orchestras play and actors speak.

AT ITS CONCLUSION, "On the Air"
looks to the future, a future in which
new chapters will be written in
radio's history—in radiophoto trans-
mission, in frequency-modulation
(FM) broadcasting, in television
and in international short-wave
broadcasting.
"As each radio day brings in-

formation, entertainment and edu-
cation to your home," concludes the
film's narrator, "scientists continue
to reach into the future ... planning
and developing new services that
will make your street, your home,
the center of the universe . . . so
that the whole wide world of
pictures and colors and sounds will
be as close to you as your radio."

A far cry from the two-story garage where broadcasting
began is KDKA's million-dollar transmitting station at
Allison Park, a suburb of Pittsburgh. At the extreme
right is the 60-ton, 778-foot steel transmitting tower.

KDKA's Chief Engineer, T. C. Kenney, records data from dials
at the transmitter station. Behind these metal walls are wires,
vacuum tubes, electrical condensers, coils, switches, relays and
much other complex apparatus representing years of research.
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The first broadcast of WJZ took place on October 1, 1921. A room in the Westinghouse factory in Newark served as astudio for the program. Thomas H. Cowan, the station's first announcer and program supervisor, is seated at the piano inthe same studio at a slightly later date. At the table is Joe Watts, Westinghouse engineer and announcer. Cowan, aradio veteran, is still to be heard on the New York municipal station, WNYC.

sets were bought just for this event. The announcer,
J. Andrew White, gave the first blow-by-blow radio
description of a boxing match. The Jess Willard-Luis
Firpo fight in 1923 set a pattern for radio broadcasting
that was to grow tremendously in popularity. Attend-
ance at sports events increased greatly, too, their popu-
larity stimulated by radio.
The number of stations listeners could tune in on

grew rapidly. The Detroit News station, -WWJ, which
had been operating a radiophone, was granted a
license for regular broadcasting in 1921. WJZ, then
at Newark, New Jersey, broadcast its first program in
1921 from a small building erected on a factory roof.
Its studio resembled a storage room, draped with odds
and ends, old rugs, nondescript chairs and tables, and
a rented piano and phonograph.

In 1921, KDKA, Pittsburgh, still located at the com-
pany's East Pittsburgh plant, did a series of "firsts"
that included the first remote church broadcast, first
broadcast by a national figure ( Herbert Hoover), the

first regular broadcast of baseball scores, the first
market reports, and the first World Series broadcast.
Westinghouse that year produced the first popular-
priced home radio receiver ( approximately $6o, not
including headsets or loud speakers) and established
radio stations in cies where it had manufacturing
plants. These were 1CBZ, East Springfield, Mass.; KYW,
Chicago; and WJZ, Newark. Incidentally, one station
—now WBZ—remains in the original studio site at the
East Springfield Plant.
The sale of radio sets grew so quickly that the manu-

facturers could not meet the demand.
In this period radio stations were not selling time

for advertising, but were broadcaiting primarily to
stimulate the sale of sets.

Although the program which announced the elec-
tion of Harding on KDKA in 1920 is usually con-
sidered the historic beginning of broadcasting, there
are numerous other claims to this honor. Station KQW
in San Jose, California, produced its first broadcast in
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Other organizations 
soon entered the broadcasting comes approximately saturated, there will be at least five
AT&T, and of course, RCA, million receiving sets in this country.

field; General Electric,

ere soon in the 
broadcasting operation.

the end of 1920, 
thirty broadcasting licenses had

been issued by the 
Federal Government. Two years

later, over 200 licenses 
had been issued, and in 1923

there were nearly 600 licenses. The main problem at

the time was financial. 
No one had yet determined an

adequate and regular method by whic
h stations could

support themselves.

During this entire period, the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company had been watching b
road-

casting activities with a great deal of interest. The

development of the radio and radiotelephony had been

progressing steadily throughout the years. In 1922,

AT&T financed and built station WEAF in New York,

replacing another AT&T station, WBAY, which had

proved unsuccessful because of its location. A great

deal of money was put into the new WEAF, and many A big payoff hardly seemed around the corner when we

technical innovations were installed. It was at WEAF saw the WJZ studio that next evening. It was located in an

that many techniques of broadcasting and commercial old clock room in an unused area of Westinghouse's New-

sponsoring were developed. The company, anxious to
ark factory. There were no elevators. just a rickety stair-

test the potentialities of radio, inaugurated the policy 
way barely large enough for us to thread our instruments

of continuous broadcasting and sold time at the rate 
upstairs.

of ten minutes for $ioo.00. In one of the first sponsored 
The small room was decorated with some absorbent ma-

terial dyed an ugly shade of red to give it some semblance
programs ever to be broadcast, on August 28, 1922, at of uniform:ty. There were also some secondhand lamps as

M. Blackwell discussed the5:15 to 5:30 P.m., it well as some rugs to help deaden studio sounds. Somehow
advantages of apartments in Jackson Heights, New an old upright piano had been squeezed in. Even Casey's
York. In November of 1922, the New York Philhar- in Brooklyn had owned a better one. But we were there,

monic Society broadcast its first complete concert, and and we made the best of it.

President Calvin Coolidge gave his opening message
was broadcast over six stations.to Congress, which

On December 6, 1923, stations WEAF ( New York),

WCAP (Washington, D. C.), and WJAR (Providence, We had been so worried about everything else, we
R. I.) were connected by wire, to become the nation's hadn't given a thought as to what ay- program would be.
first network. I'll never forget Tommy Cowan turning to me and saying,

The era of expansion for radio had begun, creating "Vincent, why don't you announce the program?"

one of the most extraordinary new product demands "Me announce the program?" I was so frightened as it

in the history of the United States. From all over the 
was, I didn't know what to do. Tommy and I argued the

country, orders for radio receiving sets and for radio 
Point for a few minutes. I told him it was my first time
near a mike, but he finally talked me into saving hello to

broadcasting equipment poured into the offices of
the radio audience. When the program began I stepped

manufacturers. up on a little platform and said, "Hello, everybody. Lopez

Said Radio Broadcast in its first issue, May, 1922: speaking." Cowan jumped up alongside me and said right
into the microphone:

The rate of increase in the number of peo
ple who spend "Is that all you're going to say, Mr. Lopez?"

at least a part of their evening in listenin
g in is almost in- "That's enough for me," I answered.

comprehensible. To those who have recently tried to 
pur- Tommy took over as announcer and said, "The first selec-

pment some idea of this increase has tion will be 'Anitra's Dance' in a fox-trot tempo." I called
chase receiving equi ,
undoubtedly occurred as they stood 

perhaps in the fourth out to the orchestra, "Number 42, boys" and we were on

or fifth row at the radio 
counter waiting their turn only to our way.

T
be told when they finally 

reached the counter, that they here's one other thing about that first radio show I'll

might place an order and it 
would be filled when possible. never forget. Sometime during the program Cowan sug-

The manufacture is 
probably not even yet at its height. It gested that I play a piano solo. I motioned to the broken

is still growing i some kind of geometrical progression. It down upright and said, "On that?" But Tommy paid non 
seems quite likely that 

before the movement has reached attention to me and brought the mike near the piano. Well,
market for receiving apparatus be- there was no backing out then, so I played "Canadian

its height, before the

I rig i wentles..

Church services were first broadcast in New York
City from station WJZ in January of 1922. During the
chapel service in the Christ Episcopal Church, Glen-
ridge, New Jersey, Rev. George P. Dougherty de-
livered his Christmas Eve message to the radio public.

In his autobiography, Vincent Lopez gives a color-
ful account of his first experiences with broadcasting.
The year was 1921, and Lopez had agreed to help out
his friend Thomas Cowan, who was then program
director of station WJZ, by substituting with his band
for a program that had been cancelled at the last
minute. They wouldn't be paid, of course, but Cowan
said, "There'll come a day soon when we'll both get
paid—plenty. Wait and see."
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"Lopez speaking . . ." Vincent Lopez's radio career goesback to 1921, when he and his band played regularly overWJZ from the Pennsylvania Grill in New York.

Capers," the song which had been responsible for gettingme the job at the Pennsylvania Hotel.
In those days there wasn't ant' specific time limit on pro-grams. If something was good, it went on and on. Ourshow lasted an hour and a half.

•

When the show was over the telephone started to ring.Many of the calls were from Westinghouse officials whowere pleased with the show. I was still answering the con-gratulatory phone calls that lit up WJZ 's undersized plugboard long past midnight!
One call came all the way from Washington, D.C. Itwas from Joseph Tumulty, the secretary to President Wil-son. Radio had no more ardent fan than Mr. Ttunulty. Heeven came to New York a few weeks later to watch usbroadcast.
There was some additional talent on the show that night—a young baritone doubling in radio to help advertise hisappearance at a Newark theatre. His name? John CharlesThomas.
Tommy Cowan had quite an inspiration that evening.

With the regular programs finished, he introduced Mr.

Tumults, on the air and interviewed h;m about the worldpolitical situation. Cowan chalked up another first forWIZ: the radio commentator.
Most of my band regarded our trip to Newark that nightas a lark—or an annoyance. Paul Whiteman had alreadyturned down such appearances for his band with the quickcomment that radio was for kids, who liked to build crystalsets and fool around with them. I had a hopeful idea thatradio would somehow increase our popularity, but I didn'tforesee the millions of fans it would create for us withina few short years.

• • •

The mail response to our music had the Newark PostOffice working overtime for several days and Cowan askedus to broadcast regularly. However, E. M. Statler had noenthusiasm for that idea. He wanted us at the Pennsylvania
Grill, quite naturally, not out in Newark.
"Can't You put a microphone right on our bandstand

and send it out over the wires to Newark?" I asked Tommy,trying to hold on to the broadcast time.
"The telephone company says it isn't feasible," Cowan

explained. "I think they're wrong about it. Let me see if
Western Union can rig something up."
The rigging took a month and involved special wires

out to Newark, but everything straightened out and we
went on the air one Thursday night, with the announce-
ment we'd be broadcasting regularly right from the Grill
—another first—and we all wondered if people would like
to come in and watch the band do a program.

Within an hour, telephone calls had soaked up everytable reservation for the following evening—and the callskept coming in that night and the next day.
Early Friday evening, Seventh Avenue and the two sidestreets looked like Ebbett's Field back in the old days whenthe New York Giants were fighting the Brooklyn Dodgersfor the pennant. What's more, the entire hotel was soldout by mid-afternoon.
"Vincent," said an amazed E. M. Statler, "I couldn'tbuild business up like this in a thousand years of hardwork. You did it in an hour. I think radio has some realpossibilities." It was the understatement of the century.

The first stage show for broadcast emanated from
station WJZ on February ig, 1922, and -featured Ed
Wynn in The Perfect Fool. The comedian's reaction
to the microphone was the subject of an article in
Radio Broadcast, which said:

Ed Wynn approached the microphone gingerly. He
looked at it suspiciously. The time came for him to per-form. As with all professionals, he was a trifle nervous.The nervousness, however, wore off, but Wynn was ap-palled by the silence. He had told some of his best storiesand had not even heard a snicker. He asked the announcer
to help lirn and the announcer quickly assembled all thepeople from around the studio including the electricians inshirt sleeves, scrub-women, with their skirts tucked up,
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One of the earliest programs on WJZ in 1922 featured Ed

Wynn in The Perfect fool. Wynn, born in 1886, has been

in show business virtually all his life, starting in vaudeville

and graduating into musical comedies on the New York

stage. He starred in the Ziegfeld Follies of 1914 and in

many other Broadway hits after that. Wynn's type of humor,

which he brought virtually intact to radio, relied heavily on

outrageous puns and a giggling delivery. His trade mark,

a long, drawn out "so-o-o-o-o," was interpolated in the tell-

ing of his fantastic yarns. In his Texaco "Fire Chief" shows

of the early 1930's long-suffering Graham McNamee was

his announcer and straight man. After Many years of semi-

retirement Ed Wynn has recently made a very successful

comeback as a character actor in television and motion

pictures.

telephone operators and artists who were billed later on

the program. They were all invited into the studio to view

the show. It was a strange audience, but their approbation

turned the trick. With the giggles, guffaws and shouts of

merriment to encourage him. Wynn proceeded with the

entertainment. He needed only the responsive sight of his

hearers doubled over with laughter. Had he been a more

Some vintage Wynn humor:

"A married woman? My goodness, everyone knows what

a married woman is! That's someone who has nothing to

wear, and six closets to keep it in. The wife likes clothes so

much that one day when the husband comes home, she

says, 'How do you like this new skunk coat I bought? It's

genuine skunk. I bought it for a song.' He says, 'What's

the song—"I walk alone"?'

"Here the mood changes, and the finish of the story takes

place ten years later. They have an eight-year-old boy. He

is always fighting with other boys. If he isn't fighting on one

side of the street, he is fighting on the other, and he always

gets beaten up. His mother almost goes crazy because she

never knows which side her brat is battered on."

frequent radio performer, he would have been able to

imagine the fans in their homes tuned in on his program

and convulsed with mirth.

Paul Whiteman entered radio about 1922 and his

first experience in the WJZ studio also was somewhat

disconcerting. The importance of the audience in the
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Paul Whiteman, called "The King of Jazz," entered radio
about 1922, doing his first broadcast from WJZ. In the next
quarter of a century there was hardly a year he couldn't

studio was recognized almost immediately and be-
came a main factor in the creation of a successful
broadcast.
Radio stations, by May, 1922, totalled 314, creating

a great number of difficulties. The problem of so
rapidly expanding an industry became serious enough
for President Warren G. Harding, in mid-winter, 1922,
to instruct Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover to
call a conference of manufacturers and broadcasters
—the First National Radio Conference—in Washing-
ton. Secretary Hoover declared that the country was
on the threshold of a new means of widespread' com-
munication which would have profound importance
from the point of view of public. education and wel-
fare.
The conference accomplished a number of im-

portant results, \vine]) included the establishment of
a Federal legal authority to control all transmitting
stations except amateur and experimental stations. It
also revealed that radio communication was to he

be heard on the radio and he became one of the pioneers
in the new medium of television. Here he is before a broad-
cast in the 1930's.

considered a public utility and as such should be
regulated by the Federal Government in the public
interest.

Despite the fact that the first sponsored program
had been made in August, 1922, few radio stations
throughout the United States had hit upon a method
by which money could be made, other than through
the sale of radio equipment. Most American radio
station operators found great difficulty in maintaining
the cost of radio broadcasting. England solved the
problem in 1922 by creating a government-controlled
monopoly of broadcasting supported by taxes levied
annually on each radio set. However, such a solution
was considered impossible in the United States and
serious difficulties were encountered by station broad-
casters. Within the next few years, administrators in
the broadcasting industry realized that only through
sponsored programs could radio survive and flourish,
giving birth to one of the greatest advertising media
in the world.
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T. J. Vastine conducted radio's first bond concert
KDKA in 1921.

over

This sumptuous indoor tent studio was installed in a Pitts-
burgh Westinghouse plant in 1921. One of radio's first
on-the-air mishaps occurred here, when a stray dog
knocked over a microphone and added his loud barks to
the ensuing pandemonium.

This 1921 picture shows an early microphone with a boom

arrangement that permitted it to be raised or lowered

according to the performer's height.

Other stations used the tent-studio idea to combat echo.
Here is RCA's first broadcasting studio at Roselle Park,
New Jersey, in 1921.
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The original crew of WWJ is shown ready to go on the air

in 1922, using the station's first transmitter. The horn type

of microphone funneled the voice—or in this case the

phonograph music—into the transmitter. Power was sup-

plied by a 150-watt, 500-volt direct current generator

driven by a quarter-horsepower motor placed under the

table.

Ar-
BROADCASTING 11

•s litresselcnotint M•rcli 26, 192.2

"The great commoner," William Jennings Bryan, broadcast

a sermon from Point Breeze Presbyterian Church in Pitts-
KDIC4/6 falstion Vol I. No. burgh over KDKA in 1922.

Will Rogers and a group of Ziegfeld Follies girls

from the Pittsburgh Post studio of KDKA in 1922.

Crystal sets were generally in use in 1922, requiring

the listener to use earphones in order to hear the

programs picked up. This contraption made it im-

possible for more than one person to listen in. Loud-

speakers which could transmit the sound loud enough

for groups of people had not yet been perfected.

Considerable static in radio reception was also a tre-

mendous problem at that time, and it was not until
years later that solutions were discovered.
When Station WIZ was eleven months old in

August, 1922, a young singer named Milton J. Cross
was hired. His singing voice was ideal for broadcast-
ing, but his speaking voice also won great acclaim

:,41, and was destined to become one of the most familiar

broadcast voices in radio. Another notable performer from the
studios of \VIZ in the spring of 1922 was Miss Bertha

‘1\
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We two boys without a care
Entertain you folks out there—
That's our hap-hap-happiness!

Brainard, who made regular appearances in a series
called "Broadcasting Broadway" in which she re-
viewed plays and offered other information about the
theater.
During the same year, Gimbel Brothers' department

store broadcast an hour-long musical program, The

Billy Jones and Ernie Hare, radio's legendary "Happiness
Boys," were perhaps the first of the broadcasting comedians
to gain a wide audience.

American Tobacco Company came on the air and
joined radio with its Lucky Strike Radio Show.
On August 22, 1923, the Happiness Candy Company

went on the air with a new type of program. The show
called "The...Happiness Boys," featured Billy Jones and
Ernie Hare,- and provided a comparatively small .audi-

Vladimir Rosing lets a song go out of his heart, apparently
to a piano and phonograph accompaniment. The year is
1922.

Bertha Brainard, sometimes called the "First Lady of Radio,"
made regular appearances on WJZ in a program series
called "Broadcasting Broadway," in which she reviewed
plays and offered other information about the current
theatre.
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A young man named Milton Cross joined the staff of WJZ

in 1922. Despite the fact that he made his debut as a tenor,

he was hired as an assistant to Thomas H. Cowan, New

York's first radio announcer. Cross, shown here in about

1928, was destined th bei-onie—the nation's foremost com-
mentator on musical programs, particularly the Metropoli-

tan Opera broadcasts, with which his name is almost

synonymous.

ence with the first real comedy of radio. Utilizing a

small studio so that the laughter would be heard on
the air, "The Happiness Boys" .helped to plunge the

nation into a new era of radio programming.

Also in 1923 Roxy ( S. L. Rothafel) and His Gang

began their Sunday morning broadcasts from the

Capitol Theater in New York, a series that was to

continue, in only slightly altered form, into the late

1930's as The Capitol Theater Family with.Roxy's suc-

cessor, "Major" Edward Bowes.

One of radio's most beloved figures, Dr. Walter

Damrosch, who would play an incalculable role in the

popularization of serious music in America, made his

first air appearance on October 29, 1923, with a lec-

ture recital on Beethoven, over WEAF.

A young man named Graham McNamee made his

debut that year, too. McNamee, who was more notable

for his ability to project the atmosphere and excite-

ment of a sports event into the nation's living rooms

than for his reporting accuracy, became one of the

The nation's first full-time radio announcer was Harold W.

Arlin of KDKA. Mr. Arlin spent five years behind the mike.

During this period he introduced such public figures as

William Jennings Bryan, Marshal Foch, and David Lloyd

George. 1-1e -also broadcast the first play-by-play account

of a football game, between the University of West Vir-

ginia and the University of Pittsburgh.

most popular announcers in early radio. Together with

Phillip Carlin, he covered most of the important sports
events of a decade and more.
WEAF, WCAP, and WJAR provided the vehicle for

a number of important personages: David Lloyd

George, Prime Minister of Great Britain on a goodwill
tour to the United States, made an important broad-

cast. Ex-President Woodrow Wilson broadcast a ten-

minute message to the country on the significance of

Armistice Day. The first broadcast of a football game

was made by Graham McNamee at the annual Army-

Navy event.
Republicans gathered in Cleveland on June io, 1924

for a three-day national convention. It was the first
convention to be broadcast to the American people.

When Graham McNamee and Major John Andrew

White reported in vivid language the exciting Coolidge

"bandwagon" scene, millions of listeners were experi-

encing history in the making.
Later in 1924, when 1,444 delegates assembled in
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Frank E. Mullen, a Sioux City Farm editor, broadcast a Helen Hahn, one of the first radio hostesses and woman

regular farm program on KDKA in 1921. announcers, was heard over WBAY in New York.

.Madison Square Garden, New York City, the Amer-

ican radio audience was able to listen in on the Demo-
cratic National Convention.

A typical program of 1924 is reproduced below. This

WEAF program log records an interesting mixture of
sustaining and sponsored offerings.

PROGRAM—FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1924

.STATION WEAF—AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH COMPANY

(49z Meters 6to Kilocycles) (Daylight Saving Time)
195 Broadway, New York City

ii :oo a.m. Helen Morris, Soprano.
it: to a.m. Health Talk under the auspices of the Associa-

tion for the Prevention and Relief of Heart
Disease, by Dr. Wm. St. Lawrence.

1 1 : 2 5 a.m. "The Flower Garden's Big Opportunity" by
Leonard Barron, Editor of Garden Magazine
and Home Builder.

I1:50 a.m. Consolidated Market and Weather Reports by
the United States Department of Agriculture
and the New York State Department of Farms
and Markets, together with American Agri-
culturist.

4:oo-5:00 p.m. "Women's Club Program."
4:00 p.m. John Burnham, Concert Pianist, Program:

"The Harmonious Blacksmith" ( Handel);
First Movement "Sonata" ( Beethoven );
"By the Brook" (Boisdefre).

4:10 p.m. Talk by Mr. Arthur J. Westerrnayr.

4:25 p.m

4:35

4:50 P.m,

6:oo p.m.

7:3o p.m.

7:45 P.m.
7:55 p.m.
8:o5 p.m.

8:20 p.m.
8:35 p.m.

8:50 p.m.
9:00-10:00 p.m.

John Burnham, Concert Pianist, Program:
"Waltz" (Chopin).

"When Every Voter Votes,- the second in
a series of lectures on "Getting Out the
Vote" by Mrs. Raymond Brown, Manag-
ing Director of Woman's Citizen, speaking
under the auspices of the New York
League of Women Voters.

John Burnham, Pianist. Program: "Im-
promptu" and "Gavotte Antique" (com-
positions by Mr. Burnham).

Dinner Music from the Rose Room of the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, New York City,
Joseph Knecht, directing. Program: "Marche
Lorraine" (Ganne); Selection "Les Hugue-
nots" ( Meyerbeer ); "Arlesienne" (Bizet);
"Caprice Viennois" (Kreisler ); Entr'acte and
Valse from "Coppelia" (Delibes); "Ha-
baliera" ( Chabrier ); "Lob der Frauen"
(Strauss); "Madame Sherry" ( Hoshna).

"Sir Hobgoblin Broadcasts a Get-Up-Time-
Story" by Blanche Elizabeth Wade, the
C. R. Kinney and Company Story Teller.

Harry Jentes, Jazz Pianist.
Rosella Sheiner, to-year-old Violinist.
Isabel Duff "Scotty" Wood, Soprano, Program

of Scotch Songs.
Harry Jentes, Jazz Pianist.
Joseph White, Tenor, Accompanied by Wini-

fred T. Barr.
Rosella Sheiner, to-year-old Violinist.
B. Fischer and Company's "Astor Coffee"
Dance Orchestra.

'41
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josePh M. White, the "Silver Masked Tenor," was heard
over WEAF in New York from 1923 to 1927 as soloist with

the Goodrich Silvertown Orchestra. His identity was care-
fully guarded, and he wore a sterling silver mask when he
appea in Publiclie withred 
NBc in 1929 and was heard regularly until 1940, when he
retired after sustaining serious injuries in an automobile
accident. He died in 1959.

io :00 P.m'
10; j5..1 1:00 pin.

Joseph White, Tenor.
Special Radio Program on National Defense

Test Day direct from the War Department
Building, Washington, D.C. Speeches by
General J. J. Carty, Hon. John W. Weeks,
Secretary of War, and General John J. Persh-
ing, General of the Armies of the United
States and Chief of Staff, in order named.

The summer of 1924 also saw a continuance of the
troversy regarding the question of financial sup-

port of radio broadcasts. Secretary of Commerce Her-

bert Hoover expressed the opinion that broadcasting
should be supported by industry. H. B. Thayer, presi-
dent of the American Telephone and Telegraph Com-
nany, solved the company's problem by selling time on
rail its broadcasting stations. David Sarnoff, vice-presi-
dent and general manager of the Radio Corporation
of Arnerica, advocated outright endowment of radio
broadcasting stations. He argued that because radio
had reached the stage where it actually contributed a

An afternoon religious service broadcast by KDKA in 1923.

great deal to the happiness of mankind it deserved
endowments similar to those enjoyed by libraries,
museums and educational institutions. For the General
Electric Company, Martin P. Rice stated that broad-
casting should be supported by voluntary contribu-
tions or by licensing individual radio sets.

Since little money was available, few performers
were paid for their services. The great newspaperman
Heywood Broun, in protest, described the plight of
the unpaid artist and predicted that this situation
would be solved by some sort of financial support by
advertisers.
The impact of radio in this country was so great

that it had become one of the most influential forces
in American life, stimulating every phase of activity.
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Calvary Episcopal Church, Pittsburgh, was the scene of the first regularly scheduled church broadcasts, January, 1921.

New stars were born, new expressions were popular-
ized as new program formats were being offered.
Radio was penetrating every third home in the coun-
try, and tenement house roofs were covered with for-
ests of antennae.

Politically too, radio was making its mark. When
after Harding, President Calvin Coolidge delivered his
message to Congress, for the first time, people of the
Nation had an opportunity to listen to this important
event. Undoubtedly radio played a vital role in the
career of Calvin Coolidge and helped to re-elect him
in 1923.

His inauguration was covered by radio on March
4th, 1925, by 21 stations from Boston to San Francisco,
under the banner of the AT&T network. It was esti-
mated that fifteen million people listened to the voice
of the President on this occasion.
This same year saw the appearance of John McCor-

mack, the famous Irish tenor on WEAF, and of Lucre-
zia Bori of the Metropolitan Opera Company. This was
the first in a series of broadcasts of great figures in the
music world who had not previously been heard on
radio because of the fear that broadcasting would
adversely affect the sales of their recordings made for
the Victor Talking Machine Company. A sustaining
program of grand opera followed, with five stations

•
• _ 

participating in the broaecast. The program was so
••••••...

successful that a radio opera company was organized
under the name of "The WEAF Grand Opera Com-
pany" and directed by Cesare Sodero.first portable radio? This perambulator-borne set may 1925 also saw the emergence of new radio person-be it. Apparently people without babies could substitute alities. The "A & P Gypsies" were delighting listeningdolls, as this young lady has done. audiences on six stations, the "Gold Dust Twins"

The
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Heavyweight champion Jack Dempsey listens to the radio

music box, tuned in by Major J. Andrew White, a pioneer

announcer. This took place at Dempsey's training quarters

a few days before the.-Dempsey-Carpentier fight in 1921.

Daily Schedule
Is Announced for

Radio Broadcast
C c.t .

F
i.iTt the infortnatien of tilos,. wIt.i

already have rei.;e1N.ing sets ur

t.hone who may insioll thew

during the week, full,iwinkr is iiiii

time schedule of the tiumbi•rs t..tt

the daily broadcasting schedule:

I:41 P. M.—World Series, WAY

by play.

8:05 P. M.—Baseball comment :toil

an analysis of the World Seri,is

gmtne.
t:15 P. M.—Sumrnury a the day's

important news dispatches.

8:30 P. M.—Coneert program of

titusickl and vocal settclions.

On Friday night ul 7 o'cloek filil'Y

:Merles told by The Man in the Moan

and three musical numbers e,l+. -

,Iellv selected for children.

The sending of the World Series

reports, of eourse, is governed by

weather conditions. In the event

that rain may prevent the gam:

taking place, announcement of that

fart will be made at several Inlet--

t_vals du
ring the afternoon.

A daily schedule from a newspaper of Octobe
r 9, 1921.

Actress Olga Petrova appeared before the microphone in

costume, as many performers in radio would later do.

Mobility was the thing in radio even in 1926. By that time

KDKA had more than forty pick-up points in Pittsburgh, be-

sides this car and crew which were used to cover spec
ial

events.
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A scene in KDKA's East Pittsburgh studios in 1925. The
soloist (unidentified) was required to sing extremely loud
in order to have her voice carry over the airwaves.

brought unique programs to the listeners of eight radio
stations; the soft music of the Goodrich Silvertown
Orchestra, and the singing voice of the Silver Masked
Tenor, were a regular Thursday night transmission on

Borrowing prestige from the legitimate theatre, WJZ in
1923 broadcast The Laughing Lady, starring Ethel Barry-
more, who was appearing in the same play on Broadway.

WEAF. The famous Atwater Kent program was inau-
gurated in October of 1925, and brought the world's
great musicians to the fast-growing radio audience.
By this time, of course, the industry had succumbed

Harry B. Thayer, president of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, speaks directly to England on Janu-
ary 14, 1923, over the first radio-telephone line.

"One, two, three, four . . ." KDKA began early-morning
physical culture broadcasts in 1924. "Spike" Shannon was
the instructor.
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"The sweetest music this side of heaven." Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians were ea
rly performers on radio and

one of the first orchestras to achieve national fame through this medium. Lombardo develo
ped a sweet style of playing

which has changed little through the years. For many people the New Year wouldn't seem official without 
Lombardo's

"Auld Lang Syne."

to, and was flourishing on, the financial support of

advertisers.
The extent of radio's success was feared by news-

paper publishers throughout the country. The Amer-
ican Newspaper Publishers Association warned

members that advertising on radio would result in a
split in advertising appropriations and therefore would

mean less revenue for newspapers. This fear was so

great that many newspapers refused to carry radio

logs in their papers, and the very word "radio" was

forbidden in news columns. However, time proved

this fear to be groundless and newspaper publishers

gradually realized that radio had become an impor-

tant supplemental medium, in many instances helping

the newspaper industry to prosper.

America's first nation-wide network, the National

Broadcasting Company, was born on November 15,

1926. The new network, with WEAF in New York as

its key station, combined a group of nineteen scattered

affiliated stations,. using more than 3500 circuit miles

of special telephone wires.

The Federal Radio Commission was appointed by

President Coolidge on the basis of the Radio Act of

1927, which Congress passed in an effort to control

broadcasting. A period of transition had ended and a

new period of rapid development was born. In January

of 1927, the first coast-to-coast program, originating

in California, was broadcast. It was the Rose Bowl

Football game and it was broadcast over the NBC

network.

In 1927, radio took on larger dimensions for the
American people. It was reaching greater distances at
night, and the quality of programs was improving and
their number increasing. A one-hour broadcast of
Floyd Bennett's funeral service in Arlington held the
nation spellbound. The voice of Herbert Hoover, ac-
cepting the Republican nomination from Palo Alto,

Thomas Alva Edison addresses the radio audience in 1926.
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Announcing the

National Broadcasting Company, hit
National radio broadcasting with better
programs permanently assured by this im.
portant action of the Radio Corporation of
America in the interest of the listening public

,T,Mt RADIO CORPORATION Or AMIE KICA
I IS the largest distributor of radio re-

ceiving sets in the world. le handles the
entire output in this field of the Westing-
house and General Electric factories.
It does not say this boastfully. It does not
say it with apology. It says it for the pur-
pose of making clear the fact that it is more
largely interested, more selfishly interested,
if you please, in rhe best passible broad-
casting in the United States than anyone
else.

Radio for 26,000,000 Homes
The market for reteiving ten ix Me future will
be determined largely by At quantity and
quality of the programs broadest',

We say quantity because they must be di-
versified enough so that some of them will
appeal to all possible listeners.
We say quality because each program must
be the best of its kind. If that ideal were to
be reached, no home in the United States
could afford to be without a radio receiving

t.

Today the best available statistics indicate
that 5.000,000 homes are equipped, and
21,000,000 homes remain to be supplied.
Radio receiving Jell Of Mt it:: reproductive
fmality Mould be made available for all, and
we hope to make them cheap enough JO Mae
all may buy.

The day has gone by when the radio receiv-
ing set is a plaything. It must now be an
instrument of service.

WEAF Purchased
for $1,000,000

The Radio Corporation of America, there-
fore, is interested, just as the public is, in
having the most adequate programs broad-
cast. It is interested, as the public is, in
having them comprehensive and free from
discrimination.

Any WM of radio transmission which causes
the public to feel that the quality of the
programs is not the highest, that the use of
radio is not the broadest and best use in the
public interest, that it is used for political
advantage or selfish power, will be detri-
mental to the public interest in radio, and
therefore to the Radio Corporation of
America.

To insure, therefore, the devetopment of
this great service, the Radio Corporation of

America ha.s purchased for one million
dollars station WEAF from the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, that
company having decided, to retire from the
broadcasting business.

The Radio Corporation of America will
assume active control of that station on
November 15.

National Broadcasting
Company Organized

Tise Radio Corporation of America has de-
cided to incorporate that station, which has
achieved such a deservedly high reputation
for the quality and character of its programs,
under the name of the National Broadcast-
ing Company, Inc.

The Purpose of the
New Company

The purpoie of Mat company will lie to pee-
vide Me belt program available for broad.
tasting in Me United Stain.

The National Broadcasting Company will
not only broadcast these programs through
station WEAF, but it will make them avail-
able to other broadcasting stations through-
out the country so far as it may be practic-
able to do so, and they may desire to take
them.

It is hoped that arrangemenit may be made JO
that every event of national importance may
be brOddedli widely throughout the United
State!.

No Monopoly of the Air
The Radio Corporation of America is not in
any sense seeking a monopoly of the air.
That would be a li:.bility rather than an
asset. It is seeking, however, to provide
machinery which will insure & national dis-
trAnstion of national programs, arid a wider
distribution of programs of the highest
quality.

1f others will engage in Mil Asiiineti the
Radio Corporation of Arnerita will welrome
difirttoson, teherher it be tooperanioe tie tom-riaiw.

If other radio manufacturing cornpanies,
competitors of the Radio Corporation of
America, wish to use the facilities of the
National Broadcasting Company for the
purpose of making known to the public
their receiving sets, they may do so on the
same terms as accorded to other clients.

The necessity of providing adequate broad-

tasting is apparent. The problem of finding
the best means of doing it is yet experi-
mental. The Radio Corporation of America
is making this experiment in the interest of
the art and the furtherance of the industry.

A Public Advisory Council
In order that the National Broadcasting
Company may be advised as to the best
type of. program, that discrimination rqay,
be avdIdea, that the public may be assured
that the broadcasting is being done in the
fairest and best way, always allowing for
human frailties and human performance, it
has created an Advisory Council, composed
of twelve members, to be chosen as repre-
sentative of various shades of public opin-
ion, which will from time to time give it the
benefit of their judgment and suggestion.
The members of this Council will be an-
nounced as soon as their acceptance shall
have been obtained.

M. H. Aylesworth
to be President

The President of the new National Broad-
casting Company will be N. H. !kyles-
worth, for many years Managing Director
of the National Electric Light Association.
He will perform the executite and adminis-
trative duties of the corporation.

Mr. Aylesworth, while not hitherto i Jenti-
fied with the radio industry or broadcast-
ing, has had public experience as Chairman
of the Colorado Public Utilities Commis-
sion, and, through his work with the asso-
ciation which represents the electrical in-
dustry, has a broad understanding of the
technical problems which measure the pace
of broadcasting.

One of his major responsibilities will be to
see that the operations of the National
Broadcasting Company reflect enlightened
public opinion, which expresses itself so
promptly the morning after any error of
taste or judgment or departure from fair
play.

We have no helitation it, reeoinniendiv the
National Broadtatting Company to the
people of Me United State,.

It will rued the help of all !Welter:. It will
make iniitakei. lithe public will Mak? known
111 view to the °Push of tAe tompany from
lime to time, we es e tonfident that the new
broadealtsng rompers' will be an snitrument
of great public iervice.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
OWEN D. YOUNG, Chairman of the Board JAMES G. HARBORD, President

This newspaper advertisement proclaimed the founding of NBC in 1926. It heralded the dawn of a new
era in home entertainment and public service in broadcasting.
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Here goes! Chief Engineer 0. B. Hanson (stand
ing, right) gives the signal to put the first NBC s

how on the air on November

15, 1926.

was a major radio event. Americans were liste
ning to

Moran and Mack, the "Two Black Crows," a
nd sitting

in rapt attention before their loud speaker
s for the

Sunday afternoon broadcast of the Columb
ia Sym-

phony Orchestra. Sponsors like Dodge, Listerine,

Wrigley, and Studebaker were buying t
ime on radio.

By now there were eight million radio fam
ilies in the

country. This year, too; found such pop
ular programs

as that of Ida Bailey Allen and her coo
king school.

One of the country's popular radio pers
onalities was an

announcer named Ted Husing, wh
ose specialty was

sports events, but who doubled 
in anything that came

along. It was Husing who broadca
st the arrival of the

Graf Zeppelin over New York
 in its fist transatlantic

flight. It was also Husing who m
ade the memorable

broadcast of the 1928 election retur
ns.

During the same year, NBC was 
organized into two

semi-independent networks, the Blue a
nd the Red. The

Blue Network consisted of W
JZ and the older Radio

Group Network. The Red Network encompassed

WEAF and the older Telepho
ne Group Network.

The Columbia Broadcastin
g System was founded

in 1929, under the aegis of Wil
liam S. Paley, the

twenty-seven-year-old heir t
o a tobacco fortune. Paley

Veteran

hides

stage

microphone. Even experienced

up" when faced by a mike in 1926.

trouper Alice Brady faces a lamp shade
 that

performers "froze
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Vaughn de Leath is said to be the original "radio girl" and
the first woman ever to have sung on the air. According to
one story, Miss de Leath was invited into the original De
Forest Laboratory, where she faced a phonograph horn.
Then, it is said, she sang "The Old Folks at Home"—just for
a lark. In any case, Vaughn de Leath, in the early 1920's,
created the style of singing known as "crooning." Her style
was imposed on her by the limita;ions of the radio equip-
ment of the day, since the high notes of sopranos often
blew out the delicate tubes of the transmitters. Ben Gross
of the New York Daily News reported that "after her first
broadcast, more than thirty years ago, Vaughn received
one of the first radio fan letters ever written. It read: 'You
have inaugurated a new form of song which, no doubt,
will become very popular."

Miss de Leath also participated in the early NBC television
broadcasts. Here she is on a novelty program in the late
1920's. She shores the camera with "Young Tarzan."



When CBS opened its new building at 485 Madison Avenue on September 18, 1929, President William S.. Paley was on

hand to supervise the ceremonial cutting of the ribbon.

had been greatly impressed by the boost in cigar sales
as the result of a program broadcast over the almost-
bankrupt Columbia Phonograph Broadcasting Com-
pany network. He merged the network with an organi-
zation called United Independent Broadcasters, which
had been formed to supply talent for independent sta-
tions, and retained the Columbia name ( although he
sold the record company). The new network went on
the air with 47 stations, with WABC (now WCBS) in
New York as its key station. Interestingly enough, CBS
in 1938 would repurchase the record company that
gave it its name and build it up to the position of
prestige it holds today.
The first sponsored opera broadcast originated from

the stage of the Chicago Civic Auditorium in 1927.

Cities Service, one of radio's oldest continuous spon-

sors, started its concert series in February of that year.

A major event of 1927 was the arrival of Charles A.

Lindbergh in Washington, D.C., after his historic flight

to Paris. The arrival was broadcast by Graham Mc-

Namee on a coast-to-coast network, with one of the

greatest radio audiences in history listening in. The

Dempsey-Tunnev prizefight was broadcast from Chi-

cago over 69 stations, the largest network of stations

ever to carry a program to date. On November 7,

General Motors began its first series on NBC, and the

following month, the "Palmolive Hour" began.

In 1928, Al Jolson, already a star in other fields of

entertainment, made his radio debut, and later that
Weber and Fields, vaudeville immortals, brought their act

to radio in the early days.
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Charles A. Lindbergh's solo flight across the Atlantic in 
May,

1927, was probably the event that more than any o
ther

epitomized the decade. "Lindy" was young, goodtooking,

and daring—a made-to-order hero for a generation 
that

reverenced these qualities above all others. The nation went

wild when the news came that he had landed "The Spirit

of St. Louis" safely outside of Paris and wilder still when he

arrived home aboard a United States battleship. Graham

McNamee was on hand in Washington to describe the

hero's return to radio listeners. President Coolidge made

him welcome in ceremonies broadcast from the foot of the

Washington Monument. Later, Governor Alfred E. Smith of

New York awarded him the State Medal in ceremonies held

in Central Park.

In 1931, CBS awarded the aviator the Columbia Medal

for Distinguished Service to Radio during a broadcast that

was carried by the largest network of stations ever assem-

bled up to that time.

Tragedy entered Lindbergh's life in 1932, when his infant

son was kidnapped and later found dead. The picture

shows a group of NBC newsmen making an on-the-spot

broadcast in connection with the case.

• . ,-vegt • ' .• • • • 
•
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Dr. S. Parkes Cadman, noted Brooklyn clergyman and na-
tionally syndicated columnist, pioneered in a regular weekly
religious series over NBC in 1928.

Broadway showman S. 1. Rothafel became well known to
radio listeners as "Roxy." The famous Roxy Gang, broad-
cast from the Capitol Theatre in New York, was an NBC
favorite for many seasons. Roxy gave the country such per-
sonalities as Erno Rapee, James Melton, "Wee Willy"
Robyn, Caroline Andrews, and Marie Gambarelli.

1
6,2

Microphones were getting fancy in the late 1920's and so
were performers on radio, as more and more movie stars
and Broadway actors tried the new medium.

year one of the first religious programs, the "NationalRadio Pulpit," became a network offering.
The broadcast coverage of the Republican Conven-tion in June of 1928 was one of the most comprehen-sive ever attempted, and the Democratic Conventionwas covered to an equal extent during the samemonth. On August 6, one of the first dramatic serieswits begun. The program was called "Real Folks," andattained immediate popularity. The same year saw theinaugural programs of the "National Farm and HomeHour" and the "Music Appreciation Hour" with Dr.Walter Damrosch.
Radio listeners heard Herbert Hoover accept vic-tory and Alfred E. Smith of New York concede defeat.Smith's "raddio" became a humorous expressionthroughout the country.
The "Voice of Firestone" began on December 24,and December 2:3 SaW the inauguration of NBC's



e Twenties

Destined to become one of radio's brightest stars, lovely
Jessica Dragonette gave up the concert stage for broad-
casting. In the picture at the bottom Miss Dragonette appears
on a Cities Service concert in the late 1920's. With her are
conductor Rosario Bourdon and announcer Ford Bond (at
microphone). When Jessica Dragonette retired from radio

coast-to-coast network of 58 stations on a permanent
basis.
1929 was also the year of Bing Crosby. of blindfold

tests, and of Paul Whiteman. The La Palina Smokers'
broadcast brought leading entertainers of stage and
screen into America's living rooms. A CBS comtnenta-

after a disagreement with her sponsors in the late 1930's,
listeners were so distressed that in some cities fans resolved
to boycott radio until she returned. During a concert tour
150,000 people turned out to hear her in Chicago's Grant
Park, and in Minneapolis 15,000 people braved a blizzard
and a taxi strike to hear her.

tor named H. V. Kaltenborn excited the public with
his reports and analyses of major news events. This
was the year that radio broadcast the ratification of
the Kellogg-Briand Pact, and the short-wave flash of
Byrd's flight over the South Pole.
The first short-wave broadcast from England was
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The beloved Sir Harry Lauder was always a welcome guest
in radio's first decade.

made on February 1, with a program of symphonicmusic from Queen's Hall, London. Other "firsts" dur-ing this period included a regular weekly West-to-Eastprogram broadcast from San Francisco, the first air-plane broadcast called "Over and _Under New York,"and the first re-broadcast from Sydney Australia. Aparachute jumper broadcast his sensations as he

Nit

111111._

Graham
1.4.111i.a.LamWiliarhaA

McNamee interviews Babe Ruth during a game
at Yankee Stadium.

Herbert Hoover broadcast his acceptance of the Republican
nomination for President in 1928. As Secretary of Com-
merce under Harding and Coolidge, Hoover played a large
role in the early development of broadcasting.

floated down to earth one day in October. He wasequipped for this NBC broadcast with a 25-pound,two-watt pack transmitter.
In the feverish autumn of 1929, the lugubriousstrains of "A Perfect Song" every weekday eveningannounced "Amos 'n' Andy," and millions of listenerssettled down for a much-needed laugh. Expressions

Elsie Janis, vaudeville and Broadway star who became
known as the "Sweetheart of the A.E.F." because of her
indefatigable entertaining of the troops during World
War I, made frequent radio appearances after the war.
She was featured in several network productions, including
"Hollywood on Parade."



The Twenties
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History was made on February 2, 1929, when an NBC mobile unit brought voices from a plane in flight into the nation's
living rooms.

Art 'lilts

lambi

Freeman Gosden ("Amos") 'and Charles Correll ("Andy")
met in 1919 and formed a vaudeville team, doing a black-
face act called "Sam 'n' Henry." They brought "Sam 'n'
Henry" to Chicago radio in 1926 and in 1928 changed the •.'
act's name to "Amos 'n' Andy." Under the new name the
show, which had been only moderately successful, became
an immediate hit and in August of 1929 it went on the
NBC network under the sponsorship of Pepsodent.

In the early days Gosden and Correll played all the
roles on the program, but later other actors were added.
The original team stills plays "Amos 'n' Andy" on radio,
but other actors handle the roles on TV.

The tremendous and enduring popularity of "Amos 'n'
Andy" was well deserved, for the program had real warmth

and wit, and in such characters as the raffish "King Fish" -

and "Madame Queen" it presented some of the few truly

original creations of radio comedy. vo.
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"The Rise of the Goldbergs" made its bow on NBC on
November 20, 1929. Gertrude Berg, writer, producer, andstar of the program, became so closely identified with thecharacter she played that her friends called her "Molly."The Goldbergs continued their adventures on radio until1946, and the show was revived on television in 1949. Theroster of alumni of "The Goldbergs" is a distinguished one.Among the voices to be heard at one time or another onthe show were those of Everett Sloane, Van Heflin, JosephCotten, Joan Tetzel, and Marjorie Main.
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%lid)as is TeglIStCd" and "check and double-check"

mAtli- their way into the speech of the nation, and the

trials and tribulations of Andy and the King Fish be-

came popular topics of conversation.

Nate Smith, the "Songbird of the South," made the

first appearance of her long radio career in 1929, and

on a local station in Baltimore could be heard a young

man ho billed himself as Red Godfrey, the "Warbling

Banjoist." ( Radio in its early days made extensive use

of descriptive sobriquets. There as Wendell Hall, the

"lie(l.' leaded Music Maker," Arthur Tracy, the "Street

Singer," Ed Wynn, the "Fire Chief," Jan Garber, the

"Idol of the Airlanes," Wayne King, the "Waltz King,"

and so on and on.)
Rudy Va1le5;'—he was the "Vagabond Lover"—kept

millions of women virtually chained to their radios,
from his opening "Heigh-ho, everybody" to the last
nasal strains of "Your Time Is My Time." He. and his
Connecticut Yankees began their weekly broadcasts,
called the "Fleischmann Hour," in October of 1929.
He is often credited with being the originator of the
radio variety show.

The 1920's saw the beginning of programming for
children, with a host of imaginary "uncles" and "aunts"
bringing entertainment to the nation's children. This
trend was started by Don Carney and his "Uncle Don"
program on WOR in New York. For almost twenty
years his patter would change hardly at all. With par-
ents sending him thousands of letters weekly, Carney
could come up with_sucti_apparently_amniscient_iterns--
as this:
"Now today is the birthday of Willie Smith of

Brooklyn, who has not been eating his vegetables the
way he should. No he hasn't! And he ought to. But his
Mama and Papa love him very much just the same,
and if Willie will look behind the piano, I think he will
find a present for his birthday."
Second only to "Uncle Don" in longevity was the

celebrated CBS series, "Let's Pretend," a program pro-
duced and written by Lila Mack, on which children
acted out stories.

Another early favorite was Irene Wicker, the "Sing-
ing Lady," who provided programs of nursery rhymes,

interspersed with little skits and stories.
The early 1930s would see the rise of "radio clubs"

with buttons, badges, secret signs and codes. Typical

of these was "Chief Wolf Paw," with his password,
"Ho-wah-ho-so-wah-ka." Another development of the

1930's was the amateur show, such as the "Horn &

Hardart Children's Hour," and the "juvenile theatre,"

in which the children themselves participated. This

was a format which attracted both children and their

parents, and was therefore commercially very sound.

Dramatizations of comic strip characters, such as

1 venties
•

Will Rogers became America's best-loved personality by

dispensing his homespun philosophy and trenchant politi-

cal observations on radio. Rogers was born in 1879 in

Oklahoma. He spent his early years traveling in a wild

west show, and made his first appearance on the vaude-

ville stage in New York, twirling a lariat. Subsequently he

developed a humorous monologue and successfully per-

formed in many Broadway shows. He became one of the

great stars of the Ziegfeld Follies, and in 1918 began to

appear in motion pictures. He published syndicated news-

paper articles and frequently appeared on radio. Rogers

was killed with Wiley Post in an airplane accident in 1935.



A Pictorial History of Radio

During the period from 1920 to 1930 the development of
the radio receiver was phenomenal, as these three pictures,
with only a few years between them, illustrate.

"Skippy" and "Little Orphan Annie" would prove tre-
mendously successful in the 1.930's. This was the era of
the "box top thrillers," which combined an exciting
story with the opportunity to get a free prize through
the mail. All Junior had to do was see to it that Mom
bought the sponsor's product.
Abuses crept into these programs. In an effort to

retain audiences, the element of suspense was carried
to extremes and there was often an excess of physical
violence. Nationwide protest reached such propor-
tions that Congress itself was moved to act, and bills
were introduced designed to restrict the radio stations
and networks in their programming for children. .
Responding to the pressures, and in an effort to

head off restrictive legislation, the networks promul-
gated their own codes for children's programs, elimi-
nating "torture, horror, use of the supernatural or
superstition likely to arouse fear" and banning pro-
fanity, vulgarity, kidnapping, and "cliff-hanging."
A program which adhered scrupulously to the code

and yet achieved such popularity that it is probably
the best-remembered of all children's serials was "jack
Armstrong, All-American Boy." When she heard its
theme song ("Wave the flag for Hudson High, boys
..."), Mom knew that the kids were about to have
a painless lesson in law and order, clean living, fair
play, and good behavior.
Popular in the late 1930$ and into the 194o's were

68

such serials as "Buck Rogers," "Dick Tracy," "Captain
Midnight" "Superman," and "The Lone Ranger."
The latter program, incidentally, was destined to

make a peculiar contribution to American history.
"Hi-yo, Silver!"—the "Lone Ranger's" familiar call to
his horse—was actually used as a password by Amer-
ican troops entering Algiers during World War II.

Radio had taken root in the 1920's, and its branches
rapidly expanded into all phases of American life.
Both programming and listening during this decade
were changing their patterns. Program personalities
were beginning to attract loyal listeners. Obscure an-
nouncers and crooners became public heroes, to be
idolized by millions of people who knew them only by
voice.
The stock market crash and the subsequent depres-

sion were destined not to depress radio, but to add
substantially to its ever-increasing audience. While
movie houses closed, night clubs languished, and the-
atrical stock companies disappeared, radio boomed.
Here was a medium of entertainment that was free,
a mode of amusement provided to rich and poor alike
without cost and in the privacy of the home. Thou-
sands of families who had purchased much of their
household equipment on credit gave up their vacuum
cleaners, their cars, and their furniture, but kept up
the payments on their radios. Radio had become a



The Twenties

part of their lives with which they could not part.
New national figures suddenly came into promi-

nence. Radio philosophers arose who lectured to the
millions on the ways of life and regularly received
thousands of letters requesting help on personal prob-
lems. On the swelling tide of radio came scores of
unemployed vaudeville and movie actors, night club
performers, and concert stars to lend lustre and in-
genuity to broadcasting. Advertisers, amazed by the
huge audience, moved out of other media into radio,
giving rise to a boom the like of which had never been
experienced by any other industry. People loved radio
and believed in it. Glued to their ever-more-elaborate
sets, they were entranced by singing commercials,
crooners, soap operas, mystery shows, comedians,
quizzes—everything the magic box had to offer.
But there was criticism of the new medium, too.

Lee De Forest, speaking to a convention of broad-
casters, cried out in dismay: "What have you done
with my child [radio]? You have made him the laugh-
ing stock to intelligence, surely a stench in the nostrils
of the gods of the ionosphere. Murder mysteries rule
the waves by night and children are rendered psycho-
pathic by your bedtime stories. This child of mine is
moronic, as though you and your sponsors believe the
majority of listeners have only moron minds."
Taking up the cry with De Forest were educators,

sociologists and many government officials in the halls
of Congress.
But the tide continued in the late twenties, and the

industry was not to stop and take stock of itself until
the 1930's, when mounting criticism caused the net-
works to set up their own codes of behavior and put
forth increasing numbers of public service programs.



Scenes from the Westinghouse movie "On the Air," recreating the
birth of radio broadcasting, appear in this photomontage centered
around the garage in which Frank Conrad built his experimental
transmitter. From left, starting at the top, are shown: Or. Conrad's

transmitting equipment, Or. Conrad and assistants in his laboratory,
phonograph music being sent over the air; an early radio fun with

primitive crystal set; department store salesmen trying one of the
first retail sets; a home audience enjoying their first loud speaker.
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THE BROADCASTING STATION

A famous star singing to the -unseen audience- from
radio receiving station.

AT 
present there are perhaps 125 to 200

radio telephone broadcasting stations in
the United States which are regularly sending
out news and entertainments to the hundreds
of thousands of listeners who have receiving
apparatus. They are located in the larger
cities, which is essential for two reasons: that
their programs may reach the largest num-
ber of people possible and that artists of rec-
ognized ability may be secured to join the
other entertainers.

A broadcasting station is generally divided
into two or more rooms. The studio, with its
piano, phonograph and other equipment for
the artists, resembles the music room. to be
found in a home, except that the ceiling and
walls are generally covered with some cloth
or material which will eliminate any reverber-
ating sounds or echoes.

One or more small -pick up- instruments
known as microphones, mounted on standards,
are usually the only pieces of electrical ap-
paratus to be found in this room. Wires from
these convey the voice or music into another
room, which in many cases is at quite a dis-
tance from the studio. The latter resembles a
laboratory with its various pieces of electrical
apparatus, transmitting vacuum tubes, panel
boards, storage batteries, etc. Here the music
or speech is put through a number of steps of
amplification by means of smaller vacuum
tubes which increases the volume of the sound
waves thousands of times. The amplified
speech currents then enter another bank of
vacuum tubes, known as modulators or molders
of the electric waves sent through the ether.

Vacuum tubes, made in the same manner

and containing the same number of elements
as the small tubes used for receiving, but much
larger and therefore capable of handling more
power, usually are used for radio broadcasting.

Direct current at a high voltage is necessary
for the operation of a transmitting station. To
obtain this, a low voltage alternating current.
such as used for lighting purposes in the
home, is boosted to a high voltage by means
of a motor-generator. This voltage is then
applied to a number of vacuum tubes. The
electric power supplied to these tubes causes
electrical oscillations in the aerial wire system
known as the antenna, and the antenna in turn
radiates electrical waves which are molded to
the form of the inflexions of the voice or of
music. by other tubes termed modulators.
The power used at a broadcasting station is

measured by the energy delivered to the an-
tenna system, rather than the energy taken
from the power lines. For this reason the
rated power of a broadcasting station seems
rather low to the uninitiated.

Many of the broadcasting stations employ
500 watts of radiated energy. which is equiva-
lent to nearly one horsepower. However.
one of the largest broadcasting stations in the
United States, located in Schenectady. New
York. and owned by the General Electric Com-
pany, has facilities for greater power, but this
is used only for special experimental tests. The
masts used to support the antenna at this sta-
tion are 183 ft. high and have been erected on
the roof of a five story building.

Operators at broadcasting stations must
possess the faculty of clear diction; they
must be able to carry on a conversation in
moderate tones sufficiently modulated and at
low enough speed to insure correct and fault-
less reception at all the receiving stations,

_
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A corner of the Radio Corporation—Westinghouse
Station 'WIZ".
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The average range of the several high power
broadcasting stations now in existence is 100

to 500 miles. although the stations main-
tained by the Westinghouse Electric and Mfg.
Co., the General Electric Co. and the Radio
Corporation of America have been heard over
several thousand miles. In one instance an
operator on board a ship more dean a thousand
miles at sea received a complete concert from
a broadcasting station near New York with
great enough intensity to pass it over the ship's
telephone lines to 25 different staterooms at
the same time.

It is estimated there are between 500,000
and 750,000 receiving sets in use, and artists
at the larger broadcasting stations have had
their entertainment heard by more than one
hundred thousand people simultaneously.
As previously explained, the range of a

receiving station depends upon a number of
variable factors and the distances pointed out
here have been covered by receiving stations
employing sensitive apparatus, involving sev-
eral stages of vacuum tube amplification. These
facts should be considered in purchasing radio
receivers.

THE FIVE FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIO RECEPTION

MOST of us know that there are various
types of apparatus for the reception of

radio broadcasting. Some of these -sets,-
as they are called, are more sensitive than
others. Sensitivity, in the sense we apply it
to receiving sets, is a quality analogous to
power in transmitting apparatus. Most re-
ceiving sets, have five distinct functions—in-
tercepting, tuning, detecting, amplifying and
reproducing. It will be helpful to us later,when we consider receiving sets as complete
units, if these functions are understood.

Intercepting
-Antennas' and -Ground,- the externals ofa radio receiving set, intercept the broadcasted

signals and lead such energy as they collect tothe receiving set by means of wires. In prac-tice the ground usually consists of a wire con-
necting a certain binding post or terminal
connection on the set with a water pipe, or
other metallic conductor which leads to the
ground. The antenna, in its simplest form,
may consist of a single bare wire, thoroughly
insulated from adjacent objects, seventy-five
to one hundred and twenty-five feet long and
raised horizontally to the earth as high as pos-
sible. This also is connected with the receiv-
ing set by means of a wire called the lead-in;
details for the installation of the ground and
erection of antenna are furnished in printed
directions which accompany every set sold by
the Radio Corporation of America.

Tuning
All radio broadcasted speech or other sig-

nals arrive at the receiving antenna on a defi-
nite radio wave length, that is, the wave length
to which the broadcasting station is adjusted
or -tuned.- Every sound we hear, therefore,
is carried through space by electrical waves,
but these electrical waves are not audible to
the human ear until, first, they have been
-tuned in'. at the receiver, and second, made
audible by the -detector- and the head tele-
phone. The radio transmitting station does

Every living room of the average home becomes a
radio receiving station.

not radiate a -sound wave.- It radiates an
electrical wave which serves to carry through
space the inflexions of the human voice or of
music or of telegraph signals.

Tuning, as applied to radio, means the ma-
nipulation of wave changing controls on the re-
ceiving set so that the apparatus may be
adjusted for a maximum signal from the broad-
casting transmitting station. Once the receiver
has been tuned to the wave length of the dis-
tant station, no further tuning manipulation is
necessary for the reception of the entire con-
cert. Nor is tuning a difficult operation for
the beginner; all that has to be done is to turn
the controlling knobs or levers on the tuning
elements until the signal is heard loudest.

Detecting
The detector rectifies or “changes.' the

energy received by the radio set into a form of
energy which will produce an audible sound
in a reproducer such as the head telephone or
loud speaker. There are two classes of de-
tectors, mineral crystals, and vacuum tube de-
tectors. A vacuum tube detector is better
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than the crystal detector because it is much
easier to adjust and it performs its functions
with greater efficiency as it amplifies incoming
radiophone signals many times.
A receiving set equipped with a crystal de-

tector is known as a "crystal receiver"; a
receiving set which employs a vacuum tube
detector is called a "vacuum tube receiver";
a receiving set using a vacuum tube detector
which has special means for amplifying signals
is called a vacuum tube regenerative receiver."

Amplifying
Amplifying devices are used when the re-

ceiving set is far removed from the broadcast-
ing station, or when it is desired to have the
received signals actuate a loud speaking device.
The essential of an amplifying device is the

vacuum tube. Each vacuum tube utilized in
such apparatus (not to be confused with the
detector tube) is known as one "step" of am-
plification.

Amplifier tubes operate on an electrical
principle analogous to the mechanical princi-
ple of a firearm. Pulling the trigger of a gun
requires very little physical energy, yet it -re-
leases a terrific energy stored in the shell in
the form of powder. When energy is impressed
on the amplifier tube, it "triggers off," from a
battery storing electrical energy, a given signal
having many times the energy of the original.

In some receiving sets, the tubes are so
placed as to amplify the signal before it is fed
to the detector tube. This is called "radio fre-
quency amplification." In other sets, the tube

is made to amplify the signal after it has
passed through the detector. This is known
as "audio frequency amplification." Where
extreme amplification is desired, the set may
contain amplifier tubes in both positions.

Reproducing
The function of the reproducer is to con-

vert the energy which has been passed through
the various apparatus described above from
electrical pulsations into sound waves. A pair
of head telephones constitute one type of re-
producer. Another is the loud speaker. con-
sisting of a sensitive telephonic reproducer at-
tached to a suitable sound chamber or horn.
A very slight vibration from the head tele-

phone will suffice to convey the sound to the
ear. On the other hand. a loud speaker. to
make the signal audible over an entire room.
must have a diaphragm vibrating vigorously.
Obviously, a loud speaker requires a signal of
much greater intensity than a telephone head-
set, and it is one of the functions of amplifica-
tion to furnish this louder signal.

General Remarks
The strength and quality of the audible

sound made by the reproducer is directly de-
pendent upon how well each of the five func-
tions is performed by the receiving set.

Crystal receivers do not amplify signals;
they simply tune, and rectify or change the
energy at the detector and pass it directly to the
reproducer. which is invariably a head tele-
phone set.

The Radio Concert becomes a reality by the use of a combination receiver-amplifier unit in conjunction with a
loud speaker.
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CLASSES OF APPARATUS AND THEIR APPLICATION

0 NCE any of the telephone receiving sets,intended for concert reception, is in-
stalled in your home, there is no need for
technical knowledge. The usual questions
that are asked can be briefly-answered here:

"How much will it cost and what distance will
it carry?" " Do city conditions differ from
those of the country in regard to radio recep-
tion?"

In general it may be said that there are four
classes of radio apparatus, each one designed
at a specific price and for a specific use. These
are:

(1) The simple circuit crystal type re-
ceiver which may cost from $18 to
$50. and which may receive effec-
tively from five to twenty-five miles,
according to skill in setting up an-
tenna. and atmospheric conditions.

Crystal detector apparatus necessitates the
.ise of an outdoor aerial, and reception is
accomplished by means of head tele-
phone receivers.

(2) This class of apparatus may be said
to be practically the same as Class
1, except in this instance we depart
from the simple crystal detector to
the vacuum tube detector, with an
improvement in receiving qualities.
The cost in this instance may range
from $65 to $100.

It is also necessary to employ the outdoor
antenna, as well as the head telephone
receivers. It is not possible in this in-
stance to make use of loud-speaking de-
vices, for the energy received by the sin-
gle vacuum tube detector is not strong
enough to handle the loud speaking de-
vice unless the set is located within 2 or
3 miles of the transmitting station.

The -Man in the Moon- in action at -WDY- Broad-
casting Station formerly at Roselle, N. J.

Bed time stories and music by radio have delighted
thousands of little tots within a radius of several hun-

dred miles from Newark, N. J. and New York.

(3) In this class, it is also necessary to
use the antenna and ground contact
of the other systems mentioned. But
much greater efficiency is obtained
because vacuum tube amplification
is employed. Receivers of this type
usually consist of a receiving or tun-
ing unit, a vacuum tube detector and
two stages of vacuum tube amplifi-
cation. This type of receiving
equipment may cost from $150 to,
possibly. $300. It has a much
greater range of operation than the
other types, and will function quite
well up to 100 miles, although un-
der exceptional receiving conditions,
as much as 1000 miles may be ob-
tained, employing the head tele-
phone receivers.

It is also possible, in this instance, to em-
ploy a loud speaker and thus eliminate
the head telephone receivers, thereby
permitting a roomful of people to hear
radio. The extra two stages of amplifi-
cation permit this, for they increase the
original intensity of a signal to such a
point as to effectively operate the loud
speaker.

(4) This is the de luxe type of radio re-
ceiver, usually embodied in a com-
plete cabinet, similar to that of the
phonograph. All necessary instru-
ments are enclosed in the cabinet
and the tuning and adjusting de-
vices are greatly simplified. It is
designed for the use of the techni-
cally uninformed general public. A
unit known as the -Aeriola Grand-
is now on the market which in-
corporates these desirable features,
and which is sold for $350.
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RADIO BROADCASTING RECEIVING OUTFITS

AERIOLA JR. RECEIVER, MODEL RE

Aeriola Jr. is compact, inexpensive, requires no bat-
teries, and is easy to operate

AERIOLA JR: is a complete Radio receiv-
ing outfit designed and manufactured by

the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company. Its range varies from ten to twenty
miles. Any one who can operate a talking
machine or a camera can operate an Aeriola Jr.

Simple Adjustments

No technical knowledge is required. The
only adjustments necessary include the occa-
sional finding of a "sensitive spot" on the
crystal detector and the simple turning of a
tuning control arm to obtain the maximum in-
tensity of reception.

The complete receiver is built in a very sub-

stantial and attractive wood cabinet which has

a compartment for storing the telephone re-

ceivers when the set is not in use.

The tuning elements and the crystal detec-

tor are mounted on a black panel which forma

the top of the receiving set when the cover is

lifted. All the metal parts are finished in

nickel. Under the tuning control arm, there

is a calibrated dial. Where the receiving sta-

tion is within range of several broadcasting

stations operating on different wave lengths, it

is possible to determine just what setting is

necessary in order to hear any of the stations

at a given time by noting the position of the

tuner control arm with relation to the cali-
brated dial. With Aeriola Jr. there is no main-
tenance cost. Once the antenna has been
erected and the ground connection made ac-
cording to the instructions given, it is only
necessary to adjust the detector and rotate the
tuner control arm until radio signals are heard
in the head telephone receivers. The wave-
length range of Aeriola Jr. is particularly
adapted to broadcasting reception on the 190-
500 meter wavelength band.

Reliable and Inexpensive

Aeriola Jr. includes everything necessary
for this type of receiver—a tuner, a fixed con-
denser. a supersensitive crystal detector, and a
high grade set of head telephones. In order
to Secure the best results from this outfit it is

but necessary to follow the directions given in
another section of this book and devoted to the
erection of the antenna and securing the ground
connections.

The entire design assures a degree of se-
lectivity and reliable operation not usually
found in this type of receiver.

Aeriola Jr. may ordinarily be employed kr
receiving from the broadcasting stations up to
a maximum distance of 20 miles. Under some
circumstances this range may be increased;

often the Aeriola Jr. will pick up broadcasting

over distances up to 35 miles.

The farmer located within easy distance of a broad-

casting station may use Aeriola Jr. to advantage for

the reception of market and weather reports.

Aeriola Jr. Makes an Ideal Set for the Beginner. It is Pot-table, Compact and Inexpensive.

Requires no Batteries of any Kind.
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS FOR AERIOLA JR.

Text numbers correspond with above diagram.

No. 1. First, refer to accompanying sketch,
then erect antenna and place protective
device in position as described on page 56.

No. 2. Connect a wire leading from terminal
marked R on protective device to binding
post indicated by arrow for stations below
350 meters.

No. 3. For stations between 350 and 500
meters, connect the above wire to this
post.

No. 4. Connect this post with terminal G of
protective device.

No. 5. Connect telephone receivers to these
two posts. Adjust detector by pulling
movable crystal away from stationary crys-
tal and then allowing it to come in contact
again at various points. While making thia

7
adjustment, rotate tuning handle ($) slowly
over the scale, listen until sound is heard
in the telephone receivers. Temporarily
stop adjustment of detector and manipu-
late tuning handle until maximum strength
is obtained. Leave tuning handle in this
position and readjust detector. After a
short time, the operator will become skill-
ful in finding delicate adjustments on this
crystal detector. Various stations may be
heard by simply rotating the tuning handle
over scale.

Note: As crystals are rubbed together, a
black deposit appears on the movable crys-
tal, decreasing the sensitivity of the set. This
deposit may be scraped off lightly with a knife.
Further precautions regarding the care of crys-
tals are pointed out in part 4 of this book.

Complete Aeriola Jr. Broadcasting Receiver, Model RE, 190-500 Meters, with Head Tele-
phone Receivers, Spare Crystals, Antenna Equipment and Full Instructions $32.50

Aeriola Jr. Broadcasting Receiver, Model RE, as above, less Antenna Equipment $25.00
Dimensions: 7 in. x 8V2 in. x 71/4 in.
Weights: Net, 5 lb.; Shipping, 10 lbs.; with Antenna Equipment, 17 lbs.

NOTE: For Prices of other Complete Receiver Combinations. see page 35.
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I Erect Antenna, as explained in instructions Included withType AD Antenna Outfit.
2 Turn Rheostat as far as it will go toward tail of arrow.3 Connect head phones as shown.
4 Connect to positive (middle) terminal of 114 volt dry cell.Connect wire between this post raid ground side of Pro-tective Device as shown.
5 Connect to negative taidel terminal 114 volt dry call.Also connect to negative terminal (marked of 2214volt dry battery.
6 Connect to positive terminal (marked 4-)of 2214 volt drybattery.
7 Connect antenna wire from Protective Device to this postfor amateur and broadcasting stations below 350 meters. (Donot run closer than 1 foot to ground wire).
H Connect antenna wire to this terminal for stations be•tween 300 and 500 meters.
9 Insert Type WO-11 Aeriotrun lube, Style No. 319533.Note holes in base which receive prongs on tube are not sym •metrical, permitting insertion of tube in cow way only. Besure prongs register with holes and then press in firmly.Turn Rheostat (2 toward point of arrow tints1 tube showsdull red. Do not try to burn tube brightly as it will destroy tube.10 Place Tickler pointer on 0 point of scale.11 Move tuning handle slowly over scale, listening at sametime in head set (or signals. Adjust tu best position and thenincrease Tickler 110 until maximum strength of signal is oh •tuned. If tickler i d .urne- too .1kr .0Ward maximum position,signals will lose their characteristic tone. and reception of tele-phone signals will be very tlif lit ull.
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RADIO NOTES

Gene Romano, program 'director, says hepilfered the idea from another station. Andnow WTKX-FM in Pensacola, Fla., haslaunched its own "Gulf Coast Breeders'Cup." But the winning husband and wife —there are three couples "competing" — getonly $1,000. So kudos to WDVE for beingmore generous and pragmatic.
Incidentally, I talked with Pittsburgh,Planned Parenthood about 'DVE's promo-tion. A spokeswoman there said as long ascouples chose to participate, they have noobjection.
I figured as much, but .I still was curious.

KDILA celebration
It's safe to say most listeners enjoyedKDKA's 24-hour anniversary bash Frid
Talk show host Fred Honsbergercast for 41/2 hours from a shack --

of the building where the staregularly scheduled broadcast too

years :earlier. was created by the s- startthrtiburgh,. Anti e Radio Society. 
o 

. ' 
• i-slivi'lnseunyBsi

gent

Honsberger spoke with the son of Leo liRosenberg, the announcer for KDKA's

OOriginal• ui ment a at first nightwas used dunn n ay's _broadcast.

broadcast of the Harding-Cox presidential 

g

election returns, and played material from tradit.the era. . .: ' 
•-" AleHighlights included the truly.dippy jingles show'written for the station over the years; on IVEprojections into the future by local business Thirriifigures in 1959, guessing what the world ' with itwould be like in 1979 (nuclear power was hot ' ocks tthen); portions of a,1937 anniversary special; i,..:i ' termand my favorite: the 
L

e inept hurricane repor.0 will asifrom Corpus Christi, Texas, by someone who ' . 4-uestioi,must have, sprung from "Greater Tuna." ' listenerWIXZ-AM M East McKeesport providedessential equipment for the Honsbergershow. The shack will be open to visitors inthe lobby of the Westinghouse Building,Gateway Center, Downtown, until Christ-mai

Around the dial
A glance at WTAE-AM's talk show sched-place 70 ule has convinced me I'm going to have to

Harr}
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Times" f
of gpodi
with dist
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Yester Days

Radio's early days
included Peoria
CI First local station
operated from Bradley
Poly.te,?)hnic Institute
As iaed9ast week, it took a

long time to develop electronics
and the subsequent inventions of
the telegraph, telephone and wire-
less telegraph. But once we knew
that sound could be transmitted
through the air, radio came on the
scene at a fast pace.

It's impossible to know when it
first occurred, but station KQW in )
San Jose, Calif., produced its first
radio broadcast in 1909, and ran a
regular schedule in 1912. In 1916,
station 2Z K in New Rochelle, N.Y.,
was broadcasting music regularly.By the late summer of 1920, the De-
troit amateur station 8MK was
broadcasting regularly, and both
Dr. Lee DeForest and Reginald A.
Fessenden were doing experimen-
tal broadcasting that year.

But what is generally acceptedas the beginning of commercialradio as we know it today also
came in 1920, with the first licensedstation listed with the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce (the FCC came
later). It was station KDKA in
Pittsburgh, Pa.

This all began, though, back in
the teens during World War I. Dr.
Frank Conrad, an assistant chief
engineer at WeStirlat,FiC
and Mfg. Co. in PitbU?hWd'5
orating an experimental radio sta-
tion in his garage behind his house
in Wilkinsburg, Pa., a Pittsburghsuburb. Its call letters were 8XK.His station was used to test U.S.
Signal Corps equipment built by
Westinghouse. After the war he
aired musical programs from the
garage.

Ile made regular talks over theradio, ands later began playingrecorded music. Conrad began an-nouncing in advance a series of
"broadcasts," which is said to be
the first use of that term.

When his supply of records ran
out, the Hamilton Music Store in
Wilkinsburg offered him a continu-ous supply of records if he would
announce that they were from that
store. This "trade-out" became the
first radio commercial.

On Sept. 29, 1920, the Joseph
Horne Co., a Pittsburgh depart-
ment store, ran an ad in the Pitts-
burgh Sun newspaper, describing a
radio program that ran for about 20
minutes the previous Saturday
night about 10. It stated that Vic-
trola phonograph music was
played, consisting of two orchestra
numbers and a soprano solo, plus a
juvenile "talking piece." The ad-
vertisement ended with this sen-
tence. "Amateur Wireless Sets,
made by the maker of the set
which is in operation in our store,
are on sale here $10 and up."

This newspaper ad impressed a
Westinghouse vice president, 11.1'.
Davis. Ile reasoned that if a well-
known store saw merit in advertis-
ing radio sets, maybe there was
something to this "broadcasting"
thing. He sold other Westinghouse
officials on building a more power-
ful transmitting station than Dr.
Conrad's.

A license application was sub.nutted on Oct. 16, 1920, and on Nov.
2, KDKA in Pittsburgh went on the
air. The first program consisted of
election returns of the I la rding-Cox
presidential election. This has been
considered the world's first regu-
larly scheduled commercial radio
broadcast.

The returns were received by
telephone from a Pittsburgh news-
paper. During intervals between
returns, phonograph music was
played, and two live b:Injo a rtistsalso played. These election returnshad impressively demonstrated
radio's potential. Later, Harding's
inauguration ceremonies were
broadcast. President !larding, him-
self, was intrigued with radio, and
delivered a series of messages to
the American public via radio. The
new medium was to affect theAmerican way of life as nothing
had ever done before.

Sporting events boomed as a re-sult of radio. On July 2, 1921, the
Dempsey-Carpentier fight wasbroadcast from Boyle's '1'hirlyAcres in Jersey City. The an-nouncer was J. Andrew White, who
also gave radio's first blow by-blowdescription. This bout and tbe Jess

Please see ADAMS, Page A6
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Willard-Luis Firpo fight in 1923
were two my dad listened to with
the use of headsets.

Other stations grew rapidly. The
Detroit News station WWJ had
been operating a radiophone, and
was granted a license in 1921, and
WJZ in Newark, N.J., also broad-
cast its first program in 1921.

In 1921, Westinghouse also
produced its first popular-priced
home radio receiver. It cost ap-
proximately $60, not including
headsets or loud speakers. (It must
have been difficult to hear anything

on it without them). But sales grew
so quickly the manufacturer could-
n't keep up with the demand. Dur-
ing this period radio stations were-
n't selling advertising Ume. They
were broadcasting primarily to sell

radio sets.
Other organizations entered the

field, including General Electric,
AT&T, and RCA. As yet, no one
had discovered how a station could
make money. They had not yet dis-
covered the paid commercial. But
by 1923, there were nearly 600 li-
censes.

It was during this exciting time
of the early '20s that Peoria's first
experimental station went on the
air. A professor at Bradley Poly-
technic Institute, Eric G. Shalk-
hauser, built a transmitter and was
doing "unofficial" broadcasts in
lhe summer of 1921. A government
License was obtained on Jan. 4,

1922, and station 9Y AN went on the

air, a little over a year after

K OKA, Pittsburgh.

The transmitter and receiver
was built and assembled in the

physics laboratory at Bradley's

Main Ilan. It was located on one of
the lecture tables in the basement.
The antenna consisted of a wire
stretched between a tower of Brad-
ley Hail and the chimney of the

PEORIA RADIO SALES CO., 127 S

power house across Glenwood Ave-
nue.
• Station licenses and renewals

were issued on a three-month basis
then, and a new application was

made to the Department of Com-

merce on March 18. The renewal

was received on April 23 but

carried new call letters. 9YAN be-

came WBAE and the license was

good until July 20. But the school

year ended In June, so no more

regular broadcasts were aired

after that, because much of the

programming consisted of talks by

the faculty, and music programs
from Bradley's music department.

Newspapers were now express-

ing interest, so a new application

was made on -July 18 by the Peoria

Star. The Star joined Peoria Radio

Sales Co., a partnership between

Eric Shalkhauser and Lyle II. Gift,

. JEFFERSON ST. CIRCA 1921-22.

and a new station went on the air in

August. The call • letters were

WJAN. It was located on the third

floor of the new Peoria Star build-

ing at 125 SW Madison. Shalkhauser

built it with much of the equipment

from the former WBAE and 9YAN.

It operated for three years, until

the early fall of 1925.
That same summer of 1922,

Shalkhauser was contacted by

Brown's Business College, which

was interested in a radio class, He

built and licensed another station

for that purpose with the call let-

ters WFAP. It also went on the air

that summer and operated for
about one year, in cooperation with

the Peoria Journal.
It wasn't until about 1 1/2 years

after WJAN went off the air in 1925
that Enos Keller went. on the air
from the living room of his home at

Photo courtesy of Peoria Puthc /try

107 E. Glen Avenue in Peoria

Heights. The date was Feb. 14,

1927, and he chose the ,call letters

WMBD, which represent "World's

Most Beautiful Drive." His house

was, near Grandview Drive, which

former President Theodore Roose-

velt described as the world's most

beautiful during a visit here in 1910.

Yes, Peoria was right there

"among 'um" back in the early

1920s, when experimental radio

began.
. . . and it (almost) seems like

only yesterday!

(Some of the above facts are

from the book, "A Pictorial History

of Radio" by Irving Sella)

Ploy Nostolola Quiz with 8111 Adams

every week on TelEdItion. Coll him 
on n

louch-tone phone at 62-5050. Than press

5555. He'll toll You Instantly whelher your

Ooswors are correct.



WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION

CHRONOLOGY OF RADIO BROADCASTING

1915,

Dr. Frank Conrad, assistant chief engineer at Westinghnuse, becnmes interested

in rndin as a result nf a $5.00 bet nn the accuracy nf his $12.00 watch; builds

small wireless receiver tn hear time signals frnm Navy transmitter at Arlingtnn,

Va.

1916

Conrad builds transmitter over garage at his Wilkinsburg (Pa.) home. Station
licensed 81X. First listed in government records August 1, 1916.

1917

Apr. 7: Radio amateurs under security ban as the United States enters World
War I.

Cnnradls facilities used during World War I, under special authnrizatinn,

to test military radio equipment built by Westinghouse for the U. S.
and British governments.

Conrad develops one of the first practical vacuum tube receivers.

1918

Conrad vacuum tube receiver placed in production at Westinghouse for the U. S.

Army Signal Corps.

1919

May Westinghouse generators aboard U. S. Navy seaplane NC-4 power first

continuous over-water plane-to-shore radio transmission on historic

North Atlantic crossing.

Oct. 1: Wartime security ban on amateurs lifted.

Oct. 17: Conrad delights "hams" with phonograph record concert; later announces

series of "broadcasts", first recorded use of this word to describe a

radio service.

more
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1920

Oct. 16: Westinghouse files application for radio 
station at East Pittsburgh.

Oct. 27: First KDKA license granted. Letters assigned from roster of ship call.

Nov. 2: IOU PRESENTS WORLD'S FIRST REGULARLY

Cox election r;turns.

1921

Jan. 2:

Jan. 15:

Mar. 4:

Mar. 10:

Mar. 19:

Apr. 11:

Apr. 13:

May 19:

May

June

July 2:

Aue. 5:

Sept. 12:

Sept. 15:

Conrad turns attention to shortwaves.

quency modulation (FM) at OT.

SCHE3JUI21D BROADCAST. Harding-

Begins experiments with fre-

First regularly scheduled church broadcast and 
necessary remote pickup.

First broadcast by a national personage, Herbert 
Hoover, speaking for

European Relief,

First Presidential inauguration speech broadcast. 
Harding speech

read on air while being delivered in Washington.

First broadcast from a theatre, Davis Theatre, P
ittsburgh.

First official of cabinet rank on air, Secretary
 of War John W. Weeks.

First blow-by-blow boxing broadcast, Johnny Ray 
vs Johnny Dundee,

Pittsburgh.

First regular broadcast of baseball scores.

First market reports. Forerunner of all farm radio services.

First broadcasting studio. Tent on roof of Westinghouse East Pittsburgh

factory building.

Westinghouse builds first popular-priced 
home radio

Aerimla, Jr.

First World's Heavyweight Boxing Champion
ship, Jack Dempsey vs

George Carpentier.

First play-by-play baseball, Pittsburgh Pir
ates defeat Philadelphia

Phil. 8-5.

receiver,

First political broadcasts. Free time provided for candidates of all

major parties in Pittsburgh primaries fo
r mayor.

Westinghouse WBZ, Springfield (Mass.) license
d.

Sept. 19: WBZ makes inaugural 
broadcast from Eastern States Expositinn, West

Springfield. Second station to provide regularly scheduled
 service.

more
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1921 (Con.)

Sept. 19: Westinghouse becomes first operator of a group of radio stations with
opening of WBZ.

1922

Sept. 20: First radio news room, Pittsburgh POST.

Sept. 30: Westinghouse WJZ. Newark (N.J.) licensed.

Oct. 1: WJZ makes inaugural broadcast.

Oct. 3: First indoor studio, last Pittsburgh.

Oct. 5: First World Series, New York Yankees vs New York Giants. Announcer:
Grantland Rice.

Oct. 8: First play-by-play football, Pitt 21, West Virginia 13.

Nov. 11: Westinghouse KYW, then in Chicago but since 1935 in Philadelphia,
makes inaugural broadcast.

Nov. 28: First Catholic broadcast. Forerunner of Catholic Hour.

August Westinghouse shortwave service inaugurated with KXS established at
East Pittsburgh.

Dec. 4: First Musical organization formed exclusively for broadcasting. KDKA
Little Symphony under the direction of Victor Saudek.

1923 

Mar. 4: KD(, second Westinghouse shortwave station, installed at Cleveland
(0.). First radio "repeater" station. Milestone in radio link trans-
mission and prominent factor in television network development.

May 15: WJZ sold to Radio Corporation of America.

August US attains international stature when shortwave broadcasts of EDKA
programs are heard in England.

Nov. 22: KFKX. third Westinghouse shortwave station, installed Hastings, (Neb.).

Electronics television pickup introduced by Dr. Vladimir K. Zworykin,
physicist in Westinghouse Research Laboratories. System made obsolete
prior mechanical scanning and still is in use in the icnnoscope, eye
of the television camera.

Westinghouse introduces thermionic vacuum tube, eliminating batteries
and making possible operation of radio receivers from ordinary house
current.

more
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January First radio Barn Dance.

Jan. 17: KDKA Far North Service inaugurated.

June London Conference considers radio link Zurnpe tn S7uth America. Con-
ference favors ultra-long wave. Shortwave substituted at a saving of
three and a half million dollars after dramatic demonstration by
Dr. Conrad using small receiver and curtain-rod antenna in London
hntel room.

Conrad transfers 8X1( license tn Westinghouse. Company releases 8XS,
shifting Pittsburgh shortwave activities to UK.

1925 

Mar. 30: Lowell Thomas makes radio debut at KDKA.

1929

March Ein call letters changed to WgXK.

Dr. Zwnrykin demonstrates electronics television receiver, the kine-scope. Demonstration is final step in invention, development and
showing nf all-electronics television at Westinghouse.

January Westinghouse opens second international shorwave station, W1XAZ.
Springfield (Mass.).

1935,

W1XA2 call letters changed to WM.

1939 

August WEOCK becomes WPIT; wra becomes WBOS.

1940

19141

Dec. 16: WPIT moved to Boston.

Jan. 1: WP/T and WBOS merged as WBOS, Boston.

more
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1942

.11

Nov. 1: WBOS taken over by 
Office of War Info

rmation and Coordinator of

Inter-American Affai
rs. In Psychological W

arfare Service.

NOTE TO EDITORS

All "firsts" are KDKA
's unless otherwise noted

.

_ _445_ _
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in behalf of WWJ is based upon imperfect recollection rather than

upon facts susceptible of proof.

Further evidence on the point confirmatory of this conclusion of

fact was obtained for the author by Wayne L. Randall, Director of

Publicity of the National Broadcasting Company. At the author's re-

quest, Mr. Randall wrote to Col. Patterson, Assistant Secretary of

Commerce, and received a report under date of July 16, 1938, signed

by Alexander V. Dye, Director of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce, from which the following is a quotation;

"The early records of these amateur stations were listed under the

heading of 'Radio Service' by the Bureau of Navigation, Department

of Commerce, in a publication entitled, Amateur Radio Stations of

the United States of America. In this bulletin, published June 30,

1921, on page 156, Station 8CS is listed as belonging to W. J. Scripps,

of 3664 Trumbull Avenue, Detroit, Mich., and as having a capacity of

20 watts.
"In the same volume on page 16o, there appears the name Radio

News and Music Company, Inc. of Detroit, Mich., as the operator of

Station 8MK with a power of woo watts. Whether this is a station

established by the Detroit News is not evident."

The report confirms the date given by the author for the first listing

of WBL, November, 1921, and states that the name was changed to

WWJ in March, 1922. As previously noted, this change did not appear

in the Radio Service Bulletin until June, 1922.

Now that official records have demonstrated that Station SCS (oper-

ated by W. J. Scripps, now manager of WWJ) was first listed in a bulle-

tin published June 30, 1921, whereas KDKA was listed eight months

earlier, we may safely conclude that the Pittsburgh station is entitled

to priority on that score alone. But as previously indicated, KDKA

could claim Dr. Conrad's experimental station as its origin and go

back to August 1, 1916. It would seem therefore that WWJ's claim to

priority is disproved on all counts.

Sec. xx8a. Station KDKA Broadcasts from a Tent.

Immediately after its successful performance on election night, No-

vember 2, 1920, KDKA established an evening broadcasting schedule

that ran until 9:3o P.M. Its program was at first not unlike that of

Dr. Conrad's amateur station—largely drawn from phonograph rec-

ords. The astute H. P. Davis, the godfather of this new form of public

entertainment, soon perceived that mere phonograph music over the

air could never stimulate growth of the industry. People would not

buy expensive radio sets in order to listen to phonograph records that

they themselves might play on their own phonograph. No indeed,

something more vital must be provided.

PIONEER RADIO BROADCASTING 209

Band music—broadcast from an actual concert—wiaJQgjal idea.

Westinghouse already had an excellent band aVii olved to

utilize the Westinghouse band. A difficulty, he as at once en-

countered. The rude penthouse on the roof was only large enough for

the operators. Dr. Conrad believed that an auditorium could be uti-

lized as a broadcasting studio. An auditorium of East Pittsburgh soon

became the headquarters of Station KDKA but complaints from the

radio audience began to pour in. There were disconcerting echoes

and distortion in the broadcasts. The pioneers had encountered that

bug-a-boo of early broadcasting—resonance! Try as they might the

auditorium was unsatisfactory for band music.

In desperation they took the band out-of-doors and lo1 the broad-

cast improved amazingly. Back went the studio to the roof-top for

out-of-doors band concerts. Stormy weather, however, made necessary

a large tent to shelter the musicians. The tent worked admirably—no

resonance was encountered. Thus during the Spring and Summer of

1921 Station KDICA lived its life like a true pioneer—in a tent!

This first broadcasting station was now equipped with a loo-watt

transmitter, a mere toy in comparison to the present-day equipment

of radio broadcasting stations. It was, however, much more powerful

than amateur stations of the locality. Amateurs had hitherto had the

air to themselves but now that KDKA was on the air every evening

amateurs were seriously inconvenienced. A virtual feud speedily de-

veloped. Since the average amateur was equipped with a spark set, he

was not without the means of retaliation. The Westinghouse band

may have produced true harmony within its tent on the roof-top but

squeals and squeaks and sudden thunder from amateur sharpshooters

all too often accompanied the Westinghouse music in its circuit of

the upper air. The receiving sets that were being offered to the public

in the pioneering days of KDKA have thus been described by George

H. Clark, Historian of RCA:

"These receivers had but a single circuit, for the Westinghouse

designers figured that reception in the home must be simplified down

to the utmost, if home-folks who could not even replace a burned-out

fuse were to be able to operate the devices. No 'forest of knobs' here;
no complicated table of settings; merely one circuit and one handle

to vary it. I can recall the personal scorn with which this single circuit

receiver was viewed by 'old-style' radio engineers, i.e., myself, for it

was held that this was going back to the days of 1900. But later, we
. . . I . . . realized that the new transmitters were so much more

sharply tuned than the old spark sledge-hammers that a single circuit

receiver was in 1921 actually workable! Little by little, actual use
showed that for handling by people who knew nothing of radio's

technicalities the single circuit was just what had been needed. It was
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a bold psychological move in the struggle to bring radio out of the
attic into the sitting-room, and it worked. How well it worked I can
realize today, as I stroll home from the office at seven P.M. and find
that, as I pass house after house, I am never out of touch with what
Amos is saying to Andy."

Sec. 119. RCA Absorbs International Radio Telegraph Company.

It will be remembered that the agreement between The International
Radio Telegraph Company and the Westinghouse Company had
called for the payment of $2,500c00o for certain shares of stock, com-
plete payment to be made within two years. This agreement had been
entered into on June 21, 1920. A year had now elapsed—a year of dis-
appointment. The International Radio had discovered that it could
never be international in fact—that the Radio Corporation of America
had already acquired almost everything worth-while. It was true that
The International Radio had made certain successful raids on patents
not already captured by RCA, but such successes as they had gained
were like guerilla operations of a defeated army—small comfort to the
commanders of the defeated host.
To make matters more disheartening the Westinghouse sponsors

had held back on their promises of funds. Their agreement gave them
two years in which to pay $2,5oo,000. Very well, they would take their
time. For twelve months the International stock had remained in es-
crow, or nearly all of it, for in June, 1921, only $soo,000 of Westing-
house money had been paid over to the agents of The International
Radio Telegraph Company. As previously noted, the Westinghouse
officials were in reality using the communications corporation as a
pawn in a contest for industrial equality.

It should be noted that Station KDKA, that was already attracting
the attention of the scientific world, was owned and operated by West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. The International
Radio could not claim any credit for this achievement. It is small
wonder under these depressing circumstances that The International
Radio should have been in a mood to surrender to the Radio Cor-
poration of America. Surrender it did—and with the blessings of West-
inghouse, since we find the following significant facts, unearthed by
the Senate investigation of the merger of RCA and International.
On June 3o, 1921, a sales agreement was drawn up between Inter-

national and RCA,' yet the same was not formally executed and de-
livered until August 8th following. On the same day that the sales
agreement was drawn, June 30, 1921, the Radio Corporation con-
cluded a cross-licensing agreement 2 with the Westinghouse Company

'See Appendix, Exhibit "E."
s See Appendix, Exhibit, "F."

•‘)
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in which the RCA-International Radio merger was ratified. All the

tent rightts—se laboriously acquired by Westinghouse were cross-

tcensed to RCA. Thus the last sections of Owen D. Young's famed

g-saw puzzle were at length fitted into place. On the dizzy heights of

pus the financial gods had completed transactions that were to

cost headaches to Senate investigators and wholesale heartburnings in

various quarters.
No fair-minded person could question the necessity of following the

consolidation tactics that Mr. Young had outlined. Critics maintained,

however, that they had done the job altogether too thoroughly, had

set up a complete and iron-clad monopoly of wireless transmission.

Senate investigations will be set forth in the progress of this recital.

Sec. 120. Pioneering in Radio Program Building.

Since Station KDKA had been preceded by more than a year of

continuous operation of Dr. Conrad's experimental station it was

naturally in a position to blaze the trail for all other radio stations.

After all, a radio audience needs to get beyond the novelty stage of

broadcasting before the influence of its desires can be of much value

to the managers of a radio broadcasting station. A phenomenon of

the times no doubt aided Station KDKA immeasurably. The radio

• listeners were then so impressed by the magic of being able to capture

yoices and music from the air that they wrote letters freely. Anything

'• and everything in a broadcast program affecting them favorably or

'unfavorably was sure to be commented upon in this fan mail. Thus

those in charge of programs were kept on their toes, so to speak, to

please, to enthuse the unseen audience out there in radio-land.
In December, 1920, the Westinghouse station in Pittsburgh, under

the progressive admirn ti,on of its station manager J. C. McQuisteu,

and Vice-Preside Davi decided to undertake the hazardous venture

of broadcasting c ch service. They reasoned that if Lee deForest

had succeeded in broadcasting grand opera ten years previously, at

a time when broadcasting instruments were much inferior to their

own equipment, there should be no question of the feasibility of their

project. The U. S. Signal Corps had broadcast services of Trinity

Church, Washington, D. C., August 24, 1919.'
It so happened that one of the Westinghouse engineers was a mem-

ber of the choir of the Calvary Episcopal Church of Pittsburgh. The

rector of the church, Dr. E. J. VanEtten, was consulted. Fortunately

he proved to be a progressive man, broad of vision and impressed by

the possibilities of radio broadcasting. He gladly consented to the

plan. The date of the initiation of the service was fixed for Sunday,

January 2, 1921.
3 Private records, RCA.
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• Recollections of
an id-Timer 4

One of the Broadcast Listeners of
Days Gone by Compares
"Yesterday and Today"

BY "ZERO L 13."

Back üi thhe late 90's and early
1 t1O0' I '.;s mildly interested in
radio. It , %%as in the days .of
coherers and electrolytic detectors,
add it did not take long to satisfy tny
love of playthings in. that direction.
I did not pay much attention to radio
after 1906, and was quite `disap-
pointed in 1910, when I Casually

Visited the radio cabin of one of
our New. York boats, to find how
seemingly little radio had progressed.
Thv sparks sounded: abont as. bad

and wide as they did in 1006, and
their interference was worse, because

there vere more of them.

TfiEN CAME BROADCASTS
, Other than being brietly interested to
know the essentiel stoty about erYstaI
detectors and tuhes when. they Matt
nppeerert, tacit° wits it dead letter with
me until 1921, when I learned that ra-
diotelephony was practically achieved,
And broadcasting was actuates in prog-
re! s.
In February, 192% I set up a crystal

slat, .end et first only learl WHS.' and
N.ali on sparks that did not sound any
better or lone Ai his than similar sparks
bed in la91. I !lisp heard innumerable
amateur5 with les, powerful but not
Rtiy less breadthed waves Then their
big commercial brothers. Truthfully, I
was not impiereedi with the wonderful
adeaticee in redio I had just heard
about, Abnat the eecnnd or third, eve-
cling that 1 listened, however. I heard
soreei very feint squeaky phonograph
music at about 2 metres, which being
picked 'up with better twerps'; sifter
the practice of two or thtee more
nights, turned out to be from 1Q11, J.
C. Ramsey, Jr., Of tirooklinee
My Interest was thoroughly aroused,

and 1 lost no time In arranging a tube
iset (somewhat in the dettiment of ray

pocketbook, more so In 1921 than bet-
ter apparatus would be today).
In referring to my old notes, I aim-

cover that on March 13, 1521, I listened
to a Sunday afternoon concert front
1Q11. and that several times during
March and April I beard the. mime
station. also 1A11, broadcasting phono-
graph records.
March SO, 1921, was the Ante of the

first regular concert from 1X1I at Med-
ford Hillside, and while fooling around
with them I picked up ICDHA for the
tient time. Genial Mr. Arlin was on the
job that night, just RP he still is, and
said his pleasant "Good-night" just as
he says it now (whinh many announcers
have tried hard to imitate and can't).
Right here I would like to pay a trib-
iite to that same Mr. Arlin, having Ile-
toned to him regularly situ% the date
mentioned. Ho has never failed to an-
nounce in clear measured tones that
are perfectly understandable. He never
tries to be funny, I never heard him
put over a cheap joke. One. in a while
he injects rt. little touch of subtle wit
that is as pleasing as it is Unexpected,
corning from him. He liris apparently
striven to maintain his announcing in
strict concordance with the dignity and
excellence of old liDICA. That he hne
succeeded and lasted unspoiled through
live years of alleged funny man, norm,
hir Idol competition from other stations
redounds to his credit.
No voice is better known or more

quickly recognized by the members of
my family than his, and I am sure
that if any one of us should hear him
speak in pereoh anywhere, we would
involuntarily turn in pleasant recogni-
tion and say "Hello Mr. Arlin," for-
getting that we have never seen him,
and that is has never heard of uo.

Hears Dempsey Fight
Through that /spring, 1XSI broadcitet

on every Wednesday and 1Q11 almost
every night for one-half hour, end t
find that they, with KDICA, 1AH, NSF
and NOM, constituted all the available
entertainment, talent on' the air.
On May ef 1921, I recorded for the

name evening 2XQ, NHP, 1FF and lAla,
quite a successful night for those
times. On May 6 I visited station 1Q11
en invitation of the manor, that prince
of 'good fellows, James -Ramsey, and
had a meet enjoyable evening. On
May 11, 1 was similarly the guest of
another good radio scout, Howard Tyz-
zer, at 1XE.
These visite increened my Interest,

and those two radio-wise engineers im-
vented to me tips on receiving hook-
tea., which afforded pleasure In propor-
tem to the nth power of the packet-
book deeremene which was easily of
mearairehle magnitiale,
On July 1, thanks to dope from

Friend Furlong (iFF, that's what Plr
stands for). I hooked up on 1609 metres,
and received WJ,Y on its practice shot,
preparatory to the big event next day.
July 2, W.IT on Dempsey fight re-

ceived in broad 'daylight on three
tubes, one radio, two:, audio, a recep-
tion Hutt Ievoi.ed hew, to !worn even
trebly as nearly perfect. Our sport-
loving family doctor was my guest, he
even got almoet excited as the import-
ant blows were announced

the observer who chose the tune; be-
lt was an easy one to recognize,

resembling modern cubist milks
In any particular.

r.aust+
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etne.., that I listened, however, T ea rd
Rome'. Very faint squeaky phonograph
mindo at about :Id. metres, which being
pleked 'tip,. with better success after
the practice of two or three more
.rIghts, turned out to be from 1Q11. J.

C. Ramsey. Jr,, 'Of 13rookline.
My interest was thoroughly aroused,

rind I lost no time in arranging it tube
set (somewhat to the detriment .of my

to tg is . Mir rig, . . Irott ram

on every Wednesday and 1Q11 Ftlmos
every night for one-half hour. and
find that they, with KDKA, 1Aft, NSF
and NOM, constituted all the available
entertainment talent on. the air.
On May tlf 1921. I recorded for the

name evening 2XQ, NEW, IFF and 1A73
quite a. euccessful night for them
times. On May 6 I visited stntion IQ
on Invitation of the owner, that prima.
of 'good' fellows, James Ramsey, and
hail a moat enjoyable evening. On
alay 11, I was eimilarly the guest o
another gond radio scout, Howard Tyz-
zer, at 1Xt.l.
These visite increased my interest,

and those two radio-wise engineers im-
parted le me tips on receiving honk-
i's, whii.h afforded pleasure in proper-
len to the nth tem er of the peek et
wink deerement, which was eit.iily 0
meassureble magnitioie
On July 1. thanks to dope trot
riend Furlong (I FV, that's what P).

stands for), I hooked up on 1500 metres,
and received W.TY on its practice shot
reparatory to the big event next day.
July 2, WJY on Dempsey fight re
(dyed In broad 'daylight on thre
tubes, one radio, two:, audio, it ret-op
ion that I woted heye to ueore over
today as nearly perfect. Our sport-
ovirig family doctor was my guest, h
oven got almost excited as the import-
ant blows were announced. When th
fight was over, he rushed up town la
viler° the crowd was watching the al
eged tip-to-the-minute ringside report,
itiletined by the local paper, fount
hey were two i ounds behind, told t
he crowd, the true story of the rest o
the light, was laughed at by our Inca
editor and others, only to see it prow
flea' repetition of what he had tol
bulletined throuigh the eueeeeding 10
oimites, whereupon the let-him-tell-It
up-to-date-news-service - journalist wa
sore es e. pup, for he baud paid goo
money for the wire •s.,..rvice, Hi
Henri. the,good doctor, had for mint
ng heard the band, and the bell an
the blows, and had publicly tinned tin
aurth on him end 1113 paper.

DX Record .
1 1CDKA was reeelved a few times
1 through that summer.

Iii November frequent receptions of
WJZ, KDKA, IVC; 3Z0. 2.Xli rind WM
are recorded, and on Nov. 26, 1921. KYW
was reCeived. This was'DX record for

. me at. this time, and I hove reason to
11)e1leve It was for the station, as they
Illiiientioned it in a write-n)) in otie of

he technical pnpers.
On Dec.? and 10, ICYW was again re-
eived, and the note on the second date
aye the reception was good. It I rec.-
fleet. correctly, It was ther opera "Mi-
ami) Butterfly," and ono whole art

canoe kermt.hrough perfeetly on the loudp 

Front Doe. 24 on, for nearly a month,
lie notes are chiefly taken up with ay-
mints of almost tightly revention"of
station in Cazenovia, Now York, op-

rated by C. B. Meredith. It had no
all letters then, but subsequently •he-
arno HISS and WMAC. Mr. Meredith
was only using two five watt tuben, an
it in a testimonial to the efficiency of
is apparatus and hts skill as a rndio

engineer that a duffer BOO miles away
ould pick him up night after night on
single tube and make the observe-

tines he directed by voice, not code, as
he made changes In plate voltage, coun.
terpotse, wave length, eta.
, Mr. Meredith used to call me by put-
dna on the phonograph record. -It's a
ong way to Tipperary," and he Ire-
uently used repetitions of the same
ecord for ma to make the necessary

observations. Imagine my amusement
few days afterward, laitenIng to a

the observer who chose The tune; be-
•-a ust, it was an easy one to recognize,
not resembling modern cubist multi°
in any particular.
In January, 1922, 1Q11 began the ex-

periments on short waves by going
down to 110 metres. I built a set and
repprted. to him on this, also on MK
and 1.4X. They, a little later, had got-
ten down to 100 metres, and on June 3,
toCK relayed KDK A on Ube short waves.
What this pioneer work of Mr. Ram-
sey and Mr. Conrad led to, in the use
(if short navel, for long distance broad-
emits, Is now common knowledge.

Sets Cut and Recut
The recollections of being a duly in-

vited duffer observer on their tests
are most plensaet, and I am indebted
to both distinguished gentlemen for
many most interesting radio experi-
ences. It Is quite probable that I am
the first person who ever heard the
human voice trntuonitted any great
distance, at so low a wave length as
Foi meti1s, There was tio data avail-
able then on short wave Bets, and more
than (ince I have sat down and wound
a new bet, on the telephonic request
of 1Q11, to listen to him on some new
alive length. I used mostly son tubes
In those days, and It wall not always
ponsible to make such tubes oscillate
%Alt any old combination which fig-
ured right in we've length. On short
waves you cannot go on putting turns
on the tickler indefinitely, so that
my Sets were often cut and tried and
recut end retried before I could tell
gond old 1Q11 that he was coming in
QA.
Another interesting set' of early 1922

observations Were made on the KDOW-
2XJ experiments. KDOW was the
S. S. America and attempted to keep
in telephonic comthunication clear
across the Atlantic. I succeeded In
hearing them when they were 1350 miles
out. I never knew whether 2XJ heard
them at that distance, they wore not
getting them at the time I woe. Un-
skilled observatione were also mad*
frequently for Mr. Beale of lIZO, who
often shout sub a merry salute to "Zero
L. B.," just as he did to "Unole
Johnny" night after night.
On Sfuly l, urn, shrprire Wares,

afterward WNAC, was noted an the
air, end there were hosts of other
stations of about the Same period.
As this brings us down to a condition
not dissimilar to the present day, I will
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IN TRIBUTE TO H. P. DAVIS

Charles A. Ruch, Westinghouse Historian

Broadcasters Hall of Fame, Akron, Ohio, October 3, 1990

It was the last day of September, 70 years ago, when H. P. Davis

arrived at his office in the Westinghouse plant in East Pittsburgh.

Two years had gone by since the Armistice ended World War I and

life for H. P. Davis was considerably less grim. In the war years

he had headed the war production activities of Westinghouse, and he

had done that job well.

Despite the enormous quantities of shells and other munitions

ordered by the government.. .despite short time limits. .despite rigid

specifications which changed with bewildering frequency...despite

shortages of materials and lack of competent help, the war work of

Westinghouse was done properly and on time. Every promise made by

H. P. Davis to the government was kept.

Moving fast-forward to that day in September 1920, when Vice

President H. P. Davis arrived at his office, his secretary sensed

he was excited about something. In the same sentence he said, "Good

morning," he added, "ask Frank to come in."

Frank, as you likely have guessed, was Frank Conrad, assistant

chief engineer of Westinghouse. In the war years, Frank Conrad's

special assignment was radio work, coordinating closely with the

U. S. Signal Corps. By special license from the government, West-

inghouse had been permitted to build and operate a transmitting

station and a receiving station. One was located at East Pittsburgh,

the other was above the garage at the home of Mr. Conrad, four or

five miles away. With not much imagination, they were 2WM and 2WE.

When the war ended, Frank Conrad had continued to experiment

from his transmitter station above his garage. After government

restrictions on amateur radio operators were removed, Frank spent

many evenings operating his radio telephone transmitter. When he

grew tired of talking, he moved his Victrola to the microphone

and played records. To supplement his own collection, he borrowed



from a local records store, the Hamilton Music Company. In exchange
he mentioned the name of the store on the air. So here we have the
Hamilton Music Company as the first "advertiser" on radio and
Frank Conrad as the first disk jockey.

Fast-forward again to the last of September, 1920, with Conrad
being summoned to the office of his boss at Westinghouse, H. P. Davis.
The first words to greet him were: "Frank, I'm going to close your
station." History does not record Frank's reaction. But we assume
he noted a bit of a smile on the face of his boss as H. P. Davis
pulled from his pocket a clipping from the last night's newspaper.
It was an advertisement that said radio sets could be purchased in
the basement of Home's department store, in downtown Pittsburgh.
Buyers of the sets, at $10 and up, could listen to the wireless
concerts sent out by Frank Conrad.

Dr. Davis then told Mr. Conrad of his vision. He saw that all
the efforts being made to develop radio telephony as a confidential 
means of communication--which is what the military wanted--was all
wrong. Radio telephony was an instant means of communication that
could go everywhere. As Dr. Davis himself later was to say, "We
had in our hands, in this idea, the instrument that would prove
to be the greatest and most direct mass communicational and mass
educational means that had ever appeared.'!

Ladies and gentlemen, I am not going to bore you by continuing
with the early history of broadcasting. It is all spelled out here
in a reprint of a talk made by Dr. Davis to the graduate school of
business administration at Harvard in 1928. We have one of these
booklets for each of you, a present from Westinghouse. You will
have the very words of the man who set in motion the business of
broadcasting, the man to whom each of you in the business may wish
to make a slight bow every time you open your pay envelope.

Because the little booklet doesn't tell you a word about the
background of H. P. Davis, let me say briefly that he was born in
Summersworth, New Hampshire, on July 31, 1868. He died in Pittsburgh
September 10, 1931, at the age of 63. He received his technical
training at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. He joined Westing-



house 99 years ago and worked on what they called "detail apparatus"

--the smaller items like controllers, which helped the big generators

and motors to do their thing. He had 77 patents and was made head

of the Detail Department in 1896. By rarest chance, we have found a

letter telling him of his new salary at that point, a handsome $300

a month, and any patents he developed in line with his work belonged

to Westinghouse. In 1911, he was now Dr. Davis, he was made Vice

President in charge of engineering and manufacturing; presumably,

his salary increased somewhat.

I hope you will take the time to read Dr. Davis' address on

the history of broadcasting. I might tell you that Jean Hartz will

announce later the date on which you will all have a quiz on this.

But for just a moment or two I would like to leaf through the booklet

and give you a few anecdotes you won't find there.

Dr. Davis says the first broadcast was from a rough box affair,

on the roof of one of the taller buildings at the East Pittsburgh

Works. It was known as the K Building. When Westinghouse was assigned

call letters for the pioneer station, it came out KDKA. This came

from a roster of letters assigned to ships and marine shore stations.

The relation to the K Building was merely a coincidence. If that ever

comes up in Trivial Pursuit, you are ready.

As we look back to that first broadcast, we imagine there must

have been a lot of excitement. Not quite. In fact, after going to

all the trouble of setting up the broadcast, Dr. Davis began to

wonder if anybody would be listening. He says in the booklet that

they did pass around a few simple receiving sets to top executives

of Westinghouse. They also took another precaution. A whole group

of Westinghouse managers and spouses was invited--you might say

encouraged--to spend the evening at a local community club to hear

the broadcast over loudspeakers. Naturally, the company wanted to

be able to say that "hundreds heard the broadcast." As it turned out,

the audience was many hundreds, with cards and calls from as far

away as Kentucky.



At East Pittsburgh, the approach to this historic occasion

was somewhat low-key. No one thought to get a photographer. Most

likely you have seen the picture of the four men in the makeshift

studio. By noting the light from outside, you realize the picture

must have been made the next day, when it suddenly dawned on someone,

"We made history last night:" One of the four men wasn't available

the next day. The man at the left is a sit-in; the other three,

including the famed Leo Rosenberg, first announcer, are legitimate.

Later on, Dr. Davis tells about the announcers school they

started. They even had a professional critic, Marjorie Stewart,

whose handicap of being blind possibly made her even more astute

in evaluating the spoken word. One old-time KDKA engineer, who now

happens to be the oldest notary public in Pennsylvania, will never

forget Marjorie Stewart. In the early days, announcing was no big

deal, and the pay was not great, either. So anybody with a voice

was pressed into service, particularly on weekends. That's when

Herbert Irving got his chane. One Saturday evening he was going

along nicely, reading the football scores, until he came to Yale 13,

DartMOUTH 7. He got a note from Marjorie Stewart and his announcing

assignments tailed off after that.

It was a natural, I suppose, that after the death of Dr. Davis,

Westinghouse would come up with an award in his name for outstanding

announcers. It is a happy coincidence that the very first winner

of this award is one of your members, and he is with us tonight--

Ken Hildebrand. And Ken has told me there's a story that goes with

the presentation of that first award. As the widow of Dr. Davis

made the presentation and handed Ken the award envelope, she

whispered to him, "Don't be surprised that there's nothing in there.

I left the check at home." We're glad that Ken later got the check.

It is also said that Mrs. Davis had a thing about saxophones.

For several years, because of her aversion, no saxophones. were

played over KDKA. Fortunately for Rudy Vallee, he came along

somewhat later.

When you read the booklet you may note that Dr.Davis took a

bit of orator's license. He implies that the ad which triggered his



decision came early in the year 1920, but there is no doubt that
the date on the newspaper was late September. We can assume that
the idea of broadcasting service was in his mind early in the year,
but it was the ad that sparked his action. You will also see in
the booklet that the post-war call letters of Conrad's station
read 8XX. Dr. Davis would have known this was 8XK, so we will assume
a typographical error. Aside from this, you can believe in the
gospel according to H. P. Davis.

As you would expect, Dr. Davis--being a self-effacing man--

makes no reference to the fact that when the National Broadcasting

Company was formed, he was its first Chairman. He held that position,
along with his title at Westinghouse, until his death

It is evident that broadcasting--the infant to which he had
given birth--became the life of Dr. Davis. Early in his career,
he enjoyed playing golf. According to one of his golf buddies,
after the broadcasting business began, Davis was no fun anymore.
He would rush from hole to hole, just so he could get back to the
business. So, if any of you folks have found that the broadcasting
business has shortened your golf hours, maybe H. P. is watching.

From what you have heard about Dr. Davis, and the more you will
know after reading the booklet, there can be no doubt that he would
be tremendously proud of the honor you have bestowed on him tonight.

For H. P. Davis.. .broadcasting was his personal "Field of Dreams."

It would not surprise me.. .if somehow...he is in this room tonight,

sitting in one of those few empty chairs. On the slight chance

that this might be true, I would like to propose a toast:

To H. P. Davis, the Father of Broadcasting 

Your vision went beyond by far

The wireless link of man to man;

Because your concept was so broad

A great new enterprise began.

That enterprise still grows and grows

Though few there are who know your name;

From the day you made your dream come true

Our world would never be the same.

God bless you,Dr. Davis: God bless you all!
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FOREWORD

Public Hearings before the Federal Communica-

tions Commission in Washington, D. C., in connection

with an investigation and study of the practices of

radio broadcasters in the United States, with particular

reference to network broadcasting, were commenced

on November 14th, 1938.

The first witness to appear before the Commission

was David Sarnoff, President of the Radio Corporation

of America, and Chairman of the Board of the National

Broadcasting Company. This booklet contains the

complete text of Mr. Sarnoff's testimony upon direct

examination on November 14th, 1938, and his testi-

mony upon cross-examination on May 17th, 1939.

Copies of three documents relating to the early

development of broadcasting, which were introduced
into the record of the first hearing, will be found in
the Appendix.



TESTIMONY of DAVID SARNOFF

upon DIRECT EXAMINATION

November 14, 1938

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Commission:
I appear before you today as President of the Radio Corpora-tion of America and Chairman of the Board of the NationalBroadcasting Company. I appear in both capacities because theNational Broadcasting Company is wholly owned by the RadioCorporation of America. RCA itself—and, consequently, NBC-is owned by a quarter of a million stockholders. No single stock-holder, whether an individual, a corporation or a financial insti-tution, owns as much as 1/2 of 1% of RCA stock.
The By-laws of the Corporation provide that at least 80% ofthe voting stock shall be held by American citizens. Approxi-mately 95% of all the outstanding stock of RCA is held in the

United States.

RCA and NBC Welcome Investigation
Speaking for both the companies and the stockholders I repre-

sent, we welcome this hearing and the opportunity it provides
to review and appraise network broadcasting in the UnitedStates. Proud of the tremendous developments in radio during
the nineteen years since the RCA was formed, we welcome thisoccasion when the government, the industry, and the public mayjointly take stock of the present, and chart the course into a vastand unexplored future.
The questions you have presented to the National Broadcast-ing Company covering the specific items of this investigationwill be answered factually and in detail by the executives andoperating officials of NBC, who will appear before you.
Let me say at the outset that I am not here to advocate a"status quo" of broadcasting, or to oppose changes in a changingart. I do not come here to say that broadcasters are infallible,that no improvements are possible, that we have no problems,or that the Commission cannot help in their solution. I am hereto aid this investigation in any way I can. I propose to describebriefly the objectives of the Radio Corporation of Americawhich led to the formsitinn in 1 Q9g A _ •
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Early Days of Broadcasting

When the Radio Corporation of America was formed, nineteen

years ago ths fall, its immediate object was to provide an Ameri-

can-owned system of international communications—organiza-
tion, personnel, research and technical facilities.

Soon after the formation of RCA, broadcasting made its start,
and we pioneered in this new field. It captured the imagination
of the public almost overnight. The devices and patents which
made it possible for RCA to operate an international communi-
cations system also were required to make home receiving sets
and broadcast transmitters. Experienced radio engineers were
needed, and these too were available in the RCA organization.

Following the historic election broadcast in 1920, by Station
KDKA in Pittsburgh, radio stations were established rapidly in
other important cities. The public sat up late at night to capture
the faint, elusive call letters of distant stations. It was the thrill
of listening to far-off places that gave radio broadcasting its first
impetus—a thrill, by the way, which reached another dramatic
climax only a few short weeks ago when history was being
written in Europe.

In those early days of broadcasting various organizations
entered the field for the incidental advertising that could be ob-
tained—flour mills, department stores, music shops, and even
garages. Newspapers, too, were early entrants, foreseeing new
possibilities for speedier communication.
RCA, and its associates in the electrical field, had a broader

purpose—that of pioneering an art which would create markets
for new types of radio equipment, new services, and new avenues
of employment for labor and capital.

It soon became evident that the growth and permanence of
radio broadcasting depended primarily on the quality and variety
of programs. The novelty of tuning in distant call letters quickly
wore off. It was not enough for the listener to hear a solitary
piano tinkling away in a make-shift studio. Second-rate musi-
cians began to pall, and amateur singers wore out their brief
welcome.
The operation of a broadcasting station, at that time, was a

matter of expense with no corresponding revenue. There was
nothing to induce station owners to employ expensive profes-
sional talent, or to improve studio and station facilities for better
transmission and reception.

During those early years of broadcasting, RCA operated local
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broadcasting stations, of which the most important was WJZ, in
New York City. RCA also experimented with various station
hook-ups, using telegraph lines.

After five years of hectic development, broadcasting stood at
the crossroads. The alternatives were either to evolve a basis of
support by private enterprise, or to seek a government sub-
sidy, with an attendant tax on receiving sets and the natural
consequence: government broadcasting.

Creation of Networks

Fortunately for the United States, the democratic answer was
found by private enterprise. In 1926, RCA purchased Station
WEAF from the American Telephone & Telegraph Company,
arranged to lease AT&T wire lines for interconnection with
other stations, and organized the National Broadcasting Com-
pany. NBC then took over the experimental program service
which the telephone company had instituted, and extended it to
a group of independent stations, which—with WEAF as the key
station—became the Red Network.

Network broadcasting provided greatly improved programs by
tapping the talent centers of the nation and syndicating these
programs over telephone lines to local, independent stations. Not
only did the network system appeal to the listeners and the inde-
pendent station owners, but it also attracted the business inter-
ests of the nation to use the radio broadcasting as an advertising
medium. The economic support thus developed met the needs of
the three parties whose interests were at stake: the public, the
station owner, and the advertiser.
To the public, the network brought a new world of ideas, of

music, of enjoyment centered in the home. It turned the page to
a new chapter of America's social history.
For the station owner, the network provided programs—both

commercial and sustaining—of a quality he could not individu-
ally afford, and with talent not physically accessible to his station.
It brought him revenue from national as well as local commercial
sponsors.
To the advertiser, the network furnished a large circulation

spread over a wide area. Such circulation justified, over and
above the cost of station time, the talent expense of high-quality
programs. It is worthy of remark that the enterprise which
broadcasters have displayed in building the American system
of broadcasting has been paralleled by the enterprise of the
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business men who so quickly recognized the advertising power

of the new medium.

Why the NBC was Formed

I cannot better describe the reasons which led to the forma-

tion of the National Broadcasting Company than to read excerpts

from the announcement of its creation by RCA, published as a

newspaper advertisement on September 14, 1926:

"The Radio Corporation of America is the largest dis-

tributor of radio receiving sets in the world. . . . It is

more largely interested, more selfishly interested, in the

best possible broadcasting than is anyone else.

"The market for receiving sets in the future will be de-

termined largely by the quantity and quality of the pro-

grams broadcast. Today the best available statistics indicate

that 6,000,000 homes are equipped, and 21,000,000 remain

to be equipped. . . . Any use of radio transmission which

causes the public to feel that the program is not the highest,

that the use of radio is not the broadest and best use in the

public interest, that it is used for political advantage or sel-

fish power, will be detrimental to public interest in radio,

and therefore, to the Radio Corporation of America.
"To insure, therefore, the development of this great serv-

ice, the Radio Corporation of America has purchased for one

million dollars Station WEAF from the American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company, that company having de-

cided to retire from the broadcasting business.
"The Radio Corporation of America has decided to in-

corporate that station, which has achieved such a deservedly

high reputation for the quality and character of its pro-

grams, under the name of the National Broadcasting Com-

pany, Inc. The purpose of that company will be to provide

the best programs available for broadcasting in the United

States. The National Broadcasting Company will not only

broadcast these programs through Station WEAF, but it

will make them available to other broadcasting stations
throughout the country so far as it may be practical to do so,

and they may desire to take them. It is hoped that arrange-

ments pay be made so that every event of national im-

portance may be broadcast widely throughout the United

States.
"The Radio Corporation of America is not in any sense
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seeking a monopoly of the air. If others will engage in this
business we will welcome their action, whether it be co-
operative or competitive. The necessity of providing ade-
quate broadcasting is apparent. The problem of finding the
best means of doing it is as yet experimental. The Radio
Corporation of America is making this experiment in the
interest of the art and the furtherance of the industry."
I would call your attention particularly to two sentences in

this announcement, written twelve years ago:
First, "The National Broadcasting Company will not only

broadcast these programs through Station WEAF, but it
will make them available to other broadcasting stations
throughout the country."

Second, "The RCA is not in any sense seeking a monopoly
of the air. If others will engage in this business we will wel-
come their action, whether it be cooperative or competitive."

Growth of Networks

As soon as our formation of a national broadcasting company
was announced, independent station owners, local civic organiza-
tions and community leaders from every section of the United
States wrote, telephoned or called in person to ascertain how
soon network programs would be brought to their communities.
To meet the popular demand represented by these requests, NBC
rapidly expanded the experimental hook-ups of the Red Network
into a regular service arrangement, providing programs to
leading cities of the United States.

It quickly became apparent that a single network service was
not enough to satisfy the demands of the radio audience for di-
versified programs of national interest and importance; that if
broadcasting were to be popularized to all, there should be more
than one type of program simultaneously available to listeners.
Other station owners, particularly in the cities where their com-
petitors had made program service arrangements with the Red
Network, pressed for network affiliations. Therefore, in less
than two months after the first NBC network began service, we
created a second network—the Blue—with WJZ, New York, as
the key station. As the networks were expanded, stations !n re-
mote, thinly populated areas, that could not be expected to bring
the NBC a profit, were added, in the interests of a truly compre-
hensive national service.
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through his failure to cherish and protect the institutions that

would have kept him free.
In this time of world crisis, it is of vital importance that every

American citizen should recognize, in the freedom of our Ameri-

can system of broadcasting, one of the essential guarantees of his

own personal freedom.

Regulation of Broadcasting

The ,!reation of this American system of broadcasting, how-

ever, l its not been achieved without difficulties and problems.

The problems that touch the public interest are of two kinds:

those relating to technical facilities, and those relating to pro-

grams. With respect to the regulation of facilities, the powers of

the Commission are adequate, clearly expressed by law, and

understood by broadcasters.
When we consider the technical development of radio we must

remember that radio has never ceased to be a pioneer. The day

may come eventually when its pioneering work is over, but it is

a day I do not expect to live to see. Whenever we seem to have

learned to extract the utmost usefulness from one portion of the

radio spectrum, another part of the band looms up—first in

theory, then as a subject for experiment, and finally as a prac-

tical medium of public service.
If wave lengths were now available for an unlimited number

of broadcasting stations, the only limitation would be that of

public acceptance. The same holds true of networks. As radio

science learns to employ new channels in the ether—to use waves

measured in centimeters and millimeters—the day will come

when there will be more wave lengths available than stations and

networks to use them.
The time is coming—and it may come sooner than anyone

expects—when the present-day facilities and services of radio

will prove small in comparison with the unlimited technical and

artistic achievements possible in this young and swiftly-moving

industry. Television, to name but a single example, stands today

where sound broadcasting stood 18 years ago. With all that we

have learned, is there any man who would say that television

will not go farther in the next 18 years than sound radio has

gone up to the present day?
With whatever technical controls broadcasting is clothed, they

must be kept as flexible, as capable of expansion, as the industry

itself. The situation is like that of a growing boy and his breeches.
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The breeches have got to have wide seams, so they can be let
out when they get tight. Otherwise something is going to give
way, and it seems to be a law of Nature that it won't be the
boy. He just keeps growing.
When we turn to the realm of program service, however, we

meet a broader question than is involved in the regulation of
technical facilities. Here we deal with a vital force, a great ser-
vant of mankind when used properly, but, when abused, capable
of destroying human rights. It is the social impact of radio
which has raised the all-important question of social responsi-
bility.
The Communications Act provides that your Commission shall

have no power of censorship over radio programs, and that you
shall adopt no regulation which interferes with the right of free
speech. Therefore we must find within the broadcasting industry
itself a solution which will adhere to American traditions, and
at the same time meet this social responsibility.
The broadcasting industry was gratified to hear Chairman

Frank R. McNinch state so clearly in his nationwide broadcast,
last Saturday evening—and I quote his words—"Obviously the
power of censorship and selection must be lodged somewhere
and the broadcaster is the one to exercise this power and answerto the public for the manner in which he exercises it."

Recommendation for a Voluntary System of Self-Regulation
The record of network broadcasting in America proves theefforts that have been made here to safeguard public interest, toadvance culture, and to provide unbiased news and wholesome

entertainment. In spite of its youth and the great complexity ofits problems, the industry can take pride in its accomplishmentsin this respect.
In the National Broadcasting Company we have our own codeof program policies, formulated over a period of twelve years.It is based not only on our own operating experience but also onthe wisdom and advice of the Advisory Council of NBC. Thiscouncil is composed of public-spirited men and women of highstanding and wide experience. They represent education, re-ligion, social welfare, music, labor and industry. The Councilwas formed at the time of the organization of the company, andhas been in existence ever since. In following this code, the NBChas had to face objections from groups and individuals whose
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ideas and wishes ran counter to its standards. Living up to the

code has also entailed the sacrifice of commercial revenue.

Other networks, and individual stations as well, have program

codes of their own. The National Association of Broadcasters

has a Code of Ethics adopted in 1935.
But the time has come for more positive action.

The fate of broadcasting in other nations and the attacks on

democracy throughout the world clearly indicate the necessity

for finding a democratic solution for the problems of the Ameri-

can system of broadcasting,—a solution which on the one hand,

will enable us fully to meet the social obligations of radio, and

on the other, will protect our traditional freedoms.

I would therefore like to take this opportunity to advocate to

the broadcasting industry that it establish a voluntary system of

self-regulation in its field of public service, and that it take the

necessary steps to make that self-regulation effective.

My recommendation is that the experience of the different

groups within the industry should now be combined and corre-

lated. An industry code should emerge that advances beyond

all previous standards. Such a code should be an act of voluntary

self-regulation on the part of the entire broadcasting industry in

the United States.
In writing this code, the industry should gather the views of

broadcasters, of groups representative of public opinion, and of

this Commission. After the code is formulated the public should

be made thoroughly familiar with it. All broadcasting networks

and stations should be invited and encouraged to adopt it. The

code should be subject to periodic review by the industry, and

kept up to date. It should be administered by a suitable agency
representative of the entire industry.

I make this recommendation in the belief that such self-regu-

lation is the American answer to an American problem. In every
consideration of radio broadcasting, the "public interest" we are

pledged to serve is that of the entire nation. This public interest

is reflected directly by the 27,000,000 receiving set owners who
represent an overwhelming majority of the country's homes. By

their control of the nation's radio dials they give approval or dis-

approval to radio programs, and decide the ultimate fate of the
broadcaster. Here we find legitimate censorship by public opin-

ion.
It is the democratic way in a democratic country.

TESTIMONY of DAVID SARNOFF
upon CROSS EXAMINATION

May 17, 1939

By Mr. WILLIAM J. DEMPSEY
GENERAL COUNSEL, FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, you are the chairman of the board ofthe National Broadcasting Company, are you not?
Answer: I am.
Question: And you are the president of the Radio Corporationof America?
Answer: Yes, sir.
Question: And just so as we may get this complete at one placein the record, the National Broadcasting Company is whollyowned by the Radio Corporation?
Answer: It is.
Question: And what is the primary business of the RadioCorporation, is it a holding company?
Answer: No. The business of the Radio Corporation of Amer-ica extends to practically all fields of radio, among its activitiesare those of research and development, manufacturing, com-munications, broadcasting, and related fields.
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, I do not want to spend too much timeon this. Does it do these things directly or through subsidiaries?Answer: It does most of them through subsidiaries and someof them directly. For example, it is in direct charge and controlof the research work, of the patent work, of prosecuting patents,and administers the licensing department which grants licensesto competitors, and also handles the financial operations aridpolicies of its organizations.
Question: How many subsidiary corporations are there?Answer: There are the R.C.A. Manufacturing Company,R.C.A. Communications, the National Broadcasting Company,the Radiomarine, and the Radio Institute.
Question: Will you briefly state just what each of those cor-porations does?
Answer: The R. C. A. Communications Company is engagedin the field of communications by radio across the oceans andalso with about a dozen important cities within the United States.It is a public service organization, handling telegraph communi-cations, and communicates with more than 50 foreign countriesof the world.

7
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The Radiomarine Company is engaged in ship-to-shore and
ship-to-ship radio telegraph communications. It installs appara-
tus on shipboard and operates coastal stations that communicate
with ships.
The Radio Institute is a training organization that teaches

the technical and practical side of radio communications and
radio operation.
The National Broadcasting Company is engaged in the broad-

casting field and operates a number of stations which it owns
itself and also the Blue and the Red networks, and as a service
organization, developing and furnishing programs and talent.

Question: All of those corporations are wholly owned by
Radio Corporation?
Answer: All of those corporations are wholly owned by the

R.C.A.
Question: How about R.C.A.-Victor?
Answer: That is the R.C.A. Manufacturing Company. R.C.A.-

Victor is a trademark but not a company.
Question: And the manufacturing company is also wholly

owned?
Answer: The manufacturing company is also a wholly-owned

subsidiary.
Question: Has R.C.A. any interest in any other companies

other than these wholly-owned subsidiaries?
Answer: It has no controlling interest in any other company,

it has a financial interest in some other companies. Among thoie
interests are: a stock interest in the Radio-Keith-Orpheum organ-
ization, which is a motion picture and theatre organization, and
it has an interest in some subsidiaries in South America, the
Argentine, Brazil, and Chile, but those, in turn, are wholly-
owned subsidiaries of the R.C.A. Manufacturing Company.
It has some small financial interest in Europe and in some sub-
sidiaries there which are engaged primarily in furnishing equip-
ment to theatres, but I should say that foreign investments were
a very small percentage of its total capital structure.

Question: That is loud speaker equipment, and so on, is it?
Answer: Reproducing equipment for theatres, yes.
Question: To what extent does R.C.A. participate in the man-

agement of Radio-Keith Orpheum?
Answer: At the present time it does not participate at all in

the management. It has on the board two directors, General
Harbord and Mr. Yandell, but the company, as a matter of fact,
has been under 77-B for some years and is just about emerging
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under the reorganization plan. The R.C.A. does not manage,
control, or operate the R-K-0.

Question: Under the plan of reorganization, what percentage
of the stock will you have, or just what will be R.C.A.'s interest
in R-K-0 ?
Answer: The exact amount is not quite definite yet, but I

should estimate that it will be somewhere between 12 and 15
per cent of the stock of the company. And in that connection,
if I may add, stockholding was, until recently, under option to
the Atlas Company, the purpose of the Radio Corporation having
been to dispose of all of its holdings in that company. That
option not having been exercised and having lapsed, we are still
in possession of that stock.

Question: Are you still looking for an opportunity, Mr. Sar-
noff, or is R.C.A. looking for an opportunity, to dispose of its
holdings in R-K-O?
Answer: If there are any buyers here this morning, I am

ready to trade.
Question: I take it that you mean that you are willing to dis-

pose of it if you can get a reasonable price? Is that the only
element?
Answer: That is right.
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, with respect to the National Broad-

casting Company. How actively do you, or does anyone else
who is connected with R.C.A., participate in the management
of NBC?
Answer: So far as I am personally concerned, being the chair-

man of the board of the company, my actions are confined almost
exclusively to contacts with the president of the company who
reports to the board of directors, and during the period between
board meetings, of course, reports to me. I have a general
familiarity with the policies of the company, but so far as actual
operations are concerned, those are wholly in the hands of the
officers directly employed by the National Broadcasting Com-
pany. They determine the day-to-day operation of the company,
the kind of programs that they would accept or reject; they have
the direct contacts with the affiliated stations; they make theirown arrangements with those affiliated stations, and I should
say that all of the operations of the company, normally part of
any operating organization, are wholly within the jurisdiction
and authority of the officers of the National Broadcasting Com-
pany.
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Question: The board lays down general policies, and they
execute them?
Answer: That is right. And as to the general policies, of

course, the board is guided largely by the recommendations of
the operating officers of the company. Mr. Lohr as the president

and Mr. Trammel as executive vice president are also members
of the board of directors of the National Broadcasting Com-
pany, and the president recommends to the board such policies
as he wishes to have adopted and the board acts upon his rec-
ommendations. But those policies do not generally relate to
program content or anything of that sort. Largely, the actions

of the board relate to the usual executive functions of a board,
financial matters, the expansion programs, if any, and financial
commitments for construction, and similar matters.

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, would this be, in your mind, a mat-
ter of policy for the board, the question of affiliation with
stations where there was little, if any, real prospect of any
immediate profit? I remember, in your statement that you read
at the first day of the hearing, that you said that the networks
were expanding and that they took on stations in remote areas
without any expectation of profit. Now, the reason that I am
asking this is because Mr. Witmer and Mr. Hedges testified
to the effect that they could not and would not take on any
station unless that particular station would bring in a profit,
or at least they hoped that it would bring in a profit before they
affiliated in other words, that it would not involve a loss. Now,

to what extent is it the policy of NBC to affiliate with stations

in the more remote areas?
Answer: It has been the policy of the National Broadcasting

Company, particularly during the early and formative stages

of the company, to affiliate or to render service on a national

basis, and it has taken on affiliations and has made commitments

in areas where it knew in advance that it could not earn a

profit. I think that the record of the company in the operation

of the stations would disclose that a number of affiliations and a

number of station contracts have been in existence, and are in

existence, over a number of years, where the net result has been

a loss rather than a profit standing by itself, but has been

charged to the general policy of operating a national service.

Answering your question, I should say that under normal cir-

cumstances, affiliation with another station, where no financial

commitment was involved in the way of a capital expenditure,

but where a loss might ensue over a period of years' 
operation,

the management of the company has, itself, executed such con-
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tracts and has reported such operations to the board. But itwas not a matter for deliberation by the board, as a whole.There may have been other instances where, if the loss wereregarded substantial, it would come before the board. As apractical matter, however, that character of operation fallsmore within the sphere of management than within the sphereof the board's policies.
Question: But it is the purpose of NBC to render a nationalprogram service, is that correct?
Answer: It is, and always has been.
Question: And to reach all of the country, if possible?Answer: Yes, sir.
Question: And, as I understand it, even if it is at the expenseof taking a loss on a few stations?
Answer: Yes, that is the policy in the interest of a roundednational service.
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, with respect to the competitive aspectof chain broadcasting and network broadcasting, is it youropinion that competition between networks is desirable or is notdesirable, so far as the listeners are concerned?Answer: It is my opinion that competition is desirable.Question: To what extent? Maybe I should make that a littleclearer. My recollection is that the testimony, so far, has indi-cated that probably the present maximum of national networksis about four, because of the physical situation in a limitednumber of stations in certain key cities that, necessarily, wouldhave to be covered. As between those four networks, to whatextent do you think that there should be competition?Answer: I think that between those four networks thereshould be active competition, and I think there is active com-petition between these four networks.

Question: Counting the Red and Blue as separate networks?Answer: Yes.
Question: In what way would you say the competition betweennetworks is not the same, is different from competition betweengrocery stores or department stores, or between, say, GeneralElectric and R.C.A. Manufacturing Corporation?Answer: I should define "competition" in the network broad-casting field as competition for the listeners' attention primarily,and competition for the advertising dollar. I think that thepresent situation, and the situation for some time, has givenample evidence of the very active and vigorous competition thatgoes on between these four networks for thnsp
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elements, that is, advertising dollar and listeners' attention. I

think that the question of ownership of any particular network

is not the element that determines for competition. If there are

no listeners there are no advertising dollars, and if there is no

service there are no listeners, and if two networks were given

the same type of program, or the same program, simultaneously,

obviously a large percentage of the listeners would be looking

elsewhere for variety. And, further, the growth of these four

networks is evidence of the competitive elements that exist.

Question: Well, let me ask you another question. Would you

say that competition between the networks would still exist if

NBC owned all four of them?
Answer: I would not recommend that ownership

Question: I am not asking you as to a question of policy.

I mean, would you say that it would still be a competitive situa-

tion.
Answer: Yes. I would still say that it was a competitive situ-

ation so far as the listener is concerned, and the probabilities

are that if you had the four networks owned by the same

organization you would have competing sales staffs, competing

program staffs, and all of the rest, each of whom would be

primarily interested in making the best showing on the network

for which it was directly responsible; and that is precisely

what is going on now with respect to the two networks of the

NBC.
Question: Do I understand you correctly to say that NBC now

has two separate staffs, one running the Blue and one running

the Red networks?
Answer: It has a number of departments in the company that

are common to both, and that is one of the economic advantages

of operating the two networks, and also is one of the elements

that makes possible a larger public service. But it also has men

directly responsible to the vice president and to the president

for the net results of the Blue network and the net results of the

Red network, and there is eternal strife and competition for the

business on these networks. I believe that sometime ago Mr.

Lohr organized a Blue selling staff whose function was to go

out and solicit business for the Blue network, whereas others

were soliciting it for the Red.
Question: Do you know of any other staff in NBC that works

only on Blue or only on Red, except that separate selling 
staff?

Answer: I do not, personally, but I imagine that Mr. 
Lohr

/1111 a the officers may know.
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Question: I do not want to attempt to trap you at all. As Iremember the testimony, the only people in the National Broad-casting Company who worked only on the Blue were certainsalesmen, and as I remember the tenor of Mr. Witmer's testi-mony that was because the Red was practically filled and theywanted to sell more time on the Blue, that it was not in thesense that they were competitive. As a matter of fact, thedefinition of what was the Blue and what was the Red networkwas never found in all of the several months of testimony onNBC.
Answer: Well, it is found very easily in the figures that dis-close the net results of operations of the Blue and the Red net-works, and the selling efforts of those who were seeking accountsfor the Blue were for more reasons than the fact that the Redhad been sold out, or nearly sold out. As a matter of fact, nonetwork is sold out. The major networks of the country at thepresent time have sold on a commercial basis, somewhere be-tween 30 and 40 percent of their time; their remaining time ison a sustaining basis.
Question: Well, I say "sold out", but as I remember he saidthat substantially all of their desirable option time on the Rednetwork had been-
Answer: In the first place, we find some difficulty in discussingthe Blue and the Red networks in referring to them as compar-able networks. As you probably know, through the testimonythat has already been developed here, there is a basic Red anda basic Blue, and there are supplementaries or "supps" as theyare referred to, which can be attached to either the basic Redor the basic Blue. In selling time to clients, there is involvednot merely the element of vacancy on any basic network at anyparticular hour but also the opposite numbers. For example, ifyou have got 8 to 9 available on Network "A", the prospectivebuyer is interested not only in that but also in what are thethree other programs between 8 to 9 on the three remainingnetworks. The whole business of selling time now involves acompetitive element, not only as to your own network but asto every other station and every other network broadcasting atthe same time. But the final test is the listener interest. Eachof these programs, as you know, is rated, and the buyer of thetime looks at the rating of these programs. Now, if any oneprogram on any one station at any one time falls in its rating,why, that is the thing that gives the competitive urge or the corn-
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petitive spur. So there is every reason for having the best pro-

grams at all times.
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, you define the Red and the Blue as

the basic Red and the basic Blue?
Answer: Yes.
Question: And that is as listed, I suppose, in the rate card.

Those two divisions are easy enough to make, but beyond that
the Red network can only consist of the basic stations and the

Blue network consists only of the basic stations, for the purpose

of this discussion of yours? Is that correct?
Answer: Yes.
Question: When you spoke of competition for the listeners'

attention and then spoke of competition for the advertisers'
dollar, do you think that they are essentially the same thing or
different things?

Answer: I think that essentially they are the same thing,

because the advertiser is not interested in advertising if he can't
get listeners to listen.

Question: In the competition for the advertiser's dollar, you

are dealing with a strictly business proposition, are you not?

Answer: A strictly business proposition plus the responsibili-

ties of broadcasting, as a whole, in the field of public service.
Question: In so far as it is a business proposition, do you

consider two businesses competitive if they have a common

treasury and if all of the expenses are paid for both of them

indiscriminately out of the revenue taken by either one?
Answer: Yes, I can conceive of any number of competitive

situations under common ownership. Different trademarks, for

example. Some of the bitterest competition that goes on in the
merchandising world is between competitive brands owned by
the same organization. You have different advertising, dif-

ferent sales staffs. It so happens that in broadcasting the element

of public service, which is, I imagine, the final determinant of

all this rather than the element of competition for the sake of

competition, is advantaged rather than depreciated by common

ownership of more than one station or more than one network

because you have a flexibility that you otherwise could not have.

For example, we could not give a number of the sustaining

programs which are now on the Blue network and are attracting

listeners, if we only had the Red network. We would not have

the time for it, in the first place, and we would not have the

incentive for it, in the second place. Such programs—

Question: How about the money for it, in the third place?
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Answer: Well, that is also an important element in the situa-
tion, because, finally, the advertising dollar is the only source
of revenue that there is. Such programs, as for example, the
Metropolitan Opera, that are run for three hours are pretty
costly affairs. We pay $100,000 a year to the Metropolitan for
the mere privilege of being able to broadcast these operas
without saying anything about the cost of carrying them for
three hours, and sometimes more, every Saturday afternoon.
We have the Farm and Home Hour on for five hours a week,
which has been on for more than ten years. The whole develop-
ment of the NBC Symphony Orchestra and the bringing over of
Maestro Toscanini—all of those programs, plus the Town Hall
of the Air, plus a number of others that are doubtless in the
record already, are the kind of sustaining programs which are
really competitive in that they are competing for listener inter-
est. They not only compete for listener interest, but they develop
a new interest in radio reception, and, moreover, they raise
the general cultural level of broadcasting.
Now, if I may complete the thought I have in mind with

respect to these activities, I would say: True, the R.C.A. is the
owner of the National Broadcasting Company, and the National
Broadcasting Company operates two networks but the major
interest of the R.C.A. is not in owning two networks. The major
interest of the R.C.A. is in the maximum development of radio,
because we are interested, after all, in the manufacturing and
selling of radio apparatus; we are interested in having our
competitors manufacture and sell radio apparatus because they
pay us a royalty on the patents which we license them to use,
and we are interested in people being radio-minded so they
will send messages through the air instead of by other methods.
So that whatever financial advantage there may be in owning
two networks as against one is, by the force of circumstances,
a small element in the broader picture of the R.C.A. whose
function it is, and whose purpose it is, to develop radio to its
maximum.

If, for example, the ownership of the Blue network by some-
one other than R.C.A. would make more people listen to radio
and would make more people satisfied with radio programs, I
suspect that we would do better by not owning it than by owning
it. But we do not feel that way; we believe that the flexibility
that we have, through the ownership of both the basic Red and
the basic Blue, is a flexibility that makes for the maximum
service and for the best programs and for a larger number of
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sustaining non-commercial programs of the kind I 
have men-

tioned. And all of that is without regard to the 
history which

brought these two networks into existence and about 
which I

testified when I was here the last time.

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, just one more question, becaus
e I am

anxious, when we are using these words, tha
t we are not

talking about different things. Going back, agai
n, to the word

"competition." If one competitor uses his profits to buil
d up

another competitor, would you say that that is the 
ordinary com-

petitive situation, having in mind, for example, the Red
 network

paying for the Metropolitan Opera on the Blue 
network to build

that network up? Is that the ordinary thing 
you would expect

to meet in a competitive situation?

Answer: I should say that if the Blue network was not
 owned

by the same organization there might not be 
that incentive to

have the Metropolitan Opera on it, or to build i
t up. I do not

think of individual ownership of the Blue netwo
rk, as such, if

you can assume ownership of a network—and I 
can't even

assume it, because I do not know what it is; we don't really
 own

the network. A network, as you know, is an affiliation 
of stations

who come to the network voluntarily through 
contractual ar-

rangements. But if you could assume individual 
ownership of

the Blue network, I could not imagine that any 
other individual

ownership could afford to give the kind of sustaining 
programs

on that network that we now give. It just wou
ld not be pos-

sible, commercially.
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, I do not know whether it was 

intended

as a definition of a network, but you said that 
it consists pri-

marily of an affiliation of stations through contra
ctual relation-

ships with another organization. Now, what 
would you say is

the primary service of a network? Is it a 
program service, or

is it an advertising agency service for the 
stations, or just

what is it?
Answer: I should say that the primary function 

of a net-

work is to deliver a radio program, nationall
y, if it is a national

network, so that it may be heard throughout the 
nation. Now,

in order to do that it must have affiliation with a number

of stations that would take its programs, and which, in

turn, might also furnish programs to it. I
t must also be able

to develop programs, to scour the 
country and the world for

talent, and to make that talent available. 
It must have world-

wide organizations for bringing over 
news, for making con-

ahlr. to do the kinds of things which a network
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per se. I do not know offhand how many stations on the Blue
network the NBC actually owns, but I suspect that it is not as
many as a half a dozen.

Question: The primary function of a network, from the
standpoint of the listeners more than anything else, is to furnish
national program coverage. Is that correct?
Answer: Yes.
Question: And that means certain high-type programs, and

so on?
Answer: Coverage and service.
Question: Well, is there any other service than program serv-

ice, as far as listeners are concerned?
Answer: I should say that if you take the technical facilities

on a national basis and programs of a national character that
that covers it.

Question: Now, from the standpoint of the advertisers, you
furnish an advertising medium that reaches most, or a large
proportion, of the people of the whole country. Is that correct?
Answer: That is correct.
Question: From the standpoint of your affiliated stations, you

furnish them both programs and money, generally; is that cor
rect?
Answer: I would say, generally, programs rather than money.
Question: Well, they are in the business of selling time, are

they not?
Answer: We furnish them sustaining programs, and we are,

practically, their agent in selling their time to commercial clients.
If that is what you mean by "money", yes.

Question: Yes. Then, the network organization, itself, is in
the business of furnishing programs to its affiliated stations and
acting as their agent to sell time commercially; is that correct?
Answer: That is right.
Question: Is there any necessity for the network organiza-

tion, as such, to, own any stations, itself?
Answer: Oh, I should say that there is a necessity to own at

least a reasonable number so that at its key points it would be
assured of having outlets for a national program and not to find
itself overnight, as it might otherwise be, without any facilities.
Also one of the primary functions of a network, in addition to
being able to furnish national programs and national coverage,
is to furnish means of inter-connection. And, as you know, it
must make very large financial commitments for wire services
that inter-connect these stations, a commitment which no indi-
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vidual broadcasting station could undertake; and so there must

be some element of stability and some element of certainty about

it before it could make these commitments.

Question: With respect to these wire commitments, you are

familiar with the fact, are you not, which I think is in the rec-

ord, that WGN and WOR underwrite all of the wire charges on

the Mutual network?
Answer: I do not know about their arrangements, nor do I

know whether they are satisfied with that arrangement.

Question: But they are apparently doing it, according to the

testimony? This is just as to their ability, now, to underwrite

these charges.
Answer: Unquestionably, if the record says they are doing

it, they are doing it, but whether it is a practical thing for any

one or two local stations to underwrite, on an annual basis, wire

facilities costing millions of dollars a year and be able to sus-

tain it over any such period as NBC has sustained it, the future

and not the present record will determine.

Question: But you would say that WEAF, for example, is as

good a station, from a financial standpoint, as WOR, approxi-

mately?
Answer: I should hope that it was better.

Question: With respect to these wire charges. I was not quite

clear as to the connection between the payment of wire charges

and the ownership of stations.
Answer: What I meant to say, Mr. Dempsey, was that a net-

work makes a commitment to the telephone company for wire

services that inter-connect a number of stations throughout

the country. Now, that is a serious financial undertaking with-

out which there could not be national networks. The network

is able to undertake that commitment and to discharge that com-

mitment because it operates on a national basis. The local station

would be unable to do it.
Question: Your commitments with the telephone company,

Mr. Sarnoff, are all subject to a 30-day cancellation, are they

not?
Answer: With the telephone company?

Question: Yes. And they are not long-term contracts run-

ning over a number of years?
Answer: I am not familiar with that provision of the con-

tract, but presumably it is there. However, such a provision is

theoretical, at best, because I do not know what we would do
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Question: But you are not required to make long-term com-
mitments in order to get these telephone wires?
Answer: That may be so at this moment, but my recollection

is that we were required at the beginning, I think, for a series
of years.

Question: With respect to the other reasons for network own-
ership of stations, you said that the stability of the network
required ownership of certain stations; is that correct?
Answer: That is correct.
Question: Now, what particular stations must it own, and

what stations can it operate without owning? That is a rather
general question, I recognize; but in terms of localities or mar-
kets, or whatever way you want to discuss it?
Answer: I should say that if any network could be certain

that its affiliated stations in the key points, the key market points
of the country, were to be with it permanently or for a long
period of time, then ownership of stations will become a sec-
ondary matter. But one can't be certain about that in a develop-
ing art; also, as these contracts expire, the contracts that the
affiliated stations have with the networks, there is competition
for the better stations in any event, each network seeking to
get the best stations in the key points. And, therefore, owner-
ship of at least a minimum number of stations in the major key
points is an assurance of the continuity of the networks, which,
otherwise, would not be the case. It furnishes some element of
stability, but not the whole element of stability.

Question: As I understand, if reasonably long-term contracts,
firm contracts, were in effect, that element would become sec-
ondary. Is that correct?
Answer: If you had reasonably long-term contracts-
Quostion: What would you consider reasonably long-term?
Answer: I would regard the term reasonable only on a basis

where you owned some measure of self-protection, like owning
some stations. I should say there, that a five-year contract was
for a reasonable term. But where you owned no stations and
you had no measure of self-protection, why, I should regard the
longest term that could be obtained as a reasonable term, be-
cause, after all, the investment lies not merely in the bricks and
mortar of the station but it lies in the entire organization that
is being developed. It is quite conceivable, as you know, that any
network that would lose even a dozen important stations, while
it may list 100 or 125 stations or more on its network, all it
would have to do would be to lose a dozen, or possibly even less
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of the more important stations and it would cease 
to be, in fact,

a competitive network.
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, I take it then that you 

regard the

chance of losing an affiliation with a station as 
more serious

threat to the stability of networks than the license term 
would be?

Answer: I would not regard it more, because in one 
case you

might lose a leg or an arm, and in the other you 
lose your head

and you can't live after that.

Question: Well, does one station represent the 
head, the leg,

or the arm?
Answer: The license represents the head.

Question: For a particular station

Answer: I thought you were referring to a 
combination-

Question: I say, with respect to any particular 
station, the

length of the term, you regard as the contract 
term, has as great

an effect on the stability of the network as 
the length of the

license, because if Columbia gets the station, you 
lose it just as

completely as if the station loses its license, do you 
not?

Answer: Yes, but I would still put the license as 
No. 1, be-

cause if you lose the license you just can't go on 
so far as that

station is concerned; whereas, if you lose an 
affiliated connection,

you might still have some hopes of negotiation, or 
getting it back,

or doing something of some kind or another.

Question: Of getting another station, perhaps?

Answer: Of getting another station, perhaps. 
From another

standpoint, while "A" loses the license, "B" may 
still have the

station. I mean, while "A" may lose the affiliated 
contract, "B"

may still have the station, so from an overall 
radio picture the

service is still there; and from its larger 
aspects that I have

tried to outline, the injury is lessened to that 
extent; whereas,

if you lose the license, assuming that the 
loss means the non-

continuance of the station, why, radio, as a whole, 
suffers from it.

Question: In summarizing the last few questions: 
If NBC

could get long term contracts with the 
stations that are now

affiliated with it, including the stations that it 
now owns, leases,

or has licensed to it, the loss of the 
ownership of those stations,

or the licenses in those stations, would be a 
secondary or primary

consideration for the network?

Answer: I say that it would not be as 
important as it is at

the present time. It would still be a 
matter of importance to

the company, but not as important 
as it is under existing con-

ditions.
11-,nel-ini? • Now. just wherein 

would the importance lie?
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Would it lie in the difference between the income to the companyfrom the stations that it owns and the stations which it has as
affiliates, or would it lie in the stability prospect, to count Onthose stations always as an affiliation?
Answer: I would say that the importance would lie, primarily,in two directions: First, where you own a station yourself, youhave a larger measure of control; in fact, you have the wholecontrol of the operations of that station; whereas, as to an affil-

iated station, the situation is different, it is owned and con-trolled by the fellow who owns the station. The second, and
perhaps even the more important aspect is, that I do not view
radio in its present state as the radio of the future. I believe
that in five or ten years from now we will look back upon the
radio structure of today, whether it will be in the broadcasting
station or whether it will be in the receiver in the home, andwill hardly be able to recognize the present day structure. I
think the changes that are coming in the radio art will comewith greater rapidity from now on than they have come even
during the past decade because of the developments which arenow reaching a point of ripeness and calling for expression inthe field and in the markets. Thus, if you own a station, youcan continue to experiment and to develop not only the broad-
casting of sound but the broadcasting of sight, the broadcasting
of facsimile, and a number of other services and activities thatmay become a part of the broadcasting station of the future.So that, experimentally and in the development of such new serv-ices, the ownership of a broadcasting station is more desirable
than an affiliation with another's broadcasting station.

Question: I see it from those standpoints, but they are not
strictly network activities, are they, Mr. Sarnoff
Answer: Not today, but they may become network activities

tomorrow.
Question: And you have no prophecy to make with respect tothe change in this network structure that you discussed in sofar as its effect on networks is concerned?
Answer: Well, I have some ideas. I do not know whether itis proper to prophesy--
Question: I was wondering whether that would also effectthe stability of networks-
Answer: I am willing to speculate, if you want me to do so,I believe, for example, that the notion that the nation can only

support four networks at the present time-
Question: I do not believe that there is any testimony to that
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effect, Mr. Sarnoff. Excuse me, 
for interrupting you. I 

think

the testimony is that there can 
only be four networks because 

of

the limited facilities 
available in the cities which 

must be on

any national network.

Answer: But there are no 
limitations in other parts of the

spectrum. I mean, not the same 
limitations. And there is no war-

rant for assuming that 
network operations must 

necessarily be

within the present limited 
band of frequencies. Now, 

all the

pressure comes from those who 
would like to move their 

vehicles

within the same narrow street.

Question: What pressure is that 
that you are talking 

about?

Answer: Well, I may be wrong 
about it. I hope I am, but I

suspect that there has been 
some pressure here against 

the idea

of NBC having two 
networks, for example. I assume 

that there

are others who have felt 
that if we had one that they 

might have

the other. Now, I do not 
think that the network 

problem of this

country is going to be solved by 
confining the art to the present

narrow band of frequencies. I 
can see the day when 

there will

be more networks possible, 
technically, than people to use 

them.

There is no reason I can see 
why there can't be a dozen, 

or two

dozen, or several dozen national 
networks, but in order to have

them it is necessary to 
develop waves in that part of 

the ether

which may now be 
characterized as wasteland. And by 

per-

mitting those who are 
functioning in the art at the 

present time,

to continue their 
developmemt and their research 

and their ex-

perimentations, you will expand, 
rather than narrow, competi-

tion in the radio field.

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, another 
limitation that exists today

on a number of networks 
would appear to be in the fact 

that the

networks make exclusive 
contracts with stations. If you 

have

a station with an 
exclusive contract with NBC, for 

example, that

station can't take programs 
from any other national 

network,

and, consequently, so far 
as that station is 

concerned, one net-

work completely blocks 
all others. Now, what 

is your opinion

with respect to the 
advisability of that kind of a 

limitation on

the number of 
networks?

Answer: My opinion with 
respect to that limitation is 

that

it is in the interest 
of the listener, that it 

is in the interest of

the public and that it 
is the basis of the 

American system of

network broadcasting. 
Destroy that provision, and 

you will have

destroyed the American 
system of network 

broadcasting. There

• ',cm-min int that I know 
about, coming from the 

public, on

• - „,,,nron int that is com-
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ing, so far as I know, from the stations affiliated with the net,
works. There may be some individual instances, but by and
large the testimony I have read has supported that provision.
It has been supported by these independent broadcasting stations.
Obviously, if a network spent money, as we are doing, to develop
the popularity of an individual broadcasting station in some ter-
ritory, if we gave them sustaining programs and they attracted
a listening audience and they built up circulation, and then some
other organization came along that did none of these things,
but just had a commercial program, and asked that broadcasting
station to take their program and put behind it the good-will
and the circulation and the pioneering that had been done by
whoever built that station up, of course, that somebody would
have a temporary advantage, but American broadcasting would
have a loss.

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, with respect to the way in which net-
works may build up stations, is it your opinion that the stations
are under some continuing obligation to the networks, or do you
think that the ordinary agreements between networks and sta-
tions provide pretty much a pay-as-you-go policy and that the
station pays the network fully for all it does for the station?
Answer: I think that the contract provides all the obliga-

tions that there are between the parties, but the contract is based
upon a philosophy of co-operation between these stations and
between the networks, and that philosophy, I think, is sound.

Question: Do you think it equally sound to say that the net-
work ought to obligate itself to the station to render service ex-
clusively to that station in the area which is served by that
station?
Answer: I think so, except where it is known to be rendering

service to another station, where it is known in advance that it
does so; but, by and large, I should think that that obligation
ought to be reciprocal, yes.

Question: To what extent, Mr. Sarnoff, do you think there
would be any change in the present system of network broad-
casting if the exclusive provisions were eliminated from con-
tracts?
Answer: I think that there would be great confusion, that

there would be a demoralization of the whole system of network
broadcasting, that it would be a grab as grab can and catch as
catch can, every fellow would go out and try to make any kind
of an arrangement, any kind of a commercial arrangement that
he could, and I think that there would be a diminution of sus-
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taining programs ; there would 
be no incentive on the 

part of

the major networks to build 
up the position of their 

local stations.

Question: You think that that 
would be true even though

the contracts contained a 
provision for a definite option on 

cer-

tain hours?
Answer: Yes, I think so, 

because if the hours were 
not of

a kind that suited a 
local station there would 

be continuous irri-

tation and pressure. You 
would transfer the local 

station from

an institution—and by 
local station I mean the 

station affiliated

with the network, the 
independent station. You would 

transfer

it from an atmosphere of 
stability, where it is part of a 

network,

knowing in advance what it 
may or may not do, or what 

it can

or can not do, with 
respect to its time, to a 

free-for-all situation

where it would continually 
be tempted by every 

network to take

its particular program 
or to give an hour 

because it would in-

crease its outlet or increase 
its income.

Question: Maybe I did not 
make the question quite clear.

Assuming that the contract did 
provide for a definite option

on certain hours, but as 
to hours other than those 

optioned there

was no restriction as to 
other network affiliation. Do 

you think

that type of contract would 
be difficult to make?

Answer: I think that type of 
contract would upset the pres-

ent system of network 
broadcasting, because, in the first 

place,

a local station affiliated 
with a network at the 

present time takes

on something of the 
character of that network; 

the network

feels a certain sense of 
responsibility to that station and 

the

station, in turn, to the 
network, for the character of 

its pro-

grams. Whereas, if that local 
station were free to connect with

any network that it 
wished to connect with and 

take any kind

of programs that it 
wished to take, I think the 

atmosphere would

change and the network, 
itself, would suffer, as well as 

the local

station, from the net results of 
that situation.

Question: Do you think that, 
by and large, network 

programs

are comparable as to 
quality with non-network 

programs?

Answer: I should say that by 
and large network 

programs

are superior. They, 
necessarily, have to be in order to 

gain

national importance and 
national audiences.

Question: If that is true, and 
the stations now in their 

non-

option time put on non
-network programs, don't you 

think that

it might be that the 
quality would go up rather 

than down if

were putting on network 
rather than non-network 

programs

MIIMMMMMINEV- 
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grams only. I suspect that the time of this inter-connection be-
tween the local station and the other network would be for com-
mercial programs. I mean, after all, the urge would come from
some network wanting to have more stations for a commercial
outlet, and, therefore, that would decrease the time for sustain-
ing programs which now have national interest for programs
strictly limited to commercial character and in all probability
commercial programs which may be denied, at the present time,
access to the major networks, I think the net result would be
downward.

Question: As I recall a statement made by Mr. Witmer, about
the only difference in his opinion between commercial and sus-
taining programs was that, by and large, commercial programs
are better.
Answer: Of course, if we enter into a discussion of what

constitutes better programs, we will be in a field of debate. If
by "better", Mr. Witmer or anyone else means more popular,
why, I have no doubt but that a great many commercial pro-
grams are more popular than a great many non-commercial
programs. But if by "better" we mean the constant effort to lift
the standard of music appreciation, the standard of culture,
the standard of education, and so on, then I think we must look
more to the sustaining types of programs, not because they are
better but because of their difference.

Commissioner Brown: At this point, we will recess until
11:15.

(Pursuant to the taking of a recess, the hearing was resumed
at 11:15 o'clock, a.m.)

Commissioner Brown: You may proceed, Mr. Dempsey.
By Mr. Dempsey:

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, I think that we touched on this briefly,
but I want to be sure to have your position clear with respect
to it. Is it your opinion that the motive of the individual stations
or of the network, which is primarily, so far as they are per-
sonally concerned, to make money, has the effect of resulting in
the best program service to listeners?
Answer: Yes, I should say that the motive of profit which is

inherent in the operation of either networks or local stations is
unquestionably a stimulant to providing the best service.

Question: And do you think that that desire to get profits,
on the part of the stations or the networks,—or rather that the
best way for stations or networks to make a profit is to render
nry,1rm1-11 nrnarsirri service?
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Answer: I have no doubt about the accuracy of that over aperiod of time for those who intend to remain in business andto help build up the art and industry of which they are a part.Of course, there is always the opportunity for a brief momentfor somebody to make more profits by forgetting for the briefmoment the element of public service, but in the long run I haveno doubt but what the station that will be the most successfulcommercially will be the one that will render the best service tothe public.
Question: To what extent are your affiliated stations—I donot mean all of the details, but generally—free to govern them-selves with respect to their program policy, operating policies?Answer: I think that they are free to a very large extent;perhaps, freer, in the case of our networks, because the affilia-tion contracts provide a substantial portion of station time dur-ing which the local station is free to handle local programs ofeither sustaining or commercial nature, and that time is stag-gered over a considerable period of the day. They are, as amatter of fact, free to accept or reject any program that we offerthem on the network. They don't have to take it, if they do notwant to.
Question: Isn't that largely a theoretical proposition, theirfreedom to reject network programs, that is, network commer-cial programs?
Answer: It is theoretical to the extent that there is no warrantfor their rejection. I mean, so long as they haven't any desireto reject it, as is the case, the practical result is as if they didnot have their rights. But it would soon move out of the realmof theory into one of reality if they exercised the right whichthey have. I think there have been one or two such cases.Question: Yes. I remember one instance that Mr. Hedges,I think, testified to when a newspaper which owned a radiostation affiliated with NBC refused to take, I think, Little OrphanAnnie because the competitor-newspaper carried that comic strip.I think that was the only one he remembered.
Answer: I think that there was one on the Pacific Coastsometime ago where there was some question because of somepolitical program. That, incidently, is one of the other reasonsfor the necessity of owning at least a minimum of stations in

key points, because there are times when the affiliated stations
do not wish to carry some particular program, and unless we
had some coverage, we could not put it on at all.
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Question: Do you mean that they refuse to carry commercialprograms for the network?
Answer: Well, they are more likely to refuse to carry a sus-taining program.
Question,: Well, there is no obligation on them now to carrysustaining programs, is there?
Answer: No, there is no obligation, but from a standpointof public service it is desirable that important sustaining pro-grams get the maximum coverage. On the whole, I think theyrespond reasonably, but the opportunity to put them over yourown operated stations is an opportunity that makes for expandedservice.
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, do you think it would be desirable forthe network to include in its relation with affiliated stations anyobligation on the part of the station to carry sustaining pro-grams or a certain number of sustaining programs in the sameway that it is required to carry commercial programs?
Answer: Well, while it might be helpful to the network, Ishould not recommend it. I think that that takes on the elementof compulsion.
Question: I am not quite clear as to what the difference incompulsion would be if it were just the same way as it nowoperates with respect to commercial programs?
Answer: Well, the element of compulsion would reside in thefact that under such a provision the local station would be com-pelled to take that program, whereas, today it is free to reject it.Question: But to that extent there is compulsion to takecommercial programs?
Answer: Well, a commercial program is a matter of contractfor specified time. You have the right to sell that station's facili-ties for a given period of time, and to the extent that the stationhas pledged its time under that contract, of course, to thatextent it is compelled to take that program, yes.
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, in just one view, it is not accurate tosay that your sustaining programs are in the nature of NBCadvertising, is it?
Answer: To the extent that any activity of the NBC is lookedupon with favor by the public, why, to that extent, of course,it advertises the NBC, and it is helpful to the NBC; yes.Question: And it is to attract listeners for NBC programs?Answer: Yes.
Question: Do you think that there would be anything to pre-vent a contract of affiliation requiring the station, as it now
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requires in certain other respects to advertise the National Broad-
casting Company, to carry certain sustaining programs as part
of that advertising?

Answer: Yes, I think that it would be objectionable, because,
in the first place, when you get into the sustaining programs you
get into the element of controversy, whereas, in the commercial
programs, by and large, they are entertainment programs de-
signed to institutionalize the client or to sell his products, but
the whole range of controversy lies within the sustaining field.

Question: Without regard to the controversial field. I do not
assume that you would say that the Metropolitan Opera pro-
gram is within that particular category. Programs of that type,
would there be any objection to requiring the station to carry it?

Answer: There would be no objection from our standpoint,
if you could define the particular kind of programs, but I sus-
pect that one would find great difficulty in arriving at that defi-
nition, and also if it did not cover the large body of sustaining
programs it would not amount to very much. But even in the
case of the Metropolitan and the NBC Symphony Orchestra, you
would be surprised at the amount of persuasion that is neces-
sary to exercise in order to get some stations to carry those pro-
grams.

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, your own stations don't carry all sus-
taining programs, do they? They take local advertising, local
commercial programs, do they not?

Answer: Yes.
Question: But are they required to take certain particular

programs?
Answer: Yes.
Question: Sustaining?
Answer: Our own stations, yes.
Question: You do not have any difficulty in determining

which ones they must take and which ones are optional with
them as against a chance to sell time locally?

Answer: No, we have no difficulty within our own organiza-
tion. Usually, these programs and these activities are the result
of group action, minds meeting around the program table and
deciding on a course.

Question: I am having some difficulty in following your
statement that there would be any improper compulsion, and,

by that, a compulsion of a different character between the re-
quirement that a station take sustaining or give a certain num-

ber of hours for sustaining to NBC and the option on time for
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commercial programs. For example, in your contract, wouldyou think it improper to say that a certain number of hours onSunday or a certain hour each night in the week should be heldopen for sustaining programs to be furnished by NBC subjectto the same limitation as the commercial programs are?
Answer: Well, let me try and clarify it, if I can, by a defi-nition. As regards all programs, my understanding is that inthe final analysis the affiliated station is free to accept or rejecteven though we have a contract which gives us a certain allot-ment of time for commercial programs. If that station refusesa commercial program for reasons of its own, it has that rightto do it.
Question: I do not understand that the contract providesquite that. It is my understanding from the testimony so farthat if the station feels the program is not in the public interestthat it may refuse to accept it, but that the station would notbe free to arbitrarily refuse a program unless there was somebasis for that refusal.
Answer: I think that that is correct. I have addressed allof my observations to the basic end of public service, but theremight be a difference in view between us and the local station asto what constitutes the public interest in a commercial program,and, in that event, the affiliated station would be free to deter-mine on the basis of its judgment. Now, as a practical matterthat happens seldom, if ever, because there is no basic differ-ence between our understanding.
But when you come to sustaining programs, it is really theother way around; that is, it is the network that furnishes asustaining service to the local station. We create these programs,and we make them available to our affiliated stations. Now, inthe sustaining program comes this whole field of debate andargument, politics, Government, and whatnot, and if we saidby contract to the local station—or if any network said—"Youhave got to take that program whether you like it or not," Ithink that it would introduce an element of compulsion whichwould become the subject of argument, and in practical resultsit would not amount to very much because if you retain for theaffiliated stations the ultimate judgment of what may or maynot go over its station on the basis of its definition of publicservice, you would arrive at about the same result plus the newdebate that would start.
Question: Now, let me ask you another question. As I under-stand your policy on the discussion of controversial subjects,
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you generally try to present both sides of the subject, or all sides
of it if there are more than two points of view. Let's suppose
that you have Senator Jones on Monday night discussing the
merits of a pending bill and that you are going to have Senator
Smith on Tuesday night answer. Under the present system the
local stations, the affiliates, might all take Senator Jones, if it
happened to be an hour which was free to them, not option time,
and if Senator Jones happened to be fairly popular, but they
would be free, all of them, to turn off Senator Smith and put on
a local commercial in its place. So the policy of NBC, with re-
spect to controversial subjects would be entirely nullified by
the action of the affiliates so far as a national carrying-out of
that policy is concerned, would it not?

Answer: Well, there is that element of uncertainty in the
situation, but the test is what has actually happened. And efforts
are made by the networks—certainly, they have been made by
our networks—to give equal opportunity or substantially equal
opportunity, which means about the same number of stations
and about the same time, to those who have contrary points of
view on subjects of national or public interest. Here and there,
there might be a slip or a failure, but on the whole it has
worked very well. And if a local station, an affiliated station,
made a practice or a habit of accepting one side of a contro-
versy, on a sustaining basis, and rejecting the opposite side,
on a sustaining basis, why, sooner or later, that local station
would find itself marked as one which was not functioning in
accordance with the rules of the game.

Question: But under your present system for putting it on,
that local station might find it very difficult to present both
sides because it might have other commitments for the second
night, or for the answer to the question, and it would have to,
or may have to, arbitrarily throw those off or not present the
question. All that I am suggesting is that if you had certain
definite hours that the station had to hold open, you would not
have any problems of that sort.

Answer: Well, you would still have the problem, even though
you had certain definite hours open, of the local station saying:
"I do not want this side, and I do want the other side," unless
you wrote into the contract the compulsion that it must have
both sides, or all sides, of the controversy. Now, the minute you
did that on any contractual basis, you would, of course be run-
ning into the element of censorship and control by the network

of what the local station may or may not do within its own
free time.

Question: Generally, do you feel that your program policies
are superior to that of the average station?
Answer: Modesty compels me to answer that question with

some qualification. I feel that being the pioneers in the broad-
casting field, having started it, that, perhaps, we have a larger
experience, and I feel that we give a wider service than any other
organization. I think that, perhaps, we spend more money on
sustaining programs than any other organization. But I am
also appreciative of the many excellent programs that are given
by competitive networks and competitive stations—

Question,: I am not now discussing competitive networks, but
non-network programs of stations.
Answer: Oh, you are referring to non-networks as against

networks?
Question: That is right. Do you think that the network pro-

gram standards are higher, the program quality is better, than
non-network? I think that you said that you did, a while ago.
Answer: Yes; that, I do.
Question: To what extent do you try to get your affiliates to

come up to your standard, even in their non-network programs?
Answer: Continuous effort is being made in that direction.

That is true, when we have a program, for example, such as
the National Broadcasting Symphony Orchestra with Toscanini,
or the Metropolitan Opera, and there may be a number of sta-
tions that will say: "Well, we would prefer to have a com-
mercial program during that time." Our representatives are in
touch with them and showing them why it is to their interest
to build up their local stations with these superior programs.
We do not always succeed, but, by and large, I think that the
response has been gratifying and it has been proportional to
the excellence of the National programs.

Question: Do I understand that a failure on the part of an
affiliate to conform its non-network programs to the standards
of the network programs affects your renewal of that contract?
Answer: Well, if it fell below what we regard as a decent

standard, I think that when time for renewal came along we
would look with disfavor upon renewing it. I think, in any event,
that is likely to occur in the less-important stations; it does not
occur in the more-important stations.

Question: What type of efforts would you make, simply to
persuade them to raise the standards or would you attempt to
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exercise compulsion through a suggestion 
that their contract

would not be renewed?
Answer: I am not speaking from direct 

experience, you

understand, because I am not the man who has 
direct contact

with these local stations. I have no 
doubt that some of our men

who have been doing that character 
of work could speak with

a greater knowledge of—

Question: I mean, just generally, your 
knowledge of the

policy.
Answer: Generally speaking, as a 

policy, I would say that

our efforts are directed by personal 
contacts—We always have

men traveling around contacting 
these affiliated stations—by

meetings that we have; by literature that 
we send out to them,

brochures and whatnot; by local activities 
that we stimulate in

their own localities for better music 
and educational programs;

but if over a period of years we 
came to the conclusion that

there was nothing that could be done 
to stimulate a particular

station in that direction, that its 
interests lie wholly in what it

can do commercially and that it is not 
imbued with the broader

spirit of public service and, 
therefore, bringing down the level

of our network, why, our policy would 
be to get rid of that sta-

tion, and if that policy has not been 
exercised, in any general

sense, it is because there has been no 
occasion for it and be-

cause I think that we have been 
fairly successful, particularly

with the more-important stations.

Question: This is somewhat a different 
question. With re-

spect to the provisions in your 
contracts, generally, and the

policy underlying them, for 
optioning certain hours on the sta-

tions, do you think that the policy 
of the networks should be

to option roughly the amount of 
time it expects to be able to

sell, or to option, generally, all the 
most desirable hours even

though only a small portion, 
relatively, can be sold?

Answer: So far as the network is 
concerned, unless it had

the definite hours over the 
affiliated stations, and the important

hours as well, it could not 
develop an important commercial

business. It would undermine the 
entire system of American

network broadcasting. So far as 
the remainder of the time is

concerned, that is, under option, I 
think it should be long enough

and wide enough really to 
afford the local station the oppor-

tunity to render a local 
service, because there will be many 

pro-

grams of a local character 
that have no national interest 

or

national significance, which 
do not lend themselves to 

network

„Hrm no Olt to be able and free to give
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that local service. I think that the present optional time, under
our contracts with affiliated stations, provides for that latitude
and even more.

Question: The present contracts, as I understand it, pro-
vide for the optioning of the most desirable commercial time.
Answer: Yes.
Question: And that means the time, usually, when there are

the most people listening. Isn't that true?
Answer: From a commercial standpoint, that is true, yes;

but even in those hours, I think there is free station time for the
local station, even during the more desirable hours.

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, as a matter of policy, what proportion
of the more desirable hours do you think should be left open for
local as distinguished from network operations?
Answer: Well, I think that our present contract—I am not

quite clear on the hours—provides something like 5 or 6 hours
of optional time during the various periods of the day and also,
I think, somewhere between 7 and 7 ;30 there is an optional
period. I know, with respect to the evening hour alone which
we voluntarily made an optional period for local programs,
that we have done that at a cost of millions of dollars, annually,
because that is an hour that could be sold.

Question: What hour is that?
Answer: I think between 7 and 7:15 or 7:15 and 7:30 there

is an optional period.
Mr. Hennessey: I think it is 7 to 7:30.
The Witness: 7 to 7:30. All right.
Mr. Hennessey: New York Time.

By Mr. Dempsey:
Question: Just to what extent do you believe that the local

stations, your affiliates, lose their identity and become part of
the network as distinguished from independent local stations?
Answer: I do not think that they lose their identity at all.

I think the local station has become, perhaps, the most impor-
tant element in the local community. It depends to a large ex-
tent on the exploitation abilities of the local manager, his
standing, and so on, and so forth. But they continue to announce
their station with their local name, in their advertising and in
their contacts, and I do not think they lose their identity. And
during the period that they have a network program, they in-
crease their importance in their local community.

Question,: Now, with respect to the stations which are owned
and operated by the National Broadcasting Company. Do you
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think that the necessity, or the advisability, 
from the stand-

point of network in operating those stations, is 
because of the

commercial problems involved or the program service, 
the sus-

taining programs?
Answer: I think that it is on both grounds.

Question: Just what extent is it on the sustaining 
programs?

Answer: On the sustaining programs, it is to the 
extent of

enabling the company to make its facilities a
vailable for sus-

taining programs, and, that, itself, acts as a 
stimulant to an

affiliated station to take those programs. If we had n
o stations

at all upon which we could put sustaining programs, 
and in each

instance had to apply to the affiliated stations, I am 
sure that

there would be less sustaining programs. The 
fact that we put

them on at key points or important stations gives 
them a certain

base to begin with.
Question: You mean put them out over the air?

Answer: Yes.
Question: And not just put them on a line?

Answer: Oh, no, I mean over the air.

Question: From the commercial standpoint, I unders
tand, it

is a question of stability?
Answer: A question of stability, yes.

Question: If your contracts with your affiliated stations 
were

for, say, a year instead of five or more years, do you 
think that

that would materially affect the stability of the networks?

Answer: Yes, I think not only materially but seriously.

Question: Well, now, just how? When the contracts expire

I suppose that there would be competition with the other 
net-

works for that affiliation?
Answer: There would be competition for the stations, com-

petition between the networks, and since a network, in order
 to

exist, must have certain stations on its network the 
local sta-

tions would then deal with the highest bidder, and ot
her ques-

tions would become subsidiary to that, and there 
would be a

continuous battle back and forth to obtain the more 
desirable

stations on these networks. That would throw the whole 
struc-

ture into a state of confusion. A year does not mean 
very much.

The listener also has become accustomed to dialing to 
his favorite

station on a certain network, and he would 
continually find

that he would have to dial elsewhere. The 
competition, it seems

to me, is in the program end, rather than in 
the facility end,

and this is as it should be.

Question: From the standpoint of the stations 
and the affil-
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iates, do you think that it would be more or less desirable to
have short term contracts?
Answer: No, I do not think that it would be more or less

desirable, and I do not think that it would be desirable at all
because the local station in the final analysis will gain more from
a stabilized industry than from a confused industry. While in
any one given situation, at a given moment, he might drive a
harder bargain, in the long run, I think that he would not bene-
fit, because, after all, the present situation is one of a five-year
period only. At the end of that five-year period the station has
an opportunity to switch if the other network bids for its
facility, and it takes anywhere from a year to two, and sometimes
more, for a station to mesh into a network. It is not merely a
physical connection of lines; it requires a human connection be-
tween the personnel of the station and department heads, and
so on and so forth, in the ways of doing business, and a year to
year shift, I am sure, would upset the structure.

Question: Well, are you sure that the making of the terms
of the contract for one year would mean a year to year shift?
Answer: Well, it would, at least, be an incentive in that direc-

tion, because at the end of the year there would be bidding for
the station by the networks, and if a network had to have a
certain station in a key point, didn't have a station of its own,
it would be more or less at the mercy of their bid, or would have
to abandon giving service in that locality.

Question: Do you think that putting the local stations, or
the affiliated station, in what I gather would be a better bargain-
ing position would seriously affect network operations?
Answer: I think putting them in the position that you have

indicated here would seriously affect them. I think the local
station today has a pretty good bargaining position. As a mat-
ter of fact, the networks are becoming, to a large extent, pro-
gram producing agencies; they create these programs and hire
wires from the telephone company, making them available to
the local stations. The risks in the business today are in the net-
works and not in the local stations, and those risks are substan-
tial. When we, for example, make a rental contract, as we did
in Radio City, for studios large enough and modern enough and
adequate to render these services,--we had to make that rental
contract for a period of 21 years. Now, you invest in studio
facilities, you invest in organization, you invest in plant, and
all the things that go with it, and your final dependence is upon
the affiliated stations connected with that network. It is true
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that they, in turn, also depend upon the network for these pro-
grams, but from a physical standpoint the local station today
controls the physical agencies of broadcasting to a much greater
extent than any network or the combination of all networks.

Question: Well, the investment of the network in studios and
other facilities is all made on a 21-year basis or a long-term
basis on the theory, I assume, that by doing that it can get
something more to offer the stations, and through them the pub-
lic, cheaper than if it did it on a one-year basis or a six-months
basis?
Answer: Quite true. It does all of those things on the basis

that it intends to be a permanent part of an industry that ren-
ders a public service every day in the year.

Question: And to that extent it is in a better competitive
position with other networks, the more it puts in, if it is wisely
invested, the more it has to sell?

Answer: Yes, but that is all on the assumption that when
the independent station is faced at the end of each year,—and
I am addressing my remarks to this short one-year period only—
with varying bids for its facilities, and in some cases showing
an immediate profit over a long-term period, the decision, in
each instance, would have to be made on the basis of an imme-
diate higher profit versus a more stabilized situation over a long
period, and I think that it is too much to expect all human nature
to respond in the same way. There would be some who might
be interested in the immediate advantage rather than in the
long-term stability.

Question: Do you feel that you can give the local stations,
the affiliates, a better contract because it is a five-year contract
than if it were a one-year contract?

Answer: Oh, yes, without a doubt. We can assume commit-
ments, make plans in the program end, knowing that we have
got five years to develop their value. Even a program put on
today, however good it is, may not be immediately popular. It
often takes six months or a year before a program reaches a
point of national interest. Now, just about that time you might
lose the station.

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, you mentioned some prospective de-
velopments. Is it your opinion that in the immediate future there
are any developments which will materially change the present
network structure?
Answer: My opinion is that there are developments ahead

which are bound to affect the whole radio structure. How imme-
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diate those effects will be is a matter of speculation, because Ithink they depend on three elements. They depend: I shouldsay first and foremost, on the work of the laboratory, what theengineers and the scientists who are at work in these new fieldscan perfect and develop; they depend also on the financial andeconomic situation, the ability of these organizations that arecarrying on these scientific developments to finance them in newfields, and they depend also upon the attitude, if I may respect-fully submit, of this Commission and the Government, gen-erally,—as to what the attitudes of our Government and ourregulating bodies are going to be toward these new develop-ments. And I say that, not with any criticism, because I haveno fault to find with the attitude of this Commission towardsthe development of radio, but I am speaking of the future, and,of course, I do not know what their attitude in the future may be.Those three elements together, scientific development, finan-cial capacity, and Governmental encouragement, will determinethe rate at which these effects will take place.
Now, to be more specific as to the kind of developments Ihave in mind.
You will, perhaps, permit me to say that I have been in thisart and industry since I was knee-high to a grasshopper. I

started in 1906, and for 33 years I have watched and partici-
pated in the development of this art. I have seen technical revo-lutions take place in this art almost with five-year regularity.Beginning with the early days, there was the spark system oftelegraphy, ship-to-shore, and that spark system gave way tocontinuous waves generated by tubes. Then, you had the tubesystem of communication. That was a revolution, changing theapparatus that was then in use, and the methods, and the spaceoccupied in the ether by undamped waves as against dampedoscillations, and so on. Then came the development of the wire-less telephone, about the War time, which was another revolu-tion, in that, the human voice as well as the code signals couldbe transmitted through space. And, then came the developmentof transoceanic communication which, for the time being atleast, subordinated in importance, all the other methods of radiocommunication, and that represented another technical revolu-tion. The waves were generated by alternators and long wavesof the order of 12,000 to 20,000 meters were employed. Then,just about the time these transoceanic facilities were estab-lished, at great expense, in one case at Port Jefferson, LongIsland, we built a station with seventy-two 400-foot towers and
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10 square miles of land with eighteen 200-kilowatt alternators

at a cost of about $10,000,000 and by the time the final paint was

on the buildings, it was obsolete because short waves came into

existence. Where once they were regarded as ineffective meth-

ods of transoceanic communication, they became the most effec-

tive method.
I can remember, as a wireless operator, in the days of Marconi,

in 1908 and '09, I was a wireless operator at a little station called

Seagate in Coney Island and at another one, Siasconset on Nan-

tucket Island, and we then had two methods of signaling, one

was short-wave called Tune "A" and the other was long-wave

called Tune "B". Tune "A" used waves of 100 meters and below,

and Tune B", 350 meters and above. This was ship communica-

tion. Everybody had assumed, then, that the Tune "A" waves

could communicate at a range of about 50 miles and no longer,

because short waves could not travel very far. If you wanted

to cover distance, you had to use Tune "B". Well, out of this

Tune "A"-Tune "B" business arose these 12,000 to 20,000 meter

waves on the theory that the longer the wave, the better chance

you had to negotiate the longer distance. We now find that if

you want to cover a very long distance, you want to use a very

short wave; so that it is easier today to communicate from

New York to Australia with a wave length of around 14 meters

than it would be with a wave length of 14,000 meters. In fact,

you could not do it at all with the latter. And these big alter-

nators, big towers, and big buildings have gone their way; they

have been interred, but somebody had to pay the price of that

development.
Now, we come to broadcasting. At the present time, the waves

give to broadcasting a limited capacity. The average person

thinks of a broadcasting station as one that can reach the entire

nation. I have had ever so many people ask me, in referring

to this latest development of television, for example, when we

say that the station has a range of about 50 miles: "Well, what

good is a 50-mile range? You have got to have the range of

a station that is able to reach from New York to 
California."

Now, their mental impression is that the present sound broad-

casting station reaches California, and, of course, we here all

know that it does no such thing. The average range of a 
broad-

casting station today, its useful range, is really not 
much greater

than that of an average television station, 50 
to 100 miles. It

is when you are inter-connected with 
another station that you

crivp it that additional range. And so, within this 
limitation of
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the band, I think that broadcasting, as we know it today, has
reached about the limit of its technical capacity. I do not mean
that there will not be refinements and improvements, but I
think that the art in its present space has reached, more or less,
saturation; and yet I believe that radio, the radio art itself, is
a long, long way from saturation; in fact, that it is still in its
infancy. Waves that were once thought useless are daily be-
coming more and more valuable.
The problems faced by this Commission, the problems faced

by the Government, and the problems faced by the industry, after
all is said and done, can be summarized in one word: "technol-
ogy" or "science".

If we could have all the wave lengths that you and J want,
a great many of these problems which we must now properly
discuss and deal with would disappear. There might be other
problems, but they would not be primarily of a technical nature.In other words, if it were as easy for an American citizen to
establish a broadcasting station, or if he were as free to estab-lish a broadcasting station as he is free to establish a newspaper
or a magazine, assuming that he has the wherewithal, then
this whole body of regulation and this character of question
would take on a different aspect.

Therefore, the problem is, and the solution must be, to expand
the usefulness of radio, to find new means of communication, to
make 2 or 100 or 1,000 blades of grass grow where only one
grows today.

Based on my • experience in the past, based on my observa-
tions of what is going on in the art, and my contacts with our
scientists and engineers, I have no hesitation in saying to you
that in my opinion the number of channels for radio communi-
cation which it is possible to develop into useful channels are
many, many times the number that now exist. In fact, they may
be a hundred-fold or a thousand-fold as great. We now speak
not in terms of long waves or short waves, we refer to ultra-
short waves, to centimeter waves, to millimeter waves, and wetalk of modulating these waves through frequency modulation,
through amplitude modulation, through phase modulation, or a
combination of these methods.

Commissioner Brown: Are you speaking of broadcasting or
radio services as a whole?
The Witness: I am speaking of all phases of radio, including

broadcasting, Mr. Commissioner. I can foresee a network by
radio which can carry not only broadcasting but also telegraphy,
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telephony, multiple communications, facsimile, television, and
the like, all on one network and at the same time. I can see the
possibilities of developing systems of inter-communication, both
for sound broadcasting and for television, that will not depend
upon wires at all, where you can carry these signals and these
images by means of a radio line instead of a wire line or even
of coaxial cables—by utilizing radio relays.
When those developments are perfected, as I believe they will

be, in time, given those three attributes that I referred to at
the beginning, you will have more technical facilities available
for use than there will be people to use them.
And so it is important, it seems to me, that, in any appraisal

of the problems of radio, that present-day limitations be not
employed as the standard for tomorrow's Governmental regu-
lations. The worst possible thing that could happen would be to
put radio technique in a legislative straight jacket, because if
that were done there would be a complete negation of the pur-
poses of the Radio Act which in the very preamble refers to the
development of radio to its maximum capabilities. I may not
be using the exact language, but I am referring, I am sure, to
the sense of that language.

Those are the developments, Gentlemen, that I see in radio.
I think they will come with greater rapidity now than they
have come before, because, first, there is greater knowledge today
about the radio art and industry than there was in the past,
and second, there is greater necessity. The legend that "neces-
sity is the mother of invention" still holds true. The best way
to get additional networks functioning, the best way to get
additional stations on the air, is not by taking from "B" what
he has today and giving it to "A", who may want to go there,
but by stimulating both "A" and "B" to carve out a new lane
in the ether so that science, itself, may provide the opportunity
for additional networks or additional stations. That can be done.
By Mr. Dempsey:

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, in your statement, I think you made
the suggestion that the limitations of today should not provide
the standards for tomorrow. But the limitations of today cer-
tainly must be taken into account if providing the standards and
regulations for today, do you not think?
Answer: I am completely in sympathy with the efforts of

this Commission, and always have been, to apply standards and
to regulate the art, and certainly there is need at the present
time, in the present state of the art, to regulate the facilities, but
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I am referring to tomorrow. I am referring to the kind of atomorrow when even those who have spent their lives in theart are unable now fully to visualize the direction in which thatart is traveling. All that I plead for is that there be maintained amaximum of liberty for the development of that art and thatno regulations be imposed of a character which would be likelyto retard or to stifle these new prospects. In saying that, I amnot addressing myself at all to any motive or objective, becauseI know that this Commission has no more desire to stifle thisart than I have, but objective, itself, is not the only test; it isthe result of regulations rather than the purpose of regula-tions that must,—and often do—determine developments. Neverwas—
Commissioner Thompson: Pardon me. You would recognizethat if what you envision for the future should come to passthat there would be a definite requirement for regulation?
The Witness: I should say, Mr. Commissioner, if what I vis-ualized for the future should come to pass, that there would beless requirements for regulation than there may be today onanything except the physical aspects of the art.
Commissioner Thompson: Well, you speak in terms of net-works—you spoke, possibly using the word "network". Wouldyou believe that such a power should be vested in one individualor one small group of individuals in such a situation?
The Witness: I am not pleading for or suggesting a monopoly,but what I am trying to say, Mr. Commissioner, is that I canenvision, and do envision, the day when radio development willmake it just as possible for anybody to get into the radio trans-mission business as the press situation today makes it possiblefor anybody to get into the publication of a newspaper, and underthose conditions my conclusion, which I urge, is that there is andthere would be no more warrant for regulating radio than thereis for regulating the press.
Commissioner Thompson: Well, is there not this distinction:that one operates under a license and the other operates undercertain—
The Witness: I am not pleading 
Commissioner Thompson: I notice that you speak constantlyof the permittee of the radio stations rather than use the term"licensee". There is a very wide distinction between control ofthe air waves belonging to all the people and a private enterpriseof one particular individual, such as a newspaper. That is myview at least.
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The Witness: I am not pleading for any control by any one
individual, and I am not addressing myself to a state of the art
where one individual would control it. I am trying to indicate
the possibility of developing the art to a point where any number
of individuals would have opportunity to utilize these agencies,
and under those conditions—Perhaps, you will permit me to
read just one little paragraph here, quoting President Roosevelt,
I think about a week or two ago, where he made a public state-
ment which was broadcast by transcription, and where he
referred to this particular question. He said: "Government
restrictions on the press amount to little more than laws to
prevent the printing of obscene matter and articles calculated to
incite rebellion. The press is as free as it cares to be, or as its
economic condition permits it to be, but now, in our own time,
there has come into being another great institution for the
general diffusion of knowledge, the radio. Still in its infancy,
it already rivals in importance the schools and the press. The
Government, as the people's agent, has had, and has now, a still
different relation to radio from that towards the schools and the
press. It has encouraged and aided development, on the one
hand, and on the other it has set up such controls of its operation
as are necessary to prevent complete confusion on the air. In all
other respects, the radio is as free as the press." I would
emphasize that last sentence.

Commissioner Thompson: I agree with that, Mr. Sarnoff
there is no difference there. You spoke constantly though of the
network control as you envisioned the control of not only radio
but all forms of communication and reproduction, and you spoke
of it in terms, not of the freedom that the President referred to,
but as a network control which would bring it not to freedom of
individual licensees but only such freedom as the network might
exercise or control through the assignment of time.

The Witness: I spoke, Mr. Commissioner, of the possibility
of there being more networks, not a network, but of the possi-
bility of there being more networks available than people to
engage in the network business. I am envisioning a number of
networks, perhaps as many networks as there are newspapers if
there is economic justification for them.
By Mr. Dempsey:

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, in your speculation about the future
of radio, it seems to me, as you described it, there would still be a
necessity for assignment and allocation of frequencies to various
types of radio service. Am I correct in that?
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Answer: Yes, that is correct.
Question: And that means that the available useful spectrum,

whatever it might develop to be, would have to be divided into
different categories for use for different purposes?
Answer: That is right.
Question: And I assume that you would think that the Federal

Government would have to undertake that division.
Answer: I would assume that even under those conditions

I have described, Government regulation of the physical facilities
and the allocation of wave lengths would be necessary and essen-
tial.

Question: In determining how much space in the spectrum
to allocate for such things as broadcasting as distinguished, we
will say, from ship-to-shore or aviation purposes, the value to
the public of the particular service would be the determining
factor, don't you think?

Answer: Yes.
Question: So that in deciding whether to allocate a band of

1,000 or 10,000 or 100,000 kilocycles wide for broadcasting,
which would mean taking it away from other service to some
extent, the relative importance to the public of the different
services would have to be the decisive factor with whatever body
was authorized to make that allocation?
Answer: Of course, my thesis is addressed not to a restrictive

type of art but to an expansive type, where there will be enough
wave lengths to do the work of the day, whatever they are. If you
want to have marine communications, you should have enough
wave lengths to carry on there. The kind of Government control
that I really have in mind is that if you have a network, for
example, or a station that broadcasts not only sound but also
broadcasts facsimile, which is type matter or news, and broad-
casts television, you arrive at a situation where radio makes con-
tact not only with the opera and the concert stage but is, in a
sense, making contact also with the newspaper, upon which it will
depend for news to transmit to the home in the form of a radio-
newspaper and with the movies upon whom it must, in a measure,
depend for pictures to televise. Therefore, you will there see the
possibility of a development of radio which will touch news and
intelligence transmission, telegraph and telephone communica-
tions, the movie, the press, and so on. At that point in radio
development, the degree of Government control must be as zeal-
ously guarded by the citizenry as the degree of monopoly must
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be guarded by the Government, because at that point censorship
becomes a very dangerous neighbor.

Question: Before we get quite to that point, the uses of radio
are expanding almost as fast as the useful spectrum is expanding
today, do you not think?

Answer: Well, it is expanding very rapidly, yes.
Question: For example, radio transmission of energy in the

laboratory has been perfected to the extent that demonstrations
have been put on of lighting a home, running a washing machine
or an oven by radio rather than direct wire connections with a
generator. So as the spectrum is widened, it will also be a
requirement that things, for which now with a limited spectrum
no frequencies can be allocated, will be permitted to come into
the picture. I had that in mind in suggesting that there will
always be a considerable demand for frequencies, sufficient to
require sonic regulation to allocate frequencies to particular
services. If that is correct, and that I do not imagine that you
would suggest wouldn't be true for at least the next ten years,
there is going to be some necessity also to see that the frequencies
are used for the purpose to which they are allocated or assigned,
and that they are assigned on the basis of what the public interest
demands. If it demands more frequencies for point-to-point com-
munication they, perhaps, could be taken away from the amateur
band or the broadcast band or some other place in the spectrum.
But if they are taken away and turned over to non-Governmental
agencies to operate and those agencies do not operate them, the
purpose for which they are licensed, then the whole plan of alloca-
tion breaks down, does it not?

Answer: I would not quarrel at all with that statement.
I think that you are entirely correct.

Question: To what extent in the transmission of intelligence,
the broadcasting of intelligence, we will say, eliminating the
point-to-point telephone and telegraph services, do you think that
it is necessary to see that the licensees do use the frequencies for
the transmission of intelligence to further the public interest?

Answer: I do not know that I exactly understand what you
mean by "to what degree". I should say that if the Commission
today grants a license to a station to engage in the field of public
telegraphy or public telephony or marine communications that
it is a proper function of the Commission to see that that function
was exercised by the licensee, and similarly with broadcasting.
I have offered no objection, and I never have, to that character
of regulation or to that character of control by the Commission.

_
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The only thing that I have in mind, to which I have addressed my
observations, is the program, itself, the content of the thing that
goes out.

Question: Let's take an example. Supposing that a station
was licensed for the use of police radio and the frequency is
assigned, the transmitter is licensed, and so on, and it is used
continuously for the broadcasting of music, do you think that
that license should be taken away?
Answer: I should think that the licensee would not be ful-

filling the function for which he secured the license, and, instead
of saying that I would take it away, I would, under those condi-
tions, require the licensee to fulfill the purpose; and, then, if he
failed to do it, of course, there is no alternative except to cancel
his license, under the conditions you specified.

Question: Well, I was assuming, of course, that the Commis-
sion could not require him to send some particular police mes-
sages, and that the only way in which you could operate would
be to find out what he is doing and if he is not doing that for
which his license were granted you would revoke the license.
Now, the reason that certain frequencies are allocated for police
service is that the public welfare demands police-department
function. Why do you think that a band is allocated for broad-
casting?
Answer: I think that a band is allocated for broadcasting in

order to render a broadcasting service, and a broadcasting service
consists of a number of elements, entertainment, education,information, news, discussion of questions of public interest,and all the elements which constitute programs.

Question: Would you say that the element of quality enters
in that at all?
Answer: The quality of the programs?
Question: Yes.
Answer: Why, of course, I should say that the element ofquality of the program is the element that determines the popu-larity of the station and the number of listeners that it has.
Question: Well, were the station licensed to broadcast and itbroadcast programs of inferior quality, and did not give enter-tainment, information, education, and so on as you have listedthem, do you think that its license should be revoked?
Answer: Well, I would have to reach an agreement with youfirst as to what you regard inferior quality before I could answerthat question.
Question: You define it.
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Answer: Well, I would leave 
the quality of the 

programs to

the listeners to 
determine; I would not leave 

the quality of the

program to be determined by 
a regulatory body 

excepting only

those elements of a 
program which are 

properly outlawed,

obscene language, libel, and 
all those sorts of 

things. You could

not get agreement, Mr. 
Dempsey, on the quality of an 

orchestra.

There are people today 
who would regard one 

orchestra as

inferior to another one, but 
nevertheless they both give 

music.

Question: And you think 
that the listeners 

should really

determine the quality of the 
programs?

Answer: I think that the 
listeners are the people who 

deter-

mine the quality of the 
programs, and they are more 

vocal in the

radio broadcasting field 
than in any other 

comparable field, by

the letters they send, 
by the protests they 

register, by the com-

mendations they offer. Radio, 
after all, operates with 

the privacy

of a goldfish in a 
bowl. Nobody can put a 

program on the air

without exposing it to public 
attention. There is, therefore, 

the

listener as a leveling 
influence, and then there is 

the commercial

advertiser upon whose revenue 
the station depends 

because as the

station loses listeners the 
advertiser will not patronize the 

station.

So you have both the 
listener and the advertiser 

operating as

natural incentives to 
maintaining the best programs.

Question: Do you think that 
the Commission would 

be justi-

fied, for example, if they 
had an accurate poll of 

the listeners

in the area 
supposedly served by a 

particular station and they,

by an overwhelming 
majority, indicated that that 

station was

not rendering a 
satisfactory service, under those 

circumstances

do you think the 
Commission would be justified 

in revoking the

license?
Answer: No, I do not. In 

the first place, I think 
that the

taste of the majority 
varies from day to day 

and from year to

year. I think that if you 
would look over the 

programs of the

last ten years that you 
would find, from their 

range, that what

were popular once are 
in the dog-house 

today, and vice versa.

Also, I speak with no 
intended criticism but with 

very earnest

apprehension towards a 
situation which would 

deposit in the

hands of any 
Governmental agency the power 

to cancel or with-

draw licenses from a 
station based on its 

programs. All you have

to do is to look 
abroad to see the results 

of that. Now, it may 
be

true, here and there, 
in isolated 

instances, there may be 
abuse

of present 
privileges, there may be an 

inadequacy of service, but,

after all, one has to 
approach the subject from 

the standpoint of

• __ ti.nvYt ita overall picture.
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Question: Now, the listeners in those isolated instances prob-
ably feel just as much aggrieved as though the whole nation were
getting unsatisfactory service, do you not think?

Answer: Well, the listener, in the first place, has the oppor-
tunity there for more than one station. I do not know of any
places in the United States—there may be one or two, but I do
not know of them—where any listener is compelled to listen to
just one station and has not the choice of program.

Question: Well, don't you think that where a listener has two
stations, for example, he ought to have the choice between two
satisfactory services and not one good and one unsatisfactory?
Answer: Well, I would assume that if there are two stations

and one gave inferior quality and the other gave superior quality
that in time the superior station would have all the listeners and
the other fellow would shut up.

Question: And those listeners would have only one station,
in effect?

Answer: Well, I suppose that when the second fellow could
not continue to serve them, because he would not have any
revenue, somebody else would come along and make application
for a license and not repeat the fallacy that lost him his business.

Question: Well, how would he fall by the wayside, how would
he lose his license?
Answer: If he lost his listeners, he would lose his revenue,

and if he lost his revenue and his listeners he no longer would
have any purpose in being on the air.

Question: It is your opinion then that the economic force of
unsatisfactory service will eliminate inferior stations?
Answer: I think, by and large, these two forces, the listeners'

interest and the economic force, will not eliminate all unsatis-
factory programs, but will exercise that measure of control over
the situation which will result in what has, in fact, resulted:
an American system of national broadcasting superior to any
other in the world, plus the freedom which it enjoys.

Commissioner Thompson: Mr. Sarnoff, may I just add that
I was impressed a moment ago with your expression of appre-
hension, that no Governmental authority should have any con-
trol whatsoever of what is the final essence of radio, and that is
the control of the air waves. Would you think that an individual
or a small group of individuals controlling networks would be
in a better position to determine that than the Government,
itself?

The Witness: Of course, Mr. Commissioner, I have not
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objected to the 
control by the 

Government of air 
waves. I have

objected to the 
control by the 

Government of 
programs, the

things that go over 
these air waves. 

Now, if you ask me--

Commissioner Thompson: 
In the last 

analysis, the element of

intent in the 
construction of a radio 

station is an 
insignificant

factor in the license 
to operate a 

radio station; the 
real essence

of a radio 
license is the control 

of a 
frequency. Now, that 

fre-

quency appears at the 
present moment to 

belong to the people 
of

the United 
States, or the people 

of the 
world—various fre-

quencies. I judge, from 
your statement, 

that you felt that 
those

who hold licenses 
should have 

complete freedom 
without any

Government interference 
whatever rather than 

any supervisory

control by the 
Government of those 

frequencies. Is that 
correct?

The Witness: 
No, sir. I am sorry 

that I have not 
made myself

clear, because that 
has never been 

my position and it 
is not now.

I have said, or 
tried to say, that I 

believe, that in the 
present

state of the art, 
and even in the 

future of the art as I 
have tried

to envision it 
here, that it was 

perfectly proper and 
necessary

that the 
Government should have 

the control and the 
regulation

and the allocation 
of these waves to 

these various 
services. Where

I would like for 
the Government to 

stop is in any effort 
to control

the programs 
which go over these 

frequencies. Now, 
whereas,

you say that the 
real importance of 

a station is the 
frequency,

perhaps you will 
permit me to say that 

the real 
importance of a

station is the 
program, because a 

frequency without a 
program

Commissioner Thompson: I 
was not speaking 

in the terms
has no value.

of the service 
rendered on the 

frequency, I was 
speaking of the

value of a 
frequency as compared 

with the money 
cost of the

equipment to utilize a 
frequency. That is very 

different.

The Witness: I am 
addressing my remarks 

exclusively to the

program which goes 
over that 

frequency or that station 
or what-

ever you wish to 
call it. Now, you 

have asked me 
whether I think

that it is better, or 
safer, to have some 

group of individuals, 
or

some individual, 
control the thing that 

goes out of the 
station

than the 
Government. I have tried to 

answer that, first by 
saying

that even today 
there is no such 

control in the hands 
of one

individual or even a 
small group of 

individuals ; there is com-

petition, and a lot of 
competition in 

broadcasting today. 
Secondly,

I have tried 
to indicate that 

as the art 
develops there will be 

more

opportunity and more 
room for 

competition than there is 
today,

.mf therefore, less 
reason, if there be 

any reason, for 
Govern-

-
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Commissioner Thompson: Well, at the present moment I think
that there must be considered this fact, that where a corporation,
a partnership, or an individual is licensed to operate a station
and is assigned a frequency, and in a very short time—and it is
common now to large proportions—that licensee makes an assign-
ment of time to a network, in some cases 100 per cent of the time,
and, thus, we find that consideration for the granting of that
license, which takes in many aspects of local interest as well as
national interest, the licensee has been placed in the position
where he, in some cases, can not conform to the conditions upon
which a license is granted without asking the permission of some
official of the network. We, thus, come not to one individual or a
small group of individuals but to several small groups where
through this assignment of time the actual control of that station
is transferred to other than the licensee.

The Witness: In that situation, Mr. Commissioner, one has to
look first to the basis upon which the American system of network
broadcasting can operate. Now, if there is a way to have the net-
work system of broadcasting with affiliated stations, where each
affiliated station is free to do anything it wants at anytime, with-
out the kind of regulations or contracts that now exist, I do not
know that system.

Commissioner Thompson: Of course, there would be a limita-
tion as to time, rather than 100 per cent or, some, approximately
100 per cent of the time either under contract or reserved.

The Witness: Of course, you can have limitations. The ques-
tion, however, is whether the kind of limitations that are pro-
posed will result in a better system of American broadcasting.
Now, I have not heard of any such suggestions, but if there are
any they ought to be examined very carefully. Who is doing the
kicking at the present time? The public is not kicking about
American broadcasting. They are getting the finest service in
radio that any public in the world is getting, and they are getting
the freest service.

Commissioner Thompson: We could presuppose that attention
can be given to many problems under the Federal Communica-
tions Act that do not properly or necessarily arise from any com-
plaint or claim. I would assume that the Commissioners should
give some consideration to certain basic mandates in the statu-
tory regulation of radio. On that point, do you think that the
networks should themselves be brought under control of the
Commission as well as the individual licensees?

The Witness: No, I do not.
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Commissioner Thompson: Well, here is a case at point:

A station, a licensee, is cited for something that he carried on a
network chain. In a situation such as that, would you regard
the licensee as the party that should be cited? If a licensee makes

an assignment of time, and within that assignment of time there

may be some violation important enough for the Commission to
cite the licensee, is he the real one that should be cited if the
issue on which he is cited originates elsewhere and is carried on

that station during the time that he has assigned? What would
you suggest there to meet a situation such as that?
The Witness: Well, I should think that if a man takes out a

license and fails to conform with the provisions of the license
to an extent where the Commission feels that he has violated that
license that he, the licensee, is the fellow to deal with. Now, if he
has any recourse against the network, why, that is for him to do.
My objection, Mr. Commissioner, to licensing networks is not
based on any individual case of violations, it is based on the
philosophy of it, because I think that control of networks, per se,
giving the Government the right to license networks as distin-
guished from licensing the station facilities that carry the fre-
quency, would be the first and the most serious entrance into the
whole field of Government censorship of programs.

Commissioner Thompson: Well, why would that be censor-
ship, Mr. Sarnoff? That question does not contemplate any cen-
sorship, and I do not see how it could be so interpreted, as
suggesting censorship. Censorship is a restriction that prevents
a person from expressing his opinion, or is such as to delete from
what he says, otherwise, the ordinary suppression of public opin-
ion. Now, there is nothing in the suggestion made by me as to
some form that would not hold responsible a licensee for some-
thing beyond the control of the licensee in that a violation may
have arisen during a period of time that he had assigned or sold,
and, therefore, in such a situation, as I view it, there is no respon-
sibility exercised by the station in the matter, and if you cite the
licensee, you cite the wrong party, I would think.

Commissioner Brown: The Committee will now recess until
2:30.

(Whereupon, at 12:37 o'clock, p. m., the hearing in the above-
entitled matter was recessed until 2:30 p. m. of the same day.)

AM,
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AFTERNOON SESSION.
Commissioner Brown: The hearing will be resumed.
Commissioner Thompson: Mr. Chairman, as we adjournedthe question of censorship as compared with or as confused withregulation appeared into the discussion and as I went by my offic(I saw a press release in which Chairman McNinch is quoted assaying this:
"I am unalterably opposed to government censorship ofbroadcasting in any manner, shape or form. The governmentshould neither directly nor indirectly dictate what, shall orshall not be said or who shall or shall not speak over the air."

That's the end of the quotation. I can only speak as one indi-vidual member of the Commission but I am in hearty sympathywith the Chairman's statement, and from my association hereI really believe the Chairman speaks for the other members of theCommission. I quote this in the record at this point so as to seekto clarify the difference between censorship and normal regula-tion of an industry. That's all.
Whereupon,--

DAVID SARNOFF,
the witness on the stand at the adjournment resumed the standand was examined and testified further as follows:

CROSS EXAMINATION (Continued)
By Mr. Dempsey:

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, in your direct testimony youMr. Hennessey: May I interrupt at this point?
My recollection is that there was a question hanging fire whenwe recessed that Commissioner Thompson had asked Mr. Sarnoff.Commissioner Thompson: You go right ahead, Mr. Dempsey.By Mr. Dempsey:
Question: In your direct testimony you discussed the need anddesirability of self regulation in the broadcast industry. Just towhat extent would you suggest the advisability of self regulation?Answer: I would suggest it to the extent that I stated it inthe hearings before this Commission when I made that recom-mendation. My understanding is that since that time the N.A.B.,the National Association of Broadcasters has taken up thatsuggestion and has acted upon it and is still in conference onthe subject.
Yesterday I was shown by Mr. Hennessey, or by someone inour organization, a resolution of the board of directors of the
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N.A.B. dealing with 
that subject. It is a 

one-page resolution and

if there is no 
objection I would like to 

state it for the 
record.

Mr. Hennessey: No 
objection.

Commissioner Brown: All 
right, you may state 

it for the

record
The Witness 

(reading) :

"President Miller reported 
that as the result 

of various

speeches by Chairman 
McNinch of the FCC and 

the testimony

of Mr. David 
Sarnoff at the Monopoly 

Hearings, it was felt

that the NAB should 
develop a standard on 

procedure and

practices pertaining to 
the broadcasting 

industry. He, there-

fore, appointed a 
committee consisting of 

Edgar Bill, WDZ,

Tuscola, Illinois ; E. B. 
Craney, KGIR, Butte, 

Montana;

Edward Klauber, 
Columbia Broadcasting 

System, New York,

N. Y.; Lenox Lahr, 
National Broadcasting 

Company, Inc., New

York, N. Y.; Paul W. 
Morency, WTIC, Hartford, 

Connecticut;

and Theodore 
Streibert, Mutual 

Broadcasting System, New

"The Committee met in 
New York on 

Monday, December 5,York, N. Y.

with Mr. Miller. Mr. 
Bennett, special attorney, 

Mr. Kirby and

Mr. Spence from 
Headquarters Staff were 

present. The Com-

mittee discussed at 
length the question of 

procedure and

standard practices and 
the following motion 

by Mr. Bill,

seconded by Mr. Craney, 
was passed.

'REsoLvED, that the 
Committee on Procedure 

recommend

to the Board of 
Directors that a committee 

be appointed to

review the NAB Code 
adopted in 1935; that 

this committee

secure from stations 
and from networks 

copies of existing

statements of program 
policies and standards of 

practice;

that the said 
committee draft a 

suggested inclusive state-

ment of Standard 
Practices for NAB member 

stations; that

the committee in 
drafting this suggested 

statement of

Standard Practices 
consider, among other 

subjects, the

following, tamely: religious 
broadcasts, controversial 

public

questions, political 
broadcasts, children's 

programs, com-

mercial programs, news 
broadcasts, commentators, 

gossip

columnists, propaganda, 
non-partisan Forums, and 

educa-

tional programs; that 
it also consider the 

method of enforce-

ment; that this 
statement of Standard 

Practices when

approved by the Board, 
be submitted to the 

membership of

the NAB prior to 
its next annual 

meeting and the said 
state-

ment shall be 
presented to the 

membership for consideration
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'It was further recommended that a program of educa-
tion be undertaken for the purpose of informing the mem-
bership of the problem and desirability of such self-regula-
tion as contemplated in the said statement of Standard
Practices; that the Board appoint a standing committee for
the purpose of considering, at regular intervals, the inter-
pretation of, the enforcement of and the compliance with
the said statement of Standard Practices; and that
machinery be set up at NAB Headquarters for the purpose
of giving advisory opinions to the membership.'
"It was moved by Mr. Damm, seconded by Mr. Gillin, that

the Board adopt the recommendation of the Committee."
And it was passed.

"On March 23, 1939, a meeting of the Committee on Pro-
gram Standards was held at the Hotel Ambassador, New York
City. The following were present."
I will omit the names and I will give them to the secretary.

It is a long list.
(The names omitted by Mr. Sarnoff in the reading of the

resolution are as follows:)
"Edgar L. Bill, WMBD, Peoria; Illinois; E. B. Craney,

KGIR, Butte, Montana; Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin; Earl J. Clade, KSL, Salt Lake City,
Utah; Herbert Hollister, KANS, Wichita, Kansas; Edward
Klauber, Columbia Broadcasting System; Lenox Lahr,
National Broadcasting Company; Paul W. Morency, WTIC,
Hartford, Connecticut; Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFIL, Phila-
delphia, Pa.; Theodore C. Streibert, Mutual Broadcasting
System; Earl 0. Wyler, KTSM, El Paso, Texas; Gilson
•Gray, Columbia Broadcasting System; Gamer Bath, WMBD,
Peoria, Illinois; John Royal, National Broadcasting Com-
pany; Niles Trammell, National Broadcasting Company;
E. W. Craig, WSM, Nashville, Tennessee; Neville Miller,
National Association of Broadcasters; Edwin Spence,
National Association of Broadcasters; Edward M. Kirby,
National Association of Broadcasters."

The Witness (continuing reading) :
"In a three-day meeting, the Committee considered a digest

submitted by the Headquarters staff of all the information
compiled as a result of the survey made of the industry of
every station's Code of Ethics and Standard of Practice. Since
that time, the staff is in the process of digesting still further
the viewpoints expressed at that meeting, and a preliminary
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Code is in the 
process of being 

drafted and will be 
submitted

to the 
committee for final 

revision on May 31, 
1939. From that

point on, it will be 
sent to each 

broadcaster for his 
individual

observations and 
considerations, and then 

will be 
introduced

at the annual 
NAB Convention 

in July, 1939, 
for final adop-

"The Code also 
calls for the 

setting up in the 
NAB of an

tion by the 
industry.

enforcer whose duty 
it will be to 

interpret the Code to 
indi-

vidual stations, 
networks, agencies, 

advertisers, and groups of

the public which 
are affected."

Question: Mr. 
Sarnoff, just to get 

this thing 
entirely clear.

By Mr. 
Dempsey:

I understand 
by self 

regulation in 
broadcasting you mean 

regula-

tion by the 
licensees of broadcast 

stations?

Answer: Yes, sir.

Question: And that is 
the group 

which you mean 
to com-

prehend when you 
use the word 

industry in this 
connection?

Answer: Yes, sir.

Question: Now--

Answer: Well, those 
users may be 

interested in the 
matter.

I think that in 
my original 

recommendation I have said 
among

other things that 
before the Code 

was adopted that 
it should be

submitted to 
advertisers, to public 

spirited men and 
women for

their suggestions 
and 

consideration, so that it 
might represent

Question: I think this 
is a quotation 

from which you 
said:

a cross section 
of the 

country.

"In writing this 
Code the 

industry should 
gather the views of

broadcasters, of groups 
representative of public 

opinion, and of

this Commission."

Now the 
industry and the 

broadcasters are the same 
thing,

are they not?

Question: And do you 
know to what 

extent in the 
formulation

Answer: Yes.

of this Code 
this committee 

has attempted to 
get the views of

groups 
representative of public 

opinion?

Answer: I do not 
know.

Question: Now the 
Code, as I gather 

from your 
schedule

which you read, 
deals primarily 

with programs. 
Is that correct?

Answer: Yes.
Question: Entirely 

with programs?

Answer: Yes. • 3 **nil think it is 
necessary for the indus-
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try to adopt any set of regulations internal or external with
respect to programs?

Answer: So as to put the programs on the highest possible
level of good public service.

Question: Do you think in order to bring that about some sort
of joint action of all the licensees is necessary?
Answer: I think it is highly desirable. For example, today

you find one system of broadcasting declining certain business
and others accepting it. We have just compiled in the National
Broadcasting Company a pamphlet setting forth the policies
upon which the NBC has operated and continues to operate bring-
ing it up to date. In it we state the reasons, for example,
why we accept certain business and why we reject others. I don't
say that this particular Code which guides us and which has been
the development of the company's experience from the date of
its inception including its management and board of directors
and national advisory council necessarily is complete or neces-
sarily applies in all instances, but it does represent a guide. Now
if the industry as a whole can agree on certain standards of
program below which it will not fall I think it would be helpful
to the American system of broadcasting.

Question: It would have at least one primary effect, and that
is in the competition between stations which conform to certain
standards and others which do not would be put on a more even
plane, would it not?
Answer: I think it would be on a more reasonable basis as

regards fundamental standards. There still would be left a wide
area of competition.

Question: I am not suggesting that competition would be
eliminated, but at least it would be competition on the same plane
rather than on different levels?
Answer: As to basic standards, for example, if one station

accepts patent medicine accounts and another station refuses to
accept patent medicine accounts I don't really regard that as
competition between the stations. It is just a matter of policy.
Now if both stations will agree to decline to accept patent
medicine accounts, why I think that the sum total of the broad-
casting service will be improved thereby.

I merely happen to mention patent medicine. I don't want to
emphasize that as against any other.
But there is doubtless a code of basic principles that could be

developed for the guidance of the industry as a whole and to
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which no reasonable 
station owner or 

listener could take 
proper

exception.
Question: Do you think 

that the adoption 
of such a code 

of

standards would be 
beneficial from the 

financial standpoint to

the stations which 
are now adhering 

to substantially 
that code?

Answer: Yes, I think 
it would. I think 

it would be 
beneficial

to the stations 
that adhere to such 

a code because 
anything that

stabilizes radio and 
maintains the good 

opinion of the public

about radio service is 
good ethics as well 

as good business 
for the

stations that are 
rendering service.

Question: And the 
stations which now 

have high 
standards,

or the National 
Broadcasting Company which 

I understand 
oper-

ates on standards 
which you are 

suggesting be more 
widely

adopted feels that in 
adopting those standards 

it is operated 
from

a more 
intelligent business 

viewpoint than if it did 
not have

the standards?
Answer: We feel that 

way, although at 
any one moment 

we

may have to make 
sacrifices for the good 

of the whole or 
for

the good of the 
long future. And 

doubtless some stations 
who

would conform to 
whatever code the NAB 

finally may develop

would have to 
abandon certain 

practices they now 
engage in,

and while 
temporarily they might 

suffer something in 
financial

revenue, in the long run 
I am sure they 

would be better off,

because anything that 
would stabilize the 

industry would be

better for them.
Question: Well even 

now there isn't 
any set of 

standards

applicable to all stations 
or which are 

applied by all 
stations. Do

you think the 
stations that have the 

higher standards are 
oper-

ated to that extent 
at least as better 

business propositions 
than

the others?
Answer: Yes, I do.

Commissioner Brown: Mr. 
Sarnoff, is this proposal 

an effort

to bring up to date 
the NAB Code 

adopted in 1935?

The Witness: It is 
an effort to do 

that and to expand 
upon it

in the light of the 
discussions which have been 

had and in response

to the 
suggestions which I made 

before this 
Commission.

Commissioner Brown: Well 
don't you think that 

if all the

stations licensed by 
this Commission 

had lived up to the 
Code

adopted in 1935 there 
may have been no 

necessity for an addi-

tional code?

The Witness: 
That is probably 

true. It is doubtless 
true to

ii- - --font that stations 
have departed from 

the code that was in

. - -- ,. no. to that extent
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there has been room for revision, and I assume there always willbe because a few years' additional experience have also broughtto light the need for some additional standards.
Commissioner Brown: There are somewhat over 700 stationslicensed by the Commission at the present time. If a revised orwhat might be termed a 1939 or 1940 model of the Code shouldbe adopted, what revisions would you suggest to make all stationscomply with the new model of the Code?
The Witness: Well, I have not suggested, Mr. Commissioner,in my original statement any element of compulsion. I have sug-gested persuasion, logic, education, and all these elements whichindicate to a person why the right thing should be done. I recog-nize, of course, that that may fall short of producing a 100 percent result, but I think it is a better way to proceed.
Commissioner Brown: I notice one of the subjects here thatit is suggested be considered. It is the subject of political broad-casts. Do you know what they have in mind?The Witness: I am not sure that I know what they have inmind but I suspect that in the recent developments some politicaldiscussions may have crept in during commercial hours, whereas a matter of policy it is intended that political discussion shouldbe held during sustaining hours. And the question of where theline begins and ends is one for judgment and for the developmentof such standards as would serve as a guide to most stations.Commissioner Brown: And in that category would be com-ments by paid commentators?
The Witness: I should assume so; yes, sir.By Mr. Dempsey:
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, what I am trying to get at by thesequestions is this: Since this is a code which you are proposingor recommending to be adopted by the industry as an industry,is its object the better business in the industry, the increase inprofits to the various units in the industry? In other words, is ita business proposition in the industry, that you are recommend-ing, or is it intended to promote public service not as an adjunctto more profit but something distinguished from the making ofprofits?
Answer: Well, I should like to answer your question by sayingthat I regard any effort to improve public service as good busi-ness and ultimately translatable into profits for the industry.Obviously if a wider public service is rendered, a higher standardis maintained, there will be more listeners and more satisfiedlisteners and those in turn will stimulate Hip „ •
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more and to 
advertise more 

consistently. So that I do 
not think

that improvement 
of service or 

improvement of standards 
are

: necessarily in 
conflict with better 

business. Instead of 
regarding

them mutually 
exclusive I should 

regard them as s
upplementary.

Question: Well let me 
ask the question 

in a little 
different

way. Have you a 
code in the 

manufacturing business of 
radio

receiving sets?
Answer: There is a 

code I believe of 
the National 

Manufac-

turers Association 
and the Radio 

Manufacturers Association,

certain codes of 
standards, but those codes 

are on a little 
different

basis than any code 
referred to here.

Question: Just what is 
the difference 

between the code in 
an

industry of that sort 
and a code in this 

industry?

Answer: Well a code in 
those industries 

would relate to 
proper

practices within the 
industry as regards 

equipment, merchandis-

ing practices. 
For example, 

giving secret rebates 
and that kind

of thing. They 
are industrial 

codes of a 
character generally

adopted by a trade 
association. They go as far 

as it is proper to

go within the 
limitations imposed by 

law.

The codes referred 
to here relate to 

programs, ideas, methods,

conduct, ethics, all the 
elements which 

constitute a service of

culture, education, 
information and 

entertainment.

Question: Well in the 
code in your 

manufacturing industries

you also have a 
trade association 

trying to get public 
opinion to

the point where 
more of the 

products will be 
consumed, don't

you? You try to 
improve your public 

relations there, too, by

public service, 
more than those 

codes and 
associations are

engaged in in doing 
public service?

Answer: Well I might 
perhaps illustrate it 

by using the

patent medicine 
analogy. If one who 

practices the art or 
pro-

fession, or racket of 
patent medicine, 

whatever it is, wants 
to

buy a radio set 
for his office 

there is nothing 
unethical about

selling him one or a 
dozen radio sets, he 

can buy as many 
as he

wants from the 
manufacturers, but if he 

wants to sell his ideas

or his 
products over a radio 

system there is 
involved in that

effort a kind of 
conduct which this 

code would 
presumably seek

to prevent.
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, 

do you say, or 
would you say that 

the

primary purpose of 
this code is the 

benefit of the 
industry in

terms of profit, 
mutual benefit of the 

units of the 
industry, which

i understand 
is the purpose 

of most trade 
associations?

gay that the 
primary purpose of 

this code is
elements
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as in conflict with the other two or with each other. First, I
should say that the purpose was to have a higher grade of public
service or as high as can consistently be developed. Secondly,
I would say that by adopting a code of self regulation in the
industry, one would minimize the possibilities of the government
imposing codes upon the industry, which ultimately would lead
to censorship regardless of what the original objective might be.

In other words good behavior on the part of a citizen requires
less operation on the part of the policeman.
The third objective is that any code which would improve the

standards of broadcasting, satisfy more listeners, and eliminate
the need for restrictive regulation would give the industry as a
whole direct financial benefit, so that it would be both profitable
and stabilizing.

Question: Is it your opinion, Mr. Sarnoff, that the possibility
of censorship, which as I understand your view is inherent in
regulation of programs, is such a danger that the industry should
adopt self regulation to prevent regulation by government?
Answer: I think that is one of the reasons. The danger comes

not from anybody desiring the government to censor programs.
It comes from pressure groups, from complaints and the like.
Now to the extent that those complaints, particularly justifiable
complaints, can be reduced by a code of proper standards or by
better programs, to that extent you eliminate the dangers and
the hazards of censorship.

Question: Is there any censorship inherent in your scheme of
self regulation?
Answer: No, there is no censorship inherent for two reasons.

First, it would be a voluntary act on the part of the industry and
the stations who would cooperate in the development of that code
and to which they would voluntarily subscribe, and secondly I
have not recommended a compulsion in it. I have recommended a
system of education.

Question: There would be no sanction in the way of penalty
or anything of that sort for any member of the code who
violated it?
Answer: I am personally recommending none. I don't know

whether there is any penalty contemplated by the NAB, but I
would not recommend it. My feeling is that if you have 700
broadcasting stations and 650 or so conform to this voluntary
code that a recalcitrant here and there would be punished by his
own conscience and by social exclusion by the rest, and he after all
would stand out by his difference. And that generally is the
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experience. I don't mean to 
say that here and there 

there won't

be some station that will 
violate the code, but on the 

whole I think

it would be respected if 
the stations themselves 

cooperated in

bringing it about and vo
lunteered towards its ad

option.

Question: Just what would 
be the difference in you

r opinion

between the stations a
greeing to adopt a certai

n code with

respect to programs and th
at same code being wr

itten into legis-

lation?
Answer: Why I think there 

would be all the difference 
in the

world between the two. In 
the first place, I think t

hat when you

write it into legislation it 
has the element of 

compulsion instead

of the element of 
persuasion. Secondly, codes of 

conduct and

codes of ethics written int
o legislation are but th

e beginning,

they are never the end. 
There is continuous 

modification and

continuous amendment and 
change. That is one danger

. And

the other danger is that 
there is no amendment and 

no change

to conform with the 
development of an art itself. It

 lacks flexi-

bility. It becomes a rule wi
th which the other fellow 

must con-

form or be punished.

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, I find it
 a little difficult to follow

 you

there. You say that it will 
either lack flexibility or it 

will be too

flexible. Now why wouldn't it 
be flexible enough?

Answer: It would lack flexibil
ity if it were not mod

ernized to

keep pace with the develo
pments of the art and it wou

ld have not

too much flexibility but too
 much punishment if it 

became a

political instrument instead of 
merely a voluntary code of 

ethics.

After all legislation is often 
the result of pressure gro

ups rather

than because of the need 
of the moment. The 

legislators them-

selves are not always able 
fully to express in the law 

what they

would like to have done or n
ot done.

Question: Well now do I 
understand that you are not

 quite

satisfied with our present fo
rm of government?

Answer: No, I don't see how 
you could read that into 

anything

I say. I am so satisfied 
with our present form of 

government that

I wouldn't like to see it 
changed, and I think that 

censorship is a

change in the present form 
of government.

Question: Now wait. 
Censorship is your suggest

ion. I am

asking you: You say 
there is no censorship in

 this code, and

I asked you if it wer
e enacted into law w

hat would be the objec-

tion. Now I don't see 
how it would be ce

nsorship in one case

and not censorship in 
the other.

Answer: Well the 
difference is that one is a 

voluntary act to

The other is a legal
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compulsion to which the citizen must adhere whether he likes it
or not. And where you deal with programs, there is inherent in
that the element of free speech and censorship. And therefore,
any attempt to write into the law a censorship code governing
programs would to my mind change our present form of govern-
ment, in which I believe.

Question: Now just where does free speech come into this
picture?
Answer: Well, free speech comes into this picture in a number

of ways. In the first place it is necessary in dealing with freedom
to begin at the beginning. Someone, I think some great economist
once said: "He who controls that which is necessary to my life
also controls my life." Now if the government controls the right
of a station to exist at all by its ability to grant or to deny a
license and then on top of that controls the program which may
go over that station either through a legal code or through some
other means of compulsion, it is not difficult to see that from there
on the government controls the life of the station and the prop-
erty of the owner of the station, and his response might be to
the government rather than to his own conscience or what he
regards his freedom of speech. And so he begins to play safely
in refusing access to his facilities if the speaker engages in ora-
tions of a character that may be objectionable to the authorities.
Now that,—I want to be very clear about it,—has not happened
up to the present time. So far as the interests which I represent
are concerned I have stated publicly and am glad to repeat on
this occasion, that I don't know of a single instance where any
compulsion has been brought by the government upon the
National Broadcasting Company or its stations to accept or to
refuse to accept programs. But I also say that under the present
situation if the government brought such compulsion upon us we
would resist it and we would feel that we had a right to resist it
under the existing law. But if you wrote a code into the law we
couldn't resist it, we would have to abide by it. And the code
which the government would write might not necessarily be the
code which the industry itself recommends.

Question: Well that might be quite true, Mr. Sarnoff, but
I would assume that the code which would be enacted into law
would be what the people of the United States would want to
be the law.
Answer: Well I don't think it could be practically assumed

that the people of the United States themselves are in a position
to write a code to govern radio programs. They are in a position
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to criticise radio 
programs. They are in a 

position to express

their opinion or to 
express their approval or 

disapproval.

Commissioner Thompson: Would 
not the representatives 

of

the people in the 
Congress have such a right, 

and such an under-

The Witness: I hope 
that they would, but I 

should doubtstanding?

whether the congressmen 
themselves would be willing to 

under-

take the responsibty 
of writing a code to 

govern broadcasting

programs, but even if they 
were I would still say 

that if they

undertook to write that 
program today and we 

granted that they

had a right to write a 
code governing 

programs, then they cer-

tainly establish censorship 
by the government in 

direct violation

of freedom of speech.

Question: Now that is the 
point that I would like 

you toBy Mr. Dempsey:

explain a little bit, Mr. 
Sarnoff. Just what is violated 

in terms

of freedom of speech? 
What provision of what 

law, where?

Answer: Well, as I 
understand the Constitution it 

gives the

citizens the right to freedom 
of the press and 

freedom of speech.

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, the 
Communications Act of 1934 says

it is a felony 
punishable by a $10,000 fine and 

I think two years

in jail if you speak 
over the air without a 

license.

Answer: Yes.
QUeStiOn: Well that seems to 

violate the Constitution as 
you

interpret it.
Answer. No, I regard that 

license, as authorized by 
Congress,

to give the 
Commission the power to 

regulate the facilities

because of the limitations 
of wave lengths. I do not 

regard that

license as giving the 
Commission the power to regulate 

programs.

Question: Without regard to 
whether the Commission can

regulate programs, you 
certainly regard the statute as 

prevent-

ing free speech or 
any kind of speech over 

the air without a

license, don't you?

Answer: I regard the 
statutes as prohibiting the 

erection and

operation of a station and 
the utilization of a 

frequency without

the power of a license 
granted by the government, 

but I do not

admit that once that 
license is granted that there 

is a denial of

freedom of speech.

QUeStiOU: How about the 
people who don't get 

licenses?

Aren't they denied 
freedom of speech over 

the air?

Answer: Well, I don't 
think so because there is 

no such thing

as freedom of 
speech over the radio 

for 130,000,000 
people.

^• Tilsit is right to the 
point. Don't you think 

that
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the Constitution when it talks about freedom of speech means
130,000,000 people?
Answer: Yes, there is nothing to prevent any one of a hun-

dred and thirty million people to have some broadcasting by
having a soap box on a corner and saying anything they like
within the law.

Question: And that is what the Constitution protects, isn't it?
Answer: Protects it, yes.
Question: But it doesn't protect 800 people the right to broad-

cast over the air as a part of the free speech guaranty?
Answer: Well, the guaranty of freedom of speech or freedom

of the press provided by the Constitution gives the broadcaster,
as I understand it, the right to have programs of his own selec-
tion over his station after that station is licensed, just as it gives
the newspaper owner the right to print anything he wants in
his newspaper, short of libel and sedition and so on, taking his
own responsibilities for what he says or does. And the news-
paper must also have a license, as a matter of fact. The news-
paper is required to make application to the government if it
wants to have a second class mailing privilege. Now the govern-
ment because it grants the newspaper a second class mailing
privilege and practically subsidizes it, doesn't at the same time
say, "Well, we will determine what you may print in your paper,"
or, "We will adopt a code by Congress setting forth what your
editorial policy may be or what your news policies may be." I
plead for the same freedom in radio. I see no distinction.

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, isn't one distinction that anybody with
money enough can go into the newspaper business?
Answer: Well I think that is a theoretical statement which

in practical effect doesn't mean much. It is true that anybody
with-.----

Question: It was true at the time the Constitution was en-
acted, wasn't it?
Answer: Well I don't know whether it was true then or true

today. The practical situation is that you have some 700 broad-
casting stations and I testified this morning to the possibilityof having 7,000 or 70,000 broadcasting stations as this art
develops.

Question: Well suppose we let the regulation of seven thou-sand go until we get them, and now talk about the seven hundredor eight hundred we have.
Answer: Well I think seven or eight hundred broadcasting

stations are probably more in number than seven or eight hun-
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dred of the 
important newspapers in 

the country. I 
don't know

how many 
newspapers there are, but 

you take New 
York City

as an 
illustration. There are more 

broadcasting stations in 
New

York City than 
there are 

newspapers today.

Question: Well Mr. 
Sarnoff, it is your idea 

that the Constitu-

tion intended to 
permit the 

government through an 
agency such

as this 
Commission to select some 

seven or eight 
hundred people

and say to them, 
"You have the 

freedom of the air." 
And say

to the rest of the 
hundred and thirty 

million people, "You 
shall

not speak over the 
air except with 

permission of these 
people."

Is that your idea 
of what free 

speech means under 
the Consti-

Ans wer: No. I 
think I am bound to 

say in response 
that whentution?

the Constitution of 
the United States 

was written radio 
was not

contemplated at all. It 
didn't exist and 

therefore nobody-

Question: Nobody even 
speculated about it?

Answer: --nobody even 
speculated about it.

I think that 
what the framers 

of the 
Constitution of the

United States tried to 
do, and wisely in 

my judgment, 
was to

preserve certain 
principles. Now those 

principles are not altered

because in one case an 
idea comes off the 

printing press and in

another case it comes 
off the 

microphone. Those 
principles I

think remain just as 
sacred. It so happens 

that in the course

of our own 
generation there has 

developed a new system 
of com-

munication which has all 
this tremendous 

power and influence,

and all the rest 
which has been 

discussed. But I read to 
you this

morning a quotation 
from the President 

of the United 
States

who goes on record 
to say that he 

perceives no difference 
between

the press and the 
radio excepting only 

with respect to the 
need

for regulating 
physical facilities.

Commissioner Thompson: 
Mr. Sarnoff, do 

you understand

the President to 
indicate that he would 

like to see a 
one-man or

a small group 
of men control 

all the social 
communications,

control all the 
newspapers, or was he 

speaking of the radio 
as

an individual 
instrument under certain 

regulatory body?

The Witness: 
The President 

made no such 
statement and I

make no such 
statement. We are not 

discussirkg who should

control a broadcasting 
station. As I 

understand it, the 
question

directed to me is 
whether there should 

be a curtailment 
of free-

dom of speech 
over the air 

through legislation or 
whether there

should be a 
regulation of physical 

facilities useful in 
radio corn-

and the retention 
of freedom of 

speech over the air.

President any state-
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ment that he favors control by any one person. He doesn't and
I don't.

Commissioner Thompson: Well you introduced the subject.
Now I will ask this question: Is it your interpretation that one
of the bases upon which licenses are granted in the public in-
terest is solely confined to the question of the mechanical plant
to use the frequency, or is it contemplated something beyond
that?

The Witness: Of course it contemplated something beyond
that. It contemplated a rule of reason, and it contemplated judg-
ment, and it contemplated discretion all of which the Commis-
sion brings to its deliberations, but at the same time the law
also expressly prohibited that which in my judgment would be
created by permitting the Commission or Congress to write a
code governing programs.

Commissioner Thompson: Well, is it your view that control
of frequencies should solely be controlled by the licensees, or,
as you speak of it, the industry?

The Witness: I have not recommended that the frequencies
be controlled by anybody except the Commission.
Commissioner Thompson: You speak of free speech again.

Is it your thought that free speech is to be controlled by a group
of broadcasters controlling the air waves or free speech be sub-
jected to some control by the Congress of the United States?

The Witness: I have not recommended that free speech be
controlled by any group. I have recommended that each licensee
operating a broadcasting station be free to exercise his own
judgment with respect to the matter of free speech. I further
recommended that all broadcasting stations should endeavor to
produce and adopt a voluntary code of conduct which would
produce the maximum of free speech, the best kind of programs
and the best kind of service, but on a voluntary basis, not on a
basis of regulation of programs by law.

Commissioner Thompson: Well would that have the effect of
substituting the licensees for the government itself?

The Witness: No, any more than 
Commissioner Thompson: In the control of air waves?
The Witness: No, with all due respect it would have no such

effect because it has no such effect today. After all, this ques-
tion, it seems to me, can be best resolved by looking at the reali-
ties of the situation rather than the theories.
You have in this country freedom of speech, as I have tried

to define it, now in existence on the part of broadcasters. You
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have in foreign 
countries control of 

broadcasting by govern-

ments. Now, what is the 
record? Is the public 

getting a larger

measure of free speech in 
Italy and in Germany 

and in Russia,

or even in England 
and France than it is 

getting in the United

States? And abroad, the 
governments control 

broadcasting.

Commissioner Thompson: Well, 
would you make a 

compari-

son between that form 
of government and 

the government under

which we live?

The Witness: 
Certainly I make the 

comparison in favor of

our present 
government. But if you go on 

writing regulations

controlling programs, then this 
form of government 

will change

in my judgment and 
resemble the kind of 

government that I

don't like on the other 
side.

Commissioner Brown: As I 
understand, Mr. Sarnoff, your

proposal is that Congress 
should not invade any 

further than

they have in the present 
Communications Act in the 

curtailment

of the right of free 
speech?

The Witness: That is 
my suggestion.

Commissioner Brown: Well, in 
the present 

Communications

Act with respect to 
political broadcasts, that 

right is already cur-

tailed somewhat, isn't it?

The Witness: Well, 
that right is specified 

by law. I don't

regard it as a 
curtailment of free speech 

necessarily.

Commissioner Brown: So far 
as the licensee is 

concerned.

I wasn't finished 
there. The licensee has 

no control whatsoever

over that portion of 
speech on his broadcast 

station, has he?

The Witness: Yes, 
sir, he has control and 

the right to refuse

the station to all 
political candidates.

Commissioner Brown: But if he 
permits it to one political

candidate then he has no 
control over what may be 

said over

his station?
The Witness: That's 

right.

Commissioner Brown: And 
likewise there is a 

curtailment

of free speech or 
license, if you wish to put 

it that way, against

profane, obscene or 
indecent language?

The Witness: Quite 
so and properly so.

By Mr. Dempsey:
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, 

going back again to the 
Constitution

before we leave it for 
the afternoon. I 

think there is a 
difference

between freedom of the 
press and freedom of 

speech, so maybe

if I was a little 
bit more specific 

it would be easier. 
Freedom

of the press 
guarantees that the man 

who publishes a 
newspaper

— 
handbills or whatever 

other form
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he may take, can print what he pleases, write what he pleases,
and disseminate those written or printed papers. Freedom of
speech means a man can say what he pleases in any appropriate
place.
Answer: Well even that latter is circumscribed. There is no

absolute freedom. Justice Holmes once said; A man isn't free
to shout "fire" in a theater.

Question: But except for things of that sort, that is the essen-
tial difference isn't it between freedom of speech and freedom
of the press: one the right to talk and the other the right to
write it down and pass it around?
Answer: I recognize no distinction between freedom of speech

and freedom of radio, excepting 
Question: No, I am talking about freedom of speech and

freedom of the press.
Answer: What is your question again?
Question: Freedom of speech means freedom to say what you

want within certain appropriate bounds. Freedom of the press
means freedom to write what you want to write within certain
appropriate bounds, and to prevent other people from writing
on the same piece of paper and getting you to distribute it.
That is about what the two things stand for. And it is a right
which every one of a hundred and thirty million people in the
United States has and it is protected in every one of that hun-
dred and thirty million by the Constitution.
Answer: Yes.
Question: Now freedom of radio, as I understand your defi-

nition of it, is the freedom of the licensee to put what he wants
on the air and keep what he doesn't want to go on off the air
as far as his transmitter is concerned, and that is a right that by
license from this Commission is vested in only about 800 people,
and that you think is comparable with the right that a hundred
and thirty million people have, and is entitled to the same kind
of constitutional protection in the democracy?
Answer: Well I think in the first place that freedom of speech

and freedom of the press are not the same things.
Therefore--
Question: I thought I differentiated them.
Answer: But you are now, in comparing freedom of radio

making a comparison between freedom of radio on the one hand
and freedom of speech and press on the other.

Question: Well, compare it with either one.
Answer: All right. Now, as compared with a hundred and
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hirty million people I 
think neither the press 

nor the radio afford

physically that measure 
of freedom that 

the individual has 
in

Question: Well, Mr. 
Sarnoff, you understand, 

do you not, thatspeech.

under the 
Constitution you can go out 

of here and print 
a news-

paper, you can 
typewrite and make a 

dozen copies and pass 
them

around, and that is 
protected by the 

Constitution under the pro-

vision on freedom of 
press.

Question: You don't have 
to have a 

newspaper plant. YouAnswer: Yes.

might not get your 
information spread as 

widely as a newspaper

but your right to 
print what you want 

to print and 
disseminate

that is guaranteed 
just as much 

whether you own a 
newspaper

plant, or not.
Answer: Well, all right. 

Now dealing with 
freedom of speech,

I recognize that a 
hundred and thirty 

million people who 
were

able to speak and 
who have freedom 

of speech can 
speak. I

realize also that in the 
case of newspapers 

the mere right 
that

a man has to 
start a newspaper 

provided he has enough 
money

and he has enough 
circulation and so on is 

also a right of 
free-

dom, but as a 
practical matter while he 

may not have it in 
radio

today because there 
are 700 

broadcasting stations I 
don't think

that you can assume 
that there will 

necessarily have to be less

broadcasting stations than 
there are newspapers 

in this country

if the limitation is 
imposed because of 

technology.

I tried to say this 
morning that-

Question: Yes, but 
again, Mr. Sarnoff, if 

you are talking

about the future, we 
are unfortunately 

faced with the problem

of dealing with the 
present before we get 

to that.

Answer: Yes. I don't 
think that it is 

unfortunate. I am talk-

ing about the 
future because you 

are talking about 
legislation

for the future. 
Now the minute 

you use the present 
situation

upon which to base 
legislation to govern the 

future, you are

talking about the same 
thing I am talking 

about.

Question: Well, how far 
in the future? I 

suppose when future

events come to pass 
and change is 

necessary the statutes can 
be

changed. They have 
been.

Answer: Well, of course 
anyone that enters the 

field of proph-

ecy enters a 
hazardous field, but so 

far as my own 
opinion is

concerned the kind of 
things I am talking 

about are within

the next few 
years, five years, 

perhaPs 10 at the 
most. Now

if there were a 
situation in this 

country at the present 
time that

feeling that there is a 
denial
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of opportunity for people to get their various points of view

across to the listeners I should be sympathetic with the need for

immediate legislation to correct those abuses, but I submit, and

there is plenty of testimony to back up that statemenL, that

there is a larger measure of freedom today for the expression

of practically all points of view in the -United States than there

is any other country of the world or that there ever has been

here. Now where are these abuses or where are these limita-

tions-
Question: We are not discussing abuses, Mr. Sarnoff. We are

discussing the question of whether the amount of freedom which

should be allowed is entirely a matter of individual personal

preference with the licensee.
Answer: Well, I think when you discuss that, Mr. Dempsey,

I think it only fair to say that when you compare the existing

situation and call attention to certain of its limitations, whether

that be because of physical limitations or otherwise, and com-

pare it with a non-existing situation, all of us are apt to fall

into the error of comparing the limitations of the things we

know with the virtues of the things we don't know.

Now if you are going to compare the present system of Ameri-

can broadcasting, which is as free as the present law permits,

with a new system which will have regulations imposed upon

it by law, then it is the net result of that comparison that counts.

And I submit with all sincerity and with all earnestness that

the minute that you get the government writing codes governing

programs and saying who may go on the air or who may not go

on the air, that regardless of the best intentions in the world,

regardless of the desire of the Commissioners and Congress to

avoid censorship by the government, that you will then destroy

the present American system of broadcasting, that you will have

censorship galore, that you will have dictatorship of the means of

communication and that you will shake the very foundations of

our democracy.
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, what troubles me about your sugges-

tion is this: Assuming all the evils that you impute to the gov-

ernment selecting who shall talk over the air and who shall not

be permitted to talk over the air, and assuming that it would

be impossible to appoint qualified people to make that selection,

how can we be so sure that this Commission can select licensees

who will have that necessary good judgment?

Answer: Well, all you can do is to rely upon the best judg-

ment that the Commissioners have upon their performance and
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iupon how the pudding tastes when you eat it. Now 
you have

,13 years of experience with the American system of 
broadcast-

ing. If that 13 years had developed serious 
abuses, if it had

developed restrictions, if it had denied opportunity for 
various

Ipoints of view to reach the American people, then 
I would say

it has been a failure. But the exact opposite has 
been the result

and the record. And therefore I think the 
American system of

broadcasting has been a success.

Question: Well by the same argument that you use, Mr. 
Sar-

noff, for 13 years this Commission and its 
predecessor have

operated without ever attempting to bring in any of this 
vicious

government interference with free expression over the air.

Answer: That is why they have been successful.

Question: Well, do you think that they will change all 
that?

Answer: If they bring in these vicious things that I am 
talk-

ing about, then yes, they will change it.

Commissioner Walker: Let me ask a question: Who is sug-

gesting these things that you keep recounting here, t
hat some-

body is going to take over your programs and tell you 
what to

put on the air and what not to put on the air, where do 
you get

that suggestion?
The Witness: All this discussion, Mr. Commissioner, 

arose

out of the question put to me as to whether I would 
object to

having Congress write this code as against the industry 
itself

writing the code.
Commissioner Walker: Well, what code?

The Witness: The code of standards governing the 
programs

of broadcasting stations in the United States.

Commissioner Walker: Well, has anybody here suggested that

Congress write a code telling you what kind of programs to 
put

on the air and what kind not to?

The Witness: Yes, that was inferred in the question; 
yes, sir.

By Mr. Dempsey:
Question: I don't think you quite understood the 

question,

Mr. Sarnoff. I don't understand that your code 
says by name

or by description the people who shall be 
permitted to talk over

the air, nor does it say what they shall say or 
what they shall

not say. It provides that certain opportuni
ties will be given for

the expression of different points of view. It 
provides also, as

I understand it, that high quality 
programs of an entertainment

kind will be put on, and that certain 
advertising which is not

believed to be the best thing for radio 
transmission shall not be

accepted.
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Now I don't see anything in that code,—maybe I am not
familiar enough with it,—which indicates censorship, whetherit is written as a government regulation or an industry agree-
ment.
Answer: Well, the code is pretty formidable. I would hesi-

tate to undertake to read it but I would be glad to.
Question: Well, then perhaps you had other things in there

that shouldn't be there that go too far in controlling the station.
Answer: They are not too far if they are self imposed.
Commissioner Thompson: May I interrupt there to ask this

question:
Presume some man wants to make a speech. He goes to a

program manager and he is denied the right. He was willing to
pay for it. The National Broadcasting Company says "No time
will be available; we will not permit it." Do you feel that that
should be definitely left to that decision, or should that man
who sought to speak on your chain have any right of appeal to
his government?

The Witness: Why I think in the first place it would do him
no good to have a right of appeal to his government because the
government couldn't make it possible for every one of the hun-
dred and thirty million people in the United States to buy time
on the air.

Commissioner Thompson: Well, that is an extreme presump-
tion that a hundred and thirty million people want to do so. I
sought to make a rather definite point whether or where a
licensee should decline to accept pay for time, should that denial
rest right there or should he----
The Witness: Yes.
Commissioner Thompson: That denial should rest right there?
The Witness: Yes. I submit that—
Commissioner Thompson: Then a citizen would be censored

without any appeal to his government, would he not?
The Witness: Yes, if you put it that way, but it doesn't workout that way because in the first place—
Commissioner Thompson: That would be the effect of itthough, wouldn't it Mr. Sarnoff?
The Witness: No, no, the only thing that would create thateffect, Mr. Commissioner, would be if in the final analysis thatman was unable to get his story across. Now if he comes to the

National Broadcasting Company and the National Broadcastingdenies him the opportunity to speak, he still can go to Columbiaor the Mutual or to local stations if he wants to. Furthermore,
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the major 
broadcasting networks 

refuse now to sell 
time for

Commissioner Thompson: , It 
might not be a 

controversialcontroversial matters.

The Witness: Well, 
if it isn't then 

the network 
doesn't sellmatter.

time either but 
makes time available 

under a sustaining 
basis.

Now what is the 
record? Has any group 

of people here or 
any

Institution failed to have 
an opportunity 

to get its voice 
heard

by the people of the 
United States? Every 

congressman, every

senator, the head of 
every educational 

institution, and so on

and so forth, you 
know as well as I do, 

has had more than 
ample

opportunity. As a matter of 
fact the people of 

the United States

think there is 
altogether too much talk 

on the air now.

Commissioner Thompson: Of 
course that is outside.

Question: Why don't the 
broadcasting stations do 

something
By Mr. Dempsey:

about it, Mr. Sarnoff?

Answer: Well, they are 
doing the best they 

can to get the

most interesting 
speakers to balance their 

programs. I don't say

that they have arrived 
at perfection. 

They do something 
about

it, and the minute 
they do there is a 

holler.

Commissioner Thompson: 
One more question.

It was your 
thought in this 

voluntary code that 
there would

be some man 
chosen to be the 

arbiter or the referee, 
whatever

term you may give 
him. Is that right?

Commissioner Thompson: By 
whom would he be 

paid,—the
The Witness: Yes.

The Witness: 
Presumably by the 

National Association ofindustry?

Commissioner Brown: I 
notice in the last 

paragraph of theBroadcasters.

two-page  memorandum 
which you 

submitted, it states : "The

Code also calls for 
the setting up in 

the NAB of an 
enforcer

whose duty it will be 
to interpret the 

Code to individual 
stations,

networks, agencies, 
advertisers, and groups of 

the public which

are affected." 
Don't you think that 

"enforcer" is somewhat 
of

The Witness: I 
think so, yes. I 

didn't write that. I 
think

a misnomer?

it is a bad 
word, in the light of 

my philosophy.

By Mr. 
Dempsey:

Question: Supposing 
they should set 

up an enforcer, 
Mr.

off?
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Question: Supposing they should set up an enforcer, what
would you think about that?
Answer: Well, I would think he couldn't get away with it if be

wasn't the United States Government.
Question: So that no one could really compel any adherence

to these standards?
Answer: No.
Question: And you think that the standards should be adhered

to?
Answer:

majority of
Question:

not?
Answer: Well, I think every effort at education and persua-

sion should be made, but I assume that nothing will ever be a
hundred per cent perfect.

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, did I understand that you said this
morning in answer to a question from Commissioner Thompson
that as far as the public is concerned the service rendered by
broadcast stations is a program service?
Answer: Yes, sir.
Question: The purpose for which they are licensed, in other

words, is to render a broadcast service, the purpose for which
frequencies are set aside in the broadcast band which provide
for that broadcast service. Is that right?

Answer: Yes, sir.
Question: Now, what do you think the Commission's problem

should be in considering whether or not to grant a license? Should
it go into the question at all of whether this man, the applicant
or the corporation, whatever it may be, has any prospect of
rendering a good program service?
Answer: Are you referring to an individual station or a

network?
Question: An individual station.
Answer: Why yes, I think that is one of the elements that

should be taken into account.
Question: You think that it would justify refusing it if it

appeared reasonably that the applicant did not possess qualifica-
tions in that regard? In other words, that he didn't appear to
offer reasonable prospects in offering to the public a good pro-
gram service?
Answer: Why I think it would justify the refusal provided

the facts were clear and there was no reasonable doubt about it,

I believe they should and I believe they will in the
cases.
But you don't think anything should be done, or
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particularly if it involved taking a license away from one and
giving it to another.

Question: Let us just take the ease of a new application for
lacilities not now being used.
Answer: Well, 1 should be inclined to have a liberal policy

towards a man who was asking for a wave length not now being
employed, I would give him the chance to try it out and then if he
failed I would deal with him upon renewal.

Question: What would you do, deny the renewal?
Answer: Well, if at that time I had a clear record of his

failure, yes, I would deny the renewal, particularly if that same
wave length would be more usefully employed elsewhere. If it
was a wave length that was not being used at all and if he wasn't
doing any harm or damage, maybe not doing as good a job as he
ought to but not profane or obscene or objectionable, why I would
be inclined to be liberal there, too.

Commissioner Brown: What elements would you take into
consideration in determining whether or not he had been a
success or failure?

The Witness: Well, I should say the record as a whole, the
arrangements of his programs in so far as one could get them,
the standing in the community, letters that he receives, and so on.
Before I arrived at the point of refusal I should want to make a
pretty exhaustive study particularly if I were refusing a man
who was doing no harm and asking for a wave length that wasn't
otherwise employed.

Commissioner Brown: But you would take into consideration
the programs that he had been putting over the air?

The Witness: I would take into consideration the public
service which he renders, not from the standpoint of anything
except the net result of his public service.

Commissioner Brown: Taking it as a composite?
The Witness: As a composite thing, yes.
Commissioner Thompson: Then you believe my views as

expressed a moment ago, while we disagree that in the public
interest the Federal Communications Act of 1934 means more
than the mere question of supervision of the transmitter and
antenna?

The Witness: I don't think, Mr. Commissioner, that you and
I would be in disagreement at all if we had the same attitude
toward the result. If the attitude is getting the largest measure
of public service with the maximum freedom from government
censorship, why certainly we couldn't maintain the proposition
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for a moment that the Commission shouldn't take into account
the character of service which was being rendered by a station.
But if-

Commissioner Thompson: Just a minute now. You keep
referring constantly to censorship. Have you seen any evidence
of censorship? I want to be sure that the word censorship is not
used as confused with the question of regulation, for censorship
and regulation are two very distinct and different things. A few
moments ago I put into the record, immediately after we con-
vened after luncheon, a statement of the Chairman which
expressed my own views and I indicated I thought the Chairman
expressed the views of the Commission, but you refer to censor-
ship. Where has there been any evidence of censorship, in the
offing, or is censorship at the present moment being used as a red
herring to draw away from the picture the question of regula-
tion? I think that is very important, that you ought to give some
definite statement of whether any effort has been made of censor-
ship at this particular moment and not confuse it with the mere
question of regulation; either by the government of something
belonging to the people, and under which Congress certainly must
have some power to control and regulate.

The Witness: Well, Mr. Commissioner, I think you have made
a very fair statement and observation and I want to be equally
fair and frank in my response, if you will permit me. I am not
certain at this moment whether the difference between you and
me, if there be a difference, arises out of a difference of definition
or whether it arises out of a difference of attitude. Now it may
be that if the difference arises out of definition, that is, if you,
and I are talking about two different things, then I think we can
get together without having any question of censorship involved.
To illustrate my point: Before this morning's session adjourned
you asked me the question of whether I would object to a licens-
ing of networks and I immediately used the word censorship.
Now I am sure that you did not have in mind censorship when
you asked me that question.

Commissioner Thompson: Not at all.
The Witness: But I am equally sure that licensing of networks

will result in censorship. Therefore it doesn't make much dif-
ference whether the motive is laudable if the net result is evil.

Commissioner Thompson: Well I think the point was raised
by me, so that since the word censorship should not have been
injected or confused by citing a possible situation. Where a
licensee has assigned 100 per cent of his time and given an option
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on 100 per cent of his time and in that period of time the 
network

probably furnishes the licensee with something that arouses com-

plaint, probably that consideration should be given to this 
licensee

as to renewal of his license, when in. reality due to the 
present

existing situation at the time the license is passed in effect out of

control of the licensee? I question whether or not in such a situa-

tion it would not be proper for the networks to come under 
some

measure of supervision or control of the Communications 
Com-

mission, for unless it is obviously so, so it seems to me,—I don't

make too arbitrary a statement about it,—that when this 
Com-

mission grants a license to a corporation or individual to operate

a radio station, assigns them a frequency, and in 
turn that

licensee assigns his time, he then assigns the essence of 
that

license to someone outside the control of this Commission.

Although he proposes to sell that station or to sell the stock in

that station before the consent is given for such transfer, 
the

Commission very industriously, very carefully investigates the

standing, the financial and the moral standing of the proposed

transferee. We do not have any such opportunity, although the

effect may be classified as the same. Where the licensee enters

into an agreement to transfer all the time or give option of 
all

the time to someone else, it raises the proper question that in 
such

situations whether or not the one authority,—it may not be the

best authority, its personnel may not be the choice, but it is the

only authority there is,—whether they should not have some 
voice

in that question of transfer of the frequency to someone 
else not

under the control of the Commission. I would like to make 
clear

what is in my mind. And there was no element direct or 
indirect

or by implication any question of censorship involved 
at all.

The Witness: All right, sir, I will try to undertake to 
answer

that.
I should like first to call your attention to the fact 

that up to

this time I have not answered that question because 
other ques-

tions were submitted to me.
Secondly, I should like to say that I am thoroughly certain 

in

my own mind that you did not have and do not now 
have any idea

about reading censorship into that thing.

Thirdly, I would like you to believe that I am equally 
sincere in

saying that it would result in exactly censorship.

Now then, I think having made that statement 
clear, I should

support that statement with such observations 
as seem clear

to me.
Commissioner Walker: And while you are doing 

that will you
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explain why there would be any more censorship with licensing achain than there would be over an individual station through thelicensing of that individual station?
The Witness: Yes, sir, I will do that.
First, I should like to say to you that speaking for the companyI represent, there is no station on our chain which is obligatedunder contract to take any program whether it be on sustainingtime or commercial time that it does not want to take. It has theright to reject.
Secondly, I should like to say that all the stations on our chainhave optional station time equal to at least 50 per cent of thetotal time that they are on the air. During that 50 per cent of theoptional time they are free to do anything that they like locallywith their own stations, put on any programs that they wish,either commercial or sustaining.
In the third place, I should call your attention to the fact thatthe minute a person takes control of a microphone and standsbefore that microphone that the control of that station is in thehands of that person. He is utilizing that frequency. And so it isno different when a congressman speaks or a senator speaks oran advertiser buys that time there is a transfer in fact of thebenefits of that frequency to the person who is using it for thetime and during the time that he is using it, if I may be permittedto complete that analogy.
Now, if you are going to license the organization which createsand produces the program in addition to or as distinguished fromthe physical agency which sends out that frequency you are

introducing a new philosophy into the radio licensing structureof the United States. What you are then saying in effect is thatyou are going to license the program creating agency which maybe doing nothing but creating programs. To carry that analogy
further you ought to be licensing the program department; youought really to be licensing the individual who uses that fre-quency at the time that he uses it. Now I recognize of course thatthat is not your intention, but I do say that the minute you giveto the licensing authority the power to regulate the program-creating agency, you are regulating the entertainment field andthe educational field and the news field and the picture field. Youare not merely regulating a radio frequency emanating from aradio transmitter.

Well, the minute you have that character of regulation in yourhands and you have the power, I am not suggesting any desirefor abuse but I am submitting with all due respect that there then
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resides in the hands of the regulating body almost unlimited

power to license everything from the beginning to the end. You

might then well say, "Well, the National Broadcasting Company

is owned by the Radio Corporation of America, therefore we

ought to license the Radio Corporation of America, too, since

they own the networks and we ought to bring them in, under the

regulation of the Commission." And so on ad infinitum.

Now, the minute a government regulating body has the legal

authority to regulate every step of operation then it has in fact

the power of censorship because censorship must not be mistaken

as limited to the blue pencil. There is censorship before the

speech and there is censorship after the speech, and you can

regulate them in a dozen different ways which would make the

station operator subject to the most rigorous type of government

censorship.
By Mr. Dempsey:

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, I understood you to say a while ago

it was your opinion that the Commission should refuse to renew

a license or refuse to grant one if there was a clear indication

that a good program service would not be rendered. I think you

indicated that the best evidence would be what kind of service

had been rendered, but if bad program service had been rendered

a renewal should be denied. Now, am I right in saying that was

your view?
Answer: If it was a clear case of-
Question: Well, just as you say it takes judgment to run a

broadcast station, I think you will probably concede it would

take a little judgment to determine those questions if granting

or denying licenses, on the part of the Commission.

Answer: Well, I shouldn't like to read new words into the

present law, but I am perfectly ready to admit that it is within

the power of the Commission now to refuse a license to a station

that fails to serve public interest, convenience and necessity.

Question: And the service of public interest, convenience and

necessity is program service as you have said?
Answer: Must include it as one element, yes.

Question: And you think it then not only perfectly proper but

the duty, I suppose, of the regulatory agency or this Commission

or any other agency that would be set up to license broadcast

stations to consider whether or not a licensee has rendered a

good public program service in determining whether or not to

grant; a renewal?
Answer: Yes.
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Question: And that that is a proper consideration?
Answer: I think so, yes.
Question: Well now, do you think that entails censorship,

involves censorship?
Answer: I think as exercised by the Commission to date it

has not involved censorship. One of the reasons has been the
present law, because public interest, convenience and necessity
after all is a general term. It has been defined liberally. There
is an express provision in the law against censoring programs
and all the like, and so the cumulative effect of the language used
in the present law has resulted I think in no censorship, as I have
testified.

Question: All right. Now, Mr. Sarnoff, there has been con-
siderable, I don't know whether to call it complaint or criticism,
but there have been a number of suggestions as I understand
emanating from the industry that they would be in better position
if there was some clarification of minimum standards of good
program service so that they would know with respect to a par-
ticular program whether they were taking a chance on being
held to have rendered a bad program service if they put those
programs on. So that if it was perfectly plain and clear not with
respect to the language of a speech or anything of that sort but
just general standards it would have to be complied with.

Answer: This is the first time I hear that anybody in the
industry has recommended that the government set program
requirements, but whoever did it, I want to disassociate myself
from that part of the industry.

Question: You think it is better to leave it without clarifica-
tion and as a matter for consideration in an individual case as
to whether some of the program service has been good or bad.
Answer: Yes.
Question: And you think that these standards in your pro-

posed code or the proposed code of the NAB do nothing more
than define what good service is as compared to bad service.
Is that correct?
Answer: Well, I haven't yet read the code of the NAB and so

I am not really in a position to comment on it, but I understand
the purpose of that code to be in the direction you have just stated.

Question: You think it would be impossible to write such a
code?

Answer: No, I think it is quite possible to write such a code.
Question: And you think it possible to do it so that merely

the clarification of what good program service is was defining
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certain limits beyond which program service could be held to
be bad?
Answer: Yes.
Question: Without going into the question of censorship?
Answer: I think it is quite feasible as you will see from this

NBC document that I am presenting here.
Question: Well now, on that basis if the statute were clearer

or if the rules of the Commission were clearer or if it made rules

on this point which did not attempt to dictate a particular pro-
gram but indicated the general level which would have to be
reached, for example an advertising content as to what products
or what type of products should not be advertised. Do you think
that would be censorship?

Answer: I should prefer to see just what was said and just
what language was used before I expressed an opinion about it.

Question: Well, do you think it possible to devise language
that would riot involve censorship?

Answer: Well, offhand it is difficult for me to see how the
government could write a code which would say, "Don't say this
in an advertisement" and "You may say that in an advertise-
ment" and still avoid the element of censorship.

Quest ion: Supposing it said no drugs shall be advertised that
haven't been approved by the Pure Food and Drug Administra-
tion.

Answer: Well, that might be all right. As an isolated instance.
I don't know of any objection to that kind of a statement.

Commissioner Thompson,: Would you classify that as censor-
ship?

The Witness: No I wouldn't if it was limited to that.
Commissioner Thompson: If as I notice there were pending

in the Congress a bill asking the committee to bar certain com-
modities from being advertised, would you call that censorship?

The Witness: Well, I should say that any law which said that
things that are outlawed as articles of commerce should not be
advertised over the air, I shouldn't think that was censorship, no.

Commissioner Thompson: Well this wasn't a thing barred,
wasn't a commodity barred by the law. This was probably where
Congress may have reached out, involving some moral question.

I asked the point there, do you think that would be censorship.
Congress said, "No advertising of this particular type shall be
broadcast." Would you call that censorship?

The Witness: I would want to know what particular type

before I answered that question.
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By Mr. Dempsey:
Question: Well, there is a bill pending on alcoholic liquors.Do you think that is censorship?
Answer: Well, if Congress passed a law that there should beno advertising of alcoholic liquor,—I can't imagine that it wouldpass that law and confine it to radio. I imagine that if it wouldpass that law it would also apply it to the press.
Question: Magazines, too?
Answer: And magazines, too. Now if Congress wants thatnice little job, why—
Question: Assuming that Congress would, would you say thatwas censorship?
Answer: Well, I wouldn't say that was censorship of the radioif it also applied to the press. I wouldn't say that was particularlycensorship of the radio.
Question: Well, if it would be censorship of both it would becensorship of either, wouldn't it?
Answer: Well, I should say that the mere act of Congress insaying that you may not advertise liquor, I am not a lawyer,please understand that I am not able to discuss the law, but Ishould question whether that was a constitutional thing forCongress to do. It would be another form of Prohibition. Wejust got through with Prohibition a little while ago.
Commissioner Thompson: Let us elaborate a little on that,Mr. Sarnoff. Suppose Congress should determine, as was indi-cated by the committee, that alcoholic liquor would be prohibitedfrom being broadcast and they applied that rule in no other formwhatsoever. Would that be interpreted by you as censorship?The Witness: Well, it would be interpreted by me as unfairlegislation, yes.
Commissioner Thompson: Well, it might be unfair legislation,but would it be censorship?
The Witness: What difference would it make if once it wasthe law what I thought about it? If Congress passed that law,I would have to abide by it on the radio.
Commissioner Thompson: Well, let us carry it a little farther.The Government of the United States, or the Congress of theUnited States doesn't own any press associations, does it?The Witness: The Congress of the United States doesn't ownany radio station.
Commissioner Thompson: Well, the government, I mean.The Government of the United States doesn't own any pressassociation transmitting news, does it?

91
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The Witness: I think the government does a little transmitting

of news, yes, sir.
Commissioner Thompson: No, I am trying to develop a point.

The question is, does the Associated Press, the United Press, the
international News Service, the Universal News Service, does
the Government of the United States own any press association?

The Witness: No, I don't think so.
Commissioner Thompson: Does the Government of the United

States own the air waves?
The Witness: Well, if you mean the people of the United

States, the answer is "Yes." If you mean the government, the
answer is "No."

Commissioner Thompson: Well, I interpret the government
as the people of the United States.

The Witness: Well, the government doesn't own the property
of the people of the United States.

Commissioner Thompson: Well, let us say the people of the
United States don't own a press association, but it does own the
air waves. Now where does it control it? Does the government
control the air waves?

The Witness: Well, I have said during my previous testimony
today, that I think it entirely proper for the government to regu-
late the air waves in the sense that the present law gives the
government the power to regulate them.

(Discussion off the record concerning time of adjournment.)
By Mr. Dempsey:

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, going back again. You believe it is the
Commission's duty, one of the, I would assume, important ele-
ments in determining whether or not to renew a license or to
grant a license, to determine whether or not the licensee is quali-
fied and would in all likelihood render a good program service.
Now, as I understood you in answer to Commissioner Walker's
question you said that some 50 per cent of the time of affiliated
stations is optioned to the National Broadcasting Company. And
I understood you to say further that if bad programs came over
that station, the station rendered poor program service, that it
was the responsibility of the licensee and that he should bear the
brunt of the denial of his renewal and that there should not be

any extension of the Commission's authority to the National
Broadcasting Company or any other network under the same
circumstances. Is that correct?

Answer: That is correct.
Question: You also admit I think that as a practical matter
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a licensee of a station if it is affiliated with a network can'texercise any judgment with respect to individual network pro-grams. He has to take the network pretty much on faith becausehe can't pre-audition the programs that are coming over thewires.
Answer: Oh, yes, he can.
Question: How can he do it?
Answer: We submit to our broadcasting affiliates all commer-cial programs 28 days in advance of the time when they get theprograms. They know the character of the program, thescript-
Question,: Mr. Sarnoff, I don't mean to try to check you inany small detail or anything of that sort, but the testimony hasbeen up until now that the stations are notified 28 days ahead oftime that a certain advertiser has the hour and the programwill be a variety program or music or drama and if it is availablethe names of the principal actors, but not copies of the scriptbecause very frequently that script is revised within an hour ofthe broadcast so that they can't either read the script or actuallyhear the program until it comes over their station.
Answer: Undoubtedly true, if that is the information youhave been given by the program department. But my generalimpression is that substantially a month in advance of the pro-gram the broad character, or the broad outline of the program ismade available to the station, and even a sustaining program isdescribed as far in advance as possible. I recognize of coursethat there is spot news and last minute changes and all that kindof thing, so that as a practical matter the individual station maynot in each instance have the direct opportunity, but he has hadthe opportunity to select his network affiliation, to begin with.Question: That is what I say. It is largely a question of tak-ing the network on faith rather than the individual programs.The information about a particular program, as I understood thetestimony, is probably considerably less information than youget on a moving picture or a show before you actually go inand see it.
Answer: That is possible.
Question: So that until you actually hear the program youwould not know just whether it was a good or a bad programhe has to take that on faith with his network affiliation. Now,do you think that is a consistent system that the licensee makesa network commitment of 50 per cent of his program time know-
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jug in general when he makes it very little 
more than that he

hopes that network will come through with good 
programs?

Answer: Well, all I can say as to that is again, that the 
proof

of the pudding is in the eating. Again I cite that 
over a period of

13 years from the total operation of all• the 
networks in this

country there have only been two or three instances 
where this

Commission felt it necessary to take cognizance of the 
complaints

about programs. Now that means the system is 
working pretty

well.
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, as you say the proof of the 

pudding

may be in the eating, but the question of whether the 
licensee is

going to get acute indigestion is something that 
he never can be

quite sure about until these programs come over. 
Now, supposing

that as you suggested this morning it is possible to 
have a new

network start up and he won't have any past history of 
operation.

You have to take that on faith. Now do you think t
hat the Com-

mission should renew a license or grant a license knowin
g that

50 per cent of that time is going to be practically 
controlled by an

organization which is not subject at all to the Commission's

scrutiny, about which it knows little or nothing, and can know

little or nothing?
Answer: Well, I think that the Commission's duty and 

the

station's duty are the same in this respect, that the 
station that

puts on the program must be liable for any violations 
of the

license, and must be responsible for what it does. As a mat
ter of

fact even in a press association, while in theory the 
city editor

has an opportunity to look at the news bulletin before he 
prints it,

nevertheless when he gets a news flash from the Associated 
Press

or the United Press or any other reputable press 
organization

he prints it and if he should print misinformation 
or libelous

information, the individual newspaper is held responsible 
for

what it does and the press association itself is not the one 
that is

looked to as the sole source of responsibility. When the 
individual

newspaper selects the press association it places its confidence 
on

the basis of its record.
Question: I don't think there is any question that it is 

a per-

fectly satisfactory system of placing ultimate 
responsibility with

the object of imposing penalties to say that t
he station licensee,

having a license, shall be liable for whatever comes
 over the air,

but the licensing problem, I think you will 
admit is quite different.

The Commission must try and determine 
whether the programs

that come over are going to be good 
or not. It isn't enough to

. „ 41101r grP had. It is a question of
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finding somebody with good judgment to select them in the
first place.
Answer: Well, when you come to the renewal of a license of

an individual station you can then take into account the sum total
of its public service, and I think that the record will show that
those local stations which have been affiliated with networks
have as a practical matter given a larger measure of public
service and a better measure of public service than those which
have not been affiliated. So why worry about the network?

Question: I am not sure whether everybody would agree 100
per cent with that opinion, but assuming that they would. The
question is, should the licensing authority select the person who
is going to be responsible in the sense of having actually selected
or rejected the program material? Should it license him or should
it license somebody else?
Answer: It should license the station that uses the frequency

which the Commission authorizes the station to use. The minute
it goes back of that, as I tried to say before, it can't merely
license a network as such because it is then licensing a program
institution, and then it must license the entertainment, and
then-

Question,: Well, isn't it licensing a program institution when
it licenses a station?
Answer: Well, it licenses a station to utilize that frequency

for public service. That station is free to get its service from
anybody it chooses, not merely from a licensed network. It can
get its program from an advertising agency or it can get it from
an entertainment service or anybody it wishes, but once you
impose the licensing system you limit that local station so that it
will have to deal with licensed networks.

Question: That is true.
Answer: Well, that is putting an imposition on them.
Question: Well, as I understand it now, taking a station that

is not affiliated with a network, that licensee is selected and has
the obligation of choosing good programs. That is the purpose
for which he is licensed. Now he may or may not listen to each
singer or go over the script of each talk that is put on, but if he is
living up to the responsibility of his license he does make an
intelligent effort to select good program material. Do you think
that that is the proper thing, but that as far as networks are
concerned his only selection should be which network he will pick?
Answer: That's right.
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Question: And he should have no selection as to the 
actual

program material that comes from that network.

Answer: Except as I have indicated before, he has the right

of rejection in so far as the physical 

Question: But his rejection would have to be based on a 
hunch

in 99 per cent of the cases?
Answer: And on the record of the service that he is sub-

scribing to.
Question: Well, I suppose he would have to cancel his contract

if he felt that the network wasn't good?

Answer: Yes, and go to another network.

Question: Don't you think that the network in effect does get

control of the station? I am not talking now of 
control in the

sense that it dictates its policies, but it does get 50 per 
cent of

the time on which it can put programs of its 
selection as distin-

guished from the licensee's selection?

Answer: Well, I don't regard that as getting control, no, any

more than-
Question: Well, don't let us quarrel about the terms. It does,

that situation does obtain, though?

Answer: I think if you are going to continue the present

system of American network broadcasting I know of no other

way by which it can be continued except by the network 
system

to have a right-of-way for a specified period of time over a 
given

number of stations. Otherwise networks can't make contracts

with advertisers. That is inherent in the situation.

Commissioner Walker: Well, then as a matter of fact who

has control of the station, the licensee or this Commission 
or the

chain which has the exclusive contract to broadcast 
over the

station?
The Witness: Well, in our case as I have said, as to 

half of the

time, the local station itself is free. As to the other half 
it is at

least free to reject within the physical limits that it 
can reject.

As to the remainder of the time, obviously the 
network itself

having sold that time to an advertising client has as a 
practical

matter transferred the use of those facilities to 
the program

agency. It is just as proper to say that the 
advertising client

controls that station as it is to say that the network 
controls that

station.
By Mr. Dempsey:

Question: Mr. Sarnoff, the testimony has all 
been to the effect

that while the advertising agency 
may bill the program that Mr.

nr anmPOTIO in his department scrutinizes that 
program
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very carefully before it goes on the air and eliminates any part
of it that he doesn't feel would be proper from the standpoint of
NBC, so that he actually or someone working with him scrutinizesand selects and rejects not only the general program but the
particular program very carefully before it goes out over your
network. Now, the licensee just can't do that when he takes
network programs. He can do it when he takes local programs
whether they are built by an advertising agency or not.
Answer: Well, to that extent the licensee or individual ownerdepends upon service rendered by the network.
Question: Well, don't you think to that extent it might besaid that the station is licensed half to the network and half tothe licensee?
Answer: Well, you could say it but that wouldn't alter myopinion as I object to the government controlling a programwhether it is a program by the network or whether it is aprogram by the licensee.
Question: Well, no one has suggested that the governmentcontrol the program. You have said that the government shouldtake the station off, if the programs are bad.
Answer: Well, what is the purpose of licensing a network?
Question: What is the purpose of licensing a station forbroadcast purposes?
Answer: You are licensing the individual station because youare licensing it to use a certain wave length, a certain facilityand a certain electric power, and to observe certain laws. Now,when the station fails to do any of those things, you can terminatethe license.
Question: And one of those things is render program service?Answer: Yes, but not the character of the program servicein detail. I am speaking of the broad public service.
Question: Yes, program service.
Answer: Now, the network as a matter of fact isn't usingradio at all, so long as it is confining itself to programming, it isin the audio end of the business and not in the radio end of thebusiness.
Question: That is quite true. But the licensee to the extentthat he carries network programs is not in the audio businessat all. He is only in the transmitting business.
Answer: That is right.
Question: And one of the important elements which he shouldbe in is removed from him by his network contract?
Answer: Well, suppose you were to conceive on that theory
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that 10 local stations, say independent stations, decide to make

contracts with Amusement Agency X to get all of their artists

for those 10 stations, and then they hook some wires into that

agency. That agency becomes a network programming service,

and I maintain that that does not give the government the right

to go and license that amusement agency.
Question: Well, do you think that a licensee would have the

right to turn over his facilities so far as programming is con-

cerned to a third person and that the Commission would have no

concern with that at all, to renew his license, or a man could come

in and ask for a license and say, "The whole question of pro-

gramming is going to be handled by X. I am not going to have

anything to do with it. I am only going to run the physical

facilities." Do you think he should be granted a license if we

don't know anything about X?
Answer: Well, I am not suggesting that particular operation.

I do maintain that those stations that I have referred to theoreti-

cally would have the right to appoint that agency to sell half of

its time or whatever percentage it determined on, for amusement

purposes and that that agency would have the right to furnish

those services to those stations without a license from the govern-

ment and that when each of those 10 stations came up for renewal

of their licenses the question of the kind of service that they

rendered to the public, and not from whom they received the

programs, should be the determining question whether the license

should be renewed or not.
Question: How about granting it in the first place?
Answer: Granting it in the first place? Well, I told a long

story this morning encouraging you to grant licenses particularly

to those people who would like to create networks that do not

now exist. I don't know why there is so much talk about existing

networks when all this space in the ether is still available to

develop new networks.
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, supposing a man came in to apply for

a license and said, "I want this power or this frequency, this

location." You said, "What about programs?" He said, "My

programs are going to be handled by an entirely different organi-

zation. I have made a contract. They will handle all the pro-

grams." Do you think the Commission should inquire into who

arid what that organization is?

Answer: Yes, I think it is perfectly proper to inquire, but if

the Commission said, "All right, I will give you the license pro-

vided the fellow you are going to get your programs from also
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submits himself to a license from us," I would say I had somequestion about that.

Question: Well now, maybe we are arguing about the wordlicense. Do you think it is a matter of concern, proper concernto the Commission to determine whether or not and if so to whatextent a licensee is turning over the programming of his stationto other persons?
Answer: If you eliminate the word license there, why thenyou and I haven't any quarrel at all about it, because I think it isperfectly proper for the Commission to make any inquiry it seesfit from the beginning to the end of the service. It is perfectlyproper for the Commission to do what it does in asking theNational Broadcasting Company as a network to furnish all itsinformation, its data, its method of operation, its figures, allthese things that we are doing. I don't object to that.
Question: All right. Now supposing that you had an organi-zation that was in the business of furnishing programs and theprograms that it furnished for a period of time had been verybad and the licensee came in for renewal and said, "Fifty,seventy-five or a hundred per cent of the time of my station isgoing to be given over to that organization." Do you think thatwould be a basis for denying his renewal?
Answer: I think that if it was as clear-cut as that, I shouldtake it into account in granting or refusing the license, yes. Butcertainly that case is not actual with regard to any existingnetwork that I know anything about.
Question: Mr. Sarnoff, just one other question. In your directtestimony you testified that some 95 per cent of the stock ofR.C.A. was held by some 143,000 people, or I think in one of theexhibits it was shown that it was held by a hundred and fortysome thousand people distributed throughout the United States.I am not asking for an exact number.
Answer: What is your question?
Question: The question is whether 95 per cent of the stock ofR.C.A. is distributed among some hundred and forty-five or fiftythousand shareholders?
Answer: Well, all of the stock of R.C.A. is held by approxi-mately 250,000 shareholders and no single shareholder owns asmuch as one-half of one per cent of the stock.
Question: At the 1938 meeting the stock of 143 of those share-holders was voted by proxy committee, was it not?
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Answer: Proxy committee held 
in 1938 and also in 

1939

approximately 65 per cent of the 
total votes.

Mr. Dempsey: I have no 
further questions.

Commissioner Brown: Are there any 
further questions?

Mr. Hennessey: I have no 
further questions of Mr. 

Sarnoff

except to say that in his 
testimony he has referred several 

times

to certain NBC policies 
recently adopted. In the 

earlier part of

the testimony the 
testimony was that NBC had no 

written policy,

though certain procedures 
had grown up. Since the 

early part

of the hearing those 
policies have been reduced to 

writing and

at this time I would like 
to offer as Exhibit, 

whatever the appro-

priate number is, copies of a 
booklet entitled, 

"Broadcasting in

the Public Interest by the 
National Broadcasting 

Company."

Commi.ssioner Brown: Do you have 
the required number of

copies?
Mr. Hennessey: Yes, I do.

Commissioner Brown: Exhibit 663 is 
admitted.

(National Broadcasting Company 
Exhibit No. 663 received in

evidence.)
Mr. Hennessey: I have no 

further questions. I would like 
to

• ask, Mr. Sarnoff, whether 
there are any points in your 

examina-

tion today which you 
yourself would like to develop 

further?

The Witness: I have nothing 
further, thank you.

Mr. Hennessey : I think 
that is all.

Commissioner Brown: That is all. 
The witness is excused.

(Witness excused.)
(Whereupon, at 4:30 o'clock p. m. the 

hearing was adjourned

until Thursday, May 18, 
1939, at 10 o'clock a. m.)

APPENDIX

MR. SARNOFF'S testimony at the hearing before the Federal Com-
munications Commission on Nov. 14, 1938 was supplemented

by counsel for the National Broadcasting Company, who introduced
into the record three documents relating to the development of broad-
casting. Mr. Sarnoff was asked to identify the letters which he wrote
on the respective dates shown thereon. He so identified them.

I. Radio Music Box.—Excerpts from a letter written by Mr.
Sarnoff in 1916 to Mr. Edward J. Nally, then Vice President
and General Manager of the American Marconi Company. This
was four years before the first broadcasting station—KDKA
at Pittsburgh—went on the air.

Broadcasting Problem and Recommendation for Forming the
National Broadcasting Company.—This letter was written by
Mr. Sarnoff to Mr. E. W. Rice, Jr., then honorary Chairman
of the Board of Directors of the General Electric Company,
and a copy thereof sent to Mr. E. M. Herr, then President of
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. This
letter is dated June 17, 1922—four and one-half years before
the NBC was formed.

III. Future Developments.—Excerpts from a general office memo-
randum on radio developments and future possibilities written
by Mr. Sarnoff on April 5, 1923—sixteen years ago.

Copies of these documents appear on the following pages.
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RADIO MUSIC BOX

Excerpts from "History of Radio"

by Gleason L. Archer

In 1916 Mr. Sarnoff embodied in a written 
recommendation to

Edward J. Nally, the General Manager of the 
Marconi Company, the

details of his proposed "Radio Music Box" scheme. 
Elmer E. Bucher,

at that time an engineer of the Marconi 
Company, has informed the

author that he was with Mr. Sarnoff in 1916 when 
the latter dictated

the following statement:

"I have in mind a plan of development which 
would make radio a

'household utility' in the same sense as the piano or 
phonograph. The

idea is to bring music into the house by 
wireless.

"While this has been tried in the past by wires, it 
has been a failure

because wires do not lend themselves to this 
scheme. With radio,

however, it would seem to be entirely feasible. For 
example—a radio

telephone transmitter having a range of say 25 to 50 
miles can be

installed at a fixed point where instrumental or vocal 
music or both are

produced. The problem of transmitting music has already 
been solved

in principle and therefore all the receivers attuned 
to the transmitting

wave length should be capable of receiving such 
music. The receiver

can be designed in the form of a simple 'Radio 
Music Box' and arranged

for several different wave lengths, which should be 
changeable with

the throwing of a single switch or pressing of a 
single button.

"The 'Radio Music Box' can be supplied with 
amplifying tubes and

a loudspeaking telephone, all of which can be 
neatly mounted in one

box. The box can be placed on a table in the parlor or 
living room, the

switch set accordingly and the transmitted music 
received. There

should be no difficulty in receiving music perfectly 
when transmitted

with a radius of 25 to 50 miles. Within such a radius 
there reside

hundreds of thousands of families; and as all can 
simultaneously

receive from a single transmitter, there would be no 
question of obtain-

ing sufficiently loud signals to make the performance 
enjoyable. The

power of the transmitter can be made 5 kw, if 
necessary, to cover

even a short radius of 25 to 50 miles; thereby giving 
extra loud signals

in the home if desired. The use of head telephones 
would be obviated

by this method. The development of a small loop 
antenna to go with

each 'Radio Music Box' would likewise solve the 
antennae problem.

"The same principle can be extended to numerous other 
fields as, for

example, receiving lectures at home which can be 
made perfectly

audible; also events of national importance can 
be simultaneously

announced and received. Baseball scores can be 
transmitted in the

fhp II cif. of one set installed at the Polo Grounds. The 
same would
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be true of other cities. This proposition would be especially interesting
to farmers and others living in outlying districts removed from cities.
"By the purchase of a 'Radio Music Box' they could enjoy concerts,

lectures, music, recitals, etc., which may be going on in the nearest
city within their radius. While I have indicated a few of the most
probable fields of usefulness for such a device, yet there are numerous
other fields to which the principle can be extended. . . .

"The manufacture of the 'Radio Music Box' including antennae, inlarge quantities, would make possible their sale at a moderate figureof perhaps $75.00 per outfit. The main revenue to be derived will befrom the sale of 'Radio Music Boxes' which if manufactured in quan-tities of one hundred thousand or so could yield a handsome profitwhen sold at the price mentioned above. Secondary sources of revenuewould be from the sale of transmitters and from increased advertisingand circulation of the Wireless Age*. The Company would have to
undertake the arrangements, I am sure, for music recitals, lectures,etc., which arrangements can be satisfactorily worked out. It is not
possible to estimate the total amount of business obtainable with thisplan until it has been developed and actually tried out but there areabout 15,000,000 families in the United States alone and if only one
million or 7% of the total families thought well of the idea it would, atthe figure mentioned, mean a gross business of about $75,000,000which should yield considerable revenue.

"Aside from the profit to be derived from this proposition the possi-bilities for advertising for the Company are tremendous; for its namewould ultimately be brought into the household and wireless wouldreceive national and universal attention."

When the Radio Corporation of America took over the business ofthe American Marconi Company in the autumn of 1919, David Sarnoffwas commercial manager of that corporation. Upon the merger Mr.Sarnoff became commercial manager of RCA. It is apparent that hehad abundant faith in his "Radio Music Box" idea and that in thewinter of 1920, months before broadcasting began at East Pittsburgh,he revived the idea by laying the same before Owen D. Young, chair-man of the board of General Electric Company and RCA. On March3, 1920, Mr. E. W. Rice, Jr., the President of the General ElectricCompany, requested Mr. Sarnoff to submit an estimate of prospectiveradio business based upon his "Music Box" idea. A significant por-tion of that reply is as follows:
"The 'Radio Music Box' proposition (regarding which I reportedto Mr. Nally in 1916 and to Mr. Owen D. Young on January 31, 1920)
* Wireless Age was a monthly radio magazine, published at that time bythe Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America.
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requires considerable experimentation and development; but, having

given the matter much thought, I feel confident in expressing the

opinion that the problems involved can be met. With reasonable speed

in design and development, a commercial product can be placed on the

market within a year or so.
"Should this plan materialize it would seem reasonable to expect

sales of one million (1,000,000) 'Radio Music Boxes' within a period of

three years. Roughly estimating the selling price at $75 per set,
$75,000,000 can be expected. This may be divided approximately as

follows:
1st year-100,000 Radio Music Boxes
2nd year-300,000 Radio Music Boxes
3rd year-600,000 Radio Music Boxes

  $ 7,500,000
  22,500,000
  45,000,000

$75,000,000"

* Editor's Note: RCA's actual sales of home instruments during the first
three years were as follows:

1st year, 1922
2nd year, 1923
3rd year, 1924

$11,000,000
22,500,000
50,000,000

$83,500,000
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II

BROADCASTING PROBLEMS
Mr. Sarnoff's Letter of June 17, 1922

MR. E. W. RICE, JR.,
Honorary Chairman
Board of Directors
General Electric Company
120 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Dear Mr. Rice:

With the idea of presenting to Mr. E. M. Herr and yourself, mem-bers of the Broadcasting Committee appointed by the Board ofDirectors of the Radio Corporation of America at its last meeting, asuggestion which might form the basis of a discussion at the first meet-ing of the Broadcasting Committee which I hope can be held someday next week convenient to Mr. Herr and yourself, I submit thefollowing:
First, it seems to me that in seeking a solution to the broadcastingproblem, we must recognize that the answer most be along nationalrather than local lines for the problem is distinctly a national one.Secondly, I think that the principal elements of broadcasting serv-ice are entertainment, information and education, with emphasis onthe first feature—entertainment; although not underestimating theimportance of the other two elements. Expressed in other words, andconsidered from its broadest aspect, this means that broadcastingrepresents a job of entertaining, informing and educating the nationand should, therefore, be distinctly regarded as a public service.That this kind of a job calls for specialists in the respective fieldsand that it requires expert knowledge of the public's taste and themanner in which to cater to the public's taste is apparent on the sur-face. That manufacturing companies or communication companies arenot at present organized and equipped to do this kind of a job in aconsistent and successful way is to my mind also clear.If the foregoing premises be correct, it would seem that the twofundamental problems calling for a solution are-

1. Who is to pay for broadcasting?
2. Who is to do the broadcasting job?

Many suggestions have been made by well-intentioned persons onthe inside and outside, in an endeavor to answer both the above prob-lems, but to my mind none of the suggestions yet made, with whichI am acquainted, are sufficiently comprehensive or capable of with-standing the test of real analysis and this largely because the majorportion of the suggestions thus far offered build a structure on afoundation which calls for voluntary payment by the public for theservice rendered through the air.
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With respect to problem # 1. Attractive as the above suggestions

are, I am of the opinion that the greatest advantages of radio—its

universality and, generally speaking, its ability to reach everybody

everywhere—in themselves limit, if not completely destroy, that ele-

ment of control essential to any program calling for continued payment

by the public. Stated differently, it seems to me where failure to make

a payment does not enable a discontinuance of service—as for example,

in wire telephony, gas, electric light or water supply—the temptation

to discontinue payments on the ground of poor service, etc., is too

great to make any system of voluntary public subscription sufficiently

secure to justify large financial commitments or the creation of an

administrative and collection organization necessary to deal with the

general public. Therefore if I am correct in assuming that such a

foundation is insecure over a period of time, the superstructure built

on such a foundation is perforce equally weak.

For these reasons I am led to the conclusion that the cost of broad-

casting must be borne by those who derive profits directly or indirectly

from the business resulting from radio broadcapting. This means

the manufacturer, the national distributor (The Radio Corporation

of America), the wholesale distributor, the retail dealer, the licensee

and others associated in one way or another with the business.

As to # 2. When the novelty of radio will have worn off and the

public is no longer interested in the means by which it is able to receive

but rather, in the substance and quality of the material received, I

think that the task of reasonably meeting the public's expectations and

desires will be greater than any so far tackled by any newspaper,

theatre, opera or other public information or entertainment agency.

The newspaper, after all, caters to a limited list of subscribers. The

theatre presents its production to a literal handful of people, but the

broadcasting station will ultimately be required to entertain a nation.

No such audience has ever before graced the effort of even the most

celebrated artist or the greatest orator produced by the Ages.

Because of these reasons, I am of the opinion that neither the Gen-

eral Electric Company, the Westinghouse Company nor the Radio

Corporation would in the long run do justice to themselves or render

satisfaction to the public if they undertook this tremendous job.

The service to be rendered distinctly calls for a specialized organiza-

tion with a competent staff capable of meeting the necessities of the

situation.
With the foregoing in mind, I have attempted to arrive at a solu-

tion of both problems #1 and #2, which, while not completely an-

swering all of the questions which may fairly be raised, at the same

time provides, I think, a structure capable of expansion in accordance

with the development of the art and business and if subject to objec-

tions, at least not to those recited in the preliminary paragraphs of

this letter.
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The plan I have in mind and one which I respectfully suggest for
your consideration and discussion at the first meeting of the Broad-
casting Committee is as follows:

Let us organize a separate and distinct company, to be known as the
Public Service Broadcasting Company, or National Radio Broadcasting
Company, or American Radio Broadcasting Company, or some similar
name.

This company to be controlled by the Radio Corporation of America,
but its Board of Directors and officers to include members of the Gen-
eral Electric Company, Westinghouse Electric Company and possibly
also a few from the outside prominent in national and civic affairs.
The administrative and operating staff of this company to be com-
posed of those considered best qualified to do the broadcasting job.

Such company to acquire the existing broadcasting stations of the
Westinghouse Company, General Electric Company, as well as the
three stations to be erected by the Radio Corporation; to operate such
stations and build such additional broadcasting stations as may be
determined upon in the future.

Since the proposed company is to pay the cost of broadcasting as
well as the cost of its own administrative operations, it is, of course,
necessary to provide it with a source of income sufficient to defray all
of its expenses.

As a means for providing such income, I tentatively suggest that
the Radio Corporation pay over to the Broadcasting Company, two
per cent of its gross radio sales, that the General Electric and Westing-
house Companies do likewise and that our proposed licensees be
required to do the same.

Assuming, for example, that gross radio sales effected by the Radio
Corporation for the year 1923, amount to $20,000,000, which would
represent, roughly, $14,000,000.00 in billing prices for such devices
made by the General Electric and Westinghouse Companies and, assum-ing further, that the gross volume of our proposed licensees' business
for the year will be $5,000,000 the contributions to the broadcasting
company for the year would be as follows:
By the Radio Corporation of America-
2% on $20,000,000 would equal 

By the General Electric Company-
2% on 60% of $14,000,000 would equal 

By the Westinghouse Company-
2% on 40% of $14,000,000 would equal 

By Licensees*_..
2% on $6,000,000 

TOTAL  

$400,000.00

168,000.00

112,000.00

100,000.00

$780,000.00
* Editor's Note: At the time this letter was written, in 1922, RCA hadnot yet established a general licensing policy.
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While the total of $780,000.00 may be regarded as inadequate to
defray the whole of the expense of the broadcasting company, yet, I
think it should be sufficient to provide for a modest beginning. Once
the structure is created opportunities for providing additional sources
of income to increase the "pot" will present themselves. For example,
if the business expands, the income grows proportionately. Also, we
may find it practicable to require our wholesale distributors to pay
over to the broadcasting company a reasonable percentage of their
gross radio sales for it will be to their interest to support broadcasting.
It is conceivable that the same principle may even be extended in time
to the dealers.

The broadcasting company may also find it desirable and remuner-
ative to publish a radio magazine of national scope, which can be made
to provide a source of income through its subscriptions and advertis-
ing columns. (In this, Wireless Age can be put into the "pot").

Since the broadcasting company is to be organized on the basis of
rendering a public service commensurate with its financial ability to
do so it is conceivable that plans may be devised by it whereby it will
receive public support and, in fact, there may even appear on the
horizon a public benefactor, who will be willing to contribute a large
sum in the form of an endowment. It will be noted that these additional
possibilities of income are merely regarded as "possibilities" and do
not in themselves form the foundation upon which the broadcasting
company is to operate.

Once the broadcasting company is established as a Public Service
and the General Public educated to the idea that the sole function of
the company is to provide the public with a service as good and exten-
sive as its total income permits, I feel that with suitable publicity
activities, such a company will ultimately be regarded as a public
institution of great value in the same sense that a library, for example,
is regarded today.

Mention of a library institution brings to mind the thought that
great as is the public benefactor who endows a library for the purpose
of educating the general public, the person who in the future may
endow a broadcasting station or a broadcasting service will be a still
greater public benefactor because of the many advantages which a
broadcasting service offers to all classes of people, not only in the
matter of education, but also in entertainment and health services, etc.
Important as the library is, it can only provide the written word and
at that, it is necessary for people to go to the library in order to avail
themselves of its service, whereas in broadcasting the spoken word
is projected into the home where all classes of people may remain
and listen.

This letter is already longer than I had intended it to be and I shall,
therefore, omit a number of other possibilities for increasing the
revenue of the proposed broadcasting company and shall also refrain
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at this time from entering into a discussion of its operating details,
the manner by which it may acquire the existing broadcasting stations,etc., etc., but I hope that I have indicated sufficient of the funda mental
principles involved in this proposal to have made clear the basic plan.

If the foregoing suggestions appeal to you as worthy of further
consideration, I shall be very glad to discuss the matter in detail atour meeting.

I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. E. M. Herr, President ofthe Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.

Respectfully yours,

(Signed) DAVID SARNOFF,
General Manager,

Radio Corporation of America
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III

RADIO BROADCASTING ACTIVITIES

Excerpt from a General Memorandum

by David Sarnoff, dated April 5, 1923

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

First—As to broadcasting. I believe that every home in the
 United

ites and other civilized countries of the world, co
nstitutes a potential

krket for a radio receiver of one kind or another. 
Instruments are

ing perfected and the costs consistently reduced. I can 
see the day

len even the crowded homes of the slums or ghettos will 
have some

id of a radio receiver which will enable them to 
"listen-in" on broad-

ting stations without expense, and for the first time in 
their lives,

ick from the air, not only oxygen necessary to keep 
their bodies alive,

t education, entertainment and culture which will keep 
their minds

ye, fresh and happy. Think of broadcasting grand opera 
from the

etropolitan, for example, BO that these unfortunate and unhappy

tople might sit in their homes and enjoy its benefits.

This brings me to another possibility in broadcasting which I 
think

:asonable to believe.
With the improvement in the character of the programs 

rendered,

feel radio broadcasting will make of us a nation of music 
lovers. I

hink soon when the President of the United States delivers a 
public

ddress, millions of homes which will be equipped with radio devices,

/ill be able to listen to the Executive's voice while he is spea
king and

f the Star Spangled Banner should be played where the 
President is

peaking, tens of millions within the homes will rise to its strain.

, Radio then, will do more than annihilate space, it will unite 
the

Nation and ultimately, I believe, the world.

Second—Now as to radio's application to moving vehicles.

I believe that in time everything which moves or floats 
will be

equipped with a radio instrument. This applies to the airplane, the

railroad, steamship, motor-boat, automobile and other vehicles.

Third—I believe that television, which is the technical name 
for

seeing instead of hearing by radio, will come to pass in due 
course.

Already, pictures have been sent across the Atlantic by radio. 
Experi-

mental, of course, but it points the way to future possibilit
ies. It is

not too much to expect that in the near future when news is 
telegraphed

by radio—say to the United States, of important 
events in Europe,

South America or the Orient, that a picture of the 
event will likewise

be sent over by radio and both arrive here 
simultaneously, thus it

may well be expected that radio development w
ill provide a situation

whereby we will be able to actually see as well as 
read in New York,

•

e
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within an hour or so, the event taking place in London, Buenos Aires or
Tokio.

I also believe that transmission and reception of motion pict tires by
radio will be worked out within the next decade. This would result
in important events or interesting dramatic presentations being liter-
ally broadcast by radio through the use of appropriate transmitters
and, thereafter, received in individual homes or auditoriums where
the original scene will be re-enacted on a screen, with much the appear-
ance of present day motion pictures. This re-enactment may, of course,
be accompanied by music or speech of the original performance, thus
conveying the impressions of sight and sound simultaneously to the
broadcast listener and observer. The problem is technically similar
to that of radio telephony though of more complicated nature; but,
within the range of technical achievement. Therefore, it may be that
every broadcast receiver for home use in the future, will also be
equipped with a television adjunct by which the instrument will make
it possible for those at home to see as well as hear what is going on
at the broadcast station.

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING
Broadcasting is moving further and further away from a multitude

of small and comparatively cheap stations serving limited areas with
material largely of local interest. The trend of the future will be,
no doubt, the consolidation of such stations into larger and more
powerful stations sending out programs of greater variety and sig-
nificance and of finer artistic quality to ever larger audiences.

The day will come when two or three and possibly one station of
national scope may serve an entire country and its voice will reach
every city, town, village and hamlet within the country. It will also
be heard in neighboring nations and in the extreme case in the very
antipodes. Such international stations will send out simultaneously
a variety of programs on different wavelengths to satisfy all individual
tastes.

Here, for the first time, we will have in concrete form, "the voice
of a nation" speaking audibly to the entire world as well as to its own
citizens. If political developments keep pace with scientific advances,
we may even hear the voice of the world expressed by a huge broad-
casting station speaking for a future league of all nations; and the
mandates of a world court or the message of a league council may be
sent to the utmost confines of the earth in a trifling fraction of a
second and reach everyone everywhere.

While it is, of course, impracticable to put an exact date on the
time when the developments above referred to may be expected to
translate themselves into actual everyday use, it is my opinion that in
a radio sense they are almost around the corner and can be expected
to materialize some time between the present and the next five or ten
years.


